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Chuaigh an Leas-Cheann Comhairle i gceannas ar 9 a�m�

Paidir.
Prayer.

17/06/2021A00100Ceisteanna - Questions

17/06/2021A00200Ceisteanna ar Sonraíodh Uain Dóibh - Priority Questions

17/06/2021A00300Aviation Industry

17/06/2021A004001� Deputy Darren O’Rourke asked the Minister for Transport the actions he is taking to 
support the aviation sector (details supplied); the discussions he has held with the Minister for 
Health and members of the National Public Health Emergency Team, NPHET, regarding the 
use of serial antigen testing to aid the sector’s recovery; and if he will make a statement on the 
matter� [32822/21]

17/06/2021A00500Deputy Darren O’Rourke: I ask the Minister for Transport what actions he has taken to 
support the aviation sector, noting the collapse of Stobart Air last weekend with the loss of hun-
dreds of jobs�  What discussions has he held with the Minister for Health and members of the 
National Public Health Emergency Team about the use of serial antigen testing to potentially 
aid the sector’s recovery and will he make a statement on the matter?

17/06/2021A00600Minister for Transport (Deputy Eamon Ryan): Throughout the Covid-19 crisis, the Gov-
ernment has made significant funding available to the Irish aviation industry through a range 
of business supports�  The bulk of the support to airlines is through the temporary wage sub-
sidy scheme, TWSS, and employment wage subsidy scheme, EWSS, which were specifically 
designed to maintain the link between employers and employees�  It is estimated that by the 
end of June 2021, the sector will have received approximately €300 million in such supports�  
Liquidity funding is also available through the Ireland Strategic Investment Fund pandemic 
stabilisation and recovery fund and the DAA and Aer Lingus have both availed of substantial 
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support through this mechanism�

The Government has also committed an €80 million direct funding package for Irish avia-
tion in 2021�  A new regional airports programme for the period 2021 to 2025 was published 
on 4 February�  This programme committed a budget of €21�3 million for this year and will 
continue to support Ireland’s smallest airports at Knock, Kerry and Donegal.  A figure of €11.1 
million has been paid out so far through the programme�

By virtue of their size and passenger numbers, Cork and Shannon airports have never been 
eligible for such funding�  In light of the impacts of Covid-19, however, and taking account of 
the recommendations of the task force for aviation recovery, the Government has also commit-
ted to providing Cork and Shannon airports with access to capital and operational supports of 
€32�1 million in 2021 under a Covid-19 regional airports programme�

The allocation to Shannon Airport, which will support the delivery of a broad range of 
projects at the airport, is in addition to the €6.1 million already approved for a significant hold 
baggage screening project for the airport in 2020�

In addition to the projects announced, an application for funding in respect of a runway 
overlay project at Cork Airport is being assessed�  Given the costs involved, this project is sub-
ject to appraisal under the public spending code�  Pending a satisfactory explanation, I hope to 
be in a position to formally approve funding of €10 million for the project in the coming weeks�

The Government recognises the importance of regional connectivity and the importance of 
our regional airports to the regions they serve�  It reacted immediately to the sudden announce-
ment by Stobart Air that it was ceasing operations at the weekend�  My Department has initiated 
an emergency procurement process with a view to restoring air services linking Dublin with 
Donegal and Kerry airports�

17/06/2021B00200An Leas-Cheann Comhairle: The Minister will get a chance to come back in�  His time us 
up; I am sorry�

17/06/2021B00300Deputy Darren O’Rourke: I thank the Minister�  There is very serious frustration in the 
aviation sector with the Government�  Ground workers, airport employees, cabin crew and pi-
lots feel abandoned by the Government and despair at the lack of a plan for their sector�  They 
recognise that Covid-19 is devastating but they have argued for the best of public health and 
public confidence in aviation.

I have been critical of the Minister and his predecessor that they did not do enough to put 
systems in place to provide protections and confidence.  It was hands off at all stages.  Perhaps 
the position would not have been made better but the Government did not try�

Last November, I raised the need for a comparative study between antigen testing and PCR 
testing�  I had an exchange on this at the Joint Committee on Transport and Communications 
Networks�  We have the Ferguson report�  Yesterday, I asked who calls for such studies�  The 
House was told the Department, the Minister and the sector work together�  Deputy Duncan 
Smith asked if the Minister and Minister of State had asked for a pilot study�  We were told they 
had not�  I read an article in the Irish Independent today, which indicated that the Department 
had suggested a study�  Did the Minister, Minister of State and Department forcefully request 
that a pilot study take place?
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17/06/2021B00400Deputy Eamon Ryan: Yes�  In April, on the back of the report produced by the National 
Civil Aviation Development Forum, the Minister of State, Deputy Hildegarde Naughton, wrote 
to the Taoiseach and all Government Ministers, including the Minister for Health, promoting 
the recommendations of that report, which also made the case for using antigen testing on a 
trial basis�  In public and internally, I have been completely supportive of Professor Ferguson’s 
approach with regard to the benefits of antigen testing for screening.

I watched with interest reports on the committee hearing yesterday�  We will sit down with 
the Chief Medical Officer, Dr. Holohan, and work on whether he is willing to introduce such 
tests, as requested�  We will work with him and make that happen straight away�  It will be with 
the Chief Medical Officer’s support, however.  We must get public health measures right in this 
regard�  Throughout this crisis, we have been testing every option and listening to the health 
officials as they came back.  We have looked at all these options.

17/06/2021B00500Deputy Darren O’Rourke: It will be hugely frustrating for people to hear that this was 
recommended in April and we still have no action on it�  I listened this morning to the Minister 
for Further and Higher Education, Research, Innovation and Science speak on the radio about 
an argy-bargy on the issue of antigen testing and the need to properly assess�  We heard yester-
day there is no evidence base�  We could have been preparing such an evidence base�  We do not 
know where the evidence will take us but it is legitimate to pilot antigen testing to identify if a 
combination of this system or a particular formula or platform could work�

The Minister with responsibility for third level education also stated this morning that the 
Government was looking at the possibility of paying for PCR tests for children travelling with 
parents after 19 July�  We should have had an antigen test system in place and we should, at 
least, have tested the system�  Is the Government considering funding PCR tests?

17/06/2021B00600Deputy Eamon Ryan: The Deputy should remember that what the aviation industry want-
ed more than anything else - we have had extensive discussions on it throughout this crisis - 
was an end to the Government recommendation on essential travel only and the reintroduction 
of flying.  That will take place from 19 July.  Critically, coming with the mass vaccination of 
our society, that will allow people to be able to fly without having to take a test.  That is the 
preferred option for all concerned�  The position will continue to evolve, as it has changed right 
through this crisis, including how we manage children and the potential vaccination of younger 
age groups�

The answer, therefore, is “Yes”.  We should look at all options but first things first.  We need 
to get to 19 July and get people back flying, which we have always recognised was essential 
for the connectivity of the country to allow families and friends to unite and let people go on 
holidays.  That is the first thing we need to get back working, and we will do that.

17/06/2021B00700Transport Policy

17/06/2021B008002� Deputy Darren O’Rourke asked the Minister for Transport if he will extend the ten-year 
rule for taxis, acknowledging the severe financial pressure taxi drivers remain under as a result 
of the pandemic; and if he will make a statement on the matter� [32823/21]

17/06/2021B00900Deputy Darren O’Rourke: Will the Minister extend the ten-year rule for taxis, acknowl-
edging the severe financial taxi drivers remain under as a result of the pandemic, and will he 
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make a statement on the matter?

17/06/2021B01000Deputy Eamon Ryan: The National Transport Authority, NTA, is the statutory body tasked 
with the regulation of the small public service vehicle sector, SPSV, and it is responsible for the 
regulation of vehicle age limits under the provisions of the Taxi Regulation Act 2013�

The Deputy may be aware that the NTA has extended age limits for taxis and hackneys three 
times since the start of the pandemic�  The most recent extension, made last month, ensures that 
no vehicle will be forced to exit the fleet due to age limits alone in 2021.  I trust the authority 
will keep this issue under review as society and the economy reopen and passenger demand 
returns�

The authority’s extension of age limits is an emergency measure, taken in recognition of 
the particular challenges occasioned by Covid-19�  The ten-year rule was recommended by 
the 2011 taxi regulation review and came about following a public consultation on vehicle 
standards for taxis, hackneys and limousines held that year�  It was adopted in recognition of 
the need to strike a balance between achieving standards that offer the customer confidence, 
comfort and safety and allowing industry members to operate successfully, cognisant that the 
replacement of a vehicle is a SPSV operator’s single largest cost�

I remain committed to supporting the transition of the fleet towards zero-carbon, low-emis-
sion vehicles�  For this reason, I increased the funding available to the electric grant scheme for 
taxis for 2021 to €15 million�  I also doubled the amount payable under the scheme to €20,000 
for operators who scrap older vehicles and make the switch to fully electric models�  There has 
been a strong interest in the revised scheme since its launch in February, with nearly 600 ap-
plications received to date�

As the Deputy will be aware, many other measures have been taken to support the taxi 
industry�  At the start of the pandemic, the NTA waived late licence renewal fees and engaged 
with the insurance industry to facilitate a suspension of SPSV insurance for those operators who 
decided to temporarily stop working�

17/06/2021B01100An Leas-Cheann Comhairle: I thank the Minister�

17/06/2021B01200Deputy Eamon Ryan: I will come back to the rest of the answer�

17/06/2021B01300Deputy Darren O’Rourke: The response from taxi drivers to the full package of measures 
announced last week is that they are underwhelmed�  They are frustrated and angry at the extent 
of the engagement they had with the Minister, Taoiseach, Tánaiste and various backbenchers 
and with the support package, which amounts to a sum total of a couple of hundred euro for 
each individual taxi driver�  That is completely unacceptable�

On the ten-year rule, a video circulating on social media shows a taxi driver walking around 
his Toyota Avensis, which has a 12 D registration and is in immaculate condition, asking the 
Minister why he is going to be driven out of the taxi sector because he will not be able to re-
new his vehicle�  Will the Minister put a plan in place instead of doing this yearly or every six 
months?  Will he tell the taxi sector what he is doing with regard to the ten-year rule?

17/06/2021C00100Deputy Eamon Ryan: Last week we stated that a further €3 million is being provided to 
waive licence renewal fees for this year�  We also announced a further allocation of €3�5 million 
to operate a scheme to refund the cost of national car tests, NCTs, and motor tax, so that is a 
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further €6�5 million�  Critically, the most important thing for taxi drivers was the ability to earn 
income while being on the pandemic unemployment payment, PUP, which has been extended 
into next year�  Similar to the aviation industry, the most critical thing, which most taxi drivers 
want more than anything else, is for passengers to come back and to have fares�  That will hap-
pen on a transitional basis in these coming months as business starts to go up and they will still 
be able to avail of the PUP, get their costs covered and have an income�  The return of business 
in the autumn, as we expect it will in September with office workers coming back and colleges 
coming back in person, as well as pubs and restaurants opening up across the country from 5 
July, will be the best way of getting the taxi industry back�  The Government will continue to 
see what supports are needed depending on what the numbers are in that regard�

17/06/2021C00200Deputy Darren O’Rourke: I have a question about the ten-year rule�  I hear what the 
Minister is saying about the moves that have been made but there has to be NTA consultation 
before a decision is made and in the meantime, taxi drivers have experienced 15 months of no 
work and insufficient supports, whatever way it is cut up, and are losing money every day.  The 
prospect of breaking even is a long way off, yet the decision about renewing their vehicles is 
imminent�  That is what is hanging over them and they are frustrated with the Minister and his 
Government for not providing clarity and assurance in that regard�  What is the Minister’s plan 
for the taxi sector?  There are in the region of 26,000 taxis in Ireland�  How many does he envis-
age will be operating at the back end of 2022?

17/06/2021C00300Deputy Eamon Ryan: I would like there to be 26,000 taxis because one of the things I 
want to do is switch the way our cities work�  That is going to take time, support from this 
House, budgets and funding�  It will also have to get through the planning system�  One of the 
big changes coming to our cities is bus corridors and BusConnects schemes that will radically 
transform the city and give taxis a huge advantage in being able to get around cities quickly�  
There are all sorts of rumours that we are going to stop taxis doing this, that and the other but 
it is all nonsense�  The key thing is reallocating space and reimagining how our cities work and 
taxis, as a public transport service, will have a huge role to play as part of that�  I foresee an 
expansion in our taxi fleet.

Yes, it has been a tough time.  This has been a terrible crisis for many different sectors and 
people and the Government has put €38 billion into a variety of different supports for every in-
dustry in every way.  Specifically in the taxi sector, we tried to provide that extra bit of flexibil-
ity by allowing taxi drivers to get the PUP while also earning an income and getting their costs 
covered�  It has not been easy as there were not any fares�  The best way back is to get the fares 
going and that is starting to happen.  I hear the numbers are starting to rise quite significantly.

17/06/2021C00400Rail Network

17/06/2021C005003� Deputy Jennifer Whitmore asked the Minister for Transport the efforts he is undertak-
ing to expand access to rail services for south County Wicklow; and if he will make a statement 
on the matter� [32228/21]

17/06/2021C00600Deputy Jennifer Whitmore: What efforts is the Minister undertaking to expand access 
to rail services in south County Wicklow?  As he will be aware, there has been a considerable 
population increase in County Wicklow but it has not been matched by our public transport 
infrastructure, particularly rail infrastructure�  Many people have to commute long journeys on 
heavily congested roads when they would much prefer to have rail services available to them�  
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I ask the Minister to make a statement on that matter�

17/06/2021C00700Deputy Eamon Ryan: I am very glad to talk about the expansion of public transport in the 
south Wicklow area�  I am not just talking about rail but also the wider context�  It is important 
that we take a multi-modal approach to transport planning and the provision and integration 
of public transport services and infrastructure�  That approach is evident in the statutory trans-
port strategy for the wider greater Dublin area, which includes south Wicklow and which the 
National Transport Authority is required to prepare under the Dublin Transport Authority Act 
2008�  The Act requires the NTA to develop a 20-year multi-modal strategy and requires it to 
review and update the strategy every six years to take account of developments and revise the 
strategy as needed�  The current strategy sets out a range of proposed interventions required 
across all modes and progress is under way on a number of those interventions�  These include 
the DART+, which will provide enhanced capacity as far as Greystones but could provide as-
sociated benefits as far south as Wicklow, and the N11 bus priority project, which will seek to 
enhance bus priority along this route and enhance the attractiveness of the bus as an option for 
south Wicklow commuters�

Specifically looking at rail, aspects of the Wicklow rail line are challenging and potentially 
susceptible to coastal erosion�  That is why my Department, through the NTA, is funding a 
programme of works over the coming years to protect the existing railway line from coastal 
flooding and coastal erosion and improve the reliability and availability of the existing rail 
services across County Wicklow�  In addition to the above, there are two reviews under way 
which are of relevance to potential further improvements to rail in the county.  The first is the 
ongoing review of the transport strategy for the greater Dublin area, which is under way with a 
draft strategy to be published by the NTA later in the year for public consultation�  The second 
is a strategic rail review, which my Department is leading on and which will look at inter-urban 
and inter-regional rail and will be of relevance to south Wicklow, given the intercity services 
that operate on the line� 

17/06/2021C00800Deputy Jennifer Whitmore: What I am hearing is that there are a lot more plans for south 
County Wicklow�  People have been hearing about plans for south County Wicklow for years 
and what we need is a commitment to extend the DART to Wicklow town and to look at extend-
ing it to Arklow�  The infrastructure is there�  The rail line is there and we need to build on it�  It 
takes years to put in these plans and people are suffering now.  People have long commutes and 
are being forced further and further away from their workplaces and families�  They need access 
to public transport services, and our environment needs that as well�

I also raise the Avoca train station�  As the Rosslare to Dublin train goes through this station, 
it does not make any sense at all that it is not open�  Will the Minister look at reopening that train 
station and making the most of the infrastructure we have?

17/06/2021C00900Deputy Eamon Ryan: I will speak to Irish Rail about the Avoca train station and see what 
the possibilities are�  With regard to rail, and particularly the Wexford line going into south 
Wicklow, there are developments going on across the country�  This strategic rail review will 
look at how we can extend commuter services and I would do that as we electrify�  The DART 
will be fully electrified on certain services, such as the one to Maynooth, with overhead power 
lines and so on�  There may well also be a possibility of running battery electric trains, which can 
avail of that power supply and then run on a battery system if they go beyond the grid network�  
This technology is still evolving and the types of trains that would operate on a service running 
as far south as Wicklow or Arklow are only at an early stage of development but it is something 
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at which we are looking�  It might provide an opportunity to enhance our rail services�  There are 
real benefits to electrified trains rather than diesel ones when it comes to starting and stopping 
times and that might make commuting from the likes of Wicklow town a possibility�

17/06/2021C01000Deputy Jennifer Whitmore: I organised a meeting between the NTA and the five Depu-
ties from Wicklow a few months ago, at which it mentioned battery-operated trains to Wicklow 
town�  I ask that a focus be put on providing that service, including further south to Arklow�  It 
is critical that we give people public transport and rail options�  People who are living in south 
Wicklow have to travel an hour or two hours to work and get stuck on the N11�  I am aware that 
work is happening on the N11 but as the Minister said, we have to have a multi-modal response�  
The best bang for our buck would be using the infrastructure we have in place, such as the rail 
line�  A battery-operated train service to Wicklow town and Arklow would give people the op-
tions they need�  We need people to move away from their cars�  We passed the Climate Action 
and Low Carbon Development (Amendment) Bill 2021 last night�  It is critical that we give 
people options and invest in enabling them to take public transport in an efficient way.

17/06/2021C01100Deputy Eamon Ryan: I agree with what the Deputy said about the multi-modal approach 
and the potential for battery electric trains�  Regarding the area south of Greystones, I had a 
meeting with Geological Survey Ireland, GSI, recently and we looked at coastal erosion risk 
maps�  The south of Greystones jumps out like a red beacon�  We have a perilous situations with 
the line and significant engineering works will have to be done.  That takes time and involves 
a major cost.  It is not an insignificant engineering issue, so we have to remember that for any-
thing south of Greystones in particular�

There are also budget constraints.  There are a variety of different calls in terms of metro-
politan rail services in our regional cities, as well as Dublin with the DART+ scheme and so on�  
It will take time but the advances in that battery train capability in one area will help in other 
areas once we have demonstrated that they can work�  That may allow projects to advance more 
quickly, learning from one city and implementing that elsewhere�

17/06/2021D00200Rail Network

17/06/2021D003004� Deputy Darren O’Rourke asked the Minister for Transport the status of the ongoing 
review of the Navan rail line; the date on which the review will be completed; the date on 
which the results of the review will be published; and if he will make a statement on the matter� 
[32459/21]

17/06/2021D00400Deputy Darren O’Rourke: I want to ask the Minister about the status of the ongoing 
review of the Navan rail line, the date on which the review will be completed and the date on 
which the results of the review will be published�

17/06/2021D00500Deputy Eamon Ryan: As the Deputy is aware, the issue of a rail connection to Navan is 
being re-examined as part of the NTA’s review of the transport strategy for the greater Dublin 
area, GDA�  The strategy, as we all know, is a multimodal, 20-year transport strategy for the re-
gion and one that must be reflected in relevant land use strategies across the GDA.  The relevant 
Act requires the NTA to review and update the strategy every six years and that review is well 
under way.  The NTA has already held the first public consultation as part of the review, with 
the publication late last year of an issues paper�  I know that as part of that initial consultation 
process, people made their views known about a possible rail line to Navan and no doubt the 
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Deputy contributed to that process�  As part of its overall review, the NTA has engaged external 
expertise to specifically re-examine the feasibility of a Navan rail line and this specific assess-
ment will be an input into the overall review�  This assessment will be a factual report, detailing 
the feasibility of the project by addressing its need and its alignment with national, regional and 
local policy, establishing its benefits and providing a comprehensive economic and financial 
assessment of the project in accordance with the requirements of the public spending code�

The next step in the process is a second round of public consultation on a draft revised strat-
egy and I am informed that this public consultation will take place in early autumn�  As part of 
the consultation process, all background reports, such as the one being prepared for the Navan 
rail line, will be published in full, allowing for detailed review by all interested parties and as-
sisting with developing their feedback�  It is expected that a revised strategy will be ready by 
mid-2022�  I would note of course that delivery of projects and programmes under any revised 
strategy over the medium term will be determined by the allocations we receive as part of the 
ongoing national development plan, NDP, review�

17/06/2021D00600Deputy Darren O’Rourke: Last night, my party and almost all of the Opposition support-
ed the climate Bill�  It is not easy for the Opposition to support the Government�  Our party did 
that because the Bill states that this State is taking climate action seriously and that it recognises 
climate change as a challenge�  In addition, targets for 2030 and 2050 are enshrined in the Bill�  
How we get there will be contested and so our support was reserved support�  We will continue 
to fight for just transition.  The Navan rail line will be a measure of that.  The opportunity is 
there to take people out of private cars and put them on public transport and it is what they want 
to do, although cars will have an important role into the future�  We want to see commitment�  
Will there be additional funding for projects such as the Navan rail line?  It will take additional 
funding�

17/06/2021D00700Deputy Eamon Ryan: It will take additional funding and I appreciated Sinn Féin’s support 
yesterday�  It is conditional support and there will be hard choices that will have to take place 
over 30 years when we have to get net zero�  We will have choices because we will be looking 
for funding for the rail extension in Wicklow as we have just heard�  We will be looking for 
the likes of the extension of the Luas to Fingal�  We need rail stations across Limerick, which I 
am sure Sinn Féin and the Green Party will be looking for funding for�  We also have massive 
public funding requirements for housing as we all know�  There are a lot of tough choices to be 
made�

Putting housing and transport together is the one that always makes sense to me�  That is 
why I have been supportive of the Navan rail line�  It has the potential to start concentrating 
development in Meath, which is growing rapidly, close to public transport stations�  It is in the 
context of this wider review that we will do this�  It is also in the context of the NDP review, 
which will only look at this decade, but we have to do it in the context of where we are going to 
in 2050, which is net zero.  That is a modal shift to electrification and reducing the amount of 
travel�  This and a range of other projects will be key to that�

17/06/2021D00800Deputy Darren O’Rourke: Meath County Council and the people of Meath are doing ev-
erything right with this project�  They are putting their hands up and preparing plans�  The focus 
on Dunshaughlin and Navan for compact and transport-led development is entirely consistent 
with existing policies�  The people of Meath, the local authority and the representatives are do-
ing the right things and they should be rewarded for that if the policy means anything�
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On the selection of the route, there was an argument initially that this project was designed 
to fail because the proposed route went west of Dunshaughlin rather than east towards Ratoath 
and Ashbourne�  Will that be considered?  On the appraisal framework, the Minister heard from 
the Joint Committee on Climate Action about how we assess these major infrastructure proj-
ects.  Is that being developed?  That would benefit the Navan rail project.

17/06/2021D00900Deputy Eamon Ryan: The national investment framework for transport in Ireland is our 
assessment of transport infrastructure and it is based on a hierarchy of supporting active travel 
first and trying to reuse existing assets second before getting down to new assets.  This rail line 
is new in that it is laying new track and we do not have an existing line�  We cannot use the other 
lines into Navan with circuitous routes via Louth so it is a significant investment.  This would 
not be a cheap project�  Like a lot of transport projects, we are looking at the cost estimates for 
what a project would be running into multiples of what people might have thought a few years 
ago�  To cover the cost of that, it has to bring huge planning gain and housing development gain 
that makes the economics work�  Included in that appraisal is a complete reassessment of the 
cost of carbon and other factors that one takes into account, while public transport is beneficial.

17/06/2021D01000Ceisteanna Eile - Other Questions

17/06/2021D01100National Development Plan

17/06/2021D012005� Deputy Éamon Ó Cuív asked the Minister for Transport if he intends including the west-
ern rail corridor from Athenry to Claremorris as a project in the forthcoming revised NDP; and 
if he will make a statement on the matter� [31517/21]

17/06/2021D0130071� Deputy Éamon Ó Cuív asked the Minister for Transport the rail projects in Connacht 
included in the current NDP; and if he will make a statement on the matter� [31518/21]

17/06/2021D01400Deputy Éamon Ó Cuív: The purpose of Question No� 5 is to ask the Minister if he intends 
including the western rail corridor from Athenry to Claremorris as a project in the forthcoming 
revised national development plan�  Question No� 71 asks him to list the rail projects in Con-
nacht in the present national development plan�  I look forward to the Minister’s reply to those 
two questions�

17/06/2021D01500Deputy Eamon Ryan: I propose to take Questions Nos� 5 and 71 together�

As the Deputy knows, the NDP is under review and discussions are ongoing in respect of to 
finalising the review and agreeing a new NDP.  It is important to say at the outset that my ap-
proach to this review has been based around the sort of outcomes I want to see this NDP deliver�  
I would like it to set the groundwork for a fundamental change in the nature of transport in Ire-
land, as committed to in the programme for Government�  We want to see the NDP support the 
investment needed to support the national planning framework, particularly in terms of support-
ing balanced regional development and compact growth in the five cities.  This NDP needs to 
set us on our way to reducing emissions in line with our 2030 and 2050 net zero commitments�  
Our ability to deliver on those outcomes will be determined by the allocations we receive as 
part of the review, but my approach to the review has been framed by these considerations�

The Deputy knows I believe in the potential of rail infrastructure and services�  I am of the 
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view that this potential is not currently realised and that we can do better�  That is why I broad-
ened the terms of reference of what was a proposed high-speed study between Belfast, Dublin 
and Cork, so that it is now an all-island strategic rail review�  This review will be conducted in 
co-operation with our colleagues in the Northern Ireland Executive and will examine all aspects 
of interurban and inter-regional rail�  It will set the type of strategic backdrop to rail investment 
in our regions and on our mainline network that the recent Joint Assistance to Support Projects 
in European Regions, JASPERS, review of the western rail corridor noted was lacking�  We 
need this type of strategic analysis to inform our consideration of specific projects and I very 
much look forward to its completion next year and implementing its recommendations in the 
coming years, supported by the new national development plan�

In the meantime, a number of projects already under way will continue to be supported�  
These include the redevelopment of Ceannt Station in Galway, a new platform at Oranmore 
and improved protection and renewal of the network across the region generally, thanks to the 
increased allocations under the infrastructure manager multi-annual contract programme�

17/06/2021E00200Deputy Éamon Ó Cuív: I thank the Minister for the reply�  What we are getting is renewal 
and maintenance of what is there but we presumed that would happen�  We are getting a few 
platforms in Ceannt Station and a passing loop in Oranmore�  It is not much for the whole of 
Connacht.  That is the first thing that has to be said.

The Minister mentioned the concept of renewing existing infrastructure�  This project scores 
very highly in that regard�  Cost certainty is absolutely huge because the big variables are taken 
out of this as it is an existing railway line and we have the alignment�  The project scores very 
highly with regard to emissions�  Would it ease the Minister’s problems somewhat if we were to 
seek funding in the west from the rural regeneration and development fund, RRDF, to co-fund 
this project and potentially look for CLÁR funding as most of the railway line is in the CLÁR 
area?  If this were to be made available to reduce the net cost to the Department, would it ease 
the challenge for the Minister in getting this no-brainer project off the ground at last?  It is great 
to have a whole lot of platforms in Ceannt Station but what we really need to fill those platforms 
are trains coming in from three directions, rather than two�

17/06/2021E00300Deputy Eamon Ryan: I am sure the Deputy would agree that the first priority is twin track-
ing from Athenry to Galway because it would give all sorts of potential for increasing transport-
led development and development in Oranmore and new areas in Galway�  Down the line, when 
the western rail corridor is reopened, it would give greater possibilities to run services but first 
things first.  The first project will be twin tracking from Athenry to Galway to serve Ceannt Sta-
tion and other stations on the route�

Wider use of the western rail corridor goes back to what we were speaking about with regard 
to it being a service running from Waterford all the way up to Ballina, taking in the Waterford to 
Limerick line and Limerick Junction�  This has to be seen as a section of this�  It has to be seen 
not just as a Connacht issue but a west of Ireland issue for freight as well as passenger services 
on the Atlantic rail corridor�  This is how we have to see it�

 I would love to take money from the CLÁR programme or any other programme that could 
help funding of this because, in truth, the big challenge we will have is funding�  We have just 
heard a very valid case for funding for a significant project in Navan in County Meath.  We have 
just heard the same from Wicklow�  Every part of the country, including Limerick, is critical�  
Just to upgrade the road from Westport to Castlebar would cost €250 million�
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17/06/2021E00400An Leas-Cheann Comhairle: I thank the Minister�

17/06/2021E00500Deputy Eamon Ryan: If we think of the scale of what we are spending, this is the challenge 
we have�

17/06/2021E00600Deputy Éamon Ó Cuív: The good thing about this project is that it would cost a lot less 
depending on who we believe, and whether we believe the Bradley report or the original report 
from Ernst & Young�  Between €150 million and the outer limit of €200 million is a lot less than 
the cost of the road from Castlebar to Westport�  There is €1 billion in the rural regeneration and 
development fund�  Would it change the attitude of the Minister if it was making a contribution 
to this project?  It is a straight question�

I will answer the Minister’s question on doubling the line�  By putting in the passing loop, 
which was already agreed, in Oranmore, the frequency of the trains can be reduced to quarter of 
an hour.  This is sufficient for the moment until we build up the critical number of trains coming 
in.  I would put it the other way around.  Let us do Athenry to Claremorris first and then, when 
the line with the new passing loop in Oranmore carries the number of trains coming in from the 
various directions, we can double the line�  The Minister is putting the cart before the horse�

If money were available, with 30% from sources of funding other than the Department, 
would the Minister be willing to let the project go ahead?  As he has said, of course it is an in-
terprovincial project and we understand the geography of it�  Would the Minister be willing to 
let the project go ahead, stop the constant putting it for study after study and just do it?  As he 
said, it is only renewing existing infrastructure�

17/06/2021E00700Deputy Eamon Ryan: It is existing infrastructure that would require a fair bit of upgrade�  
We would have to cross the N17 again�  It is an existing line but we all know from looking at 
the line in close detail that it would require a fair amount of investment to bring it back to good 
quality status�  I keep coming back to the fact that I do not think we can look at this on its own�  
We also have to reintroduce the rail line to Foynes at the same time, as we see the western rail 
corridor having access to a deep sea port, with rail freight access right down to the quayside�  It 
is not just about the section from Athenry to Claremorris; it is part of something wider�

In truth, if we look at the line from Waterford to Limerick and Limerick Junction, we will 
also have to twin track from Limerick Junction to Limerick city�  If we look at each individual 
decision on its own, we do not get the wider strategic potential of having a true western rail cor-
ridor that runs right the way up the west coast, from the south east right the way up through to 
the north west�  It has to be part of this strategic overall vision�  With regard to the strategic rail 
review, I know many reviews have been done and it is very frustrating but part of the problem 
is that people have always been looking at it in pieces and not the overall picture�  The overall 
picture is the better way to look at it

17/06/2021E00800An Leas-Cheann Comhairle: I thank the Minister�  We are over time�  I allowed a little 
leniency because there were two questions but I am going back to strict time limits�

Question No. 6 replied to with Written Answers.
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17/06/2021E00950Road Projects

17/06/2021E010007� Deputy James O’Connor asked the Minister for Transport if he will report on the infra-
structure projects of the Killeagh and Castlemartyr bypasses and the Cobh access road under 
the review of the national development plan; and if he will make a statement on the matter� 
[32133/21]

17/06/2021E01100Deputy James O’Connor: I thank the Minister for being here�  I want to use this important 
opportunity today, before the Government finalises the review of the national development 
plan, once again to push for the critical infrastructure projects that are badly needed in the 
constituency of Cork East�  It is incredibly important that the Government gives priority to the 
Cobh access road and the Castlemartyr and Killeagh bypasses�  We are far behind where we 
need to be on the level of road infrastructure required to handle the traffic levels in east Cork.  
We need the help and assistance of the Minister�  Will he please give the House an update on 
what is going on in these projects?

17/06/2021E01200Deputy Eamon Ryan: As Minister for Transport, I have responsibility for overall policy 
and securing Exchequer funding for the national roads programme�  Under the Roads Acts 1993-
2015, and in line with the national development plan, the planning, design and construction of 
individual national roads are a matter for Transport Infrastructure Ireland, TII, in conjunction 
with the local authorities concerned�  TII ultimately delivers the national roads programme in 
line with Project Ireland 2040, the national planning framework and the national development 
plan�

Within the overall context of Project Ireland 2040, the national development plan was de-
veloped to underpin the successful implementation of the national planning framework�  This 
provides the strategic and financial framework for the national roads programme for the period 
from 2018 to 2027�  The focus of TII’s activities over the coming years is, accordingly, being 
directed towards the development of the major national road improvement schemes that are 
included in the national development plan, along with the maintenance of the existing national 
road network�

The proposed N25 Castlemartyr bypass was not included among the projects identified for 
development during the period of the current national development plan�  However, it should 
be noted that as part of the national development plan review under the programme for Govern-
ment commitments, my Department, in conjunction with TII, is assessing all roads projects�

The review of the national development plan will be consistent with the ambition of the 
programme for Government�  The updated national development plan will be aligned with the 
national planning framework, which recognises the crucial importance of balanced regional 
development, clustered and compact growth, and improved connectivity to deliver economic 
prosperity and environmental sustainability�  I take this opportunity to highlight that all proj-
ects, including those listed in the National Development Plan 2018-2027, or any revision to the 
national development plan, require statutory approval and compliance with the public spending 
code�

Even though it is not in the NDP, one proposed project involves a bypass of Castlemartyr 
village on the N25 and provides a strategic link between the south east and the south west� Cork 
County Council, which is the road authority for the area, is progressing a feasibility study of 
scheme options for this project�  This will examine the possibility of providing a relief road for 
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the N25 through-traffic around the village of Castlemartyr.

17/06/2021F00200Deputy James O’Connor: I thank the Minister for his reply�  I wish to point out a couple 
of issues to the Minister.  The first is the Castlemartyr and Killeagh N25 potential upgrade that 
could be contained in the NDP review�  Killeagh is not included in any of the replies I have 
received from the Department�  All the Department acknowledges is Castlemartyr�  I accept that 
the feasibility study only covered Castlemartyr�  As the Minister knows, however, Castlemartyr 
is much more difficult from the point of view of topography, soil and rock in terms of the diffi-
culty of the construction that will be required for the bypass section at that part of the road�  The 
same difficulties are not there at Killeagh.  It is a much easier build.  I want to convey clearly to 
the Minister that Killeagh must be included in this�  If Killeagh is not done with Castlemartyr, 
the total design could potentially be flawed.  It is very much required.  I ask the Minister to fight 
for the section at Killeagh as well�  It is badly needed for the people of east Cork�

17/06/2021F00300Deputy Eamon Ryan: The existing NDP has approximately 45 different road projects.  
A project being in the NDP does not necessarily mean it is guaranteed to go to construction�  
Similarly, just because a project is not in the NDP does not mean that it will not happen�  There 
is also flexibility within local authorities.  For example, the proposed Castlemartyr bypass we 
are examining at present is very much led by the council, which is appropriate�  The same could 
apply to Killeagh.  Given that there will be such financing constraint and that what was in 
originally envisaged in the NDP involved very long sections of upgraded national roads, whose 
cost would run to hundreds of millions and, in many cases, billions of euro, we may have to 
reprioritise whereby we spend on a large number of small bypasses rather than doing one huge 
section of road, such as the Macroom bypass�  I have nothing against the road in question, but 
it almost goes as far as Ballyvourney�  Its cost is coming in at approximately €250 million�  It 
is better to use our money on a series of small upgrades and bypasses so our towns and villages 
can be restored�  Rather than listing every one of them in the NDP, the issue is to set the strategic 
context and the budget and then apply that across the country�

17/06/2021F00400Deputy James O’Connor: With regard to the Cobh access road, it is important to take the 
opportunity to acknowledge that project�  The existing infrastructure to access Great Island and 
the town of Cobh is utterly under-resourced�  It is not up to scratch, and the council will say 
that�  The engineers who have been looking at this for the past number of years will also say it�  
A significant amount of funding is required to deal with that issue.  There is a requirement for 
that to be contained in the NDP because the project will come in at well over €20 million�  This 
is always the stumbling block with every civil servant I have engaged with at national level 
when it comes to getting funding for projects�  I take this opportunity to reiterate that the people 
of Cobh need the infrastructure�  Belvelly Bridge, which the Minister is familiar with, is not 
capable of handling the current levels of traffic.  If anything happens on Fota Road, the island is 
completely cut off.  That has occurred previously.  It is very dangerous and must be addressed.

17/06/2021F00500Deputy Eamon Ryan: We all know there is an issue with that bridge�  I understand that, 
first and foremost, the council is going to look at what the options are there.  It is a historical 
bridge so we must be sensitive and examine various options�  We must recognise, however, that 
in the context of the European recovery and resilience fund, from which we are getting a total 
of €1 billion, we earmarked €185 million for upgrading the Cork metropolitan rail services 
line.  The first section is primarily working between Midleton and Kent Station and the works 
to go through Kent Station�  That is leading to the introduction of a high-quality metropolitan 
service, which will also benefit the town of Cobh.  We are looking at radical improvement in the 
frequency and operation of train services on the Cork commuter rail service and having a first-
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class service�  To refer back to what we were discussing earlier, to my mind this is using new 
battery electric trains.  We are talking about the very best service.  That will have a significant 
impact on the development of Cobh and the areas of Carrigtwohill, Glounthaune, Midleton and 
all the stations in between�  That should reorganise that area towards this much more sustainable 
transport system�

17/06/2021F00600Driver Test

17/06/2021F007008� Deputy Neale Richmond asked the Minister for Transport his plans to clear the backlog 
of driver theory tests and driving tests due to Covid-19 restrictions; and if he will make a state-
ment on the matter� [31926/21]

17/06/2021F00800Deputy Brendan Griffin: I wish to raise the important issue of the backlogs in driving tests 
and driver theory tests�  The pandemic has created havoc in respect of both backlog lists�  What 
is the plan to clear both lists?  These are very important services throughout the country, both in 
rural Ireland, which is often mentioned, and urban Ireland�  It is vital that these services would 
be available speedily to people all over the country�

17/06/2021F00900Deputy Eamon Ryan: During the pandemic, the Road Safety Authority, RSA, has deliv-
ered 52,569 driving tests, with no case of Covid-19 transmission attributed to a driving test�  In 
line with the gradual reopening of services, driving tests for non-essential workers for those 
eligible to take the test and who have been waiting longest have recommenced to a limit of 
2,000 per month�  This relatively small number is a prudent step as we see what the health 
impact might be.  I understand that, to date, the RSA has offered test bookings to over 2,500 
candidates�  Essential workers continue to be the priority�  The reopening of essential driver 
training for this category means that more essential workers coming through the system will be 
looking for tests�

My Department is liaising with the RSA on an ongoing basis to meet the growing demand 
for tests�  The RSA has a complement of 100 permanent driver testers�  An additional 40 tempo-
rary driver testers have been authorised, along with 36 approved for retention or rehire in 2020�  
The additional testers are expected to start testing by the end of June�  In addition, sanction is 
now being sought to add a further 40 testers to that cohort�  We are going from 100 testers to 
approximately 220�  The RSA is also seeking to increase the number of tests from six to seven 
per tester per day, as well as extending operating hours when restrictions are fully lifted�

The first 40 new testers are in training and the capacity of the service is just over 3,000 tests 
per week�  While training is under way capacity per week is slightly reduced as testers who 
would otherwise be testing are involved in training new recruits�  Assuming a successful return 
to seven tests per tester per day and with the 40 testers already approved, the capacity of the 
system will be 4,881 tests per week�  If we are still at six tests per tester when the 40 testers 
begin, that figure will be 4,183.  At this point, there are approximately 72,000 people eligible 
to take a test�  With 4,881 tests weekly, it should be possible to clear that backlog in 15 weeks, 
allowing for those testers doing seven tests per day�

17/06/2021F01000Deputy Brendan Griffin: I commend the efforts to keep the service going as much as 
possible during the pandemic at the times when it was possible to operate�  I acknowledge it 
is important that essential workers would be prioritised, but I believe that more could be done, 
particularly in respect of online theory tests�  That is an area where there could be greater 
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progress�  I must express concern about some of the current technology requirements and the 
broadband requirements because in many areas broadband is simply not yet up to scratch and 
is not suitable for the tests�

It is excellent that so many extra testers have been hired�  That is very positive�  If the De-
partment could clear the backlogs by September, it would be a remarkable achievement�  I again 
emphasise how important this is for people, particularly people who need to take the test to get 
a licence for their work�  That is very important�  I ask the Minister to keep a close eye on this 
to ensure that progress is made�

17/06/2021F01100Deputy Eamon Ryan: This is critical for younger people waiting for both the theory test 
and the driving test�  On the theory test, I am glad that we have been able to reopen the test 
centres�  They will be permitted to conduct 25,000 driver theory tests this month�  We have also 
opened the new online theory test service and we expect 4,000 of those to be carried out in June 
and a further 6,000 to be carried out in July�  There is also increased expansion in our capacity�

10 o’clock

Originally, before Covid, the capacity or typical level of testing was 15,000 per month�  
What we are now doing is looking to set in place a capacity which would increase up to 50,000 
tests per month in order that we clear the backlog in the same way that we will try to do in the 
actual driver testing system�

  On both these sides, no resources are being spared.  No efforts are being held back in 
clearing that backlog�  We recognise it is important for young people�  It is obviously clearly 
dependent on what happens in respect of Covid but the fact that we have not had a single case of 
transmission from our testing service should give us confidence that we will be able to do this.

17/06/2021G00200Deputy Brendan Griffin: I thank the Minister�  I acknowledge the safe operating record 
as well.  Those figures are fantastic.  The Minister has set out very ambitious targets there and 
I hope they will be met�  I ask the Minister to personally keep a close eye on it because it is so 
important to so many people�

What the Minister has said here this morning will be reassuring to the hundreds of people 
who have been in contact with my office.  I am sure I speak for every Deputy in this House, as 
Deputies’ offices are being inundated with callers who are waiting for driving tests and theory 
tests, particularly those who need it for work such as, for example, apprentices�  It is a crucial 
part of living in the more isolated parts of the country.  If you cannot drive a car, it is difficult to 
live any sort of a normal life and to get on with your day-to-day business�

I acknowledge that is a really impressive response.  I welcome that extra effort in the hiring 
and that increased volume, and I thank the Minister�

17/06/2021G00300An Leas-Cheann Comhairle: Before the Minister responds, Deputy Duncan Smith wanted 
to come in�

17/06/2021G00400Deputy Duncan Smith: I am unsure of the protocol, as I have not come in on another par-
liamentary question previously�  I thank the Leas-Cheann Comhairle�

I thank the Minister for the response�  While it is clear that the resources are coming in, 
can I raise an issue?  There is a relatively small subcategory of people, namely, those with ad-
ditional needs and disabled drivers, who have not been able to keep up their lessons and are in 
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danger of having their learner permits expire before they are able to take their tests�  These are 
people who were impacted by Covid at an extra level�  Were I to either submit a parliamentary 
question or send the Minister a letter, would he have a look at some kind of model to allow the 
small number of people who have additional needs, in terms of driving lessons and their ability 
to take them, to have the validity of their learner permits extended?  This would allow them the 
extra time to catch up because they do not have the flexibility many others may have in taking 
lessons and, ultimately, their test�

17/06/2021G00500Deputy Eamon Ryan: Were the Deputy to send me a letter to that effect, I certainly would 
follow up�

I will say a “Thank you” as well�  Various people have kept working�  While everyone has 
kept working in their own way through this pandemic, the staff in driving testing were able to 
do those 52,569 driving tests for essential purposes�  That was an important part of keeping the 
country and the economy going, and I thank them�

There are very significant additional resources being put in.  Many of the new people are 
being trained by those permanent driving testers�  I thank them and everyone in the theory test 
centres as they start to ramp up�

It was only Covid that stopped us opening and it is only the efforts of the collective popula-
tion getting the disease back to low numbers that is allowing us to reopen�  Hopefully, we will 
clear this backlog in a matter of months�  That will be a good news story for everyone�

17/06/2021G00550Tax Reliefs

17/06/2021G006009� Deputy Seán Haughey asked the Minister for Transport if there are plans in place to 
introduce a part-time TaxSaver commuter ticket in the wake of the Covid pandemic; and if he 
will make a statement on the matter� [32428/21]

17/06/2021G0070017� Deputy Seán Haughey asked the Minister for Transport if customers who purchased an 
annual commuter TaxSaver ticket for 2020 and who were subsequently provided with an exten-
sion of it to the middle of 2021 will now be provided with an extension to the end of 2021 in 
view of the fact that for many customers, if they have followed public health advice will have 
been working from home since the start of 2021; and if he will make a statement on the matter� 
[32429/21]

17/06/2021G00800Deputy Seán Haughey: Are there plans in place to introduce a part-time TaxSaver com-
muter ticket in the wake of the Covid pandemic?  I also wish to ask the Minister whether 
customers who purchased an annual commuter TaxSaver ticket for 2020 and who were subse-
quently provided with an extension of it to the middle of 2021 will now be provided with an 
extension to the end of 2021 in view of the fact that many of them, if they have followed public 
health advice, will have been working from home since the start of 2021�

17/06/2021G00900Deputy Eamon Ryan: I propose to take Questions Nos� 9 and 17 together�

As Minister for Transport, I have responsibility for policy and overall funding in relation to 
public transport�  I am not involved in the day-to-day operations of public transport or in deci-
sions on fares�
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Following the establishment of the National Transport Authority in December 2009, the 
NTA has responsibility for the regulation of fares charged to passengers in respect of public 
transport services provided under public service obligation, PSO, contracts�

The Covid-19 crisis has had a profound impact on the public transport sector and the travel-
ling public�  The introduction of restrictions on public movement and the temporary closure of 
many workplaces, education centres and leisure and social activities across the country has led 
to an unprecedented fall in demand for public transport, with passengers falling to below 10% 
of 2019 levels at the height of the restrictions�  As a result, many TaxSaver holders were not in 
a position to use their tickets�

As part of a suite of measures introduced in 2020 to help mitigate the impact of Covid-19, 
including increased PSO subvention and the introduction of temporary supports for the com-
mercial bus sector, Government approval was given to the NTA last year to extend the TaxSaver 
annual tickets that existed at that time, for a further six months, in response to the Covid-19 
public health emergency�

This extension facilitated many customers who had been taking infrequent trips since March 
2019.  In parallel to the extension, all subsidised operators continued to offer refunds to those 
customers who chose to seek a refund and many have done so�

The NTA informed me recently that it is not in a position to offer a further extension of 
the TaxSaver annual tickets�  For those passengers who will be travelling less frequently than 
before, there remains a range of discounted fares and tickets available through the Leap card, 
including Leap capping, both weekly and daily, Rambler tickets for bus services in Dublin, Irish 
Rail web fares and other discounted products�

In relation to the possible introduction of a possible part-time TaxSaver commuter ticket 
following the Covid pandemic, the NTA is currently evaluating such a proposal and my Depart-
ment recently commenced discussions with the NTA and the Department of Finance in order 
to obtain approval for the implementation of a more flexible TaxSaver product.  The NTA is 
proceeding with the detailed technical work associated with such a proposal, while discussions 
with the Department of Finance continue�

17/06/2021G01000Deputy Seán Haughey: I thank the Minister�  The Minister will be aware of customers who 
purchased an annual commuter TaxSaver ticket for 2020 and were subsequently provided with 
an extension of it to the middle of 2021�  As I understand it, no further extension is being pro-
vided in 2021�  Many of those commuters have continued working from home to date in 2021 
and have not availed of the six-month extension�

I know of one person, for example, who paid for a full 2020 ticket, availed of the extension 
when it was offered last August clearly not expecting that lockdown would go on for so long 
and has yet to work in the office in 2021.  If people return following public health guidance, 
they could be paying the cost of an 18-month commuter ticket while not even using it for that 
period�  Current advice is still to work from home�  Surely these people will now be provided 
with an extension to the end of 2021�

17/06/2021G01100Deputy Eamon Ryan: I am told, as I said, that it is not intended to offer an extension.  
However, there is a refund capability�  Many people have opted for that but others have not�  The 
Deputy’s constituent might be informed of that as one option�
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The proposal implied in the Deputy’s question about having new more flexible TaxSaver 
supports is a good one�  Post pandemic, we will likely be in a situation where people are com-
muting in different ways in hybrid schemes where people are not all commuting five days a 
week where the real benefits of a TaxSaver discounted ticket would apply.  That offers the best 
prospect for the Deputy’s constituent and others as a way of meeting possibly the new and dif-
ferent arrangements in the autumn, in the winter and next year, when we expect people coming 
back to work but not necessarily in the same way that they did prior to the pandemic�

17/06/2021G01200Deputy Seán Haughey: I welcome what the Minister said in relation to a part-time scheme 
and I hope that the discussions between the Department of Finance and the National Transport 
Authority can be concluded as soon as possible�  We need to be imaginative about this�  Covid 
was a challenge but it also presents opportunities as we come out of the lockdown situation�

In relation to the other question and the refund, there was an option of a refund last year if 
you did not choose the extension for the first half of 2021.  At the time the option seemed rea-
sonable as last August, you would not have anticipated being advised to work from home for 
the first six months of 2021.  The fact is that someone going back next month will be paying 
for 18 months’ travel while only availing of it for nine months over the 2020-21 period�  Did 
the Minister ask the NTA why it was not in a position to extend this measure?  Is it fair to make 
people essentially pay on the double?  I welcome the initiative in terms of the part-time scheme�

17/06/2021H00200Deputy Eamon Ryan: We are considering a range of extensions to PSO supports for com-
mercial and public bus operators�  We have maintained services throughout the pandemic even 
though the numbers have been low�  We expect a return to 100% carrying capacity on all public 
transport from 2 August, so there will not be restrictions, per se, on travel�  However, it is not 
certain that the numbers will start to return�  There will be nothing stopping anyone from using 
his or her TaxSaver ticket to avail of a full public transport service five days per week.  That is 
already the case, but there will be no restrictions on numbers from 2 August, subject to the pan-
demic not growing�  I imagine that is the main reason the NTA is not seeking a further extension 
of the TaxSaver scheme�  However, we need a new scheme and I will use the Deputy’s argu-
ments in the discussions with the NTA and the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform 
to try to deliver that�

  Questions Nos. 10 and 11 replied to with Written Answers�

17/06/2021H00400Departmental Budgets

17/06/2021H0050012� Deputy Brendan Smith asked the Minister for Transport if he plans to reallocate capital 
funding within the Estimate of his Department in circumstances in which there is slower than 
projected expenditure to date; and if he will make a statement on the matter� [32406/21]

17/06/2021H00600Deputy Éamon Ó Cuív: Does the Minister intend to reallocate capital funding within his 
Department’s Estimates?  There has been a slower rate of expenditure to date than projected, 
amounting to an underspend against profile of €150 million.

17/06/2021H00700Deputy Eamon Ryan: The capital budget for my Department for 2021 is more than €2�5 
billion�  My Department reports monthly to the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform 
on expenditure versus budget profile.  In addition, I am also providing a quarterly report to the 
Government in respect of progress on the investment of capital�
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Regarding the capital position at the end of quarter 1, expenditure in aviation was broadly 
on profile and expenditure in the maritime sector was slightly behind profile for the year to 
date�  Regarding the land transport programme, some slight delays were experienced in respect 
of expenditure on local and regional roads, public transport asset purchases, station construc-
tion and new public transport infrastructure�  Some of these were due to Covid restrictions and 
it is expected that expenditure will return to profile as the year progresses.  Now that Covid-19 
restrictions are being eased, I expect a clearer picture to emerge of progress on investment for 
2021�  In the event that any underspend emerges in a particular area or subhead, I will consider 
whether any such funding can be utilised by another subhead within my Department’s budget�  
The possibility of seeking capital carry-over will also be examined�

We are already starting to reallocate some of the underspend�  Deputy Ó Cuív will have 
seen in Galway and other cities and towns across the country new pedestrianised spaces and 
spaces for safe dining and sitting�  As an example of responding to immediate needs and shifting 
budgetary priorities, we provided €15 million in emergency funding to local authorities to help 
set up such spaces for the outdoor summer�  We also provided an additional €5 million to local 
authorities in respect of waste management, although that was from a different line.  We have 
been trying to reallocate money to respond to the immediate necessities of Covid, and that is a 
good example of the useful use of those resources�

17/06/2021H00800Deputy Éamon Ó Cuív: The Department’s capital profile was to have seen 25% of the 
money spent in the first five months of the year.  That is just over 40% of the year.  However, 
the Department underspent by €158 million in that period, or 30% against profile.  As such, the 
Department already has a significant underspend.  That is clear from the Exchequer returns to 
the end of May�

I like what the Department is doing in the towns and cities�  It is great, but there is a world 
beyond them that is being neglected�  In the past ten years, not one euro from the Department 
has gone to non-county roads and there has been an underspend to meet the needs of county 
regional, secondary and tertiary roads�  Will the Minister consider giving money from the local 
improvement scheme, LIS, to non-county roads, something that his Department has not done 
for ten years?  Will he also consider increasing funding for county roads this year to deal with 
immediate problems?

17/06/2021H00900Deputy Eamon Ryan: Those non-county roads are in private ownership�

17/06/2021H01000Deputy Éamon Ó Cuív: They are not�

17/06/2021H01100Deputy Eamon Ryan: I am sorry, but I am uncertain as to the definitions the Deputy is us-
ing�  Funding is always being sought for various categories of road, but the priority is the public 
road network�

There has been significant investment in local roads across the country and there has been 
no delay in the spending allocated�  However, there has been a certain underspend because of 
Covid.  Certain non-essential works were not continued during the first four or five months of 
the pandemic�  There was a natural holding back�  My expectation is that the Department of 
Transport will not have a significant underspend by the end of the year.  If there is, we will man-
age it as a capital carry-over so that we can invest in the same urgent issues next year�  I do not 
want to see us going short on our works programme�

17/06/2021H01200Deputy Éamon Ó Cuív: What was the Department’s capital carry-over from last year to 
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this year?  I am interested in getting the answer to that question�  Will the Minister check as 
regards the roads done under the LIS that are public but not in the charge of local authorities?  
There is a difference.  They are not privately owned.  They are all public rights of way.  Would 
the Minister consider providing extra funding to counties that could spend it on urgent works 
on county roads and non-county roads?

17/06/2021H01300Deputy Eamon Ryan: The carry-over from last year was €110 million, of which €41 mil-
lion is still due to be spent�

When I describe a road as a private road, I do not deny that there is a public right of way or 
that such a road is important�  As the Deputy said, though, there is a considerable requirement 
within the council’s own works to maintain and upgrade the public road network�  The alloca-
tion to counties in that regard is done on a fair per kilometre basis�  Emergency situations are 
also provided for.  I recently signed off on a significant allocation to cope with roads suffering 
particular problems due to heavy rainfall or other local circumstances�  If there is any instance 
of roads requiring upkeep due to flooding, torrential rain or other local circumstances, we will 
not be short in providing funding�

17/06/2021H01400Acting Chairman (Deputy John Lahart): I understand that Deputy Griffin wishes to con-
tribute on this matter�

17/06/2021H01500Deputy Brendan Griffin: I wish to ask about moneys that will go unspent by the Depart-
ment�  There are shovel-ready LIS projects across the country that badly need funding�  Al-
though they have moved from the Department of Transport to the Department of Rural and 
Community Development, I ask that the Minister engage with the Minister for Rural and Com-
munity Affairs.  We have thousands of roads around the country, many of which are used for 
walking and cycling because they are quieter country roads that keep people off the busy main 
roads.  In my county, work is awaited on close to 800 roads.  Many people must go filling 
potholes and maintaining the roads themselves week in, week out�  These roads are a valuable 
amenity in terms of walking and cycling�  Often, they are access points to mountains, rivers and 
lakes�  It would be money well spent by the Department�  These projects are shovel ready and 
would create valuable employment throughout the country�

17/06/2021H01600Deputy Eamon Ryan: To reassure the Deputies, the profile of regional and local road 
grants for the year to date was for us to have spent €39 million�  Despite the pandemic and the 
differences, the actual spending for the year to date is €36.39 million.  Most of the works do not 
start until spring, namely, in April or May�  We do not typically do those works between January 
and March�  Thus the real expenditure is due to occur in the summer months and my expectation 
is we will be back on profile if not ahead of it, so there is no shortage of funding or spending in 
this area�  All resources are being deployed as we would expect�

17/06/2021J00150Covid-19 Pandemic Supports

17/06/2021J0020013� Deputy Duncan Smith asked the Minister for Transport his plans for sector specific 
supports for the taxi industry; and if he will make a statement on the matter� [31503/21]

17/06/2021J0030064� Deputy Richard Boyd Barrett asked the Minister for Transport if he will report on the 
measures he is taking to support the taxi industry and taxi drivers and assist its recovery follow-
ing Covid-19; and if he will make a statement on the matter� [31410/21]
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17/06/2021J0040098� Deputy Ruairí Ó Murchú asked the Minister for Transport if consideration has been 
given to expenditure on specific Covid-19 supports for the taxi industry; and if he will make a 
statement on the matter� [32392/21]

17/06/2021J00500197� Deputy Ruairí Ó Murchú asked the Minister for Transport the current supports for 
the taxi industry, detailing plans for further supports; and if he will make a statement on the 
matter� [30203/21]

17/06/2021J00600Deputy Duncan Smith: My question relates to the taxi industry�  Are there any plans for 
a further, more comprehensive suite of sector-specific supports for the industry?  The Minister 
is aware of taxi drivers’ demands�  They have been demonstrating in a positive and consistent 
manner and it is one of the industries which is last on the list to recover from the pandemic�  I 
am very interested in hearing the Minister’s response�

17/06/2021J00700Deputy Eamon Ryan: I thank the Deputy for his question�  I propose to take question Nos� 
13, 64, 98 and 197 together�

I take this opportunity to set out the broad framework of horizontal support measures the 
Government has made available to the taxi industry in response to this pandemic�  The industry 
has been badly affected by Covid-19.  Passenger demand for services has dropped and many 
small public service vehicle, SPSV, operators simply have not worked since the start of the pan-
demic�  I understand as many as 70% of SPSV drivers have availed of the PUP, which, as the 
Deputy will be aware, has been extended to February 2022�  Self-employed SPSV operators can 
continue to claim the PUP and earn up to €960 in a given eight-week period, net of expenses�  
As society begins to reopen and passenger demand for taxis increases, this will become an in-
creasingly important support for drivers as they return to work.  Drivers coming off the PUP can 
avail of the Covid-19 enterprise support scheme, worth up to €1,000 to meet the costs associ-
ated with returning to work�  That is the context in which my Department has funded additional 
measures targeted at the SPSV sector�

Many of the major costs associated with operating a taxi, such as insurance and dispatch 
operator fees, can be deferred or cancelled during a period of inactivity�  Following consultation 
with the advisory committee, measures are being developed to target those statutory costs that 
cannot be deferred�  Standard licence renewal fees for SPSVs were waived in 2021 and I can 
confirm that they will be waived again in 2022 at an estimated cost of €3 million.  Furthermore, 
I have allocated €3�5 million towards the refund of national car test, NCT, test fees and motor 
tax for SPSV operators for a 12-month period, the commencement date for which has yet to be 
decided�  The NTA will administer these refund schemes and further details, including how to 
apply, should be available during the third quarter of this year�

The replacement of a vehicle is the single largest cost faced by any SPSV operator�  I remain 
committed to supporting the transition of the fleet towards zero/low-emission vehicles.

17/06/2021J00800Deputy Duncan Smith: I thank the Minister�  He will be aware that the response from 
the taxi industry and the representative bodies has not been welcoming of what has been an-
nounced.  It is not enough.  The NTA has stated that SPSV drivers have €11,500 in fixed costs 
per year so we need a support for that�  The extension of vehicle age limits must go beyond next 
year.  Taxi drivers must be able to plan for the next three, four or five years in order to recover 
from this�  The moratorium on taxi licences is another ask they had which would have zero cost 
to the State�  They also want a guarantee of the continued use of quality bus corridors, which 
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I believe is something the Minister has verbally supported them on�  They also want reform 
or disbandment of the Taxi Advisory Council�  I am in favour of reform such that the council 
works more effectively.

On the PUP, it must be remembered that there are a number of taxi drivers who are older 
and thus not entitled to the payment�  They have not been able to avail of it and are outside that 
support mechanism�

17/06/2021J00900Deputy Eamon Ryan: The Deputy is right and that is a real difficulty but we have done 
everything to try to support the taxi industry�  In the relevant negotiations, the Minister for So-
cial Protection made an exception by allowing people in this industry to have an income while 
on the PUP, and also to cover the expenses�  I absolutely recognise that that does not apply to 
people above a certain age limit but unfortunately for the Department of Social Protection, it 
could not go to the step of having different age limits for different sectors availing of the PUP.

On another of the Deputy’s points, it is slightly infuriating that people are out there saying 
taxis will be banned from the bus corridors�  They are just scaring people, stirring up trouble but 
not actually telling the truth�  That was never announced, never planned and never considered�  
The approach has always been to allow taxis in the bus lanes�  If that is a fear that is out there, let 
us scotch it because it is an unnecessary added fear in what is a fearful enough time for people�

17/06/2021J01000Deputy Duncan Smith: It is really encouraging to have that on the record of the House�  It 
will help to quash any concerns in relation to the issue�

We go through the arts industry and the events industry and we have spoken about aviation�  
Taxis drivers should be included with these industries which are going to be the last ones to 
recover from the pandemic�  Taxi drivers have still had to pay out of their own pockets to install 
glass screens, acquire PPE and apply other protective measures to their vehicles�  They need 
supports to recover from that�  It almost goes unsaid but there must be a shift in how they are 
treated and respected by all�  They are a vital service in the context of our transport system�  Taxi 
drivers have been out there delivering people to vaccine appointments, testing appointments 
and doing an awful lot of unheralded work out of their own pockets in an unsafe and scary time�  
I certainly do not think that has been recognised enough and it needs to be put on the record�  I 
thank the Minister for his replies today�  We will continue working on this�

17/06/2021J01100Deputy Eamon Ryan: I am happy to put on record that the taxi industry provides a vital 
public service�  It will start coming back�  It is slow at the moment, as it should be�  We do 
not want a complete return immediately�  We can all see this staged, step-by-step process of 
bringing life back and of people starting to travel again�  People are nervous initially and that 
is understandable after a year and a half of restricted movements but the way we are doing it 
is working�  It has broad public support�  The number of Covid cases continues to come down�  
In that context, I expect the taxi industry to start to see a return�  Some areas like international 
business travel are not going to come back immediately and it is going to take time but there 
are taxis taking people to and from the airport, for example�  We do not want it to rocket up 
immediately but we expect, with the figures we are looking at for July, August, September and 
thereafter, that this is the start of a return to some sort of normality�  The taxi industry will be 
one of the first to benefit from that.

Questions Nos. 14 to 16, inclusive, replied to with Written Answers.

Question No. 17 answered with Question No. 9.
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Question No. 18 replied to with Written Answers.

17/06/2021J01150Public Service Obligation

17/06/2021J0120019� Deputy Marc Ó Cathasaigh asked the Minister for Transport if his attention has been 
drawn to the inconsistencies in pricing for regional public transport services whereby public 
service obligation fares are more expensive than Expressway fares and whereby shorter local 
routes which are more often used by commuters are costlier than longer regional routes; if he 
plans to raise the pricing anomalies with Bus Éireann; and if he will make a statement on the 
matter� [32122/21]

17/06/2021J01300Deputy Marc Ó Cathasaigh: My question is on whether the Minister’s attention been 
drawn to inconsistencies in pricing for regional public transport services�  Some PSO fares are 
more expensive than Expressway fares and some shorter local routes, which are often more 
used by commuters, are costlier than regional ones?

17/06/2021J01400Deputy Eamon Ryan: The Dublin Transport Authority Act 2008 provides a statutory pow-
er to the NTA to establish a fare structure for public passenger transport services�  Following 
the establishment of the NTA in 2009, the authority has responsibility for the regulation of fares 
charged to passengers in respect of public transport services, provided under PSO contracts�  
Bus Éireann is responsible for setting passenger fares relating to its commercial Expressway 
bus services�  The NTA does not have a role in the setting of fares for services provided by com-
mercial operators, including Bus Éireann�  As a result, fares charged to passengers on Express-
way and PSO services are set independently of each other�

Over a number of years, the NTA’s approach to fare regulation has been to gradually sim-
plify the fare structures across bus, rail and light rail services and to increasingly move towards 
a fairer, distance-based structure�  The NTA points out in its more recent fares determinations, 
that fares are adjusted both upwards and downwards, ensuring the travelling public pays a fare 
relative to the distance they travel, such that the operators are in a position to provide a safe 
and reliable service.  For 2020, the NTA set fares by way of two determinations.  The first de-
termination made adjustments for all monthly and annual tickets, including tax saver tickets, 
with an implementation date of 1 December 2019�  The second fares determination addressed 
adjustments for all other fares with changes effective from April 2020.  These determinations 
have further progressed the NTA’s fares policy objectives�

I agree with the Deputy on the point that we must go further and do more because there are 
anomalies right across the country that are regularly brought to my attention�  In some cases, 
the fare suddenly jumps up once a person travels outside a certain zone and it is not done on the 
basis of distance�  I will talk to the NTA and Bus Éireann and see what we can do to progress 
that simple mechanism whereby there is a correlation between distance and fare structures, so 
we do not have these anomalies where fares suddenly jump once people go beyond a certain 
boundary limit�

17/06/2021K00100Deputy Marc Ó Cathasaigh: I thank the Minister for the response but I am not sure it 
quite gets to the heart of the question�  I know we should try not to refer policy from anecdote 
but this one example is illustrative and indicative of the pricing inconsistency that exists across 
the country�  A PSO service, the 362 service, runs from Dungarvan to Waterford�  To get from 
Dungarvan to Waterford on that PSO service, which is publicly subvented, costs €13�50�  The 
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same journey from Dungarvan to Waterford on the Expressway route costs €5�  This type of 
pricing inconsistency, for the people standing at the bus stop waiting for the next service, cre-
ates ill feeling and confusion.  It puts people off using public transport and also creates difficulty 
for drivers�  While they might be two arms of the same company, it is the same drivers who are 
operating on these routes and, in one instance, they are being asked to charge €13�50 and, in the 
other, €5�  There are a whole host of other issues on that route that need to be addressed�

17/06/2021K00200Deputy Eamon Ryan: I agree with the Deputy�  That is a very good example of an anomaly 
where the fare system is not based on similar distance�  Bus Éireann, like all transport com-
panies, is going through its own challenges in managing Covid but when coming out of it, we 
want it to come back stronger, both in the work it does on Expressway and on the PSO services, 
and in the work it does in supporting education and other services for the Department of Edu-
cation�  In that regard, there is a lot of work to be done in standardising fares, standardising 
the booking system and making it easier to book online, given there are all sorts of different 
anomalies which do not facilitate easy encouragement of passengers�

The example given by the Deputy is a good one�  I will bring it up directly with the company 
to see what can be done as an example of change�

17/06/2021K00300Deputy Marc Ó Cathasaigh: On the Minister’s second point on inconsistencies with re-
gard to distances, I would draw his attention to the specific example of Tramore, which was left 
out of the Waterford metropolitan area transport strategy in what was a serious omission�  What 
we now have is the 360 route as opposed to Waterford to Tramore being considered a city route 
and part of the city service�  That leads to a greater price, given it costs people €2�80 to make 
a one-way journey on that route, which means it costs one more than a fiver to get in and out.

It shows�  People are voting with their feet and there was less than 2% commuter usage in 
and out of Waterford city�  We know Tramore is very much a commuter town and something 
close to 50% of the people who are living in Tramore work in Waterford city, yet we only have 
a 2% uptake on that transport corridor�  It was a serious omission to leave Tramore out of the 
metropolitan area strategy and it has led to that increased price point, which makes public trans-
port unattractive�

17/06/2021K00400Deputy Eamon Ryan: I understand there is a lot of good work going on in Waterford in 
terms of it setting itself as an example of a sustainable city�  It needs to grow as a capital of the 
south-east in that way, and part of that is recognising that places like Tramore, which now has 
a population of almost 15,000 and is, as the Deputy said, a dormitory town, are inextricably 
linked to Waterford in so many different ways.  It makes sense to include it in the Waterford 
metropolitan area transport strategy�  As that has not concluded, it should be possible for that 
sort of amended approach to be incorporated in the ongoing work�  It is a reality that many 
people are living in Tramore and working in Waterford city, and the connection between the 
town and the city is an important part of that sustainable vision for Waterford�

17/06/2021K00500Ceisteanna ar Sonraíodh Uain Dóibh - Priority Questions
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17/06/2021K00550Capital Expenditure Programme

17/06/2021K0060099� Deputy Mairéad Farrell asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform if 
he will commit to doubling capital expenditure in order to solve the housing crisis in view of 
the recent report by the Economic and Social Research Institute, ESRI, which calls for same� 
[31883/21]

17/06/2021K00700Deputy Mairéad Farrell: The ESRI recently issued a report stating that major public in-
vestment in housing finance through additional borrowing is needed to address the State’s hous-
ing crisis�  Ireland will be facing another decade of a housing crisis unless the Government 
doubles capital expenditure on housing to the tune of €4 billion per annum�  Will the Govern-
ment commit to the doubling of capital expenditure on housing?

17/06/2021K00800Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform (Deputy Michael McGrath): I thank the 
Deputy for the question�  The total level of capital expenditure, along with the sectoral alloca-
tions for areas such as housing, is currently under consideration as part of the ongoing review 
of the national development plan�  That process has yet to be completed and I do not want to 
pre-empt any decisions that will be made in the coming weeks on foot of that review being fi-
nalised�  The overall level of capital expenditure in 2021 stands at €10�1 billion, or almost €11 
billion when capital carryover from last year is included�  This allocation is almost €5�5 billion, 
or 119%, higher than the amount allocated in 2017�  In other words, capital allocations have 
already more than doubled under the national development plan�  This is an all-time high in the 
history of the Irish State, with a commitment to maintaining and further increasing this over 
the lifetime of this Government�  This is in spite of the major challenges facing the Exchequer 
due to the impacts of Covid-19 and Brexit�  It is also worth noting that the total allocation for 
the housing programme has increased by 230% between 2016 and 2021, increasing from €943 
million to €3�1 billion�  Of this, almost €2 billion in capital was committed to the delivery of 
housing in 2021�  The overall capital allocation for the Department of Housing, Local Govern-
ment and Heritage in the current year is €2�8 billion, an increase of €500 million from last year�

The Deputy can be in no doubt as to the level of priority that this Government affords the 
issue of housing and that has been reflected in all of the decisions we have made to date in our 
first year in office when it comes to the allocation of resources.  The priority that is being af-
forded to housing is, of course, actively considered at this time in the context of the new Hous-
ing for All strategy that the Minister, Deputy Darragh O’Brien, is finalising, and certainly in the 
context of the review of the national development plan�

  Additional information not given on the floor of the House:

Subject to the impact of Covid, this year the funding will support the delivery of 12,750 
new social homes, including 9,500 new build homes�  This is the largest social housing build 
programme in the history of the State�

Increasing the supply of social and affordable homes is a central commitment in the pro-
gramme for government�  However, these commitments must also be met in the context of 
competing demands on expenditure�

The ESRI report addresses the undersupply of residential housing in the Irish economy, ac-
knowledging the effects of construction restriction due to Covid-19 lockdown measures in early 
2021 and referring to the existing housing affordability challenges in Ireland.  We have noted 
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that the paper puts forward a funding option for consideration�  It is also important to note that 
pre-pandemic, Ireland’s level of public debt per capita was one of the highest in the developed 
world and this has increased as a result of our response to the crisis�

The national development plan, NDP, review will assess the balance of resourcing between 
sectors such as housing, health, education and transport, in the light of the programme for Gov-
ernment�  The overall capital allocations over future years for housing and these other areas will 
be set out, once decided by the Government, as part of phase 2 of the NDP review�  In addition, 
phase 1 of the NDP review examined the question of what the appropriate level of capital ex-
penditure should be�  As part of that, a macroeconomic analysis considered a number of factors 
including: the overall fiscal position; the demand for investment; the supply side capacity con-
straints in the public sector and construction sector; and international comparisons�  All of those 
factors will need to be considered and balanced against each other as part of the NDP review 
when setting the planned level of public capital investment for the period 2021 to 2030�

17/06/2021K00900Deputy Mairéad Farrell: As the Minister knows, I have been raising the need to increase 
capital expenditure over the past year, not just due to the fact that this State has historically 
lagged behind our EU peers when it comes to capital investment, and not just due to the fact we 
have a massive housing and infrastructural deficit which we badly need to close, but because 
capital investment is seen as the best possible route out of this crisis�  Not only will it help us to 
turn things around in the short term but, in the medium to long term, it will place this State on 
a surer, more balanced footing�  I take on board what the Minister says in regard to increased 
levels of capital expenditure�  The fact it is set to rise to historically high levels, while welcome, 
says more about the chronic underinvestment that has taken place over the years than it does 
about the scale of the present ambition�  We need to be absolutely ambitious in regard to this 
because people deserve better�  People do not have homes�  We now have a situation where the 
ESRI is very clearly saying that, yes, we know what the Government is committing but, wait a 
minute, it needs to double�  Can the Minister commit to doubling that?

17/06/2021K01000Deputy Michael McGrath: I thank the Deputy�  The funding we are providing in the cur-
rent year is sufficient to deliver the direct build of 9,500 new social homes in our country.  When 
we compare that to the last year for which we have full figures in the pre-Covid context, 2019, 
that figure was less than 6,000 units actually built.  This year, the funding is provided for local 
authorities and approved housing bodies to build 9,500 units, so that is a dramatic increase in 
funding and in output, by any measure�  Clearly, there will be an impact from Covid because 
of the shutdown of the construction sector for much of the early part of this year�  That 9,500 
units was part of an overall increase of 12,750 units in the social housing stock�  The Minister, 
Deputy Darragh O’Brien, is making very significant progress with colleagues across the House 
in the passage of a suite of legislation that will enable him to deliver affordable housing, both af-
fordable purchase and affordable rental, which is also critical, in addition to increasing the pub-
lic housing stock through the scale of investment I touched on earlier, which will be continuing�

17/06/2021K01100Deputy Mairéad Farrell: In my brief time here, I have lived to see the likes of the IMF, the 
EU, the Irish Fiscal Advisory Council, Social Justice Ireland and now the ESRI all highlight-
ing our chronic infrastructural deficit.  I take on board what the Minister is saying in regard to 
increases in housing supply and so on but the reality is the ESRI is literally telling us that we 
need to double this in order to deal with the major crisis of the time that people are facing�  The 
real ideological position is to hold to a housing delivery model that has utterly failed and which 
has drawn the concerns of no less than the IMF, the EU and the UN�  If all these organisations 
tell the Government to change course with housing, it takes a major ideological commitment to 
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try to protect a failed status quo�

17/06/2021L00200Deputy Michael McGrath: The Government’s commitment is backed up by its actions�  
We are investing a record amount in public house-building�  That is appropriate�  When this 
country was much poorer, our local authorities and councils had a strong track record of build-
ing public housing and we need to get back to doing that again�  In 2019, fewer than 6,000 pub-
lic houses were built�  This year, funding has been provided for 9,500 houses�  The Minister for 
Housing, Local Government and Heritage will finalise ambitious targets for the new Housing 
for All strategy, which will be published before the summer recess�

I welcome the ESRI report�  It makes an important contribution to the debate and the issues 
that we have to consider�  Last month, the ESRI stated that we may need to increase taxes�  I did 
not hear the Deputy speak about increasing property tax, income tax, VAT or asking pension-
ers to pay PSRI�  The Government has to take the whole picture into account and make deci-
sions that reflect our commitment to Sláintecare and investing in climate action and transport.  
Housing and the provision of social and affordable housing is a top priority for the Government 
which will be reflected in all the decisions that we make.

17/06/2021L00300Capital Expenditure Programme

17/06/2021L00400100� Deputy Mairéad Farrell asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform the 
plans he is putting in place to increase capacity in relation to a recent report by the Irish Fiscal 
Advisory Council, IFAC, which highlighted concerns that capacity issues were likely to stymie 
efforts to hit to the current capital expenditure targets. [31884/21]

17/06/2021L00500Deputy Mairéad Farrell: My next question follows on from the first.  To address a point 
that the Minister made, if I asked a question about tax, it would have been transferred to the 
Minister for Finance�  If we accept that capital expenditure should increase not just for housing 
but infrastructure more generally, then the question is about how we get there�  A recent IFAC 
report highlighted concerns about capacity and how this could stymie efforts to meet the exist-
ing capital expenditure targets before we even think of increasing them further�  What plans is 
the Minister putting in place not just to meet the existing targets but the more ambitious ones?

17/06/2021L00600Deputy Michael McGrath: I thank the Deputy for raising this question�  A key focus of the 
review of the national development plan, NDP, is on the capability and capacity of the public 
service to deliver the ambitious targets for investment that are set out in the plan�  Building on 
recent reforms such as the update of the public spending code, this Government has initiated 
a suite of reforms to strengthen the assurance arrangements and public sector capability to 
deliver the NDP�  The phase 1 report of the NDP review published by my Department in April 
includes an analysis of public sector capacity constraints in investment delivery�  The analysis 
notes that even when functioning at maximum efficiency, the public sector has the capacity to 
deliver a limited amount of investment in any given year regardless of how much funding is 
made available�  All investment typically requires administration, appraisal, planning, design, 
procurement, etc�  All of these processes take time and expertise�  Delivery capacity is relatively 
fixed in the short term, which naturally limits the ability to ramp up public investment in the 
short term�

It is possible to develop and step-up the capacity of the public sector over the medium term 
through reallocation of resources, training, upskilling, knowledge-sharing and recruitment of 
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additional staff and expertise to build delivery capacity.  That is where my focus will be in the 
review of the national development plan�  Money is not always the key constraint�  It is the 
ability to get things done and to deliver projects through what can be a cumbersome and slow 
progress�  We are bringing in a range of reforms�  A range of measures are in train to increase 
public sector delivery capacity over the medium term, including the establishment of a com-
mercial skills academy, the public infrastructure network, the expansion of the Irish Govern-
ment Economic and Evaluation Service, an EU-funded independent report on the capacity of 
the public sector to deliver capital projects, and a range of reforms of planning, including the 
establishment of a new planning and environmental court�  I have announced a number of re-
forms to enhance the external assurance in respect of the delivery of major capital projects to 
make sure that we get it right and deliver value for taxpayers’ money�

17/06/2021L00700Deputy Mairéad Farrell: We are all on the same page�  We want these capital projects to 
happen�  The Minister mentioned external expertise to try to deliver this�  I am aware that he 
will hire additional external expertise for the Project Ireland 2040 delivery board�  Those will be 
additional members if I am not mistaken�  I am aware that he is establishing a framework of ex-
ternal specialists and infrastructure delivery to assist with a major project advisory group�  The 
Minister says that this is to avoid the pitfalls which have arisen in the past and delayed project 
delivery.  We know that there have been significant delays in the past on capital projects and we 
simply cannot afford this.  The Minister has been reported in the media as casting doubt that we 
will reach our capital targets this year.  That would have a knock-on effect on subsequent years.  
Is the Minister confident that we will be able to deliver these?  We need large-scale capital in-
vestment to get us out of this economically and to rebuild the infrastructure in respect of which 
we have lagged behind for so long�

17/06/2021L00800Deputy Michael McGrath: I agree that the focus needs to be on delivery�  To be fair to 
the public sector, the independent report funded by the European Commission found many ex-
amples of excellence�  It found many examples of the wider public sector having the capacity to 
deliver major capital projects�  That includes Transport Infrastructure Ireland, which has a good 
track record of delivering road projects and public transport projects�  The NTA, Irish Water, the 
OPW, the HSE and larger local authorities also have good records.  It also identified gaps and 
where we can do better�  That is why I am introducing what I believe are the most ambitious 
reforms in the delivery of our capital investment programme, by adding external members to 
the Project Ireland 2040 delivery board and setting up a major projects advisory group to advise 
me and my Department on the progression of different projects.  I am introducing a panel of 
external experts that will assist line Departments to bring projects through various stages of the 
development life cycle�

17/06/2021L00900Deputy Mairéad Farrell: A recommendation in my party’s submission on the recovery and 
resilience plan was to allocate some of the money towards what I would call capital catch-up�  
These would be one-off spending measures to help us to get back on track to reach existing 
targets�  That is before we look at potentially increased targets�  I am aware, as the Minister 
mentioned, that the Government’s housing commitments have been outlined in other places 
but I have not seen that in the recovery and resilience plan�  It is crucial that we reach these 
targets�  Over the last decade, this Government and that which preceded it, which the Minister’s 
party supported, failed to hit the lower targets.  What confidence can we have that we will hit 
the higher targets, especially given that we are already playing catch-up?  This is essential for 
people’s lives and we cannot leave people forgotten again�

17/06/2021L01000Deputy Michael McGrath: There will be an impact from the shutdown of the construction 
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sector for the first four months of the year.  That has impacted on the delivery of projects and 
spending so some timelines will be impacted�  In the last crisis, capital investment was cut by 
about 60% from peak to trough�  We are maintaining and building on an elevated level of capital 
expenditure�  We believe that it will be at the heart of the recovery of the Irish economy�  I am 
working closely with all of my colleagues across Government on the roll-out of their capital 
investment projects�  We have introduced some enhanced reporting requirements where all of 
Cabinet will be provided with information on capital investment progress across key spend-
ing Departments, which is important.  I am confident that this Government will deliver on the 
ambitions in the national development plan and the new national development plan which will 
be agreed�  That will underline the priority that this Government attaches to capital investment�  
We are playing catch-up and investing in our critical infrastructure is the right thing to do�  I 
have to make sure that it is done as efficiently as possible and that we get value for taxpayers’ 
money�

17/06/2021L01100Health Services

17/06/2021L01200101� Deputy Michael Collins asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform when 
the continuance of the Northern Ireland planned healthcare scheme, formerly the cross-border 
directive, will be placed in law here (details supplied); and if funding has been allocated to the 
long-term continuation of the scheme in addition to that of the cross-border directive, which 
forces patients to travel to mainland Europe for treatment� [32820/21]

17/06/2021L01300Deputy Michael Collins: Will the Minister confirm that the continuation of the Northern 
Ireland planned healthcare scheme, formerly the cross-border directive, will be placed into law 
in the State?  This is crucial to thousands of our citizens on waiting lists across the country 
and it is a serious recruitment and retention issue for armed forces who rely on the scheme for 
treatment in hospitals in Northern Ireland through the Permanent Defence Force Other Ranks 
Representative Association.  I ask the Minister to confirm the funding has been allocated for 
the long-term continuance of the scheme in addition to that of the cross-border directive which 
forces patients to go to mainland Europe�

17/06/2021M00200Deputy Michael McGrath: I thank the Deputy for raising this issue, which I know is of 
particular interest to him�  I acknowledge the work that he and others have done in assisting pa-
tients in his constituency to avail of the services of the cross-border directive�  While the policy 
matter is one for the Minister for Health, I am happy to answer the question as best I can�

Since the start of this year, the provisions of the EU cross-border directive no longer apply 
to the UK�  On 28 December 2020, the Government approved the implementation of a new 
Northern Ireland planned healthcare scheme�  The new scheme, operational from 1 January 
2021, enables persons resident in the State to access the same treatments previously provided 
for under the EU cross-border directive and be reimbursed for such private healthcare in North-
ern Ireland by the HSE, provided such healthcare is publicly available within Ireland�  It is 
intended that the scheme will operate for 12 months on an administrative basis initially, with a 
view to developing a general scheme to provide a statutory basis for the scheme�  The Minister 
for Health is progressing plans in that regard�

The scheme is demand led�  The cross-border directive costs have been increasing year on 
year and in 2020 were €15�4 million�  The bigger picture here is that we need to get away from 
people needing to travel to Northern Ireland�  That is the bottom line�  We are investing €22 bil-
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lion this year in our public health service�  We should be able to provide the service for cataract 
treatment, for example�  In that regard many of the constituents that the Deputy is assisting to 
bring to Northern Ireland will be able to benefit from the additional investment which is now 
being provided in ophthalmology services�

As the Deputy is aware, a reconfiguration is under way in Cork, involving the existing ser-
vices amalgamated from two sites at Cork University Hospital and the South Infirmary Victoria 
University Hospital to now be based on the South Infirmary campus.  It includes a new outpa-
tient building, which is nearing completion�  Following its completion, services will transfer to 
the South Infirmary in quarter 4 of this year.  A new theatre complex is also being built in the 
South Infirmary which will create two new theatres, one of which is expected to be completed 
in quarter 1 or quarter 2 of next year�  We need to get away from the situation where people need 
to travel to Northern Ireland and provide the services locally�  For the Deputy’s constituents in 
Cork, we should be providing that service in Cork and that is what I am determined to achieve 
with the Minister�  

17/06/2021M00300Deputy Michael Collins: I thank the Minister for his reply�  Next week bus 67 heads to the 
North from both Cork and Kerry�  Deputy Danny Healy-Rae and I have been organising those 
buses, as the Minister has acknowledged�  He says that we should get away from people need-
ing to go to the North and I fully support him in that�  It is not just the cataracts; it is the hips 
and the knees, and getting a simple thing like an MRI scan�  Someone cannot get an MRI scan 
done without waiting for weeks here�  We are light years away from resolving these issues here 
and until that is the case, I am asking the Minister to give more detail on the continuation of the 
Northern Ireland scheme that was introduced for this year�

When I raised this issue last year, we were led to believe that it was resolved�  A Fine Gael 
Senator from west Cork said that it had been resolved for the long term and advised us to stop 
scaremongering�  However, the Minister is telling me today that he is looking into it�  I ask him 
to give me more details on what he is looking into�  Will the Government fund it?  Will it con-
tinue?  I would appreciate an answer to those questions�  

17/06/2021M00400Deputy Michael McGrath: The Minister for Health is developing the general scheme of 
legislation to provide for the continuation of a scheme that is tantamount or equivalent to the 
cross-border directive in order that the services can continue to be availed of�

I want to finish the point on the cataracts and I acknowledge that it is not the only issue.  In 
addition to the enhanced facilities at the South Infirmary, a new medical ophthalmology service 
funded by the South/South West Hospital Group is due to commence in August and will be 
based in St� Mary’s health campus in Gurranabraher�  The service will be provided following 
the recent appointment of two new additional medical ophthalmologist consultants and support 
staff.  It will enable the streamlining of medical and surgical cases providing improved patient 
access�  It will be clinically tasked with reviewing 3,000 patient referrals on current outpatient 
waiting lists�  That is a very important reform�

I have looked at the breakdown of the services that people need in Northern Ireland when 
they have travelled there�  When it came to day-case specialties, ophthalmology was by far the 
largest with over 1,300�  The number for orthopaedics was 125 and for general surgery it was 
53�  The Deputy is right to say that when it comes to outpatient specialties in surgery and so on, 
orthopaedics also represents a very significant number.  We need to fix that issue so that those 
services are provided here�  
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17/06/2021M00500Deputy Michael Collins: Any new services to be provided in Cork are to be greatly wel-
comed and I appreciate the Minister sharing that information with us�  The problem is that the 
pandemic has led to enormous waiting lists throughout Cork and the rest of the country�  People 
from Dublin, Waterford, Limerick and elsewhere have contacted me looking for services such 
as hip, carpal tunnel, knee and obviously mainly cataract surgery�  The Minister has said that 
work is being done on the long-term development of the scheme that is there at present�  How-
ever, I do not want to find myself in the situation I was in last year, being criticised by those on 
the Government side saying I was scaremongering and claiming that a long-term scheme was 
in place�

We still do not have that long-term scheme�  The Minister has said it is being worked on�  
When will funding become available to continue that scheme in the long term?  Will that be an-
nounced next week or will it go right up to 28 December as it did last year or will it be 1 January 
next year before we get confirmation?  That is not fair for people who are suffering in pain and 
people who are going blind�  They need to know today whether they can go somewhere to have 
this treatment within two months.  Some people have told me they have been waiting for five 
years, which is incredible�

17/06/2021M00600Deputy Michael McGrath: I assure the Deputy that funding is not the constraint�  The cost 
of the scheme in 2020 was €15�4 million�  In the context of a healthcare budget of €22 billion, 
funding is not the issue�  The scheme is demand led and the costs depend on how many people 
avail of the services under the cross-border directive or the Northern Ireland planned healthcare 
scheme�  It is important to reassure people that that scheme continues to be in place�  I acknowl-
edge that in its current format it is temporary, but it is the intention of the Government to put 
that on a firm footing in order that people in the Republic can continue to access services in 
Northern Ireland in a manner equivalent to the cross-border directive that we had up to the end 
of last year�  The funding is in place�  We have an existing scheme�  The expectation is that a new 
scheme to be permanent should be underpinned by legislation�  It should be a statutory scheme 
and it falls to the Minister for Health to introduce that�  I will raise it again with him, further to 
the question having been raised by Deputy Collins this morning�

17/06/2021M00700Construction Industry

17/06/2021M00800102� Deputy Mairéad Farrell asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform fur-
ther to the increased capital expenditure set to take place in the coming years and the current 
delays in commencing capital projects, his views on and whether he favours investing in a State 
construction body or an expanded role for the Office of Public Works; and if he will make a 
statement on the matter�  [32592/21]

17/06/2021M00900Deputy Mairéad Farrell: One line in the ESRI report stuck in my mind which stated, “it 
is evident that the domestic construction sector is unable to meet the scale of production re-
quired”�  Given the current delays in commencing certain capital projects and the longer-term 
problem of market supply meeting demand, has the Minister considered investing in a State-
owned construction body or an expanded role for the Office of Public Works to help us meet 
the demand?

17/06/2021M01000Deputy Michael McGrath: As I said earlier, capital expenditure is at an all-time high in 
the history of the State, with a commitment to maintaining and further increasing this over the 
lifetime of the Government�  The overall level of capital expenditure in 2021 stands at almost 
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€11 billion when capital carryover is included�

Efficient public capital investment means quality investment decisions supported by robust 
evidence and analysis to maximise outcomes from limited public resources�  This is not a static 
space and public bodies are continually working to improve processes and frameworks to en-
sure value for money in capital expenditure�

As the Deputy will be aware a review of the national development plan is now well ad-
vanced�  A key focus of the review is on the capability and capacity of the public service to 
deliver the ambitious targets for investment that are set out in the plan�  A range of measures 
are already under way to increase public sector delivery capacity�  I touched on those earlier�  I 
also referenced the EY report, Supporting Excellence: Capital Project and Programme Delivery 
Capability Review�  I have acknowledged the good delivery capacity available in large parts of 
the public sector where responsibility sits for delivering major public investment projects�

11 o’clock

However, the report notes that there are longer term capacity challenges in other sectors, 
some of which will see a major ramping up in capital investment over the life of the national 
development plan�  These sectors may require an upgrade in capacity or enhanced support from 
the centre�  This strategic and targeted upgrade will be the focus of Government investment in 
the medium term.  While the Office of Public Works will have a key role in this workstream the 
establishment of an over-arching State construction body is not envisaged at this time�

  A key recommendation of the report is that the national investment office within my De-
partment should convene an action team comprising experts from across the public sector to 
tailor and set out a roadmap for the implementation of the recommendations in more detail�  
That work is under way�  That action team was established in March�  I can talk about that more 
presently�

17/06/2021N00200Deputy Mairéad Farrell: We are in a situation at the moment where demand consistently 
outstrips supply�  This puts upward pressure on house prices and rent�  The Minister mentioned 
in the past number of questions high expenditure in terms of capital�  We need to look at the 
reality on the ground as well.  People cannot afford housing or rents.  Again today the Central 
Bank has said that house prices will rise further because of the shortage of affordable housing.  
Obviously, this is great news for the developers, bankers and investment funds but it is bad 
news for ordinary families and workers�

I am concerned�  The NDP anticipates a further 1 million additional people living here in 
the coming 20 years�  That is great news but I am struggling to see how we are going to house 
people or have affordable housing for people under the current model.  I do not believe there is 
the ambition to follow through�

17/06/2021N00300Deputy Michael McGrath: Certainly, we need to increase housing supply not only from 
the State but from the private sector�  As the Deputy is aware, a range of domestic bodies and 
commentators have pointed to the need for output of somewhere between 30,000 and 35,000 
units per annum.  Pre-covid, the figure had increased to a little over 20,000.  We are still a long 
way short of where we need to be�

The State will play its part in the delivery of housing - make no mistake about that�  We 
are also going to play our part in supporting the private sector to deliver housing all over our 
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country because that will be needed�  The State cannot do it all on its own�  We need to ensure 
adequate finance is available.  We must ensure land is serviced and that zoned land becomes 
available for development�  We have to try to remove the bottlenecks that exist and ensure that 
it is viable to build housing throughout the country�  We have to ensure we invest in transport, 
climate action measures, education, healthcare and a wide range of other areas�

Deputy Farrell correctly identified that Project Ireland 2040 anticipates an increase in the 
population of our country by 1 million people in the coming 20 years�  That underlines the scale 
of the challenge we face to provide the necessary infrastructure�

17/06/2021N00400Deputy Mairéad Farrell: I hope the Government will start to play its part in the delivery 
of housing, especially affordable housing that people can actually live in.  The reality is that 
we have seen for a long number of years with previous Governments and this Government a 
failure to do that�  That is why we are in the situation we are in�  We are where we are because 
of political decisions�  It is simply not good enough�  I hope the Government will be ambitious 
and will try to deliver affordable housing so that people can live in the houses but at the moment 
that is not a reality�

There is also the problem of getting value for money for the taxpayer�  We have seen serious 
problems with bid rigging.  Some senior officials have mentioned that as well.  Is there merit 
in having a state-led construction company that can build, sell at cost, create jobs and compete 
with private developers to drive prices down?  That is what we need�  We need far greater sup-
ply but it must be affordable for people so that people can live in those houses.

17/06/2021N00500Deputy Michael McGrath: The Deputy raised the question of affordability in the area of 
housing.  The Government is now putting in place an affordable housing scheme.  Until now, 
such a scheme did not exist�  Through the co-operation of the House, hopefully, we are enacting 
legislation that will provide an affordable housing scheme in this country that will be of benefit 
to thousands of individuals and couples who want to buy their first homes.  In addition we are 
starting the delivery of cost rental homes with units coming on-stream later this year�  We have 
the serviced sites fund�  It is up and running with funding of €310 million�  The Minister for 
Housing, Local Government and Heritage, Deputy O’Brien, is enacting provisions to provide 
for a shared equity scheme�

In addition, we have the Land Development Agency�  Once it is underpinned by legisla-
tion it will benefit from investment through the Ireland Strategic Investment Fund and this can 
greatly assist in the delivery of social and affordable, cost rental and affordable purchase homes 
throughout the country, especially in our cities.  Its role could be significant and I look forward 
to seeing it deliver on the potential that I know it has�

17/06/2021N00600Ceisteanna Eile - Other Questions

Question No. 103 replied to with Written Answers.

17/06/2021N00612Earcaíocht san Earnáil Phoiblí

17/06/2021N00625104� D’fhiafraigh Deputy Éamon Ó Cuív den an Aire Caiteachais Phoiblí agus Athchóirithe 
an bhfuil sé i gceist aige dlús a chur le hearcú tuilleadh státseirbhíseach chuig an státseirbhís, a 
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bhfuil cumas acu oibriú tríd an dá theanga oifigiúil, á chur forálacha an Bhille leasaithe Tean-
gacha Oifigiúla atá faoi bhráid an Oireachtais faoi láthair san áireamh; agus an ndéanfaidh sé 
ráiteas ina thaobh�  [31515/21]

17/06/2021N00662Deputy Éamon Ó Cuív: Mar is eol don Aire Stáit, tá Bille ag dul trí na Dála i láthair na 
huaire agus beidh, faoin mBille sin, dualgas ar an tseirbhís phoiblí 20% a earcú a mbeidh 
Gaeilge agus, glacaimid leis, Béarla acu�  Faoi láthair, tá painéal ann agus is beag duine atá 
tógtha ón bpainél do dhaoine, ní hamháin a bhfuil cumas sa Ghaeilge acu, ach cumas sa Bhéar-
la�  Ba mhaith liom a fháil amach céard atá i gceist ag an Aire Stáit a dhéanamh faoin gceist seo�

17/06/2021N00675Minister of State at the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform (Deputy Os-
sian Smyth) (Deputy Ossian Smyth): Is é an tSeirbhís um Cheapacháin Phoiblí, PAS, an t-
earcaitheoir neamhspleách i gcomhair cheapacháin na státseirbhíse� Tá an earcaíocht ar fad faoi 
stiúir an éilimh agus téann PAS i gceann comórtas thar ceann na státseirbhíse chun painéil a 
chur ar bun ónar féidir tarraingt de réir mar a thagann folúntais aníos i Ranna nó oifigí Rialtais. 
Féadann iarratasóirí a bhfuil Gaeilge acu iarratais ar róil ghinearálta sa státseirbhís a chur chuig 
PAS trí chomórtais shainiúla dhátheangacha nó, de rogha air sin, féadann siad iarratais a chur 
isteach ar chomórtais neamh-dhátheangacha agus a léiriú spéise i bpoist Ghaeilge nó dháthean-
gacha a shainiú�  D’fhéadfaí sainchomórtais ar leith a eagrú ó am go chéile maidir le róil níos 
teicniúla inar gá líofacht sa Ghaeilge amhail aistritheoirí dlí, tuairisceoirí parlaiminteacha agus 
cigirí scoile�

Cuireann oifigigh chléireachais agus oifigigh feidhmiúcháin croísheirbhísí ar fáil don pho-
bal i Ranna agus oifigí Rialtais ar fud na tíre.  Is in 2019 go deireanach a eagraíodh comórtas 
oifigeach cléireachais, OC, Gaeilge agus is le déanaí a chuaigh an painéal sin in éag.  Tá PAS 
chun comórtas nua Gaeilge OC a sheoladh an mhí seo�  San idirlinn, tá d’acmhainn ag PAS an 
t-éileamh ar róil Ghaeilge ag leibhéal OC a riar ón bpainéal náisiúnta neamh-dhátheangach OC 
2020 ach na hiarratasóirí sin a léirigh go raibh cumas Gaeilge acu ag an gcéim iarratais a shan-
nadh�

Eagraíodh comórtas oifigeach feidhmiúcháin, OF, Gaeilge in 2020 agus tá painéal ann go 
fóill i gcomhair sannadh ón gcomórtas seo go dtí Meán Fómhair 2021 nó go dtí go mbunófar 
painéal nua�  Tuigtear dom go dtosóidh PAS ar phleanáil i gcomhair comórtas nua OF Gaeilge 
ag tarraingt ar dheireadh an tsamhraidh�

Tá an tSeirbhís um Cheapacháin Phoiblí sásta gur leor na painéil Ghaeilge atá i bhfeidhm 
faoi láthair, le cois na gcomórtas atá beartaithe roimh i bhfad, chun riar ar an éileamh reatha 
ó Ranna agus Oifigí Rialtais ar bhaill foirne dhátheangacha a bheadh páirteach i seachadadh 
seirbhísí don phobal�

Mar is eol don Teachta, moltar i mBille na dTeangacha Oifigiúla (Leasú) 2019, atá ag Céim 
an Coiste faoi láthair os comhair Thithe an Oireachtais, sprioc uaillmhianach go mbeadh lío-
facht Ghaeilge ag 20% de gach duine nuacheaptha sa státseirbhís agus sa tseirbhís phoiblí faoi 
2030 ar aon dul le tiomantais sa Chlár Rialtais�

17/06/2021N00687Deputy Éamon Ó Cuív: Cé mhéad duine ar roghnaíodh iad don phainéal Gaeilge, mar a 
thugann an tAire Stáit air, agus cé mhéad duine atá fostaithe cheana féin ón bpainéal sin?  Cén 
fáth nár fostaíodh tuilleadh?

An nglacfadh an tAire Stáit leis go bhfuil sé cineál seafóideach painéal Gaeilge amháin a 
bheith ann nuair atá Béarla den scoth ag gach uile duine a bhfuil Gaeilge acu freisin?
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An aontaíonn an tAire Stáit liom, gur cheart go mbeadh duine ar bith atá ar an bpainéal 
Gaeilge go huathoibríoch ar an bpainéal dátheangach ag an am céanna, ó tharla gur ar éigean 
a bhfuil aon duine ag cur isteach ar an státseirbhís a bhfuil Gaeilge acu nach bhfuil Béarla den 
scoth acu freisin?

17/06/2021N00693Deputy Ossian Smyth: Tá an-deacracht againn�  Tá an-deacracht ag an Státseirbhís daoine 
dátheangacha a earcú�  Mar shampla, bhí comórtas ann do dhaoine a raibh Béarla acu gur spéis 
leo a bheith ina n-oifigigh chléireachais agus sainchomórtas eile do dhaoine dátheangacha a 
raibh líofacht acu sa Ghaeilge�  Bhí 60 uair níos mó iarratasóirí don chéad chomórtas�  I leith 
comórtas i gcomhair oifigigh fheidhmiúcháin, bhí 100 uair níos mó iarratasóirí don chomórtas 
Béarla�  Léiríonn sé sin go bhfuil fadhb oideachais ann agus gur fadhb níos leithne ná fadhb 
earcaíochta é�

17/06/2021O00200Deputy Éamon Ó Cuív: B’fhéidir nach é sin an fhadhb ar chor ar bith�  B’fhéidir gurb é 
an fhadhb atá ann ná go bhfuiltear ag srianú daoine trí iad a chur ar an bpainéal Gaeilge am-
háin�  Níl daoine ar an bpainéal sin in ann fostaíocht a fháil sa tseirbhís phoiblí ach i bpoist atá 
bainteach leis an nGaeilge�  Má tá Gaeilge agus Béarla ag daoine, a oiread liom féin, oibríonn 
siad trí Bhéarla nó trí Ghaeilge de réir mar a oireann�  Cad chuige a shrianfadh daoine iad féin 
go poist ina gcuirtear i mbosca beag na Gaeilge iad nuair a bheadh an Státseirbhís oscailte do 
dhaoine dátheangacha má théann siad ar an bpainéal Béarla, mar a thug an tAire Stáit air?  An 
ndearna aon scrúdú air sin?  An ceann de na fáthanna é nach bhfuil daoine ag cur isteach ar an 
bpainéal sin toisc go srianann sé sin a dtodhchaí sa tseirbhís phoiblí le hais cur isteach ar an 
bpainéal eile, mar a bhíodh sé fadó?  An bhfuil an tAire Stáit ag rá liomsa nach bhfuil cumas 
Béarla ag na daoine atá ar an bpainéal Gaeilge?  Cén fáth nach mbeidh siadsan in ann a bheith 
earcaithe sa Státseirbhís ginearálta go huathoibríoch, ag glacadh leis go bhfuil Béarla agus 
Gaeilge acu?  Níl aon uireasa ag na Gaeilgeoirí�  Tá an uireasa ar na Béarlóirí�

17/06/2021O00300Deputy Ossian Smyth: Tá an ceart ag an Teachta go bhfuil gá leis an gcóras seo a athrú�  
Is é sin an fáth go bhfuil Bille na dTeangacha Oifigiúla (Leasú) 2019 ag teacht, chun fadh-
banna mar seo a réiteach�  Tá orainn níos mó daoine atá dátheangach a earcú�  Tá orainn freisin 
oideachas a chur ar fáil do dhaoine atá fostaithe roimhe chun a gcuid Gaeilge a fheabhsú�  I mo 
Roinn féin, tá seirbhís mhór oideachais ann chun an sprioc seo a bhaint amach�  Tá iarracht á 
déanamh agam chun feabhas a chur ar mo chuid Gaeilge freisin�

17/06/2021O00350Data Centres

17/06/2021O00400105� Deputy James Lawless asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform his 
plans for the development of a shared public sector or Government data centre; and if he will 
make a statement on the matter� [32337/21]

17/06/2021O00500112� Deputy Mairéad Farrell asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform if the 
shared data services centre outlined in the recovery and resilience plan will be publicly run and 
not contracted out to a private provider�  [31888/21]

17/06/2021O00600Deputy James Lawless: My question relates to a commitment in the recently published 
national resilience and recovery plan to provide a Government data centre�  Will the Minister 
elaborate on plans for that?  Is it to be a physical data centre, a system to provide a single view 
of the citizen or both?  What exactly is it to consist of and how exactly will it work?
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17/06/2021O00700Deputy Michael McGrath: I propose to take Questions Nos� 105 and 112 together�

I thank Deputies Lawless and Mairéad Farrell for their questions�  It is proposed to develop 
a new Government data centre�  This will be a purpose-built facility on State land and will be 
operated and managed by the Department of Agriculture, Food and the Marine on behalf of the 
State�  The new Government data centre will be developed at the Government’s Backweston 
laboratory campus in Celbridge, County Kildare, with which Deputy Lawless will be familiar�  
This campus currently accommodates various facilities for the Department of Agriculture, Food 
and the Marine and the State laboratory�

This project is part of the Government’s ICT strategy, which is focused on creating ICT 
shared services to support integration across the wider public service in order to drive efficien-
cy, standardisation, consolidation, reduction in duplication and cost control�  The data centre 
will provide the foundation and platform on which our digital reforms and transformations will 
be built.  It will also help facilitate a more environmentally-efficient use of technology across 
Government�

The objective of the Government data centre is to deliver high-quality data centre facilities 
which are fit for purpose and are capable of meeting the Government’s requirements now and 
in the future�  In doing so, it will support and enable the Civil Service Renewal 2030 strategy, 
the Public Service Data Strategy 2019-2031 and the Government’s 2021 digital strategy and 
thereby provide a much better experience of Government services for the people of Ireland�

17/06/2021O00800Deputy James Lawless: I thank the Minister�  His response was very interesting�  I am de-
lighted to hear the centre is to be located in Backweston in my constituency of Kildare North�  
I am aware of the forensic science laboratory and other State facilities already located there�  
This will complement the facilities at that location�  I know that centre is operating well and it 
is good to see it growing with this new establishment�

I have a couple of questions on the centre itself�  Data centres can be very useful and I 
welcome the fact that the State is progressing this project and centralising its view of citizens’ 
data.  That will present synergies and benefits for all public services.  They can be very energy 
hungry�  Is there a renewable energy plan to accompany this particular centre?  With regard to 
the skills and talent required, we can be thankful that there is no shortage in north Kildare�  In 
the context of employment opportunities, however, particular skill sets are required for any 
technology project�  Such skill sets will be required for any data mining that might follow on 
from this project and to operate this single view of the citizen�  There are also synergies with 
our Defence Forces, some of whose members may have been trained in those areas�  Perhaps 
we could begin to build a centre of excellence for these skills in Ireland�  In light of the recent 
cyberattack on the HSE, we must also be alert to cybersecurity concerns�  Will building talent 
and bringing talent in from the private sector or the Defence Forces be an aspect of this project?  
Will there be a renewable energy component to driving the centre on?

17/06/2021O00900Deputy Mairéad Farrell: There is much merit in creating a shared Government data ser-
vices centre�  I have been looking at the area of public procurement and data collection, analysis 
and review in this area needs to be improved�  A shared data centre could help to improve the 
interoperability of public administrative databases and could help cut down on data entry and 
the collection of duplicate data.  As part of the drive towards digitisation, efforts are being made 
to cut down on paper records as these are seen as less efficient.  However, it is equally inefficient 
to have multiple people across multiple Departments collecting the same, or similar, informa-
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tion�  I welcome the data centre on that basis but I do, however, have concerns as to how it will 
operate�  I apologise; while I did listen to the Minister’s response, for the sake of absolute clar-
ity, will he confirm that the centre will be State-run and not run by a private provider?

17/06/2021O01000Deputy Michael McGrath: I thank the Deputies very much�  By way of further back-
ground, this facility is initially designed to accommodate 600 racks�  The project is initially 
intended to replace four of the State’s most essential data centres, which are operated by the 
Department of Agriculture, Food and the Marine, the Revenue Commissioners, the Department 
of Social Protection and An Garda Síochána, with one purpose-built data centre facility owned 
and operated by the Government�  It is intended to then make the facility available to organi-
sations across the public service�  With regard to the timeline, it is intended for construction 
procurement by the Office of Public Works to take place in the third and fourth quarters of this 
year, for the tender to be awarded and contracts signed in the fourth quarter and for construction 
to commence in the first quarter of next year.  It is hoped that the facility will be completed and 
commissioned by the end of 2023�

With regard to the environmental impacts of this data centre in particular, it has been de-
signed to be at least twice as efficient as most existing data centre facilities.  This represents a 
large saving of power in the new purpose-built facility�  In conjunction with the construction of 
the data centre, a sustainable energy project is being pursued on the site by the Office of Public 
Works�  This may potentially involve photovoltaic solutions�  In addition, hardware rationalisa-
tion and upgrading physical to virtual programmes will be a key part of the migration project 
from existing server rooms to the new Government data centre, which will see both a reduction 
in overall hardware and the upgrading of hardware to modern energy-efficient models.

I assure Deputy Lawless that the centre will be designed to adhere to industry security 
standards and will be certified to the International Organization for Standardization security 
standard, ISO 27001�  It is my understanding that the data centre will be operated and run by 
the Department of Agriculture, Food and the Marine, but I will get that confirmed for Deputy 
Mairéad Farrell�

17/06/2021O01100Deputy James Lawless: I thank the Minister for responding to my comments�  I am famil-
iar with the campus at Backweston and have followed its development�  Indeed, I was there for 
the launch of Forensic Science Ireland and the turning of the sod a couple of years ago�  It is 
great site and it is well located�  There is a valuable skill set and talent pool in north Kildare�  I 
thank the Minister for the continued investment in the centre�

There are synergies there.  As a member of the Joint Committee on Foreign Affairs and De-
fence, I have had opportunity to engage with the Defence Forces�  The cybersecurity skill set 
is one in respect of which we can develop synergies within the State�  The Defence Forces may 
have a role in conjunction with the private sector�  We could create talent which would then lend 
itself to projects such as these�  That would be the State helping itself in terms of developing 
synergies along the way�  That is something that could be considered�  Is it part of the plans in 
this regard in the long term?

17/06/2021P00200Deputy Mairéad Farrell: If the data centre is to be State-run, that is very good news�  Dep-
uty Lawless mentioned that the data centres based here which are owned by private companies 
can use significant amounts of energy.  We know there has been a sharp rise in the number of 
such centres operating here.  In fact, a report prepared by the data hosting industry confirmed 
that the number of operational data centres in the State increased by 25% in the past year�  The 
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data centre industry currently consumes 11% of the energy generated on the grid and that is 
forecast to rise to almost one third by the end of the decade.  Not only does it consume signifi-
cant amounts of electricity, it consumes large amounts of water�  For example, the average data 
centre uses an estimated 500,000 l of water per day�  However, a particular data centre in Dublin 
reported it could use up to 4.5 million l of water per day.   At a time when our offshore islands 
are experiencing water rationing, that is mind-boggling�  The Minister has given assurances 
regarding the environmental aspect of this project�  I ask him to be clear that the facilities will 
be run on renewable energy and will conserve as much water as possible�

17/06/2021P00300Deputy Richard Bruton: It is good to hear that the centre will be built to the highest stan-
dards but has there been a review of cyber-vulnerability in the context of consolidating in one 
centre?  It seems to involve exposure to greater risk�

What is the view of the Minister in respect of centres other than the top four he mentioned?  
For example, the State has been exposed in terms of a lack of e-health capability which could 
have been invaluable in the course of the pandemic�  Is there an element where health will soon 
be integrated into a similar phase of ambition?

17/06/2021P00400Deputy Michael McGrath: I thank the Deputies for their questions�  As I stated, the data 
centre is designed to be at least twice as efficient as most existing data centre facilities.  That is 
an important point to underline�  In conjunction with that, a sustainable energy project is being 
pursued by the Office of Public Works, OPW, on the site.   I very much welcome that and will 
ensure it proceeds as part of the plan�  The OPW has signed a contract with the ESB for the 
additional power connectivity required to ensure power reliability for the new data centre on 
the Backweston site, which is fundamental to the success of the project�  There is an interde-
partmental steering group in place to oversee the project, with senior officials from the Office 
of the Government Chief Information Officer, the OPW, the Department of Agriculture, Food 
and the Marine, Revenue, the Department of Employment Affairs and Social Protection and An 
Garda Síochána.  They will consider the synergies and benefits that may be available by using 
the resources and expertise in the wider State sector�

For the information of Deputy Bruton, the review of the National Cyber Security Centre 
which, as he is aware, was under way well before the recent ransomware attack, has now been 
completed and has just been provided to the Minister�  Its contents will be taken on board in the 
final plans for the development of this data centre.

17/06/2021P00450Capital Expenditure Programme

17/06/2021P00500106� Deputy Brendan Smith asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform if 
capital expenditure was on or within profile at the end of May 2021; if he expects expenditure 
to come in on profile in 2021; if not, if he has received requests for a reallocation of funding; 
if such requests will be supported; and if he will make a statement on the matter� [32351/21]

17/06/2021P00600Deputy Éamon Ó Cuív: There was a big underspend last year�  Was there an underspend in 
the capital allocation up to the end of May?  Is it projected that will carry on again this year to 
the end of the year?  Has the Minister received requests from Departments to transfer funding 
within the Department to funding streams that might be spent more quickly this year to make 
up for the shortfall in expenditure so far?
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17/06/2021P00700Deputy Michael McGrath: I thank Deputy Ó Cuív and I acknowledge Deputy Brendan 
Smith, who spoke to me about this issue yesterday evening�  As reported in the Fiscal Monitor, 
net capital issues to the end of May 2021 amounted to €1�885 billion�  This is €408 million, or 
17.8%, behind the end-of-May profile of €2.293 billion.  Expenditure for the same period in 
2020 totalled €2�121 billion�  In year-on-year terms, expenditure is €236 million, or just over 
11%, below the end of May 2020 position�

The main underspends are the Department of Transport, which was just over €158 million, 
or 30%, behind profile at the end of May, and the Department of Housing, Local Government 
and Heritage, which is just under €93 million, or almost 17%, behind profile.

In the transport sector, there is a backlog of work because of the Covid-19 restrictions and a 
later than anticipated allocation to Transport Infrastructure Ireland�  The Department of Trans-
port is satisfied that capital expenditure will realign with its profile as the year progresses.

As a result of building site closures during level 5 Covid restrictions, local authority housing 
is €20 million behind profile.  Irish Water is €74 million, or 33%, behind the published profile.  
The capital contribution was not drawn down as profiled because capital expenditure is pro-
gressing slower than anticipated due to a restricted operating environment under Covid health 
and safety protocols�

It is too early in the year to definitively state whether expenditure will be on profile at year-
end�  However, my Department will continue to engage with all other Departments throughout 
the year with regard to expenditure management�  Expenditure will continue to be monitored in 
order to assess the implications of the Covid crisis on capital expenditure profiles.

Last year, an underspend of more than €700 million was carried forward into 2021�

17/06/2021P00800An Leas-Cheann Comhairle: I thank the Minister�  We are over time�

17/06/2021P00900Deputy Michael McGrath: It is undoubtedly the case that the restrictions on construction 
in particular in the early part of the year have had an impact�  I have not had requests to date for 
the transfer of funding but I would be favourably disposed to same, depending on the specific 
ask�

17/06/2021P01000An Leas-Cheann Comhairle: I ask for the co-operation of the Minister because we have 
limited time�

17/06/2021P01100Deputy Éamon Ó Cuív: The Minister referred to the Department of Transport�  It has pro-
filed 25% expenditure in the first five months of the year, even though that period accounts for 
40% of the year, but it is significantly behind on that expenditure, that is, by €150 million.  At 
a time when county roads are screaming out for money and the Department of Transport has 
spent nothing on non-county roads, that is, local improvement scheme, LIS, roads, in the past 
ten years, if a request came to the Minister from the Department of Transport to spend more on 
county roads that urgently need work and on LIS roads, would he be willing to look favourably 
on such a request in view of the fact that these are projects that can give quick spend as the year 
goes on?

17/06/2021P01200Deputy Michael McGrath: I thank the Deputy.  That is the specific issue Deputy Brendan 
Smith raised with me and intended to address this morning through this oral question�  It is very 
much a matter for the Minister for Transport to manage his capital budget�  Deputy Ó Cuív 
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has correctly pointed out that there is a very significant underspend in the year to date.  The 
feedback we are getting in my Department is that the Department of Transport expects to bring 
spending in line with profile.  To answer the Deputy’s question directly, if it is the view of that 
Department that a reallocation of funding to road improvements or resurfacing of non-national 
roads, county roads and local improvement scheme roads in the course of the year is what it 
wishes to do in order to fully avail of its capital envelope, I would be favourably disposed to 
facilitating that�  However, the request for such an initiative has to come from the relevant Min-
ister and the Department of Transport�  My door is open and I will engage positively with any 
such request that might come�

17/06/2021P01300Deputy Éamon Ó Cuív: Only that I do not want to gum up the Minister’s Department with 
unnecessary work, I would love to submit a freedom of information request in respect of the 
assurances the Minister got in June, July, August, September and October last year that all the 
money would be spent by all the Departments�  He has ended up with an underspend of €700 
million.  I know what happens within Departments, with each principal officer being asked 
whether he or she will be able to spend the money�  For fear it might be taken from them and 
allocated to somewhere more productive, they will all assure the Minister they can spend the 
money�  Then it is too late and there is a big heap of money in November that cannot be spent�  
In the meantime, ordinary people need things done urgently but this game goes on year after 
year.  Even the profiling is skewed towards the back end to cover this particular hobby that goes 
on within Departments�

What steps will the Minister take to make sure that when officials tell him they can spend the 
money, they really will be able to spend it?  How will he ensure that, this year, we do not have 
the scandal of €700 million not being spent for the good of the people within the calendar year?

17/06/2021Q00200Deputy Michael McGrath: The Deputy makes a number of valid points�  For the record 
of the House, the actual overall underspend last year was more than €900 million�  There is a 
restriction on the amount that can be carried forward, which is 10% of the capital allocation 
within the relevant Vote�  This meant the amount carried forward into 2021 was more than €700 
million�

The Deputy is correct that Departments will guard their capital allocations very closely�  
In recent months, we have put in place new requirements for reporting directly to Cabinet by 
the main spending Departments, a number of them on the current expenditure side and, in the 
case of the Department of Housing, Local Government and Heritage and the Department of 
Transport, in respect of capital expenditure.  I am a firm believer in getting small works done 
where that is possible, and many of them can be done in a relatively short period�  We will keep 
a very close eye on this issue�  If decisions have to be made on reallocating from one subhead 
to another within a Department, I am very much open to that�  Any such request needs to come 
from the line Department�

17/06/2021Q00250Civil Service

17/06/2021Q00300107� Deputy Neale Richmond asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform if he 
will report on the Civil Service Renewal 2030 strategy; and if he will make a statement on the 
matter�  [31971/21]

17/06/2021Q00400An Leas-Cheann Comhairle: This question is being taken by Deputy Bruton�  I apologise 
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to the Deputy that I did not bring him in on the previous question�  I will give him a little leni-
ency to make up for that�

17/06/2021Q00500Deputy Richard Bruton: May I raise a point on the last question?

17/06/2021Q00600An Leas-Cheann Comhairle: The Deputy should introduce this question first and I will 
give him some leniency in the time allocated for the discussion on the question�

17/06/2021Q00700Deputy Richard Bruton: This question relates to the Civil Service renewal plan for 2030, 
which seeks to provide evidence-informed policymaking, harness innovation and build an or-
ganisation for the future�  What are the concrete targets the Minister is setting for delivery under 
this strategy?

17/06/2021Q00800Deputy Michael McGrath: I thank Deputy Bruton for his question�  An Taoiseach and I 
launched Civil Service Renewal 2030, a new ten-year strategy for the Civil Service, on 21 May 
last�  In addition to publishing the strategy, the launch provided an opportunity to highlight a 
number of projects undertaken across the Civil Service that show the important work carried 
out by civil servants up and down the country, particularly in responding to the challenges we 
have faced over the past 18 months�  The strategy provides an ambitious framework for the 
future for the Civil Service and its staff.  It builds on the strengths of the Civil Service and 
the initiatives delivered under the first renewal plan for the service.  It provides a long-term 
framework for continuous improvement and is focused on achieving meaningful outcomes for 
society, the Government and stakeholders�

The strategy’s vision is for “an innovative, professional and agile Civil Service that im-
proves the lives of the people of Ireland through excellence in service delivery and strategic 
policy development”�  It has three core themes, namely, delivering evidenced-informed policy 
and services, harnessing digital technology and innovation, and building the workforce, work-
places and organisation of the future�  The strategy’s development is the result of an extensive 
consultation process informed by experience and expertise from across the Civil Service�  A 
task force of senior officials, representing all of the Civil Service management board, CSMB, 
Departments and offices, has shaped the strategy.  It draws on evidence collected from staff 
engagement during the implementation of the first Civil Service renewal plan and the results of 
the 2020 Civil Service employee engagement survey�  It is also informed by the lessons learned 
in the six organisational capability reviews completed to date and the civil and public service 
response to the challenges of Covid-19�  The strategy acknowledges the environment in which 
the Civil Service operates and identifies important challenges facing the service now and in the 
future�

The strategy will be implemented through a cycle of three-year action plans�  Work is under 
way on the first plan, which will set out the priorities for the next three years.  I will publish the 
first action plan in the autumn.

17/06/2021Q00900Deputy Richard Bruton: I welcome the plan�  However, does the Minister share my con-
cern that, at this stage, there is only one concrete target set out in the plan, which is that there be 
90% availability online of services?  Does he agree that some higher ambitions need to be set 
out, particularly in the context of innovation?  Should there be a concrete figure for the amount 
of money that will go to innovative practices within the public service?  Should we have con-
crete targets in respect of investment in leadership and skill capability to deliver change?  Is 
the Minister’s experience the same as mine, namely, that the public service has not invested 
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sufficiently in the capacity to deliver change management within the system?

17/06/2021Q01000Deputy Michael McGrath: This is an area on which we must continue to focus�  When it 
comes to innovation, we have an annual award scheme for innovative projects across the Civil 
Service�  I intend to continue to develop that scheme because it is important that we reward ex-
cellence and encourage and support innovation in all its forms�  It is a very important scheme, 
which recognises achievement in the area of innovation�  It can help to improve services for our 
citizens, which is ultimately what we are all about�

There is significant investment in the area of skills and talent development and providing 
educational opportunities for people working across the Civil Service�  I am keen to see greater 
mobility in order that people working in one part of the Civil Service have an opportunity to 
move, deploy their skills elsewhere and enhance their experience�  There is an existing mobility 
scheme but it is an area we can develop further�

17/06/2021Q01100An Leas-Cheann Comhairle: Deputy Bruton has a minute remaining�  If he would like to 
raise the issue that I inadvertently prevented him from raising earlier, this is his opportunity to 
do so�

17/06/2021Q01200Deputy Richard Bruton: Very briefly, will the Minister consider lifting the 10% carry-over 
restriction in respect of capital spending?  When a body like Irish Water is already nearly 40% 
behind in its capital spending, there is a possibility that very important infrastructural projects 
could be held up in our regions�

In respect of Civil Service renewal, is the Minister aware that Enterprise Ireland invests 
substantially in taking Irish executives to Stanford University and other high-quality centres to 
develop their leadership skills?  Should the renewal programme include a similar commitment 
for the public service?  Should we have excellence funds in operation in most of our Depart-
ments in order that money is available that is not devoted to day-to-day spending but is focused 
on innovation?

17/06/2021Q01300Deputy Michael McGrath: First, in regard to the capital carry-over restriction, any change 
in that provision would certainly require a change in legislation and may require a constitutional 
change.  From discussion with my officials on this issue in recent months, it is not a straightfor-
ward matter�  It is something I will examine further�  It has implications, of course, for overall 
expenditure control and management because, from a public expenditure point of view, the 
more multi-annual dimensions we have to our public expenditure framework, the more the 
complexity is increased�  What the Deputy is proposing can be achieved but my understanding 
is there will be a constitutional issue in respect of removing the 10% requirement�

Regarding the particular scheme being run by Enterprise Ireland, I will have a look at it�  
The Civil Service renewal strategy does not encompass all the initiatives that are under way 
within individual Departments�  We are placing a focus on talent and skills development on a 
continuous basis across the Civil Service�

17/06/2021Q01350Public Expenditure Policy

17/06/2021Q01400108� Deputy Jim O’Callaghan asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform if 
public expenditure for 2021 is within profile; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
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[32332/21]

17/06/2021Q01500An Leas-Cheann Comhairle: This question is being taken by Deputy Lahart�

17/06/2021Q01600Deputy John Lahart: I thank the Leas-Cheann Comhairle for facilitating me in taking this 
question for my colleague, Deputy Jim O’Callaghan, who has responsibilities elsewhere this 
week.  The question relates to whether public expenditure for this year is within profile.  Will 
the Minister give us a picture of below-profile spending and some of the reasons behind it, if he 
has been able to garner them at this stage?

17/06/2021R00100Deputy Michael McGrath: I thank Deputy Lahart for raising the question on behalf of our 
colleague, Deputy Jim O’Callaghan�  The Revised Estimates for Public Services 2021 outlined 
an overall Government expenditure ceiling of €87�8 billion�  This provided for both an increase 
in the core expenditure allocations to Departments and for almost €12 billion in funding to re-
spond to Covid-19 and Brexit�

 In 2021 to date, Covid-19 has continued to pose a huge challenge for society and continued 
measures have been necessary to support our people, businesses and the delivery of public ser-
vices�  Within the overall expenditure ceiling, €5�4 billion was set aside in reserve to be used as 
required during the year for temporary targeted measures to mitigate the impacts of Covid-19�  
This reserve was partially utilised to fund the extension of the PUP and the employment wage 
subsidy scheme to the end of June�  In this regard, and including expenditure of the Social In-
surance Fund, the further Revised Estimate for the Department of Social Protection, presented 
to Dáil Éireann recently, reflects additional gross expenditure of €4 billion.  In addition to this, 
further Departmental Estimates will be presented to the Dáil in due course, reflecting the vari-
ous measures set out in the national economic recovery plan�

Given the exceptional level of funding being provided this year, careful monitoring of 
spending against profile and progress on programmes and projects is required.  It is a key re-
sponsibility of every Department and Minister to manage expenditure within their respective 
allocations�  During 2021, the main spending Departments will be reporting to government 
quarterly on their respective areas�  

Based on departmental Estimates presented to the Dáil to date and as set out in the most 
recent Fiscal Monitor, total gross voted expenditure to the end of May amounted to nearly €33 
billion�  While this is nearly €1�5 billion ahead of the same period in 2020, the public health 
restrictions in place this year have impacted on spending plans of Departments�  Accordingly, 
gross voted expenditure is running almost €1.4 billion or 4% below profile at the present time.

17/06/2021R00200Deputy John Lahart: I thank the Minister for his response�  I also thank him, on behalf of 
my constituents, for his capable and prudent management of his responsibilities in respect of 
public expenditure�  We all know the enormous resources that have been devoted to supporting 
people, their jobs and businesses over the past 15 months�  There is not a constituency that has 
not been impacted positively�  I have heard very positive feedback, particularly from businesses 
in relation to Government supports and how they helped them to survive�

Nonetheless, it would appear that many Departments have been spending significantly be-
low profile in the period to the end of May 2021, as the Minister outlined.  While I know that 
may appeal to the chartered accountant in the Minister, as will the way in which those under-
spent resources could be utilised in a positive way, what is the Minister’s view of the under-
spend in areas such as health or social protection?  Does he see any underlying reasons for it?  
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Does he envisage those moneys being available at the end of the year or being expended by the 
end of the third and fourth quarters?

17/06/2021R00300Deputy Michael McGrath: It is important that we look at the overall context�  As I stated, 
the expenditure ceiling for 2021, as agreed in the Revised Estimates Volume published late last 
year, is just under €88 billion�  However, it is expected that this level of expenditure will be 
exceeded over the course of 2021�  For example, in respect of Covid-related costs, we had made 
provision for around €12 billion of expenditure, given the length of the restrictions that were 
imposed in the early part of the year�  The decisions made in the national economic plan to ex-
tend supports in some instances to the end of the year means that the Covid-related expenditure 
is now more likely to be around €15 billion rather than €12 billion�

Some of the underspends require context�  In the case of the Department of Social Protec-
tion, the reason for the underspend is that we transferred an extra €4 billion into the Depart-
ment recently through further Revised Estimates�  In other Departments there are underlying 
underspends, which the Deputy correctly highlighted�  While I am a chartered accountant, as a 
Minister, I want to see Departments meet their policy objectives and spend the money allocated 
to achieve Government policies�  We are continuing to monitor that and keep it under review�

17/06/2021R00400Deputy John Lahart: From this vantage point, how does the Minister envisage this playing 
out until the end of the year?  Will Departments meet their spending targets?  If not, how will 
those moneys be used?  Will they be transferred to other capital projects, for example?

To date this year, the underspend in the Minister’s Department is 11%�  Can he paint a pic-
ture of how he thinks the figures will look at the end of the year?

17/06/2021R00500Deputy Michael McGrath: It is important to bear in mind that we are working from infor-
mation based on five months of the year.  When it comes to managing expenditure, Departments 
will have expenditure pressures at different points in the year.  The spending is not always even-
ly spread throughout the year�  At this point in time, our expectation is that most Departments 
will be in a position to spend their full allocation on the policies the Government wishes to have 
pursued�  When it comes to capital expenditure, there will be pressure because of the shutdown 
of construction earlier in the year.  That explains why there are significant underspends.  There 
is a carry forward facility, as I noted previously�  We carried forward over €700 million in un-
spent capital from last year into the current year�  That increases the amount of funding that is 
available to be spent, but there is a limit�  It is 10% of the budget within the Vote head that can 
be carried forward�

Every Department has its own individual story to tell�  The overall picture is of very elevated 
Government expenditure to meet the challenges we are facing in the context of the Covid-19 
pandemic� 

  Question No. 109 replied to with Written Answers.

17/06/2021R00600Public Expenditure Policy

17/06/2021R00700110� Deputy Richard Bruton asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform if he 
has studied the ESRI study which suggests that Exchequer investment could be increased by 
50% provided borrowing is confined strictly to capital purposes; and if he will make a statement 
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on the matter� [31586/21]

17/06/2021R00800Deputy Richard Bruton: The Minister may have already answered questions on the ESRI 
report�  Based on an assessment of growth rates and interest rates, the study found that capital 
investment by the Exchequer could increase by 50% or €47 billion�  I would like to hear the 
Minister’s reaction to the report and whether it means the NDP can be a great deal more ambi-
tious than the €120 billion currently set out�

17/06/2021R00900Deputy Michael McGrath: The total level of Exchequer investment is currently under 
consideration as part of the ongoing review of the NDP, as the Deputy is aware�  The overall 
level of capital expenditure in 2021 stands at €10�1 billion, or almost €11 billion when capital 
carry-over is included�  This represents a share of 4�7% of GNI*, well above the EU average 
in recent years of around 3% of GDP�  This allocation is almost €5�5 billion or 119% higher 
than the amount allocated in 2017�  In other words, capital allocations have already more than 
doubled under the NDP�  The Deputy will be very familiar with that, given his role in the previ-
ous Government�  It is also an all-time high in the history of the State, with a commitment to 
maintaining and further increasing it over the lifetime of the Government�  This is in spite of the 
major challenges facing the Exchequer due to the impacts of Covid-19 and Brexit�

It is also important to note that pre-pandemic, Ireland’s level of public debt per capita was 
one of the highest in the developed world�  This has increased as a result of our response to the 
crisis�  That response was necessary and remains appropriate in my view�  Total government 
debt is now approaching one €250 billion, or 112% of GNI*�  

I note that the ESRI report states that the Irish Exchequer would be able to raise between €4 
billion and €7 billion each year in additional resources for the State�  The paper also notes that 
this would generate sizeable challenges in terms of efficient delivery.  As part of the analytical 
processes underpinning the NDP review, a macroeconomic analysis has been conducted as to 
the appropriate level of capital expenditure for the period 2021 to 2030�  It considered a number 
of factors, including the overall fiscal position, demand for investment, supply side capacity 
constraints in the public and construction sectors and international comparisons�  All of those 
factors need to be considered and balanced against each other as part of the national develop-
ment plan review when setting the planned level of public capital investment for the period 
2021 to 2030�

17/06/2021S00200Deputy Richard Bruton: I am a little bit disheartened by the Minister’s reply but he did 
leave a chink there that he is reviewing this�

I will move to what used to be called the golden rule, namely, that one only borrows for 
capital�  This is a stringent test on the probity of public spending�  Does the Minister agree that 
we are facing significant capital needs, particularly in climate and housing?  Just to illustrate 
this point, do we not need to see the Land Development Agency build up a land bank in Cork 
in order that it can become a strong magnet for growth?  I suspect the city does not have the 
resources to do that�  Are we not at a stage now where the EU is reviewing its approach to the 
old balanced budget model and we have an opportunity for a developing country like ourselves 
to set out the new golden rule approach of borrowing money for capital?

17/06/2021S00300Deputy Michael McGrath: As the Deputy said, fiscal rules are being reviewed.  They have 
been suspended at the current time in the European Union.  However, that will not last indefi-
nitely.  We may well see a different framework of fiscal rules emerging from the crisis.  There is 
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scope to account for capital in a different way, given its importance to our economy.

It is important to underline the context that capital expenditure, at almost €11 billion this 
year, has increased significantly.  Four years ago, it was approximately €5 billion.  We face con-
siderable pressures in housing but also other areas such as climate action measures, transport, 
education, health infrastructure and so on�  We will see an elevated level of capital expenditure 
maintained and built upon over the course of the lifetime of the Government and the new na-
tional development plan�

There are capacity constraints as well�  It should be pointed out that the ESRI has also said 
that, in light of all of the expenditure commitments entered into with Covid, there may be a 
need to increase taxes�  We are committed to an ambitious national development plan�  We have 
prioritised investment in housing in particular in all the decisions we have made to date�

17/06/2021S00400Deputy Richard Bruton: I fully accept taxes must cover current spending�  The issue is 
whether we should take the opportunity to have higher capital spending�  For example, our ap-
proach to public investment is in new communities�  We see investment in transport, health and 
education arriving five years after people have occupied their homes, however.  That is not a 
sustainable way to approach public investment�  There is an opportunity to shift our dial some-
what at this stage if we can negotiate such an approach at European level�

17/06/2021S00500Deputy Michael McGrath: I agree with the broad thrust of what the Deputy has said�  The 
dial has shifted and continues to shift in the sense that the Government is genuinely committed 
to an ambitious public capital investment programme�  However, we cannot ignore the reality 
of the scale of the national debt and debt per capita, which is high in the developed world�  We 
are in an environment of historically low interest rates because of the exceptional interventions 
of the European Central Bank.  Those interventions will not continue indefinitely.  We will be 
returning to more normal market conditions, perhaps as early as next year�  All of the borrowing 
we are doing now is appropriate but we cannot predict what interest rates will be when it comes 
to refinancing those bonds in ten years or 15 years.  We must have a firm eye on the long-term 
debt sustainability of our country and protect that for future generations�  There is a way of 
marrying that with having an ambitious public capital investment programme�  I acknowledge 
the point that borrowing for capital is of a different nature to borrowing for current expenditure 
purposes�

17/06/2021S00600Equality Proofing of Budgets

17/06/2021S00700111� Deputy John Lahart asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform the way 
his Department is pursuing equality budgeting; and if he will make a statement on the matter�  
[32361/21]

17/06/2021S00800Deputy John Lahart: I served on the budgetary oversight committee in the previous Dáil�  
One of the outcomes of that was a positive recognition of and acceptance for the need for equal-
ity budgeting.  What is the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform pursuing specifically 
in the area of equality budgeting?

17/06/2021S00900(Deputy Michael McGrath): I recall our discussions on this and related topics during our 
work on the Committee on Budgetary Oversight�
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Beginning with a pilot programme introduced for the 2018 budgetary cycle, equality bud-
geting is a way of approaching and understanding the budget as a process that embodies long-
standing societal choices about how resources are used, rather than simply a neutral process of 
resource allocation�  In practice, this means that equality budgeting attempts to provide greater 
information on how proposed or ongoing budgetary decisions impact on particular groups in 
society, thereby integrating equality concerns into the budgetary process� 

Equality objectives and indicators are published every year in the Revised Estimates Vol-
ume and the public service performance report�  The initial focus of equality budgeting was on 
gender, following which the initiative was extended to other dimensions of equality�  Twelve 
Departments are now reporting equality budgeting metrics�  An expert advisory group was 
established to guide development of equality budgeting policy�  It has met regularly since Sep-
tember 2018�  In 2019, the OECD published a report on equality budgeting in Ireland, providing 
12 recommendations on how to drive this initiative forward�  Implementation of the report’s 
recommendations is now at an advanced stage�

In line with the OECD recommendation to develop an equalities data strategy, the Central 
Statistics Office completed a data audit, in co-operation with my Department, to ascertain the 
availability of public service data that are disaggregated by equality dimension�  A report on this 
audit was published in October 2020� 

Another OECD recommendation was the development of tagging and tracking functional-
ity for departmental expenditure.  Officials from my Department recently completed a two-day 
study visit, online, to learn about the approach of the French Government to tagging and track-
ing expenditure�  This visit was part of an overall project to create a new architecture for perfor-
mance budgeting�  This project is funded under the EU structural reform support programme�

17/06/2021S01000Deputy John Lahart: That is a comprehensive answer�  I liked the reference made�  We 
all knew that initially equality budgeting related to gender and it then spread out to areas like 
disability�

Interestingly, this morning at the Committee on Budgetary Oversight, we had an interesting 
paper from the OECD which referred to some of our tax incentives around the area of climate 
action.  Retrofitting and even the incentives for the purchase of e-cars are actually quite regres-
sive�  This is a view I have heard for a while, namely, that many of the incentives favour those 
people who have relatively positive incomes and savings.  For example, when retrofitting a 
house, people need to have substantial savings before they can take advantage of the grants�  
The grants are generous but in order to take advantage of them, one must have substantial 
savings�  Similarly, with the bike-to-work scheme for e-bikes, they are an expensive piece of 
kit and the tax incentive is generous but people need to have a lot of cash in hand in order to 
purchase them�  This is another aspect we need to start considering for budgetary and taxation 
policy�

17/06/2021S01100Deputy Michael McGrath: I thank the Deputy for highlighting a practical example of 
how equality budgeting has to be part of the decision-making process�  When the Government, 
for example, decides to increase carbon tax, how will it ensure that people who are the most 
impacted are protected from that?  That is why the decision has been made, for example, to 
provide some of those resources to deal with fuel poverty, to support schemes provided for by 
the Department of Social Protection and to provide significant funding for retrofitting.  An am-
bitious programme of retrofitting is being implemented across the social housing programme.  
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The Deputy is well familiar with the work the Minister for Housing, Local Government and 
Heritage, Deputy Darragh O’Brien, is doing in that regard�

The interdepartmental group for equality budgeting is doing excellent work�  It is facilitat-
ing the embedding of the initiative across all Departments�  Equality budgeting does not belong 
to just one Department�  It has to be a whole-of-government approach to make sure all of our 
decisions are guided by equality considerations�

17/06/2021S01200Deputy John Lahart: An idea that came up this morning about fuel allowance concerned 
the State or local authorities getting involved�  In South Dublin County Council, there are 
10,000 housing social homes�  If the State got involved in the bulk purchase of energy for those 
homes, such as gas and electricity, it could result in a significant reduction in energy costs and 
offset the need to provide any kind of fuel allowance.

12 o’clock

  Similarly, one of the suggestions that would also have a very wide-ranging impact would 
be if the State or local authorities got involved in the bulk purchase and procurement of retrofit-
ting services�  I know that I am straying into the area of climate action, but I welcome the Min-
ister’s response and, in particular, his awareness of the emerging issues regarding the need for 
equality budgeting and the fact that while the latter was initially limited to gender, the situation 
relating to it is organic and evolving�

17/06/2021T00200Deputy Michael McGrath: We are publishing a great deal of material in respect of equality 
budgeting, as I have said, including in the Revised Estimates Volume and in the public service 
performance report�  We have to embed thinking on equality budgeting right across Govern-
ment.  Work in that regard is ongoing.  As the Deputy is aware, retrofitting as part of our submis-
sion to the EU under the national recovery and resilience facility, where we provide a first loss 
guarantee which will enable the Minister for the Environment, Climate and Communications, 
Deputy Eamon Ryan, to bring forward a comprehensive plan in respect of retrofitting homes.  I 
reiterate that the Government is supportive of an ambitious roll-out of retrofitting of our public 
housing stock�  That is particularly important�  I take on board the points made by the Deputy 
about the fuel allowance and the bulk purchase of energy�

Written Answers are published on the Oireachtas website.

17/06/2021T00400Ceisteanna ó Cheannairí - Leaders’ Questions

17/06/2021T00500An Leas-Cheann Comhairle: Before we start, I ask Members to be conscious of the time 
limits�

17/06/2021T00600Deputy Pearse Doherty: Ba mhaith liom i dtús báire fáilte a chur roimh an mbeart a 
shocraigh foireann idirbheartaíochta Shinn Féin maidir le hAcht na Gaeilge agus an amlíne a 
leagadh síos chun é seo a chur i gcrích�  Tá cainteoirí Gaeilge ag fanacht le cúig bliana déag ar a 
gcearta bunúsacha agus ar aitheantas agus beidh sé acu i mbliana�  Guím gach rath ar mo chom-
hghleacaí, Michelle O’Neill, agus í ag glacadh an phoist mar chomhcheannaire arís tráthnóna�

I begin this morning by welcoming the deal that was struck last night by the Sinn Féin nego-
tiating team in securing a timetable for the delivery of Acht na Gaeilge for citizens in the North�  
Irish speakers have been waiting for more than 15 years for basic rights and recognition to be 
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delivered�  I note that the leader of the DUP, Edwin Poots, has agreed to nominate Mr� Givan 
for the position of First Minister this morning�  I hope that that commitment is delivered upon�  
I wish my colleague, Michelle O’Neill, the very best as she takes up the position of joint head 
of Government in the North again this afternoon�

Two significant reports published by the Central Bank and the Central Statistics Office, 
CSO, yesterday show that house prices are continuing to rise and show no sign of slowing�  We 
have seen time and time again in the context of the CSO’s property price index - this was shown 
again yesterday - that prices have increased by 4�5% State-wide in the past 12 months�  The 
Central Bank has stated that there is a massive imbalance between supply and demand�  The 
Tánaiste knows that this is as a result of the Government’s and Fine Gael’s refusal and failure 
to adequately invest in housing over the past decade�  The Central Bank states that this is likely 
to fuel significant house price growth in the medium term.  This, of course, will have knock-on 
effects on rents.  Homes are increasingly out of reach for ordinary workers and families.  This 
includes many people on decent incomes�  I genuinely think that the Government simply does 
not get it or does not understand the scale of the problem and the level of the anger that is out 
there�

As house prices continue to rise, it is becoming even more difficult for renters and others 
to save when so much of what they get in their pay packets is eaten up by rent and other living 
costs�  Many see home ownership as an impossible dream�  Regrettably, that is an outlook that 
Fine Gael and the Government have imposed on so many people�  We need to reverse this trend 
and we need to do it now�  We need to start providing people with hope�  We must support those 
who cannot afford to move out of their family homes, those who are paying exorbitant rents and 
those who are struggling to access affordable accommodation or own their own homes.

Action must be taken now�  That means supply-led solutions�  The Tánaiste knows that it is 
not just Sinn Féin that is saying this�  Yesterday’s reports from the Central Bank and the CSO 
follow on from the recent assessment by the Economic and Social Research Institute, ESRI, to 
the effect that the State must and can double capital investment in housing.  This is a policy that 
Sinn Féin has been calling on those in power to adopt for years, only for our pleas to be arro-
gantly dismissed by Fine Gael and the Government�  It is time to implement our proposals�  The 
Government has an opportunity, in budget 2022, to truly make a difference for these ordinary 
workers and those struggling to buy homes�  In the interim, we need to see real action to help 
those who have been caught in the rental trap�

Will the Government take on board what Sinn Féin and the ESRI are advocating, namely, 
the doubling of capital investment in the October budget in respect of homes that people can 
afford?  That is the bar that we expect the Government to reach in the budget.  Will it even try 
to do so?  We also ask the Government to move to ensure that renters are protected by a three-
year ban on rent increases?

17/06/2021T00700The Tánaiste: I thank the Deputy very much for his question�  I start by joining him in 
welcoming the agreement that was reached last night to appoint a new Executive and a new 
First Minister, Paul Givan, and facilitate the reappointment of Michelle O’Neill as deputy First 
Minister�  Mr� Givan and Ms O’Neill are now co-equals and joint heads of the Administration in 
Northern Ireland�  Despite the fact that one of their titles may suggest otherwise, they are joint 
leaders of that Administration and should be treated as such�  I look forward to meeting them on 
Friday should the meeting of the North-South Ministerial Council go ahead�
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I welcome the fact that we have agreement on an Irish language Act, Acht na Gaeilge, going 
ahead as well as increased legal protections and rights for Ulster Scots speakers�  This should 
not threaten anyone’s identity and it is supported by the majority of parties and people in North-
ern Ireland.  There is a Welsh Language Act, a Gaelic Language Act in Scotland and an Official 
Languages Act here�  What was agreed last night has been a long time coming�  A commitment 
was made by the sovereign Governments at St� Andrews a long time ago and a commitment 
was made by the parties in Northern Ireland to each other�  I look forward to seeing all of those 
involved honouring their commitments on language rights and legislation within the next year�

Let there be no doubt that I am somebody who believes in homeownership, as does my party 
and the Government�  More than 65% of people in Ireland own their own homes�  We have one 
of the higher rates of homeownership in the developed world�  That is not because of Sinn Féin, 
it is because of Fianna Fáil and Fine Gael�   The problem we face is that that is not a reality for 
the vast majority of younger people�  By younger people, I do not just mean those in their 20s 
and 30s�  The situation has got that bad, I am also referring to people in their 40s�  It is our mis-
sion over the next three years to turn that around and make homeownership a reality again for 
many more people than is the case today�

On property prices, the Deputy is correct in saying that they are going up�  They went up by 
approximately 4�5% in the past year�  It is worth pointing out that, notwithstanding this, home 
values in Ireland are still substantially lower than was the case when they peaked 14 years ago�  
Essentially, what has happened is that the Central Bank rules have been successful in putting 
a lid on house prices - they are less than they were 14 years ago - but they have caused rents 
to soar�  That is real problem and has created a perverse situation and a real paradox whereby 
houses are cheaper to buy than they were 14 years ago but many people cannot get adequate 
mortgage approval to buy homes�  They now end up paying more in rent than they would do if 
they were able to get an adequate mortgage�  I welcome the fact that the Central Bank is now 
reviewing its policy�

I appreciate that this is a complex matter�  There is a concern that if we allow people to se-
cure larger mortgages, it may cause house prices to rise�  Nobody wants that to happen�  At the 
same time, it may actually drive supply and get developers and builders into the space where 
they are building properties for amounts that people, if they can get mortgages, can afford.  All 
of that has to be worked out�  There is a potential role for Government in all of this�  If we look 
at the model in the Netherlands, for example, the Government there provides partial guarantees 
for first-time buyers to obtain mortgages for reasonably priced houses in order to protect them 
against negative equity�  Perhaps we can examine models in that regard�

In the context of the Deputy’s question on increasing the budget for housing, we continue 
to do that�  We have increased that budget dramatically�  In 2016, 600 social houses were built�  
In 2019 and 2020 it was more like 6,000�  There has been a tenfold increase in the building of 
social housing by the State and its agencies in that brief period�  Once we had the money to do 
it, we did it�  We will build on that, and the Deputy will see the details of that in Housing for All 
when it is published�

17/06/2021U00200Deputy Pearse Doherty: The Tánaiste never fails to surprise me�  The language he is com-
ing out with today is that it is not as bad as it was 14 years ago�  Does he know where ordinary 
people are at in his constituency and in Dublin Bay South?  Does he know what people are be-
ing asked to pay to buy their own home?  There is a serious problem and the problem is not, as 
he is suggesting, bigger mortgages�  The problem relates to what the ESRI, the Central Bank, 
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Sinn Féin and many others have been saying�  The issue is not about stimulating more demand, 
which will push up house prices�  The demand is there; listen to ordinary people�  It is about 
dealing with the supply�  The ESRI is saying we should double capital investment from where 
it is today�  The Tánaiste should not skirt around the issue�

This is a man-made problem�  Indeed, the Tánaiste’s Government has created it�  Because 
it decided not to build houses over the past decade in the volume that was required, we have a 
situation, as the Central Bank points out, where the imbalance between supply and demand is 
pushing up house prices and the Central Bank is telling homeowners that this is going to con-
tinue�

I again ask the Tánaiste whether he will commit to doubling capital investment in this year’s 
budget and giving that relief to renters by freezing rents for the next three years�

17/06/2021U00300The Tánaiste: I think the Deputy is trying to misrepresent what I said, and that is exactly 
what he did the last time we discussed the issue of housing in the Chamber�  Unfortunately, he 
was partially successful in that regard.  That is a poor reflection on him but also on others who 
accept his spin too often when it comes to the issue of housing�

To answer the Deputy’s question, the Government has dramatically increased investment 
in social housing�  We will do so more, and he will see the details of that in Housing for All 
when it is published.  Social housing benefits everyone.  It gets people off the housing list and 
into social housing, frees up more properties for other people to rent, thus bringing down rents, 
and means there is less competition for first-time buyers and people who are upgrading.  Social 
housing is a good investment and it benefits everyone in society, not just those who receive 
social housing� 

What the majority of people in Ireland want, however, is to own their own homes, and we 
have to look at that end of things as well because it is not just one simple solution that solves 
all these problems.  This is a complex area and it requires many different policy interventions.  
More social housing is absolutely needed and I ask Sinn Féin councillors to please vote for it 
on local authorities.  We do but they do not.  The solution involves cost rental and affordable 
housing schemes but it also involves the building of more private homes that people can buy 
because that is what the vast majority of people want�

17/06/2021U00400Deputy Catherine Murphy: I want to talk about the new national children’s hospital, that 
totem to Fine Gael’s legendary fiscal prudence.  Between 2017 and 2019, 11 separate reviews 
and audits of the project were commissioned at a cost of €700,000�  An additional report was 
then sought and PwC carried it out at a cost of €450,000�  After 12 reports costing €1�15 million, 
we have learned that the taxpayer will be very lucky to emerge with any change from €1�7 bil-
lion for this project�  A further review, by the National Paediatric Hospital Development Board 
and the Department of Health, has been ongoing since last year, and the Minister for Health 
was given a draft of it in January�  In February, the Committee of Public Accounts was told the 
report would be concluded within weeks, at which point we would have some clarity on what 
the budget would be, and we could then expect to discuss that at a meeting of the committee�

There appears to be a new approach now that there is a new Secretary General�  A recent 
letter to the Committee of Public Accounts from Mr� Robert Watt stated, “There is an extremely 
high likelihood that any discussion on costs or dates, however hypothetical, even from the draft 
stages of the process, would prejudice enforcement of the existing contract and very likely 
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undermine the role of the Development Board in its ongoing engagement with the main con-
tractor�”  It is, essentially, telling us to butt out, that it is none of our business�  According to 
Mr� Watt, all of the most controversial information about this project, such as the cost and the 
timeline, is suddenly too sensitive to publish�  What a stroke of luck that appears to be for the 
Department�

Last year, the Tánaiste told the House that if you want to keep the people’s trust, you need 
to be transparent�  He needs to be transparent about this�  This is a huge project�  When the Irish 
Independent asked him about the escalating cost of the hospital in 2019, he replied that “nobody 
will think it a poor investment” when it opens�  Does he still believe this?  Millions of euro have 
been spent on reviews and further millions have been spent on consultants and PR companies�  
Tens of millions of euro have been spent on a botched procurement process and 800 claims have 
been lodged by the contractor, up from 700 just four months ago�  There are children in this 
country who cannot access basic disability services and others who are awaiting surgeries for 
scoliosis, yet we are building the most expensive hospital in the world�  It is obscene�

Nothing has changed with the spec of this hospital since the estimate was calculated at €900 
million�  What has changed are the delivery time and the price tag�  We desperately need the 
new children’s hospital but did we need to build the most expensive hospital in the world by 
mistake?  Will the Tánaiste practise what he preaches about transparency?  Does he have any 
idea what the cost of the hospital will be or what the timeframe will be?  Does he have confi-
dence in the hospital development board to manage the project?

17/06/2021U00500The Tánaiste: I do have confidence in the hospital board and the Department of Health to 
manage this project.  To answer the Deputy’s question, it is my firm view that when this project 
is complete, few people will think it was a bad investment�  Those who have seen the facilities 
we now have in Blanchardstown and the first phase of that development, namely, the urgent 
care centre, will see what an improvement it is on the facilities at the Temple Street hospital, for 
example�  The same applied to the Luas, the port tunnel, Terminal 2 and Knock Airport�  There 
were many critics of the investment made in those projects, few of whom even recall today that 
they were critics�  Although when the hospital is built and commissioned, people will change 
their minds on this, I accept that in the meantime, it will be a controversial story and issue�

On the analysis and costs, the National Paediatric Hospital Development Board has, at the 
request of the Minister for Health, undertaken an assessment of the project�  The board and the 
Department are nearing the finalisation of this detailed analysis and this will provide the ap-
propriate assurances to the Government that there has been a robust analysis of the way forward 
to ensure the delivery of a world-class children’s hospital�  In December 2018, the previous 
Government approved an investment decision of €1�433 billion for the capital project�  Several 
items are not included in this figure because there is no price certainty for them, nor can there 
be any for the duration of the project, including construction, hyperinflation and the impact of 
Covid-19�  

Until the analysis work is complete, it would be premature to speculate on any definitive 
budget or timeline updates.  I confirm that no revised estimate has been shared with the Govern-
ment�  Since the analysis relates to a live contract, it is commercially sensitive and must remain 
confidential to ensure that the contractual relationships are not adversely affected and that the 
Government gets the best price at the end of the day�  Relevant stakeholders will be updated 
when the analysis is complete�
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17/06/2021U00600Deputy Catherine Murphy: I do not disagree that the hospital is needed, but I want to 
quote something else the Tánaiste said�  On Newstalk in 2019, he stated: “It’s scandalous that 
the Government - or rather the Government’s agents - got the estimate ��� so wrong�”  Nobody is 
disputing that the hospital is needed�  Indeed, the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform, 
who is sitting behind the Tánaiste, wrote to the Minister for Health seeking an update and clar-
ity on this�  There is widespread concern about the escalating costs and the escalating number 
of claims�

We were given an assurance that the hospital development board would appear before the 
Committee of Public Accounts and the Joint Committee on Health�  There does not seem to be 
any clarity on this�  What seems to have changed is that there is a new Secretary General in 
place, who is giving cover in respect of the board’s appearance at these committees, saying that 
even a hypothetical discussion of this matter will prejudice the project�  Have the vacancies on 
the board been filled?  If not, an under-strength board is hardly what is required for a project of 
this size that has been out of control�

17/06/2021V00100The Tánaiste: Regarding the claims made by the contractor, the contractor submitted more 
than 800 claims for additional money for this project�  The board is disputing and defending 
those claims�  It has been extremely successful in discussions and arbitrations in ensuring most 
of the claims made by the contractor have been rejected and, in some cases, reduced very sig-
nificantly.  Indeed, there are now four cases before the High Court, which forms part of the 
management process�  As those matters are before the High Court, I cannot say much more 
about them.  Suffice to say, the board is defending the State against claims and has been very 
successful, at least so far, in defending our interests against the contractor in that regard�

When it comes to the issue of vacancies on the board, there is a campaign on stateboards.ie 
for a new chairperson�  Applications closed on 14 May and the Public Appointments Service, 
PAS, will work through them in the coming weeks�  In the meantime, Mr� Tim Bouchier-Hayes 
has taken on the role of interim chair�  On 23 February, the Minister appointed two new mem-
bers to the board from an existing PAS panel�  There are three vacancies and a panel selection 
for ordinary members of the board will be established as soon as the new chairperson is ap-
pointed� 

17/06/2021V00200Deputy Danny Healy-Rae: It is a basic human right in a civilised, modern society to have 
a safe, clean, uninterrupted water supply.  It may be construed that I have a conflict of interest 
because my company sometimes works on repairing and replacing water mains�  However, in 
many parts of Kerry, especially mid-Kerry and the Killarney area, residents, businesses and 
hotels are faced with a constant barrage of outages day after day�  Residents in places like Bar-
leymount, Aghadoe, Laharan, Pallas and Beaufort, from the Gap of Dunloe and all along the 
board of works road from Beaufort to Gearagh Cross, people are tormented�  People in the areas 
of Faha, Listry, Foynes, Milltown, Castlemaine and Farranfore are suffering outages day after 
day�  Even New Street in Killarney town had one the day before yesterday�

The long and the short of it is the shambolic condition of the pipe network is the cause, 
much of which is obsolete and contains asbestos that needs to be replaced�  Many of these as-
bestos pipes have exceeded their 35-year lifespan, which means they should be replaced�  The 
large asbestos pipe on the central regional water supply from Lough Guitane through Killarney 
to Tralee, supplying our hospitals and more than 60,000 customers, is in a precarious condition 
and needs to be urgently replaced�  More often than not, it breaks in Farranfore on the N22�  If it 
were not for our excellent Kerry County Council water repair crews, under Freddie Bartlett and 
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others, who use their vast experience, intelligence and expertise to repair the pipes as quickly 
as possible, save as much as water possible, build up the pressure and restore the supply to cus-
tomers, the situation would be very much worse�  

I also thank the fire brigade, which has had to be brought in recently to replenish water sup-
plies in the Killarney and Aghadoe areas�  It cannot be right that the Local Government Man-
agement Agency, LGMA, and local authorities want these crews to move across to Irish Water�  
These crews include engineers, technicians and general operatives who have given valuable 
service�  It is not fair or right to put them under such pressure to move across to Irish Water�  
Many of them have worked for 20, 30 and even up to 40 years repairing water supplies for 
Kerry County Council�  I value the experience they bring to the water service because I worked 
with many of them going back in time�  I understand the value they add to the water network 
system�

17/06/2021V00300The Tánaiste: I appreciate we need to invest more in our water network�  We are currently 
preparing the national development plan, NDP, review, which will set out the level of public 
investment in all forms of infrastructure between now and 2030�  It is the update, or refresh, of 
Project Ireland 2040�  We expect to complete that in the next few months�  As part of that, we 
are giving consideration to additional funding for Irish Water�

However, there is a difficulty, though not an insurmountable one, in that Irish Water is a 
State agency on the public balance sheet�  When it comes to allocating money for Irish Water, it 
has to compete with the health service, education and justice for capital funding�  The model we 
previously proposed was that it would be a publicly-owned utility, a semi-State company like 
the ESB, for example, which would be able to borrow against its own balance sheet and assets 
using income from charges�  That would have created much more money to invest in water and 
we could have done much more than we now can do, but that decision is made and the ship has 
sailed on that issue�  

I appreciate the point made by the Deputy.  We will do our best to find additional capital 
for Irish Water over the next couple of years but there is an opportunity cost associated with it�  
That money cannot then go into housing, public transport, health or education�  While we may 
be able to borrow at the moment at very low interest rates, we still have a borrowing limit�  We 
expect the European Central Bank to start unwinding quantitative easing around March next 
year and fiscal rules to be reimposed in 2023.

17/06/2021V00400Deputy Danny Healy-Rae: I thank the Tánaiste for his reply�  It is very clear that Irish Wa-
ter is underfunded and the pipes need to be replaced and updated�  It is costing a bomb to keep 
repairing the breaks that are going on�  The break in Farranfore costs, I believe, €35,000 each 
time it happens�  That is a massive sum of money�

I will also highlight that people in other rural areas of Kerry, such as east Kerry, Scartaglin, 
Castleisland, Lyracrompane and Fieries, cannot afford to pay for group water schemes.  The 
user cost is approximately €8,000 or €10,000 per house but, lo and behold, because Irish Water 
is stranded for money, it is looking for €2,000 more from each house on top of the group water 
scheme cost that Kerry County Council charges�  This is not fair; it is double charging�  People 
cannot afford it.  They have to drop their request or application for a group water scheme be-
cause of this additional cost Irish Water has recently demanded of them.  It has stopped five, six 
or seven group water schemes going ahead�
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17/06/2021V00500The Tánaiste: I am not sure if that was a question but I heard the points the Deputy made�  
They were very fair points and very well made�  On the particular issues relating to Kerry, if the 
Deputy sends me more details about them, I will be happy to take them up with the Minister 
for Housing, Local Government and Heritage, Deputy Darragh O’Brien, and provide him with 
a more detailed reply�

17/06/2021V00600Deputy Bríd Smith: The Tánaiste knows as well as I do that when one fights hard for some-
thing one does not give it up easily�  The Tánaiste fought hard for the leadership of Fine Gael; he 
will not walk away from it�  All my adult life I, and tens of thousands of women in this country, 
have fought very hard to be free from the shackles of the Catholic Church over our reproductive 
rights.  We won that fight three years ago when we won the repeal referendum.

My question today is about the proposed new national maternity hospital�  A recent state-
ment from the Religious Sisters of Charity claimed they will have no involvement in the man-
agement of St� Vincent’s Hospital Group, the new private charity named St� Vincent’s Holdings, 
but this is technically incorrect�  The nuns may no longer have any involvement in the day-to-
day management of the hospital, but they may be able to appoint directors and are entitled to 
appoint the successors of the new holding company� 

The Religious Sisters of Charity say they have gifted the St� Vincent’s Hospital site to the 
people of Ireland�  I ask if the people of Ireland are obliged to accept a gift from nuns who were 
involved in the Magdalen laundries, in mother and baby homes and in running a hospital that 
refused to provide sterilisation, vasectomy or any reproductive rights to women and men�  They 
can take their gift�  If they want to give a gift of land for a new national maternity hospital, they 
should gift it to the State�  The women of this country and those of us who fought so hard should 
not go forward with a new national maternity hospital that is still dominated by the ethos of the 
St� Vincent’s group�

Recent statements by the Minister of State, Deputy Butler, and the Ministers, Deputies Ste-
phen Donnelly and Eamon Ryan, say they intend to proceed with the Mulvey plan�  That plan 
was welcomed by the former Minister for Health, Deputy Harris, in 2016�  We should remind 
ourselves that predated repeal and repeal changed everything�  Unless the Government is intent 
on trashing the outcome of the repeal campaign, a couple of questions need to be honestly and 
firmly answered.  Even if those answers include a guarantee of full reproductive rights, includ-
ing gender alignment, abortion and vasectomy, we still do not believe the nuns and we do not 
necessarily believe the Government because the facts speak for themselves�  The constitutional 
make-up of the new St� Vincent’s holding group still allows for the voluntary organisations 
in the publicly-funded healthcare premises to maintain their private Catholic ethos�  I do not 
believe the nuns�  I do not disrespect them by saying that but I have to believe people based on 
their history and the level of trust they have given to us�

Will the Tánaiste present the current draft of the legal framework to the Dáil for examina-
tion?  Will he acknowledge that the Mulvey plan was made redundant by the repeal referendum 
and must be scrapped?  Will he act to take the new maternity hospital into full public owner-
ship? 

17/06/2021W00200The Tánaiste: I thank the Deputy�  At the outset, I would like to state that I believe we all 
respect and value the role played by the Religious Sisters of Charity in providing healthcare and 
education down the years when the State did not�  We all support the building of a new national 
maternity hospital at Elm Park�  We need it and women need those modern facilities�  Holles 
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Street is a great hospital but it belongs to 200 years ago, not to today�

There are problems in going forward with this project�  The Deputy and I agree on this more 
than she may believe�  The hospital will be owned by the State�  The governing constitution, 
memorandum and legal documents for the new hospital guarantee that all services currently 
available in Holles Street, including terminations, abortions, sterilisations, will be available in 
the new hospital� 

There is not a concern around that but the Government has a big concern about two other 
aspects�  First is the ownership of the land the hospital will be built on�  That is not being gifted 
to the State but to a private charity�  It is proposed that there be a 99-year lease to the State�  We 
have a difficulty with that.  We do not think the safeguards around that are strong enough.  The 
land would be owned by a private charity rather than the State and only a 99-year lease would 
be provided.  Second, we have a difficulty with the governance of the proposed new hospital.  It 
will be a voluntary hospital�  That is okay�  There are many such hospitals and they work well�  
However, the board will not be appointed by the Government.  That is a real difficulty because 
a hospital that is almost fully funded by the State should have a significant number or majority 
of members of the board appointed by the Government�

That is the problem we face at the moment�  There are two things we are happy enough 
about: owning the hospital and the guarantee that all procedures legal in the State will be pro-
vided in the hospital.  There is a difficulty about the ownership of the land it will be on.  We are 
not happy with the lease proposal or the governance arrangements�  We are working through 
those things at the moment�  

17/06/2021W00300Deputy Bríd Smith: I cannot accept the guarantee that full reproductive rights, including 
gender realignment, will be available because the constitution of the new holding company 
states that its core values are identical to those of the St� Vincent’s hospital holding group�  That 
constitution needs to change�  I accept the Tánaiste is concerned about some of the things we 
are concerned about�  Ideally, the State should purchase the site by compulsory purchase order, 
fully pay for it, build it, staff it and run it without any interference from a charity to which the 
nuns can appoint directors�  That is the only way out of this�

The Mulvey report on which this is premised has been outdated by the repeal result�  That 
changes everything�  People in this country feel so strongly about it that there is a mounting 
campaign, which will be outside the gates of Leinster House on 26 June, which is Saturday 
week�  I invite everybody who is concerned about our future rights to full choice and no less to 
be there�  We still have not had a review of the abortion legislation and that leaves many ques-
tions unanswered�

17/06/2021W00400The Tánaiste: From the point of view of the Government, it is an absolute requirement 
that the constitution and the memorandum and articles of association, memo and arts, for the 
new hospital must specify that any procedures and treatments legal in the State are available in 
that hospital�  There can be no ambiguity about that�  That includes sterilisation, IVF, assisted 
reproduction and terminations�  I will look into the issue of gender reassignment�  I was not 
aware that was done in maternity hospitals�  I thought it was done in adult general hospitals�  It 
may be a separate matter�

The Government is working on this�  I agree that the ideal scenario would be ownership 
of the site�  However, in terms of design it is an integrated building with the existing hospital, 
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rather than a separate building�  That makes it tricky but I agree that would be a better option 
than what is being proposed, which is a 99-year lease with certain guarantees�  That is not ad-
equate in the view of the Government at the moment�

17/06/2021W00500Ceisteanna ar Reachtaíocht a Gealladh - Questions on Promised Legislation

17/06/2021W00600Deputy Louise O’Reilly: An important report on the deaths of single people experiencing 
homelessness was published earlier this month�  The interim report by Dr� Austin O’Carroll 
found an increase in the number of people experiencing homelessness who died in 2020 com-
pared to 2019.  The findings of the report reinforce that poverty and social exclusion are key 
causes of homelessness�  The report makes a number of recommendations including a multi-
agency critical incident review of deaths of people experiencing homelessness, greater access 
to Housing First, increased access to primary care and mental health services, improved data 
collection and the extension of overdose and suicide prevention programmes�  Will the Tánaiste 
agree to implement in full the recommendations of this important report?

I pay tribute to Dr� O’Carroll, who does fantastic work in the provision of services to mar-
ginalised groups�  We need to listen to what he is saying�

17/06/2021W00700The Tánaiste: I join the Deputy in commending Dr� Austin O’Carroll�  I have worked and 
spend a bit of time with him through various charities and organisations in which he has been 
involved�  I would listen to what he says in this regard�  The Minister is considering the report 
and will respond in a reasoned way�

The most recent monthly homelessness report shows that the number of single adults ac-
cessing emergency accommodation has fallen for the second consecutive month to 4,533�  We 
have seen roughly a 40% fall in family homelessness since its peak�  It is still a serious problem 
and a lot more has to be done�

17/06/2021W00800Deputy Aodhán Ó Ríordáin: Senator Bacik and I have been campaigning since February 
for a catch-up fund for children�  The Government must invest in education for children who 
have lost out on in-school learning over the past year and a half or so�  The Minister for Educa-
tion, Deputy Foley, announced two weeks ago she was working on a multimillion euro fund 
to this end�  She said she would announce it shortly�  She was not in a position to say when or 
how much�

The Tánaiste will be aware that a major controversy has arisen over the catch-up for children 
fund in the UK�  The catch-up tsar resigned over the fact the fund was only £1�4 billion�  Does 
the Tánaiste agree with me that whatever summer programme is rolled out this summer will not 
be enough to help children to catch up, particularly those in disadvantaged areas or with learn-
ing challenges?  When will this catch-up fund be announced and how much will be in the fund?

17/06/2021X00300An Leas-Cheann Comhairle: We are over time�  I call on the Tánaiste to respond�

17/06/2021X00400The Tánaiste: I may have picked the Deputy up wrong, but I think he is asking me to agree 
with him that whatever is announced will not be enough�  Perhaps that was a Freudian slip, 
because that is what he is going to say no matter what is announced�  Leaving that aside, this 
is something that I have called for too, and it is something the Minister for Education, Deputy 
Foley, is working on�  We should be able to publish that in the coming weeks�  It has not gone 
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to the Cabinet yet�  What the Deputy may have been trying to say - I agree with him on this - is 
that a summer catch-up fund will not be enough�  It will need to go beyond the summer and into 
next year because, unfortunately, those most at risk of educational disadvantaged are the ones 
who have missed out the most and have fallen behind the most�  It is in our interests as a society 
to make up for that and that is what we intend to do�

17/06/2021X00500Deputy Cian O’Callaghan: The cost of the pyrite remediation scheme will be more than 
€160 million and the cost of the mica redress scheme will be well over €1 billion�  The potential 
cost of addressing fire safety defects and construction defects in apartments will run into well 
over €1 billion�  The human cost for homeowners who through no fault of their own are living 
with the stress and anxiety of seeing their homes literally fall apart around them is measurable�  
The National Building Control and Market Surveillance Office, which checks and tests building 
material from quarries and other suppliers, does crucial work and it is operating at only 50% 
of its required staffing levels.  Why is the Government operating this crucial function at only 
50% of its required minimum staffing capacity?  If the Government is serious about protecting 
homeowners and taxpayers, would it not make sense to resource this crucial function properly?

17/06/2021X00600The Tánaiste: Tá an tAire ag bunú grúpa oibre dírithe faoi theorainn ama idir oifigigh 
Roinne agus ionadaithe ó údaráis áitiúla Mhaigh Eo agus Dhún na nGall�  Aithneoidh an grúpa 
oibre saincheisteanna atá fós gan réiteach agus rachaidh sé i ngleic leo�  D’fhéadfadh an grúpa 
tuairisciú ar ais don Aire faoi dheireadh mhí Iúil lena gcuid gníomhartha.  Cuirfidh an tAire na 
gníomhartha sin faoi bhráid an Rialtais.  I will have to find out what the facts are and come back 
to the Deputy on the National Building Control and Market Surveillance Office, but I will do 
that and provide him with a reply as soon as I can�

17/06/2021X00700Deputy Gino Kenny: I want to start on a very positive note on the vaccine roll-out�  The 
uptake of the vaccine has been very good and logistically it has gone very well also�  There will 
be kinks and vulnerabilities in its implementation�  One of the vulnerabilities is the cohort of 
those aged over 60�  A cohort of nearly 450,000 is in that bracket�  It seems counter-intuitive that 
those people have been left vulnerable�  For example, I will be fully vaccinated by next week 
but somebody that is 20 years older than me will possibly not be fully vaccinated for another 
five weeks.  How concerned is the Tánaiste and what will the Government do to try to address 
the anomaly and the vulnerability relating to that cohort?

17/06/2021X00800The Tánaiste: This is a significant concern at the moment.  It is an issue many of my con-
stituents are raising with me and I imagine Deputy Kenny has had the same experience�  What I 
can confirm is that the Government has agreed to reduce the gap between the first dose and the 
second dose of the AstraZeneca vaccine from 12 weeks to eight weeks�  We cannot reduce the 
gap to anything shorter than that, as the licence and the manufacturer state there should be a 56 
day gap or more between the first two doses.  We are doing that, but it will take a few weeks to 
operationalise it and it does depend on supplies�  We anticipate having all of the people in that 
cohort fully vaccinated probably around the middle of July and certainly by the end of July�  
That decision has been taken and it will happen�

Vaccine registrations are going to open on Sunday for people aged 35 to 39�  We expect next 
month to get further advice from the national immunisation advisory committee, NIAC, and 
the National Public Health Emergency Team, NPHET, on heterologous vaccination, that is the 
mixing of vaccine doses – getting one type for the first dose and a different type for the second 
dose.  It does appear that the efficacy of that approach is very good, but the data on safety is 
limited at the moment and we expect to have more information next month�
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17/06/2021X00900Deputy Cathal Berry: I welcome the commitment to sport in the programme for Govern-
ment�  Accordingly, I would like to raise with the Tánaiste the matter of the disused and closed 
ice rink in Dundalk Institute of Technology, DkIT�  This is a facility that was purchased in 2014, 
using public funds but, incredibly, has lain idle since then�  It is the only ice rink in this juris-
diction and because it is not open it means that the Irish national ice hockey team must train in 
Belfast rather than in this jurisdiction�  I am sure the Tánaiste can fully appreciate that is a less 
than ideal situation�

I am reliably informed that a number of attempts have been made in recent years to either 
purchase or lease the facility from DkIT, and all the attempts have been unsuccessful�  Will the 
Tánaiste have a discussion with his colleague, the Minister for Further and Higher Education, 
Research, Innovation and Science, Deputy Harris, to see if he could look into this matter and 
intervene if appropriate?  Let us get this facility open and let us support our national teams�

17/06/2021X01000The Tánaiste: I thank Deputy Berry for raising the issue of the Ice Dome at DkIT�  It is 
an excellent piece of infrastructure and it is sad that it has been out of use for so long�  I have 
been advised that DkIT is actively engaged in a process to secure a lease arrangement for the 
Ice Dome�  I understand that the intention is to enter into a lease arrangement with a sporting 
organisation but, as these discussions are private and confidential, I do not know which sporting 
organisation that is�  The conduct and the process to secure the lease arrangement is a matter 
for the IT directly but I will certainly mention to the Minister for Further and Higher Education, 
Research, Innovation and Science, Deputy Harris, and the Minister of State at the Department 
of Tourism, Culture, Arts, Sport, Gaeltacht and Media, Deputy Chambers, that Deputy Berry 
raised this important issue in the House�

17/06/2021X01100Deputy Mattie McGrath: I want the Government to bring Mr� Paul Reid before it to get 
clarification on hospital visits and especially the accompaniment of partners for childbirth, la-
bour or scans, which is not allowed in various hospitals�  The hospitals are operating like inde-
pendent republics�  Following the cyberattack, they will not even respond to letters�  It is utterly 
ridiculous that partners are not allowed into hospitals�  Thankfully, hospitals now have a limited 
number of patients�  There are only 60 or 70 patients in hospital altogether�  For that matter, at 
least one visitor from a family should be allowed to visit elderly patients�  Nobody is allowed 
into South Tipperary General Hospital�  It is shocking that older people have to die alone with-
out the company of a member of the family.  Why are all the hospitals operating different poli-
cies?  Surely one law should apply to everyone�  Given the reduced numbers at least one visitor 
per family should be allowed and partners should be allowed in when a wife or partner is having 
a baby�  A sibling or somebody should be allowed to visit people�  It is totally unfair and it needs 
to be clarified.  Paul Reid needs to give an instruction to all the HSE hospitals to have one plan, 
not different plans for different hospitals.

17/06/2021X01200The Tánaiste: My understanding is that Paul Reid and the HSE have given general guid-
ance on maternity hospitals saying that it is allowed and indeed advised that partners should 
attend the birth of their child and attend scans and paediatric or neonatal ICU if their child is in 
there�  However it is the case – it has always been the case and will always be the case - that on 
occasion we must allow decisions to be made by local hospitals themselves, by the senior nurse 
or consultant who is the person in charge of infection control, because we will have situations 
where there are outbreaks or issues in certain hospitals and therefore they need to be able to 
have autonomy in making those decisions�  I hope this will not be a problem for too long�

17/06/2021X01300An Leas-Cheann Comhairle: Gabhaim buíochas leis an Tánaiste�  Táim ag bogadh ar 
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aghaidh�

17/06/2021X01400The Tánaiste: Staff are vaccinated and increasing numbers of adults are vaccinated and I 
hope we will be able to get beyond this point quite soon�

17/06/2021X01500Deputy Joan Collins: Back in 2017 Orkambi was reimbursed for market distribution here 
in Ireland and it was a great boost for the cystic fibrosis, CF, community after a long campaign.  
A new drug, Kaftrio, has been approved in the USA and by the European Medicines Agency, 
EMA, in April of this year�  I tabled a question to the Minister for Health in early May and I 
was told the applicants had put in the rapid review dossier for the drug.  I flagged this with the 
Tánaiste yesterday because I hope the CF community will get some clarity today on when the 
Health Products Regulatory Authority, HPRA, will reimburse the drug and market it�

17/06/2021Y00100The Tánaiste: I thank the Deputy for raising this issue�  I know how important it is to the 
CF community.  As a country, we should endeavour to be among the first to approve and reim-
burse new medicines�  It makes sense from a health point of view and it also makes sense from 
an economic point of view�  If we are asking pharmaceutical companies to invest and employ 
people here, we should be among the first to approve and reimburse their products.  At the very 
least, we should not fall behind our nearest neighbour, the United Kingdom�  As a country, we 
invest heavily in medicines to the tune of €2 billion annually and additional funding of €50 mil-
lion provided for new medicines this year will support the introduction of a significant number 
of new medicines�  To date this year, 26 approvals for new drugs and new indications for exist-
ing drugs have been made�

On Kaftrio, the HSE advises me that, on 26 April, the European Commission approved the 
EMA’s recommended licence for the extension of Kaftrio to patients aged 12 years or older with 
CF who have at least one F508del mutation�  In line with the agreed formal process governing 
the reimbursement of new medicines or new indications for existing medicines, the assessment 
process commences when the applicant submits a rapid review dossier of evidence to the HSE�  
The HSE has confirmed that it has received the rapid review dossier for the extended indication 
from the applicant company�  It is not possible at this time for the HSE to commit to a precise 
date for commencement but it advises that the reimbursement is expected to be in place in the 
coming months for the cohort covered by the EMA decision�

17/06/2021Y00200Deputy Cormac Devlin: As the House will not be sitting tomorrow, I would like the Dáil 
to recall the late Detective Garda Colm Horkan, who died while on duty in Roscommon on 18 
June 2020�

Irish citizens living abroad who received the Sinopharm vaccine, among others, and who are 
now considered fully vaccinated by the World Health Organization, are facing discrimination 
by EU and Irish authorities by being compelled to enter mandatory hotel quarantining if return-
ing to Ireland from various countries�  What does the Government intend to do to vindicate their 
rights?

17/06/2021Y00300The Tánaiste: Like the Deputy, I have been getting a number of representations from peo-
ple living in the Middle East and the Gulf area who are caught by this issue�  At the moment, we 
are only recognising people as having been fully vaccinated if they have received a vaccine that 
is approved by the EMA, but it is open to the Government to recognise other vaccines, includ-
ing those approved by the WHO�  We are giving consideration at the moment to whether we can 
include Sinopharm, Sputnik and other vaccines in that regard but, unfortunately, I do not have 
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a date for a decision as yet�

17/06/2021Y00400Deputy Alan Dillon: I want to raise an issue on behalf of the Mayo industries which are in-
credibly disappointed to learn of the decision by Dublin Port to cease facilitating the rail freight 
service from Ballina�   I understand Dublin Port took this decision without prior consultation 
with Irish Rail and its customers�  The service has not operated since this day last week�  Irish 
Rail has confirmed it is seeking the restoration of these services and will continue to engage 
with Dublin Port to achieve this�  There is increasing demand for rail freight services from 
Mayo and a new Ballina to Waterford rail service is set to commence next month�  This should 
not happen at a time when climate action is seen as a key priority for society�  We should be 
promoting more sustainable mobility and decarbonisation, not moving away from them�  I urge 
the Government to remind Dublin Port of previous investment in rail�  I recall that a new rail 
spur opened by the Tánaiste in 2011�  It is foolish to reduce rail services for what appears to be 
operational convenience to free up parking spaces for HGVs�

17/06/2021Y00500The Tánaiste: I thank the Deputy�  The Minister for Transport, Deputy Eamon Ryan, is very 
concerned that the question of continuation of rail services into Dublin Port should arise at a 
time when the focus is on ensuring that our transport modes are environmentally, economically 
and socially sustainable�  The ultimate aim is that rail freight continues to be facilitated by Dub-
lin Port in line with Government policy, particularly having regard to the strategic review of rail 
freight under way at present.  It is also acknowledged that freight by rail can make a significant 
contribution to climate action and in reducing road congestion in Dublin�

Neither the Minister for Transport nor the Department is directly involved in decisions 
taken by what is a privately operated terminal in Dublin Port; it is not operated by the Dublin 
Port Company, which is State-owned�  The Minister understands, however, that discussions 
are continuing to explore a number of options to resolve the current situation�  He encourages 
all parties to engage to ensure difficulties are resolved as a matter of urgency so Irish Rail can 
maintain and develop its services�

17/06/2021Y00600Deputy Mark Ward: Up to the age of 65, people on invalidity pensions are eligible for 
medical cards and free GP visit cards regardless of spousal income�  At the age of 66, however, 
they are transferred to the State pension and they lose eligibility.  This has presented a cliff edge 
for a number of my constituents, including Margaret Ede, who has been contacting me regu-
larly�  Margaret and others like her are reliant on the medical card due to the cost of medicines 
and GP visits�  She will have to wait four years to be eligible again through the over-70s medi-
cal card scheme.  This is a financial barrier to older citizens accessing the care they require, 
when and where they need it�  Can the threshold be looked at for those who were previously 
on invalidity pensions when they are transferred to the State pension?  They were on invalidity 
pensions for a reason�

17/06/2021Y00700The Tánaiste: I thank the Deputy�  In the last budget or perhaps the one before, we in-
creased the income limits for access to the full medical card, although that was probably for 
the over-70s, not those between 66 and 69, and I imagine the Deputy’s constituent is in that 
bracket.  I can see how it could be a difficulty that somebody moving from invalidity pension or 
carer’s payments would then lose eligibility for a three-year period, even though their income 
is exactly what it was before.  I can see there is an issue there.  There is definitely an anomaly.  
I will commit to examining the matter in conjunction with the Ministers for Health and Social 
Protection, Deputies Stephen Donnelly and Humphreys, to see if we can do something about it 
in October�
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17/06/2021Y00800Deputy Darren O’Rourke: A number of weeks ago, I raised the proposed acquisition of 
Smurfit Kappa News Press in Kells by KIP Limited, a wholly owned subsidiary of News Corp.  
The matter is currently with the Competition and Consumer Protection Commission�  At that 
stage, I told the Tánaiste there were concerns the terms and conditions of employment and re-
dundancy would be under threat and he said he would ask his officials to contact the company.  
Now, regrettably, those concerns have been heightened and it is feared the company will close 
immediately after a transfer, at least for a period, and that those terms will be reduced�  Have 
the Tánaiste’s officials contacted Smurfit Kappa and News Corp?  What assurances can the 
Tánaiste provide workers that they are not going to be the victim of a company offloading its 
redundancy responsibilities, particularly as commitments in respect of those responsibilities 
were hard-won in negotiations?

17/06/2021Y00900The Tánaiste: I thank the Deputy�  On foot of the Deputy raising it the last time, I asked 
my officials to engage with the company.  I am afraid I do not have a recent update on that but 
as the Deputy has raised it again, I will get that and pass it on to the Deputy as soon as I can�

17/06/2021Y01000Deputy Emer Higgins: Huge progress has been made with the vaccine roll-out�  Some 3�75 
million vaccines have now been administered, almost 60% of adults have at least one vaccine 
and Ireland has the highest vaccine uptake rate in Europe�  However, in the past week I have 
been flooded with queries from people in their 60s who received just one dose of the Astra-
Zeneca vaccine, people who are concerned, people who are frustrated, people who are feeling 
left behind.  They got their first vaccine early in the roll-out plan because we deemed them to 
be at higher risk than people in their 40s and 50s, but it is people in their 40s and 50s who are 
currently getting their second jab�  How can we better protect our 60-somethings against Covid 
and the Delta variant?

17/06/2021Y01100The Tánaiste: I thank the Deputy�  She is absolutely right that the take-up by Irish people 
of the vaccine is very encouraging�  There is very little vaccine hesitancy in Ireland�  It is going 
to stand to us in a few months’ time, I think, that Irish people have been so willing to get vacci-
nated�  In some countries, refusal and hesitancy rates are as high as 30% or 40%�  That is going 
to be a problem for all of us, not just for them, in a few months’ time�

To answer the Deputy’s question, I understand the issue and I am getting the same calls 
from my constituents.  People who had their first shot of the AstraZeneca vaccine and are keen 
to be fully inoculated as soon as possible�  These vaccines are subject to licences and rules by 
the manufacturer and the EMA�  In that context, it is possible to give the second dose of the 
Pfizer vaccine and the Moderna vaccine after four weeks but it is actually not possible or al-
lowed under the licence to give the AstraZeneca vaccine until 56 days after the first dose, which 
is approximately eight weeks�  We are now going to bring that back to eight weeks�  Although 
people were told they would have to wait 12 or 16 weeks, that is not going to be the case and 
we are going to try to bring it back as quickly as we can for to eight weeks�  There are logistical 
and supply issues but we will get there�

1 o’clock

17/06/2021Z00100Deputy Jackie Cahill: I have raised the issue of resources for mental health clinics in north 
Tipperary a number of times�  We have three mental health clinics in north Tipperary, includ-
ing Thurles, Nenagh and Roscrea�  General practitioners have contacted me this week who are 
extremely frustrated about the lack of resources there�  Two consultants are assigned to them 
but retaining those consultants is virtually impossible because of the lack of teams behind them�  
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We need psychiatric nurses, counsellors and psychologists�  Without this back-up team for con-
sultants, these mental health clinics will not work efficiently.  I ask the Tánaiste to ensure that 
the HSE provides enough resources for those mental health clinics in north Tipperary to work 
efficiently.

17/06/2021Z00200The Tánaiste: The mental health budget in Ireland is at the highest level ever at well over 
€1 billion�  The Minister of State, Deputy Butler, is making great changes and great progress 
in the area�  I acknowledge that the need is greater than it ever was before�  I would be doing 
the Deputy a disservice if I gave him an answer now about north Tipperary specifically, but I 
know how important it is to him and he has taken his time in the Dáil to prioritise it, so I will 
certainly ask the Minister of State, Deputy Butler, to contact him directly with a detailed reply 
specifically on north Tipperary.

17/06/2021Z00300Deputy Johnny Mythen: I will speak today on behalf of the families whose loved ones 
attend the Camphill Communities facilities in Duffcarrig in County Wexford.  I understand that 
Camphill is in discussions with the HSE about transferring the Duffcarrig service to another 
provider following notice of registration cancellation by the Health Information and Quality 
Authority�  I appreciate that the overall objective here is a properly regulated, managed service 
for service users and their families, but I have received much correspondence from families 
who are genuinely concerned that their family members who are service users will be relocated 
to other areas and that this disruption will have serious consequences for their mental health and 
well-being.  I ask the Tánaiste to use his office to engage with the HSE to ensure continuity of 
this service for existing service users and, in the short term, to minimise disruption to families 
and service users and ensure that a suitable replacement provider is found without delay�

17/06/2021Z00400The Tánaiste: I am afraid that I am not familiar with the details of the issue but I will cer-
tainly inform the Minister of State, Deputy Rabbitte, and the Minister, Deputy Donnelly, that it 
was raised here today and ask them to reply directly�

17/06/2021Z00500Deputy Rose Conway-Walsh: Last November, I was delighted when the Minister, Deputy 
Donnelly, announced the establishment of an inquiry into the prescribing of valproate to preg-
nant women�  This was a key point in a long and tortuous journey for mothers and families in 
their search for the truth about the now widely acknowledged impact of Epilim on their unborn 
children, including the setting up of the redress scheme in France and Baroness Cumberlege’s 
report, First Do No Harm, in the UK�  The inquiry was to uncover the truth of who knew what, 
when they knew it and why nobody did anything to prevent more than 1,200 children being 
born in this State with a wide range of disabilities that was completely avoidable�  It is now ten 
months from that announcement and there are still no draft terms of reference�  When will this 
inquiry get under way?

17/06/2021Z00600The Tánaiste: I am afraid that I do not have an update on that but the Government commit-
ment stands�  I will see the Minister, Deputy Donnelly, later, let him know that Deputy Conway-
Walsh raised it, and ask him to reply to her as soon as he can�

17/06/2021Z00700Deputy Richard Boyd Barrett: Many issues will impact on the Dublin Bay South by-
election.  One that Brigid Purcell, the candidate for People Before Profit, has been campaigning 
on for some time and that we hope will feature relates to the commitment in the programme for 
Government to deal with the wastewater problems in Dublin Bay and the ongoing discharges 
of untreated sewage effluent, both from the water treatment plant at Ringsend, which is under 
capacity, and also from multiple locations around Dublin Bay, especially when it rains�  There 
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are many aspects to this but I want to ask about one which I did not know about�  There is an 
ultraviolet treatment facility in Ringsend that reduces the microbiological effluent in the dis-
charges into the bay, where one in five bathers are getting sick as a result of poor water quality.

17/06/2021Z00800An Leas-Cheann Comhairle: I thank the Deputy�

17/06/2021Z00900Deputy Richard Boyd Barrett: It is only being switched on between June and September�  
Will the Tánaiste or the Minister ask Irish Water to switch on the ultraviolet treatment of dis-
charges into Dublin Bay for the entire year?

17/06/2021Z01000The Tánaiste: I thank the Deputy�  I was not aware of that�  I will certainly check it out�  
There may be a good reason for that that the Deputy and I do not know but it sounds strange�  I 
will make inquiries and get back to the Deputy when I have a reply�

17/06/2021Z01100Deputy Richard Bruton: The establishment of a State developer to use State lands to de-
velop and deliver affordable housing is a breakthrough policy.  Will the Tánaiste urge a quick 
decision on the Minister’s request to increase the budget by 50%, which I think is a minimum?  
Will he arrange for the Land Development Agency, LDA, to publish urgently the supply chain 
of sites designated for housing and not confine itself to building out existing sites?  Will he 
develop a rapid clearing house so that reluctance of State bodies does not hamper the release of 
sites and there is not an excessively bureaucratic process for approving projects in the Depart-
ment of Public Expenditure and Reform and elsewhere?

17/06/2021Z01200The Tánaiste: The LDA was established on an interim basis in 2018 by way of an establish-
ment order, pending the enactment of primary legislation, when it will be established as a com-
mercial State agency - a State-owned developer�  Once the primary legislation is in place, equity 
funding of €1�25 billion will be made available to the LDA through transfers from the Ireland 
Strategic Investment Fund.  The investment will effected through a subscription of share capital 
in the LDA by the Minister for Housing, Local Government and Heritage, and the Minister for 
Public Expenditure and Reform�  It is intended that the LDA will have the ability to borrow up 
to €1�25 billion to fund its activities but this borrowing limit is now under review in the context 
of the development of the Housing For All document�  On establishment, the agency will have 
access to an initial tranche of eight sites that have near-term delivery potential for 3,400 homes�  
Significant preparatory work related to these sites is under way, with feasibility planning and 
other work under way�  That includes the Central Mental Hospital site in Dundrum; Hampton, 
Balbriggan; Hacketstown, Skerries; Devoy Barracks in Naas; the former Meath Hospital in 
Dublin City Centre; St� Kevin’s Hospital in Cork; Columb Barracks in Mullingar; and Dyke 
Road in Galway�

17/06/2021Z01300Deputy Seán Crowe: I was recently informed by the HSE that CHO 7, which includes 
my constituency, Dublin South-West, the waiting time for speech and language therapy was at 
38 months�  Occupational therapy was at 27 months and a psychological assessment was 32 
months�  The Tánaiste will probably recall that I raised this issue in the previous Dáil and in this 
Dáil�  We appear to have a broken system with regard to speech and language therapy in CHO 
7�  In the last Dáil, I was told that key personnel were missing and so on�  Is the Tánaiste aware 
of the situation?  Can he find out what is the problem?  Does he accept that a 38-month wait for 
speech and language therapy for any child is unacceptable?  People are being forced to go to 
court to get assessments�  This is totally unacceptable�

17/06/2021Z01400Deputy David Cullinane: The Tánaiste said in response to a previous question that he is 
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concerned about the ownership of the land for the new national maternity hospital and so am 
I�  He said he is concerned about governance issues and so am I�  We both want a resolution�  
He mentioned the gifting of the land to the State�  Why is that not an option or solution?  If 
the Religious Sisters of Charity are prepared to set up a private company with a 99 year lease, 
because they say they want a completely hands-off approach, then why not gift the land to the 
State?  Has that been sought?  What is the impediment?  Surely that is the obvious solution�  
There will a protest outside the Dáil next Saturday�  How can we get a resolution to this?  There 
is a seemingly obvious resolution of gifting the land to the State�

17/06/2021Z01500The Tánaiste: I acknowledge that the waiting times for therapies are very long and far too 
long in many parts of the country�  Although I may be incorrect, I think that CHO 7 was part 
of a pilot where we are going to move therapists into schools, which we think might be a more 
effective way of providing these services than through the HSE.  I will seek an update on that 
and come back to Deputy Crowe about it�

In response to Deputy Cullinane, the Government and people of Ireland recognise and ap-
preciate the phenomenal work that the Religious Sisters of Charity have done over the years in 
providing healthcare and education when the State did not�  Bad things happened too and they 
were absolutely wrong, but we should not lose sight of the good things that happened�  They 
are proposing to gift the land to a charity, not to the State or the people�  We would much prefer 
that it be gifted to the State, to the people, in that way�  We would even be willing to purchase 
it because that would be a better option too�  However, it is complicated�  It is on the site of 
another hospital which is a voluntary hospital and not a State-owned hospital�  We need to work 
it out�  Let me say very clearly that it is the absolute view of the Government that it has to be 
100% clear, and legally clear, that all procedures lawful in the State should be performed in that 
hospital�  We also need to get the governance and ownership right�

Sitting suspended at 1.11 p.m. and resumed at 1.50 p.m.

17/06/2021EE00100Fisheries and Coastal Communities: Statements

17/06/2021EE00200Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Charlie McConalogue): We, as 
a nation, have endured many challenges over the past year and a half, from the disruption stem-
ming from the Covid-19 pandemic to the upheaval caused by Brexit�  Ireland’s seafood sector 
has been among the most seriously impacted during this period�  My objective is to work with 
the industry to grow the sector and the coastal community supported by it in the years ahead�

My Department’s action plan for 2021 sets out the priority actions to be implemented this 
year to drive the development of a sustainable competitive and innovative seafood sector�  I 
have had ongoing engagements with stakeholders in the seafood sector since I took office at 
the start of the year�  Unfortunately, due to Covid-19 restrictions I have not been able to engage 
with people on the pier side�  In order to interact directly with members of coastal communities, 
last month I held a series of virtual town hall meetings with people from coastal communities 
around Ireland�  These virtual meetings allowed me to hear directly from those impacted by 
both the Covid-19 pandemic and Brexit about their experiences and their ideas for the future of 
their communities�  In the coming months and subject to prevailing public health guidelines, I 
will visit our piers and harbours in person to meet fishers in their communities to hear at first 
hand their views on the industry.  I regularly meet fishing industry representatives and will do 
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so again on Monday next with the Taoiseach�

The impact of Brexit on Ireland’s seafood sector is, understandably, a major concern for all 
those involved in and connected with the fishing industry.  The trade and co-operation agree-
ment between the European Union and the UK will have significant negative impacts on our 
fisheries sector and on coastal communities dependent on fishing.  The wider impacts of Brexit 
- for example, the disturbance of established routes to market and established supply arrange-
ments - will also negatively impact on some of our seafood enterprises�  In March, I established 
a seafood sector task force to examine all the potential impacts and to make recommendations 
to me for initiatives that could be taken to provide supports for development and restructuring 
to ensure a profitable and sustainable fishing fleet, and to identify opportunities for jobs and 
economic activity in coastal communities dependent on fishing.  I also asked the task force to 
consider and recommend constructive actions that would help to alleviate the inequitable rela-
tive contribution of quota share by Ireland in the trade and co-operation agreement�

The task force is chaired by Aidan Cotter, assisted by Margaret Daly and Micheál Ó Cin-
néide�  It includes in its membership many representatives of our seafood sector together with a 
host of other experts from bodies that may have a key role to play in helping our seafood sector 
and coastal communities overcome this difficult time and continue to prosper.  Following seven 
meetings of the task force, I have received the interim report and I expect to receive a full report 
in the coming period�  A copy of the interim report is available on Bord Iascaigh Mhara’s web-
site�  The interim task force report supported by all members of the task force addressed the is-
sue of burden sharing between member states and recommends a range of initiatives to address 
the quota reductions in the trade and co-operation agreement�  The task force recommended a 
series of actions targeted at the pelagic quotas and actions targeted on demersal quotas�  The 
interim report indicates that the recommended actions after further consideration by the task 
force will be set down and detailed in the main report�

The interim report also recommends a voluntary tie-up scheme�  The task force recommends 
that the temporary tie-up scheme be put in place for the period from September to December 
for approximately 220 polyvalent vessels and beam trawlers directly impacted by the quota 
transfers under the trade and co-operation agreement with each vessel allowed to tie up for one 
calendar month�  It recommends the payments should be calculated based on average gross 
earnings over the 2017-2019 period, excluding the cost of fuel and food�

Vessel owners must ensure that a certain percentage of the payment is distributed among the 
crew members of the vessel�  Crew members availing of the scheme must not take up alternative 
employment or claim benefits during the period of the voluntary tie-up.  While the refrigerated 
seawater pelagic segment which engages in intensive seasonal fisheries does not feature in the 
recommended tie-up scheme, the interim report recognises this segment has been subject to the 
largest trade and co-operation-related quota reductions - in the order of €15�6 million in 2021�  
The task force considered that because of the seasonal nature of pelagic fisheries it would be 
problematic to include these vessels in a tie-up scheme but it is actively exploring other possible 
short-term supports as a matter of priority�

The interim report of the task force also identifies a large number of possible actions that it 
may recommend in due course in its full report and that will seek to address the very inequitable 
share quota transfers to the UK that Ireland is being asked to bear under the trade co-operation 
agreement in comparison with other member states�  The report notes that the task force wants 
to give consideration to these possible actions, the challenges arising and how their actions may 
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be progressed�  In the meantime, I will continue, as I have done since December, to take every 
opportunity to raise the inequity of the quota cuts burden on Ireland with the Commission and 
other member states�

The next review of the Common Fisheries Policy is due to be completed by 31 December 
2022 and I am committed to doing everything possible through the upcoming review to secure 
additional quota where possible for Irish fishers.  I will work closely with the fishing industry 
and in line with the recommendations of the final seafood task force report to advance the posi-
tion of the Irish fishing industry in the Common Fisheries Policy review.

Regarding the inshore fishing sector, the interim report of the task force recognises the 
difficulties being faced by vessels targeting non-quota species, including inshore vessels of 
less than less than 15 m�  While these vessels are not directly impacted by the quota transfers 
under the trade and co-operation agreement, they have suffered losses resulting from logistics 
and route-to-market issues arising from Brexit�  The interim report notes that the task force is 
actively exploring short-term support measures for the inshore sector with a view to making 
recommendations in its final report.

The programme for Government and my action plan for 2021 contain strong commitments 
in the context of supporting the inshore community and the wider seafood sector in achieving 
their potential.  Work continues to implement the strategy for the Irish inshore fishery sector 
2019 to 2023.  This is the first industry-led strategy for the Irish inshore fishery sector.

In the terms of reference I gave the task force, I had asked that it consider how all available 
funding streams could be used to address to the extent possible the initiatives identified and 
the State agencies to support these initiatives�  In its interim report the task force noted that its 
full recommendations will in due course give rise to substantial public expenditure and recom-
mends that during the 2021-2023 period, the measures necessary to implement the task force 
recommendations should to the greatest extent possible be funded from Ireland’s EU alloca-
tion under the forthcoming Brexit adjustment reserve, BAR�  EU negotiations on the BAR are 
still ongoing but all going well Ireland expects to receive nearly €1�2 billion in current prices�  
The BAR is fully EU funded and its objectives are to provide support to counter the adverse 
consequences Brexit is having on the worst-affected member states.  Of course, the BAR is not 
specific to our seafood sector there will be many competing demands for funding from Ireland’s 
allocation under the BAR.  Nevertheless, I am firmly of the view that the seafood sector is a 
priority sector for funding under it�  The impacts of Brexit are being felt across our economy 
and any support measures for our seafood sector proposed to be funded under the BAR will 
also need to be considered at Government level in the context of competing demands from other 
areas of the economy the economy�

Another important funding source for the recommendations of the task force will be the new 
seafood sector development programme for the 2021-2027 period that is being prepared in my 
Department�  Similar to the current European Maritime and Fisheries Fund, EMFF, programme 
for 2014 to 2020, which has been very successful in disbursing its €240 million budget, the 
new programme will be an important source of funds for the development of our seafood sector 
and for coastal communities�  I anticipate that the new programme will be ready to send to the 
EU for its consideration by year end and will be operational early in 2022�  In the meantime, I 
have agreed arrangements for an interim capital support scheme for fisheries, aquaculture and 
processing funded under the new programme�
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This will allow fishers to continue investing in energy efficiency, value adding and health 
and safety measures on board and will allow our aquaculture farmers to continue investing in 
growing their production.  The seven fisheries local action groups, FLAGs, have been suc-
cessful as an innovation over the past four years and in disbursing €12 million in grant aid to 
projects in our coastal communities�  This compares with just €1 million under the pilot FLAG 
scheme which briefly operated before that.

  Demand for grants under the FLAG scheme has far outstripped available resources�  This 
level demonstrates the phenomenal entrepreneurial spirit which exists in our coastal communi-
ties, with many new marine, tourism and leisure-related businesses seeking to take advantage 
of the fantastic natural assets we have around our coast�  To ensure the continued success of 
the FLAG initiative, my Department is working with An Bord Iascaigh Mhara, BIM, to invite 
expressions of interest for FLAG groups for the 2021 to 2027 period under the new seafood 
development programme�

  Subject to the recommendations of the task force, I will be seeking to ensure the FLAG 
initiative continues to be well funded so it can achieve its potential and make an important con-
tribution to growing prosperity in our coastal communities�

  The programme for Government recognises the importance of exports in Ireland’s open 
economy�  This is key in the seafood sector which is largely export driven�  However, the Cov-
id-19 pandemic caused unprecedented disruption to our traditional seafood markets and supply 
chains.  Ireland’s top five export partners for seafood, France, the UK, Spain, Italy and China, 
were all severely impacted, especially in the initial months of the pandemic�  Irish seafood ex-
ports were valued at €590 million in 2020�  That was in the context of 2020 being an extremely 
fragile year, with both the domestic and export markets reacting to the ongoing challenges 
posed by Covid-19 and, of course, the UK’s departure from the EU�

  Even in the context of these challenges, opportunities have emerged�  While exports to 
key markets in Europe and Asia fell, the value of exports to Africa and the Middle East grew 
by 87% and 43%, respectively, driven by increased exports of mackerel�  This year has shown 
some signs of recovery, as seafood exports to France and Spain grew by 76% in January in 
value terms, compared with the same period in 2020�  Re-establishing the presence of Irish sea-
food in our key markets, particularly in Europe and Asia, must be a priority for us throughout 
the remainder of this year�

  If we take 2019 as our baseline, pre-Covid, our seafood industry was worth €1�22 billion to 
the economy�  Of this, exports comprised €640 million and this is where Ireland needs to return 
to in the short term�  The Government’s focus on and commitment to new market development 
also remain firmly on the agenda.  Up to December 2020, €8 million had been allocated to Bord 
Bia under the European Maritime and Fisheries Fund programme to augment existing funds 
and to promote Irish seafood in the domestic and international markets�

  A further allocation of €2 million in 2021 will contribute to Bord Bia’s overall seafood 
promotion strategy, which includes the recovery of lost market share as a result of Covid-19, the 
recruitment of new trade customers and priority markets and targeting an increase in consump-
tion of Irish landed fish on the domestic market.

  The impact of Brexit on seafood trade is not yet behind us�  Throughout June and July, An 
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Bord Iascaigh Mhara, will be communicating the changes which will come into effect from 1 
October this year, through the BIM Brexit hub�  An Bord Iascaigh Mhara will also host a series 
of industry webinars, commencing in early August, to outline how the 1 October changes will 
impact on Irish seafood businesses�  I encourage all Irish seafood producers to make use of 
these opportunities and to be Brexit ready�

  Turning to the aquaculture sector, in December 2016, the then Minister appointed an inde-
pendent aquaculture licensing review group to review the process of licensing for aquaculture 
and its associated legal framework�  That report of the review group was submitted to my De-
partment in May 2017 and a key recommendation of it was that my Department put in place a 
strategy to eliminate the backlog of licence applications�  This has been ongoing and has been 
the primary focus of my Department since the publication of the report�  It has resulted in more 
than 1,200 licence determinations being made since 2012�

  The backlog in shellfish licensing has now been eliminated as an issue affecting the indus-
try and my Department is now focusing on maintaining the equilibrium with regard to shellfish 
licence applications and also addressing the backlog in marine finfish aquaculture licence ap-
plications.  The processing of these applications is, however, significantly more complex than 
the shellfish applications, not least due to the requirement that the application be accompanied 
by an environmental impact assessment and, in the case of applications received after 16 May 
2017, an environmental impact assessment report�  This requirement is set out clearly in EU and 
national legislation and applications cannot be progressed in its absence�  My Department has 
been actively engaged with applicants on this matter and considerable progress has been made�  
In the meantime, and pending the determination of applications for marine finfish aquaculture 
licences, national legislation provides for the continued operation of aquaculture sites by opera-
tors of their sites, subject to compliance with the terms and conditions of their licences�  The 
progress made on both shellfish and marine finfish licensing will continue to pay dividends for 
both the aquaculture industry and coastal communities�

  As Deputies will be aware, fishery harbour centres are established under the Fishery Har-
bour Centres Act 1968 as centres in which to promote, develop and carry on sea fishing, in-
cluding the production and sale of fish and fish products and related activities.  The six centres 
designated under the legislation are owned, managed and operated by the Department under 
statute�  The Department also has responsibility for North Harbour on Cape Clear Island for 
maintaining a range of piers, lights and beacons around the coast�

  Approximately 85% of fish landed into Ireland is now landed at the six centres.  The total 
value of all landings into these centres increased from €224 million in 2013 to €257 million last 
year.  In addition to the fisheries and seafood production industries, the harbours also accommo-
date ever-increasing amounts of diverse commercial business�  At the end of 2019, the centres 
were valued by the Valuation Office at €456 million and I was delighted to recently announce a 
€38�3 million capital investment package for them as well as for 79 local authority-owned piers 
and harbours�

  As I said when I announced the package, it is important to me to place added importance on 
the local authority scheme this year�  I was pleased, therefore, to be in a position to announce an 
enhanced €4�2 million programme in 2021 to assist local authorities in the repair and develop-
ment of their fishery and aquaculture-related marine infrastructure.

  Over the past year, our outdoor spaces have become even more important to us as an ame-
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nity.  The refurbishment of our harbours will support fishers and tourism and have many other 
benefits for local communities.

  It would be impossible to cover in detail every issue relating to fisheries and coastal com-
munities today, but I have tried to provide an overview of some of the main issues and develop-
ments and will address some additional points in my closing statement�  I am acutely aware of 
the challenges facing the sector�  I assure the House this Government is committed to working 
with the seafood sector to meet those challenges and provide a clear path for the growth of our 
seafood sector and our coastal communities depending on it in the years ahead�

  I should have said at the start that I am sharing the remainder of my time with Deputy 
Christopher O’Sullivan�

17/06/2021FF00200Deputy Christopher O’Sullivan: I thank the Minister for facilitating this debate�  I express 
my disappointment at the lack of attendance in the Chamber for a debate on one of our most 
important sectors and the future of our coastal communities�  That illustrates the challenge we 
and the fishing sector have in highlighting the huge obstacles, barriers and challenges it faces in 
making the sector viable�  That is why a number of weeks ago, more than 70 boats  from around 
Ireland sailed into Cork Harbour up to the Cork City docks to prove a point and make known 
their huge frustration with the state of the Irish fishing sector.  It was a respectful demonstration.  
The fishers made their points, which were valid, on issues such as the removal of the control 
plan, the need for immediate supports and measures for their industry and the measly quota 
share the Irish fleet has under the Common Fisheries Policy.  That is the point with which I will 
start.  When dealing with the fishing sector we quite often get bogged down, the message gets 
lost in terminology and species names and we miss the point.  The point is that the Irish fishing 
sector is correct�  Its share of quota species in EU waters is abysmal�  

In order to demonstrate that point in the easiest way possible, I have made a series of graphs, 
which are just visible on the screen�  This series of graphs shows areas in EU waters right 
around the island of Ireland and demonstrates the tiny quota share the Irish fleet has in respect 
of these different species.  These statistics are undeniable and irrefutable and are seen in the 
Common Fisheries Policy facts and figures document for 2020.  They clearly demonstrate that, 
in respect of the well-known species, hake, of a total pot of €185 million, the Irish share is just 
€10 million, a measly 5%�  Moving on to another very well-known species, haddock, of a total 
pot of €20 million, the total Irish catch is €1�6 million, a measly 7% share�  With regard to blue 
whiting, a species of fish particularly abundant in Irish waters, of a pot of €67 million, the Irish 
share is €8 million, or 11%.  With regard to monkfish, or anglerfish, again a very popular fish 
which is in demand, the statistic I have refers specifically to sector 7 and so is specific to Irish 
waters�  Of a total pot of €124 million, the Irish share is just €9�4 million, a share of 7%�  These 
facts are easy to follow.  My final statistic relates to prawns.  Of a total pot of €112 million, the 
Irish share is a tiny €1�5 million, or 1%�

What the industry is telling us is absolutely correct�  The share we are getting, after years 
and years of losing out on quota share, is not good enough�  That is why those in the industry are 
concerned.  That is why they are frustrated and want us to go back to Europe and fight a better 
fight for quota share.  It does not stop there.  We have seen a loss of €15 million in our mackerel 
quota, which will increase to €26 million by 2026�  To take a species like herring, the Irish Sea 
is only a few miles from here�  This is where herring are caught�  This is where west Cork boats 
have, for years, fished for herring in the Irish Sea.  Europe has given away 99.9% of the quota 
for that species.  I can testify that bluefin tuna is abundant off the Irish coast, particularly as 
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we move towards the end of the summer and into August.  We have no quota for bluefin tuna 
while Japanese boats come to the west coast of Ireland to fish for this species.  I can therefore 
understand the frustration of the industry�  

It is plain for everyone to see�  The statistics are there�  I did not create them�  I took them 
from the Common Fisheries Policy�  We need to step up to the mark�  I commend the Minister 
and the task force on the production of this interim report but one of the most important points 
made within it relates to the whole area of burden sharing�  It says:

The Task Force recommends that all options to alleviate the loss of quota share be pur-
sued at every available opportunity and treated as a matter of urgency�  This should involve 
a whole of Government approach supported by a lobbying exercise by industry and Govern-
ment at all EU levels� 

The industry is asking for help.  It is asking for us to go back to Europe and fight for better 
quota share�  We are an island nation�  We have this incredible resource right around our island 
that can sustain coastal communities and help them to flourish.  We need to look after it.  We 
cannot neglect it�  I implore the Minister, the Government and the State to step up to the mark�

Another point made at the protest related to the outrage at the removal of the control plan�  
The Sea-Fisheries Protection Agency, SFPA, came before a meeting of the Joint Committee on 
Agriculture and the Marine and failed to answer questions on the removal of that plan�  It failed 
to tell the committee why it was removed and when it will be brought back�  Its removal is lead-
ing to circumstances in which fishers right across Ireland are forced to weigh their fish on the 
pier.  On sunny days like today, that will have a very negative impact on the quality of our fish.  
Fish is having to be de-iced, weighed and re-iced�  This process takes hours and has implica-
tions for health and safety.  Prior to that, the Irish industry weighed its fish in the factories.  It 
was traceable, transparent and safe�  That is what we need�  As soon as possible, we need the 
SFPA to step up to the mark and reintroduce a control plan for the pelagic and whitefish sectors 
so that fishers can continue to do what they had been doing safely, transparently and in a trace-
able way, which is to weigh their fish in the factories.  That needs to happen as soon as possible.

The task force’s interim report speaks about support measures for the pelagic sector and the 
refrigerated seawater, RSW, sector but also opens the door to supports for the inshore sector, as 
the Minister mentioned in his contribution�  That is something at which we really need to look�  
The inshore sector may not have been impacted in the same way by the Brexit trade agreement 
but it has been severely impacted�  It has been impacted by both Brexit and Covid�  Restric-
tions have led to the closure of restaurants and facilities and a consequent drop in demand and 
significant drop in price for many shellfish species, of which brown crab is a perfect example.  
Inshore fishers’ income has been devastated in 2020 and 2021.  Through this task force, we 
now have an opportunity to step up to the mark and introduce a support scheme�  I have given 
the Minister the document from the National Inshore Fishermen’s Association, NIFA, in which 
the association outlines some very simple, easy and achievable measures which would help to 
support the sector�  These include a continuity grant of, for example, 20% of 2019 turnover to 
help the industry survive, battle and get past this two-year period, which has been the toughest 
in the sector’s history�  

The inshore sector is not just based in my constituency of Cork South-West or the Minister’s 
constituency of Donegal�  In every port and harbour across the island of Ireland we have an 
inshore sector comprising small boats and bigger boats which are the lifeblood and lifeline of 
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their communities�  They are what make these coastal communities tick�  We need to ensure that 
there is still an inshore fishing sector when all of this is done.  The opportunity has presented 
itself in the form of this task force and the document from NIFA which I have given to the Min-
ister outlining a potential continuity grant.  I believe this grant could be the difference between 
this industry surviving and not surviving�  I plead with the Minister to read this document and 
take it on seriously�

The Minister has a challenging job�  I commend him on the establishment of the task force�  
The measures outlined in the interim report are good and can be built on�  They can be the basis 
of a final report which will help this industry.  Whether it is funded through the Brexit adjust-
ment reserve, BAR, the European Maritime and Fisheries Fund, EMFF, or Revenue, we need 
to do everything we can to ensure that this industry, which is the lifeblood of many coastal 
communities, is viable and has a future�  Some 70 boats recently sailed into Cork Harbour to 
demonstrate the exact points I have been making�  There will be many more sailing into Dublin 
next Thursday.  I ask the Minister please to listen to the fishers’ requests.

17/06/2021HH00100An Ceann Comhairle: We move to the Sinn Féin slot�  Deputy Mac Lochlainn is sharing 
time with Deputies Mairéad Farrell and Cullinane�

17/06/2021HH00200Deputy Pádraig Mac Lochlainn: The Minister has heard the remarks of his party col-
league, Deputy Christopher O’Sullivan�  I commend the Deputy on the graphs providing a 
visual display of the utter injustice in terms of the allocation of quota to the Irish fishing fleet.

The current percentage of Irish waters that are within the overall jurisdiction of the Com-
mon Fisheries Policy is 12%�  We have 12% of the waters but we were allocated 4% of the 
overall quota�  What we are actually receiving is one third of what we should get on the basis 
of our proportion of the seas�  What does that mean in real terms?  It means hundreds of mil-
lions of euro lost every year�  It means thousands of jobs in jeopardy�  As the Minister is aware, 
the industry currently supports approximately 16,000 jobs overall�  If we are getting one third 
of what we ought to be getting, one could argue that tens of thousands of jobs and hundreds 
of millions of euro will be lost because of the Government’s repeated failure at least to try to 
renegotiate the Common Fisheries Policy and stand up with regard to what has happened here�

The Common Fisheries Policy is based on relative stability�  In other words, it is based on 
the practices that were in existence when we entered the European Economic Community, as it 
was back then�  Even though the capacity of our industry has grown, we have to adhere to the 
allocation based on the situation as it pertained many decades ago�  How unjust and unfair is 
that?  One sees the implications when one considers the species�  That is jobs and revenue lost 
to our coastal communities, many of which could desperately do with that extra fight.  The truth 
is that when it comes to fisheries policy, everybody who has operated in Brussels through the 
years and interacted with it knows that we are the laughing stock of Europe�  They just cannot 
believe that we have wilfully handed away so much of our own natural resources and the poten-
tial wealth of our coastal communities�  It is such a sorry thing to say that we are the laughing 
stock of Europe in that regard�  They cannot believe that we keep doing it year in, year out�

This is all in the context of the EU-UK trade agreement�  Ireland, the country that is a victim 
of the Common Fisheries Policy in real terms, has been hit with another 15% of our quota cut, 
considerably more than any other fishing fleet, and €43 million per year lost.  Here we are, al-
most six months later, and there is no evidence of burden-sharing.  Where is the fight from the 
Government for a fair outcome after the EU-UK trade agreement, especially considering what 
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I have just said about the historical approach of Europe?

I refer to bluefin tuna.  Deputy Christopher O’Sullivan was right to raise that issue.  The sit-
uation in respect of bluefin tuna is an absolute scandal.  It is one of the most lucrative fish in the 
world�  Thanks to species management internationally, it has been recovering in recent times�  It 
is plentiful in Irish waters but we have zero allocation of quota: nothing�  To add insult to injury, 
we are allowed to catch and release, so one can catch the fish with tourists and just release them 
again.  We are involved in scientific surveys.  For Christ’s sake, it is unbelievable.  The fishing 
fleet of the European Union has had an increase of 78% - tens of thousands of tonnes - in the 
quota of bluefin tuna in recent years, but we have not been allocated a single fish.  Imagine what 
it would do for our inshore fishing fleet if they were to be given some of that quota.  Who is 
fighting for us?  Who is making this case?  It is absolutely astonishing.

Senior officials of the Department of Agriculture, Food and the Marine have stood over this 
approach for many years under Minister after Minister�  We do not have a dedicated Minister 
of State for the marine, never mind an actual dedicated Minster for the marine at Cabinet�  We 
are the only island nation in the European Union but we do not have a dedicated Minister who 
would only focus on the marine and could deal with these senior departmental officials and get 
them to shape up and fight for a fair share of resources for this country.  It is astonishing.  The 
situation in respect of bluefin tuna alone tells one everything one needs to know about what is 
going on in terms of the State fighting for our people.

The seafood task force has been established�  I have spoken to many people who are partici-
pating on it�  It is critically important that if it has agreed in good faith an approach we need to 
take, that approach is implemented with heart and soul and fire and passion.  We have ground 
and time to make up and we need to fight hard for our interests at European level.  That is criti-
cal�

I refer to the Sea Fisheries Protection Authority, SFPA�  My God, if anything represents what 
is going on in fishing communities and what has gone wrong for so long, it is the performance 
of the SFPA�  As the Minister is aware, PwC did an analysis of that organisation�  It concluded 
the SFPA is dysfunctional, not fit for purpose and in need of urgent reform.  The utter failure to 
make that organisation work effectively in partnership with and with respect for fishermen and 
fish producers around the island has led to the disaster relating to the weighing system process.  
In my opinion, based on the conversations I have had with fishermen around the coast, the SFPA 
views our fishing community as if they are criminals.  It assumes the fishers are guilty unless 
they can prove themselves innocent�  That is the type of culture that is there�

Oversight and regulation are important�  We need to protect our precious resource and pre-
vent overfishing.  I recently visited a fish factory in Killybegs and I saw fish being landed at 
the harbour onto a trailer with water that took them a short distance to the factory�  I saw the 
fish being weighed on a state-of-the-art and sealed weighing system with which only the SFPA 
can tamper�  The National Standards Authority of Ireland can come in unannounced at any time 
to see whether the weighing system is doing what it is supposed to be doing, but that was not 
enough�  That is a lot of oversight�  There are CCTV cameras all around the factory, looking 
down at this weighing system as the fish go over it.  Those CCTV cameras beam directly to the 
offices of the SFPA.  I cannot think of any other industry with that level of oversight, where the 
staff of the regulator can literally watch the entire process happening for as long as they want.  
If that is not enough, they can come into the factory and look at the production end, where there 
is a trolley of fish in boxes.  Each box weighs 20 kg and there are 60 boxes on the trolley, so that 
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is a total of 1�2 tonnes�  One can go into the freezer system�  My God, if you want to regulate 
them, you can regulate them�  You can regulate them to the nth degree�  In fact, our seafood sec-
tor is the most regulated in all of Europe�  How in God’s name did we get to a situation where 
we have allowed the European Union and the European Commission to reach a conclusion that 
Irish fishers have overfished and are involved in widespread illegality?  Where is the evidence?  
A whole industry has been accused of overfishing but it has not been given the evidence.  I sub-
mitted a parliamentary question on the matter to the Minister and his departmental officials said 
it cannot be released�  My God�  Can the Minister imagine a person being accused of a crime - 
the fishermen are being accused of a crime - and found guilty but not given the evidence?  The 
person is punished but was not given the evidence, so never had a chance to defend himself�  
The report was leaked to a number of organisations, which have behaved deeply unfairly by 
putting it into the public domain�  It was leaked to the media and certain organisations but was 
not given to the people who are facing accusations�

Flowing from that is the utter disaster that is the SFPA and the way it has conducted itself on 
matters affecting people living on our coasts.  It is a dysfunctional organisation.  We now have 
a situation where every fisherman must weigh his or her catch, including non-quota species, 
on the pier or harbour.  Fishermen have to take the fish out of the iceboxes to do so.  Christ al-
mighty, seafood regulations state that the cold chain must be protected.  The fish must be stored 
at the required temperature the whole way through the process and that must be guaranteed in 
respect of any sales that are made�  Bord Iascaigh Mhara is a good organisation that is trying to 
promote Irish seafood across the world and work with the industry to develop technology and 
standards�  It is trying to promote the tremendous seafood we have in this country�  However, 
fishermen are being told to take the fish out of the iceboxes and keep it in the open heat before 
putting it back again.  A system has been imposed that puts fishermen at an utter disadvantage 
relative to their competitors and undermines all the work of BIM�  One arm of the State is fun-
damentally undermining another arm of the State that is progressive and effective.

The Government has never got a grip on the senior officials in the Department of Agricul-
ture, Food and the Marine and the SFPA�  This is happening on the Minister’s watch�  He is a 
Donegal man from a coastal community�  He has been told at every single meeting he has at-
tended around the coast what the issues are�  I commend him on the town hall meetings he con-
ducted�  That engagement was a good initiative�  The Minister heard from the horse’s mouth that 
the officials are completely out of synch with the communities with which they are supposed to 
work�  I will draw an analogy to illustrate the point I am making�  When it comes to policing, a 
garda who treats people with respect and uses common sense is a garda who is respected in the 
community�  He or she enforces the law while also explaining the law and respecting people in 
the community�  People will work with gardaí like that�  However, where a garda treats people 
with contempt and like criminals from the start, and looks down his or her nose at them, then we 
have ineffective policing.  That is what the SFPA has become.  The agency was handed a tem-
plate in Killybegs and I cannot believe it has not presented it to the European Commission and 
said: “Look at the standard of regulation we have reached and the level of oversight we have in 
being able to watch people on CCTV and monitor what they are doing closely�”

The Minister needs to get a grip on the senior officials in his Department and the SFPA.  The 
seafood sector task force and the town hall meetings are the right way to go�  He has heard what 
needs to be heard.  As a fellow Donegal man who, like the Minister, has spoken to fishermen 
and people in all these coastal communities, I say to him it is time for big change�  It is time for 
the Minister to deal with his officials and tell them straight he needs them to fight for Ireland and 
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do everything they can to rectify the wrongs that were done�  The Department needs to show 
the fishermen and fish producers it has their back and will fight for them with all its might and 
main.  If the Minister can achieve that, he may be able to deal with the protesting fishermen who 
are coming to Dublin next Wednesday and show them he is making a difference.  There were 
protestors here last week and there will be more next week�  If the Minister can deal with the 
issues both those sets of protestors are putting to him, he can look back on his days in govern-
ment with great pride�

17/06/2021JJ00200Deputy Mairéad Farrell: Two weeks ago, I met with fishers from Inis Oírr who raised 
two key issues with me.  First, they are deeply concerned at having to weigh the shellfish when 
they land it on Inis Oírr�  There is no account taken of damage to, or incidental loss of, the catch 
before it travels back again by sea to the factories�  The other key issue is the pier on Inis Oírr, 
which not only impacts fishers but the entire island community, which is one of the coastal 
communities we are discussing today�  Since I was elected to represent the Galway West con-
stituency a year ago, I have been shocked by how island communities have been completely 
forgotten and neglected in almost every aspect�  Inis Oírr is a very good example of that neglect 
by successive Governments�

I want to describe the hazardous nature of the pier on Inis Oírr for the benefit of the Minister, 
Deputies and any media representatives who are here�  If people were aware of how bad it is, 
there would uproar�  At the start of this year, videos were circulated, mainly in the Irish language 
media, of waves crashing over the pier wall, the force of which broke the lights on the pier�  One 
can imagine how dangerous it would have been if people had been on the pier�  The weather was 
bad but not that bad�  The damage meant the pier had to be closed and the boats could not dock, 
which not only impacted the people of Inis Oírr but also the people of Inis Meáin because the 
two islands share the same doctor�  Three mornings a week, the doctor from Inis Oírr goes over 
to Inis Meáin, which he could not do on this occasion�

The redevelopment of the pier on Inis Oírr was contained in the Government’s 2015 capital 
investment plan, Building on Recovery: Infrastructure and Capital Investment 2016-2021�  Six 
years since it was promised, it is yet to happen�  There was good news with the announcement 
the pier was finally getting the go-ahead but that was followed by further delay, with no clarity 
as to when the project will go to tender�  It is unfair that the islanders are being left in the dark 
again�  Will the Minister look at this issue and try to push it forward?

Táim díreach chun ceist Chéibh Inis Oírr a ardú leis an Aire�  Táim tar éis an cheist seo a 
ardú sa Seomra seo go rímhinic ó toghadh mé bliain ó shin�  Tugtar neamhaird iomlán ar na 
hoileáin�  Dá mba rud é go raibh píosa infreastruchtúir chomh criticiúil is atá céibh i gcomhair 
oileáin sa ndrochchaoi chéanna is atá Céibh Inis Oírr i gceantar rachmasach i mBaile Átha 
Cliath tharraingeodh sé raic agus bheadh sé réitithe ag an Rialtas láithreach�  Tá an chéibh seo 
á gealladh ó 2015�  Is sé bliana ó shin é sin�  Bhí dea-scéal ann le gairid go mbeadh an chéibh 
ag dul amach go tairiscint ach tá an chosúlacht ar an scéal go mbeadh moill eile ag baint leis�  
Níl sé soiléir cén t-am go díreach go mbeidh sé ag dul amach go tairiscint�  Tá faitíos ann nach 
mbeidh an próiseas ar fad críochnaithe roimh an Nollaig�  Níl sé féaráilte go mbeadh muintir 
Inis Oírr fágtha sa ndorchadas arís eile�  Tá práinn ag baint le forbairt na céibhe�  Tá sé fíord-
hainséarach ach ní féidir le muintir Inis Oírr dul trí gheimhreadh eile gan forbairt ar bith ar an 
gcéibh.  Caithfidh an Rialtas breathnú ar bhealach inar féidir é seo a bhrú ar aghaidh.  

Is rud eile gur mhaith liom a ardú leis an Aire ná na srianta uisce atá curtha i bhfeidhm arís 
thar oíche i mbliana�  D’ardaigh mé an fhadhb sin anuraidh ach níl tada déanta faoi�  Táimid 
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i lár paindéime, áit a ndeirtear linn go gcaithfidh daoine a gcuid lámha a ní ach níl uisce ann i 
gcomhair mhuintir na n-oileán thar oíche�  Tá sé iomlán dochreidte�  Níl mé in ann freagra ar 
bith a fháil maidir le cén plean atá ann chun réiteach a fháil ar an gceist sin�

17/06/2021JJ00300Deputy David Cullinane: I have previously raised with the Minister a number of issues re-
lating to the fishing industry in County Waterford, primarily in Dunmore East.  I want to revisit 
those issues today and highlight the requests of the fishing industry in the county.  During our 
last debate on this matter, I invited the Minister to visit Dunmore East to see the opportunities 
that exist to restore the village to a thriving economic hub and revive the fishing industry.  I 
again invite him, especially now that restrictions have been eased, to come to Waterford over 
the summer period and meet with fishing and community representative groups in the east and 
west of the county to hear about, and see for himself, the current plight of the industry there�

The issue of the landing of fish from vessels based in Britain and the North in Dunmore East 
still has not been resolved�  The Minister has consistently said it would be kept under review, 
which I welcomed�  I ask again today how that review is going�  Locals in Dunmore East want 
this facility returned in order to generate additional economic activity�  The crews of the British 
and Northern vessels want it to return to prevent them from having to sail to Howth or Cork�  
The SFPA, which would be responsible for overseeing any landing requirements on a limited-
hours basis, has said it would not require any additional capacity to carry out the functions 
required.  I appeal to the Minister again to redesignate Dunmore East as a landing port for fish 
caught by British and Northern-registered fishing vessels.

Investment in Dunmore East, as in any place, is key to its future success.  The existing fish-
ing harbour is, at times, near full capacity�  The construction of an outer harbour would have 
a dual purpose in providing further safe landing space for the fishing fleet and also promoting 
Dunmore East as a welcoming destination for world cruise liner visits when that industry re-
starts in the time ahead�  In the past, I have raised with the Minister the issue of a number of 
derelict buildings under the ownership of his Department that need a strategy to get them back 
into use, economic or otherwise�  There are local enterprises that have previously expressed 
interest in developing these buildings�  They have the support of the local authority to develop 
jobs and generate economic activity�  I am sure that the Minister and I want the same thing�  If 
there are derelict buildings that can be brought into use to generate economic activity, why are 
we not doing it or supporting it?

I understand that leases for these buildings will go out for public tender again soon�  The last 
tender failed�  Once the next tender process is complete, I ask the Minister to engage with the 
local authority members and local economic representative groups to ensure that we can bring 
these buildings back into proper use and stimulate jobs in the area�  A ministerial visit to the 
site, or to any of the ports or fishing villages in Waterford, would be hugely beneficial.  I speak 
to fishers on a regular basis.  I know they would like to see the Minister come to Waterford and 
engage with them.  Those in the smaller inshore fleet, in particular, are under severe pressure 
at present to protect their livelihoods�  A sustainable and worthwhile future must be carved out 
for these fishers.  At present in Dunmore, the fishers, who are primarily middle-aged men, are 
obliged to climb across five and six boats to get access to their own boats to allow them to get 
out to fish.  The harbour master has deemed this to be a health and safety issue and perhaps a 
tragedy waiting to happen�  A small pontoon installed in the existing harbour would resolve this 
issue�  It is an example of the greater investment that is required and to which I have referred�

I welcome the opportunity to engage in a debate on this issue again�  I previously wished 
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the Minister well in his role.  I know that he is deeply committed to fishers and to ensuring that 
coastal communities are properly supported�  However, it must be all coastal communities right 
across the State.  As a representative of Waterford who engages with the fishing community 
and who is aware of the importance of the development of the harbour of Dunmore East and 
of communities in west Waterford, I invite the Minister to visit the area�  I also implore him to 
ensure that all ports, fishing communities and villages are properly supported in order that they 
can thrive and add economic value to the people who live in those areas�

17/06/2021KK00200Deputy Éamon Ó Cuív: Tá áthas orm go bhfuil deis agam labhairt ar cheist cúrsaí iascaigh�  
I will begin by raising a small issue that perhaps the Minister can tackle for once and for all�  He 
mentioned that as Minister, he inherited six harbours and then he got Cape Clear�  Obviously, 
the Minister’s Department did not tell him that he has a bit - I mean a bit - of Cleggan Pier�  The 
fact that half the pier is owned by the county council and the other half is owned by the De-
partment has stymied the development of the pier for years�  I suggest that the Minister should 
transfer total ownership of the pier to the local authority and then allow it access to money to 
properly develop it because the local authority would have access to island funds, etc�

Níor mhaith liom a bheith ag troid le comhghleacaí liom as mo Dháilcheantar agus ní thioc-
faidh mé troid ach ceartóidh mé an méid a dúirt sí tráthnóna�  Dúirt sí tráthnóna nach ndearnadh 
tada do na hoileáin riamh ag aon Rialtas agus ní fíor sin�  Iarraim uirthi an méid atá ráite aici a 
tharraingt siar agus a cheartú�

Sa deich mbliana go raibh mise mar Aire le freagracht as na hoileáin, caitheadh €100 milliún 
ar bhunstruchtúr ar na hoileáin�  Rinneadh céanna ó cheann ceann na n-oileán agus bhí ceann in 
Inis Oírr chomh fada le cúrsaí pleanála agus an cead pleanála faighte nuair a d’fhág mé an Ro-
inn�  Ní beag an méid €100 milliún a chaitheamh ar na hoileáin�  Chomh maith leis sin, tugadh 
isteach go leor scéimeanna eile�  Mar shampla, tugadh ráta cánach speisialta ar na carranna ar 
na hoileáin�  Tugadh liúntas leasa shóisialaigh isteach do na hoileánaigh a thug breis ar an méid 
a fhaigheann a macasamhail ar an mórthír�

Nuair a chuaigh mise isteach sa Roinn i 1997, ní raibh aon bhád farantóireachta fóirdheon-
aithe ag dul ag na hoileáin taobh amuigh den Ghaeltacht�  Tá ceann ag dul ag chuile oileán go 
bhfuil aon phobal orthu i láthair na huaire�  Ag an am sin, ní raibh aon bhád farantóireachta 
fóirdheonaithe ag dul ó Ros an Mhíl go dtí na hoileáin Árann�  Ní fhéadfaí maireachtáil ar na 
hoileáin sin anois gan é�  Caitheadh airgead mór ar bhóithre, ar chéanna, ar ionaid sláinte, ar 
scoileanna agus ar shaoráidí pobal de chuile chineál�

Mar sin, iarraim ar an Teachta an taifead a cheartú agus a admháil go ndearnadh an t-uafás 
do na hoileáin idir 1997 agus 2010 nuair a d’fhág mé an Roinn�  Bhí mé imithe as an Roinn ar 
feadh bliain go leith den mhéid sin�  Má tá rud amháin ag teastáil anseo, is é sin ná go mbeadh 
muid féaráilte agus macánta lena chéile�  Ní dhearnadh mórán ó shin�  Chuir mise ceist sa tré-
imhse deireadh Dála cé mhéad togra de bhreis ar €1 milliún a ceadaíodh do na hoileáin ó 2011 
ar aghaidh agus dúradh liom nach raibh ceann ar bith�  Sin fíric�

Ba mhaith liom bogadh ar aghaidh ag cúrsaí iascaigh�  Is cuimhneach liomsa i bhfad siar 
agus mé an-óg nuair a bhí caint ar dul san AE, go raibh mé in aghaidh an tuairim go mba leis an 
Eoraip na farraige timpeall ar an gcósta�  Chonaic mé go raibh saibhreas aiceanta iontach ann 
agus thuig mé nach raibh muidne ag fáil cruach, gual nó na hacmhainní eile a bhí ag na tíortha 
ach go raibh muid ceaptha ár gcuid acmhainní féin a thabhairt suas�  Ba i 1983 a rinneadh an 
dochar mór millteach�  Díoladh amach muid�  Mar a deireadh san amhrán, bhí muid “díolta leis 
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na Gallaibh�”

Tá dúshlán roimh an Aire nuair a thiocfaidh an plé ar aghaidh maidir leis an gcéad comh-
phobal iascaigh ach caithfear an troid a dhéanamh an t-am seo agus caithfear a bheith feicthe 
ag déanamh troid an t-am seo�  Caithfear an bord a bhualadh agus a mhaoímh nach bhfuilimid 
sásta mar phobal nach bhfuil ár gcuid acmhainní nádúrtha againn féin�  Chomh maith leis sin, 
chuirfinn i gcloigeann an Aire dá ndéarfadh muid go mbeadh síneadh ar an bpíosa sin cois 
chósta den fharraige atá faoinár gcúram agus go mbeadh síneadh timpeall ar chuile bhallstát, 
go mb’fhéidir go dtabharfadh an tAire leis cuid mhaith de na hiascairí intíre a bheadh báúil don 
choincheap sin�  Chomh maith leis sin, bheifí in ann é a dhéanamh ar bhonn caomhnaithe mar 
níl aon amhras faoi; ní hiad ná báid bheaga atá ag déanamh an dochar�

Má théimid ar aghaidh chuig Brexit, dúirt mé sa Dáil mí na Samhna seo caite go raibh faitíos 
orm nuair a thiocfadh sé go dtí na laethanta deiridh deireanach san oíche nuair a bheadh an plé 
á dhéanamh, go ndíolfadh an Eoraip amach muid ó thaobh cúrsaí iascaigh�  Bhí faitíos orm go 
dtiocfadh na tíortha móra isteach agus go ndéanfadh siad cosaint ar a gcuid féin.  Caithfidh mé 
a rá nach raibh amhras ar bith ormsa riamh ach go dtiocfadh an Bhreatain agus mórthíortha na 
hEorpa ar chomhréiteach maidir le trádáil�  Bhí buaileam sciath agus troid na mbó maol ag dul 
a bheith ann i gcónaí ach bhíodar i gcónaí ag dul ag teacht ar réiteach agus nuair a dhúisigh 
muid ar maidin cé a bhí thíos leis ach muid féin�  Deirtear linn go bhfuil ciste fhóirithinte ann�  
Céard air atá muid ag caint leis sin?  Ag rá le hiascairí gan dul chun farraige?  Cuimhnigh gur 
sin a táimid ag rá�  Táimid ag insint dóibh fanacht sa bhaile agus gan dul ag iascach�  B’fhéidir 
gur réiteach gearrthéarmach é sin ó thaobh cúrsaí airgid de�  Ar ndóigh, ar nós feirmeoirí agus 
feirmeoireacht, is maith leis na hiascairí dul ag iascach agus ní mhairfidh airgead den chineál 
sin go deo�

Ba mhaith liom cúpla focal a rá faoin control plan seo�  Ní thuigim cén bunús a bhain leis 
an Eoraip ag cur deireadh leis an gceann deireanach�  Níl aon fhianaise ann go raibh mórán de 
dheis ag an tír seo na cleachtais a bhí ann a chosaint�  Tá an rud atá déanta seafóideach amach 
is amach�  Labhair an Teachta Farrell faoin dlí atá ann ach níor mhínigh sí go hiomlán é�  Má 
thagann portáin nó gliomaigh isteach go hInis Meáin, Inis Mór, Inis Oírr nó go hInis Bó Finne, 
caithfear glaoch ar an SFPA agus deis a thabhairt dóibh teacht amach ar an gcéad bhád farantói-
reachta eile leis an iasc a mheá.  Sin má ghlacann an SFPA é sin a dhéanamh.  Ansin caithfidh 
na hiascairí féin é a chur ar an mbád farantóireachta ina dhiaidh sin agus é a chur ar ais ag an 
mórthír�  A leithéid de sheafóid�  Tá 150 céibh i gConamara agus baintear úsáid as beagnach 
chuile cheann acu le haghaidh na “non-quota species”, mar a thugtar i mBéarla orthu�  Anois 
caithfear glaoch ar chuile cheann acu agus rá leis an SFPA go bhfuil siad ag teacht agus caith-
fear déanamh cinnte go bhfuil scála meáchain i chuile chéibh�

Tá cás na ronnaigh agus an cineál sin éisc mínithe go maith�  Tá an leac oighir le baint den 
iasc, é a mheá agus leac oighir a chur ar ais air�  Cá as a dtagann an leac oighir agus daoine ag 
déanamh na hoibre sin?  Caithfear réiteach sciobtha a fháil air seo�  Tosóidh margadh mór níos 
deireanaí sa samhradh, ag tús an fhómhair, agus ní féidir linn dul ó sheachtain go seachtain agus 
ó mhí go mí ag iarraidh é seo a réiteach�

Ceist eile gur mhaith liom a ardú leis an Aire ná ceist na n-achomharc le haghaidh na 
ceadúnais sliogéisc�  Bhí mé ag éisteacht leis an méid a dúirt sé�  B’fhéidir go bhfuil dul chun 
cinn déanta maidir le ceadúnais ó thaobh na Roinne de ach tá an coiste achomhairc fós ag 
tógáil a chuid ama�  Chuala mé faoi chás ceadúnais le gairid atá tar éis a bheith leis an mbord 
achomhairc ar feadh bliana agus anois tá an cinneadh curtha siar sé mhí eile�  Tá rud amháin 
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a chaithimid foghlaim sa tír seo - sé sin, go gcaithfidh daoine atá ag déanamh cinntí foghlaim 
le cinntí a dhéanamh go sciobtha agus go féaráilte�  Is cuid de bheith féaráilte bheith sciobtha 
agus níor cheart go mbeadh daoine ag fanacht agus ag fanacht i dtaobh foraoisí nó ceadúnais 
muirshaothrú�  Níor cheart go mbeidís ag fanacht an iomarca ama�  Ba cheart go mbeadh treoir 
ama sa dlí maidir le cé chomh fada gur féidir le haon údarás a thógáil le teacht ar chinneadh�

I am looking forward to the Minister coming to Connemara�  He promised me he will come 
and I know he will�  We have much to show him there�  He has appointed Malachy Walsh and 
Partners to carry out another review of the review of the piers�  We can live with that if this is 
the final and comprehensive review which takes the whole use which Rossaveal pier could be 
put to and takes into account all the State lands�

The west coast has taken a battering in the context of the way that the Cinderella industry 
of Ireland, which should be one of our largest industries as an island nation, has been treated 
over the years�  There are still many people in the west with an interest in the sea�  There is no 
fishery port in the hands of the Department from Dingle to Killybegs, however.  The west coast 
is way longer than the east coast, a long stretch of sea�  The only port is Rossaveal but it can-
not take the boats of any size.  To revive the industry of fishing and to start a renewable energy 
industry, we are asking for a modest project, which would cost approximately €20 million, to 
proceed once we get this report�  I have no doubt the report will say it is worth going ahead with 
the deep-water pier in Rossaveal�

17/06/2021LL00200An Ceann Comhairle: Some Deputies are seeking copies of the Minister’s speech�  It 
would be helpful if we could have that�  I call Deputy Buckley�

17/06/2021LL00300Deputy Pat Buckley: I thank the Minister for his opening contribution�  While we might 
not agree on some matters, we can agree that the Common Fisheries Policy has not been great 
for Ireland�  It is archaic and dates back to the 1970s�  We can also agree that the latest trade deal, 
incorporating a 15% reduction in quotas, will lead to an additional loss to fisher of €43 million.  
We can further agree that we live on an island that is surrounded by water�  We can agree that 
we have potentially the richest fishing waters in the world, particularly if we go on the basis of 
our original fisheries map, which shows our waters reaching nearly as far as Greenland and in-
cludes a lucrative channel which runs in the direction of Scandinavia�  It is a no-brainer that the 
potential for growth in the fishing industry, including inland fisheries and processing, in Ireland 
is infinite.  I worked in processing and fishing a long time ago when we used to have the casual 
workers book�  I was very proud that one could actually earn a few bob during one’s holidays, 
claim back one’s tax and give a few bob at home�  It meant a lot to the local community�

We also need to invest in maximising our fishing industry because it has the earning po-
tential of €2 billion.  I have seen in too many ports fish landed in boxes which then goes on a 
fork-lift and into the back of a lorry container, the doors shut and it heads for France�  There is 
no processing�  It makes absolutely no sense�  Earlier in the week, there was a news report about 
not being able to land mackerel by fishing line.  Many people around Ballycotton, Youghal and 
Cobh - we have 1,100 km of coastal areas in Cork - were terrified that they would not be able 
to sail a little vessel out with 12 or 14 lads on it.  It is the knock-on effect that makes me angry.  
This should be an absolute no-brainer�  We are an island surrounded by waters with probably 
the best fish in the world, but we are not allowed fish in it.  The zone is now 12 miles off the 
coast�  I heard the EU wanted to only give us a coastal zone of only six miles�  That makes no 
sense whatsoever�
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A knock-on effect of the development of the fishing industry in coastal communities would 
be the growth of businesses, such as in the context of the provision of icing machines�

3 o’clock

The most important thing here is the processing of Irish fish in Ireland and the quality of 
food that we have�  I appeal to the Minister, like many other speakers have said, to go back into 
Europe and to say we have had enough of being abused and of being taken for granted and that 
we will not take any more of this�  We need to take back what is rightfully ours�  We will cer-
tainly negotiate but we are surely entitled to a fairer share�  

  This what is happening here at the moment�  We saw this in Cork two weeks ago and it 
was a fabulous sight as the flotilla of all of the ships came into Cork Harbour, which a great 
many followed online�  This was not what one would call a protest but was a celebration of the 
industry and of all those families and generations who have lived on and by the sea and who 
just want to maintain what they have and their fair share�  We will see the same atmosphere in 
Dublin next week�  As elected representatives in this House for the people, we should be going 
back to Europe and saying that it can take its foot off the hand now.  We need to be able to stand 
up and stand our ground to say that we are entitled to what we should be getting here�

  One person I spoke to briefly before I came in here, and he did not mean this in any nasty 
way, but as a public representative for east Cork, he told me to ask the Minister how can he 
legally earn a living for his family�  That is the amount of fear that people have�  I appeal to the 
Minister to do the right thing.  Let us be strong against Europe and grow our fishing industry so 
that we can be very proud of it�

17/06/2021MM00300Deputy Holly Cairns: Over the past few months in our discussions of the Common Ag-
riculture Policy, CAP, the Minister has repeatedly informed me that his position is to seek as 
much national discrepancy, or flexibility as he calls it, as possible for CAP funding.  He also 
informed me that the national CAP plan is “a matter of engaging fully with farmers throughout 
the country on what our plan should look like, and fully consulting everyone before I, as Min-
ister, make any calls on that”�  I may disagree with the ambivalence of the Minister’s position 
on CAP, but if that is the standard he wishes to take, that is fine.  He is committed to engaging 
extensively with relevant stakeholders before making significant decisions.  However, he is 
obliged to be consistent�  Fishing communities have not, in any way, received the same level of 
consideration and consultation�

From the disastrous Brexit deal announced on Christmas week to the ongoing issues with 
the Sea-Fisheries Protection Authority weigh systems, fishing communities have not been con-
sulted with, apart from an online town hall meeting he referred to after all of these decisions 
were made�  Moreover, they feel the Government is actually working against them in many 
cases rather than with them�

The Minister has to recognise the double standard here, and why fishing and coastal com-
munities are feeling abandoned.  I also note how the lack of engagement with coastal and fish-
ing communities regarding the Marine Jurisdiction Bill is indicative of how the Government 
views these areas and does not bother engaging with them�  

There are numerous significant issues for the sector which have been highlighted at recent 
protests, including the unfair trade and co-operation agreement, TCA, between the UK and the 
EU and the absence of natural justice from the penalty points for fisheries offences.  These are, 
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of course, symptoms of the Government’s lack of engagement with these communities�  If the 
Minister commits to anything today, can it please be to bring the same energy and commitment 
to engaging with fishing communities as he does for others?  Will he have consultations across 
the country with these communities, and as part of that will he ensure to engage with all fishing 
communities? 

The closure of the artisanal hook and line fishery for mackerel for vessels under 15 m in 
length is another example of a regressive step�  As a result of this change, even the smallest 
vessels in the fleet can no longer go out and catch a few dozen mackerel for sale at the likes of 
a farmers market.  This a fishing method which is probably, we can all agree, the most environ-
mentally friendly of all�  

When one consider that simultaneously 98% of the quota is allocated to 49 larger boats, the 
mind boggles�  For anyone who does not know, and I do not believe that many people do, the 
mackerel quota is distributed nationally by ministerial policy�  I ask the Minister how is it that 
fewer than 50 boats are getting 98% of the quota, while only 2% of the quota is being allocated 
to the inshore sector of almost 2,000 boats�  This is the sector that has the most sustainable type 
of fishing practices which we should all be supporting.  This is blatantly a policy for the few 
and not the many.  Our inshore fisheries are more environmentally friendly and use the kind of 
fishing practices that have been going on in coastal and island communities forever.  This is also 
where the vast majority of employment is in the sector�  What is the Minister actually doing?  
Can he please explain to us or justify how this has happened, where 2% of the fishing quota is 
going to where the vast majority of the employment is in the sector with the most sustainable 
practices, and where 98% of the quota is then going to 50 boats?  For almost two years, repre-
sentatives of the inshore sector have been seeking a very modest increase in that 400 tonnes�  
Regrettably, these requests are getting nowhere and the lack of a producer organisation, PO, sta-
tus for many in the inshore sector is a component of this�  They have made reasonable requests 
that the quota is allotted to recognise that the 400 tonnes set aside for the line-caught mackerel 
is insufficient to allow the over 1,000 boats under 15 m to manage.

The fishing season is being cut short due to the quota being landed early, which has knock-
on effects for fishers, other workers whose livelihoods depend on it, and coastal and island 
communities on the whole�  Line-caught is an inherently sustainable model given its low impact 
nature, the absence of by-catch, and the short fishing window each day.  I ask the Minister to 
engage with the National Inshore Fisheries Forum on this issue immediately�  In the overall 
scheme of things a small adjustment to this quote will make the world of a difference for the 
inshore fishers and to our coastal and island communities.   

Related to that, as I have said, is the PO status of inshore fishers and while I welcome the 
progress in recognition of the island inshore PO, it is essential that the Minister continues to 
prioritise the granting of PO status to small-scale representative groups to better reflect small 
and family businesses.  There are things in respect of inshore fisheries that we do not hear 
enough about such as small piers�  I can think of many examples in my own constituency but 
to give one, the pier at Turkhead, almost 20 people are making a living off that pier, with many 
commuting out to islands�  It is used as a public amenity for things like kayaking and the pier 
literally drops off.  There is not even a slipway there or somewhere to turn.  There are vans in 
different scenarios where the back wheels have gone off the pier because there is absolutely no 
infrastructure there for them�  

Like I said, this inshore sector represents the vast majority of employment of fishers in the 
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country�  They do not even get a hearing�  I was on the coastal management committee on Cork 
County Council for a brief period but at the first meeting I remember saying that we might as 
well not bother talking about all of the different areas that need work and start talking about how 
we get more funding because Cork is a very large county with a very significant coastal area that 
does not have the funding to provide the basic infrastructure for small fishing families to make 
a living�  Finally on this point, can the Minister outline the actions he has taken in response to 
the Norwegian Government unilaterally increasing its share in the mackerel fishery by 55%?

I would also like to highlight the need for greater commitment around ensuring fairer, sus-
tainable and ethical practices in the fishing sector.  Ultimately, the continuity of the sector relies 
on good fishery management but this needs to be operated with communities rather than the 
top-down approach we have now�  Communities need to feel that State services are working 
with them and only then will we have a successful model�  

Regrettably there are a small minority who engage in practices such as illegal fishing or the 
abuse of workers�  We need more robust mechanisms to detect and punish these crimes, which 
not only cause environmental harm and violate the rights of individuals but also harm legitimate 
fishers in the sector.  

We know that there are undocumented migrants operating on some vessels and we know 
this is a highly vulnerable cohort given their precarious position�  Can the Minister elaborate 
on his commitment to ending abusive employment practices in the fisheries and give an assur-
ance to any undocumented persons or their advocates that they can come forward and that the 
undocumented individual will not be themselves punished or, indeed, deported as a result of 
reporting a crime?  Can the Minister outline how he intends to work with fishing communities 
to stamp out illegal fishing?

As we recover from Covid-19, we have considerable potential to re-imagine and invigorate 
our marine sector and help develop our coastal and island communities�  There are many dif-
ferent ideas for this�  One is of a national marine park and there are examples of this in other 
countries like Wales, where it takes into consideration the local, social and economic impor-
tance of the fisheries sector but does not mean eliminating the practices, although it sometimes 
is perceived like that.  This could support our inshore fisheries, our tourism and greatly help 
coastal and island communities on the whole�

Despite the lack of consultation, the Marine Jurisdiction Bill and the national marine plan-
ning framework have the potential to redefine our relationship with the sea and our maritime 
space�  We have an opportunity to grow our blue economy, creating more jobs in coastal com-
munities while delivering a healthy marine environment that is resilient to the mounting pres-
sures of biodiversity loss, climate change and pollution�  This can only be achieved by working 
directly with people.  This requires a cross-departmental approach.  At present, fishers have to 
go to the Department of Housing, Local Government and Heritage for issues around offshore 
developments, while the Department of Foreign Affairs is handling the Maritime Jurisdiction 
Bill.  I think we all agree we need a unified approach centred on the needs of coastal and island 
communities, and the Minister needs to take leadership on this�

17/06/2021NN00200Deputy James O’Connor: I am sharing time with Deputy Ó Cathasaigh�

An extensive part of the constituency of Cork East is coastal�  The communities involved 
in the fisheries in Youghal and Ballycotton, in particular, have expressed significant concern to 
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me about the level of investment in our local coastal infrastructure�  From the standpoint of the 
aquacultural and marine activity in my constituency, I am concerned about the level of coastal 
erosion taking place around the existing pier infrastructure at a number of locations in my con-
stituency�  In particular, I single out Knockadoon, a beautiful head near Youghal�  It is a very 
small place.  All it has is a walking trail.  There is a Dominican camp there and limited fishing 
activities take place at the head�  Unfortunately, the area around the existing pier has been badly 
damaged by significant coastal erosion.

I ask the Minister for assistance with that issue, because funds are needed for Knockadoon, 
but also for assistance with Ballycotton, a beautiful village in my constituency�  It is famous for 
its local scenery but also because of the fish that is landed at the pier.  It supplies many restau-
rants throughout the region�  Many of the top restaurants in the country are located in County 
Cork and Ballymaloe House is just up the road from Ballycotton�  Obviously, it is of great im-
portance for our local economy to ensure the operations at Ballycotton pier are seamless�  The 
fishermen and women involved in fisheries are very concerned about the damage that has been 
done over a long period at Ballycotton�

I raised this matter in the House previously with the Minister and was a little disappointed 
with the level of funding granted�  We received just €54,000 towards the pier in the latest round 
of grants but the level of work required will run well into the hundreds of thousands of euro, 
potentially close to €500,000, to upgrade the sea wall�  I am working with Cork County Coun-
cil, which will report back to me, as requested, on the significant levels of damage done thus far 
and also on what is required�  I again ask the Minister to examine this matter�  In comparison 
with the other constituencies in the county, the grant is drastically smaller than what they were 
allocated, as he will clearly see when he looks at the figures from his Department.  I would like 
that to be rectified, if possible.

I acknowledge that the Minister is committed to addressing the issues facing fisheries and I 
respect that�  In his constituency of Donegal, too, they form a major part of that local economy, 
and the same has to be said about my constituency�  In that context, I would be delighted to wel-
come the Minister as soon as possible to the constituency of Cork East to engage with people 
working along our coast�  From an agricultural standpoint in his Department, he is very wel-
come to come to Cork East, where he will receive a great welcome from the people, who want 
to engage with him on a number of positive issues on which we believe the Department could 
have a proactive and helpful interaction with our constituency�

17/06/2021NN00300Deputy Marc Ó Cathasaigh: I raise a few issues arising from my observations as a rep-
resentative of a coastal community and fishing area and from concerns raised with me by civil 
society groups and representatives of fishers and other workers in the fishing sector.  I have 
spoken on a number of occasions in the House about the marine and coastal environment in the 
context of Brexit and its related challenges for the sector and the increased challenges posed by 
climate change and fishing activities that undermine our overarching goals to protect our marine 
environment�  I have spoken separately to the need to reinstate landing rights for UK-registered 
boats into Dunmore East to fill the gap that exits on the south-east coast, from Castletownbere 
to Howth�  I echo Deputy Cullinane’s invitation to the Minister�  He seems to be popular; we 
all want a visit from him�  Donegal to Waterford is about as far as one can travel, but there are 
fishing communities from Cheekpoint to Ceann Heilbhic, and the Minister can continue on to 
east County Cork and make a good day of it�  We will all warmly welcome him and make his 
worth his while, with the blaas at the ready�
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All these issues are strongly interlinked�  We need healthy marine environments to maintain 
local coastal economies and safeguard against external challenges, and healthy marine environ-
ments depend on stronger measures to protect and regulate those very environments�  On the 
subject of protecting our marine environment, it will come as no surprise if I raise the important 
issue of marine protected areas, MPAs, and the Government’s commitments to legislating for 
MPAs in Irish waters and to realising existing commitments for marine protection in the ma-
rine strategy framework directive�  MPAs can and should play a vital role in rebuilding marine 
populations and habitats, which directly contribute to the resilience of marine populations and 
coastal communities to climate change�  MPAs will also serve as crucial sources of information 
in future years in regard to the impacts of climate change on marine environments and how 
marine ecosystems respond to our changing climate and warming and acidifying oceans�  All 
in all, in achieving our objectives to expand MPAs, we will safeguard the very ecosystem on 
which fishers, coastal communities and the broader economy depend.

We will also fall into step with many of our European neighbours, who are making progress 
in the same direction�  Through the wider European network of the Green Party and associated 
movements, colleagues in Brussels tell me of inspiring initiatives in countries such as France, 
Italy and Norway, where MPAs have been broadened to protect both smaller scale and artisanal 
fishers, as well as fish stocks and the marine ecosystem.  In the Mediterranean region, a network 
of MPAs is piloting nine projects aimed at strengthening and empowering MPAs and the people 
working to sustain them.  The projects include supporting small-scale fishing in MPAs, the con-
servation of mobile species and the development of sustainable fishing mechanisms for MPAs.  
This represents a great opportunity, particularly for our inshore fishing fleet, into the future.

We can take inspiration from these examples demonstrating that there is much to gain from 
establishing and expanding marine protected areas, but doing so will require more human ca-
pacity, research and skills, financial resources and, importantly, public and political support.  
That nine tenths of our territory is marine is often overlooked in our politics�  We need to build 
our overall awareness of our marine environment and the role it plays in the economy as a 
whole�  To this end, my Green Party colleagues and I look forward to engaging further on the 
ongoing process to prepare legislation for the MPAs, led by the Minister’s colleague, the Min-
ister, Deputy Darragh O’Brien�

On a related subject, I raise the issue of the EU fisheries control regulation, an essential tool 
to monitor and manage fish stocks throughout EU waters.  Environmental and conservation 
groups have expressed concern about certain deficiencies in the control system allowing for the 
continuation of unregulated and possibly illegal fishing activities in both EU and Irish waters.  
It does not need to be said that without proper controls, regulation and oversight, our broader 
sustainability goals and those related to MPAs, which I highlighted earlier, will be directly un-
dermined by malpractice throughout the sector�  Conservation groups have strongly advocated 
for action such as safeguarding against the under-reporting of catches, the expansion of tracking 
and catch reporting to all vessels in the EU, improved seafood traceability and greater transpar-
ency at a national level of fishing control efforts.  I imagine these concerns have come to the 
Minister’s attention too and I urge him to engage with fishing and coastal communities, as well 
as environmental groups, as EU discussions on the fisheries control regulation continue.

A separate issue I raise relates to the welfare of fishers from non-European Economic Area, 
EEA, countries working on Irish vessels�  A number of other Deputies and I have been con-
tacted by the International Transport Workers Federation, ITF, about the vulnerability of non-
EEA fishers working on Irish fishing vessels and the challenges they face.  The ITF has raised 
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a number of concerns surrounding the employment of non-EEA workers, ranging from their 
working conditions and safety to their employment rights�  The atypical working scheme, under 
which non-EEA workers are eligible for employment on fishing vessels, provides some solution 
to ensuring appropriate working conditions but a number of problems persist�  Many workers 
remain undocumented and thus highly vulnerable to exploitation and abuse�  Even when they 
are correctly documented under the atypical working scheme, they still face exploitation in the 
form of major overwork, underpayment and hazardous working conditions.  Some fishers have 
been injured on the job, with no protection measures to support them while they are not work-
ing.  Others have testified to circumstances where over-quota catches have been hidden from 
the authorities.  As an island nation with a proud legacy of thriving coastal and fishing commu-
nities, it is important that we properly protect all workers in this sector�  They are a vital part of 
the fishing community and work in extremely challenging circumstances to keep the industry 
going and maintain our fishing supplies.

I am conscious this issue falls across a number of Departments, not just the Minister’s, and, 
therefore, more co-ordinated efforts will be needed to address both policy-related and more 
practical challenges facing these fishers.  The Minister’s Department has an important and piv-
otal role to play as the focal point for the entire fishing sector and for fishers from all levels of 
the industry in particular�  I welcome the chance to have addressed the Minister in respect of 
these issues�

17/06/2021OO00200Deputy Louise O’Reilly: I thank the Leas-Cheann Comhairle for the opportunity to speak 
on this important topic�  The north County Dublin coastline is one of the most beautiful and, 
indeed, productive parts of our island�  Its coastal towns and villages are home to great scenery 
and a vibrant fishing industry, particularly inshore fishing.  There are, however, many threats 
to north County Dublin, its communities and these industries�  Those threats include the cost 
of housing and rents, the failure to extend transport links, a lack of funding and supports for 
communities, improper planning for and consultation in respect of offshore wind energy and an 
undermining of our fishing industry.

My first point to the Minister relates to the mackerel quota.  The mackerel quota is distrib-
uted nationally by ministerial policy�  This is Government, not EU, policy�  Approximately 
98% of the quota is allocated to 49 larger boats�  A tiny amount of the remaining percentage 
is set aside for boats that are less than 18 m in length, fishing with nets that get mackerel as a 
by-catch.  A fixed amount of 400 tonnes is set aside for boats less than 15 m in length that fish 
mackerel with hooks and lines�

The National Fisheries Inshore Forum made suggestions to the quota management advisory 
committee regarding this line-caught mackerel�  These suggestions were given little or no con-
sideration by the committee, however.  Inshore fishers moved to line-caught mackerel as a way 
to diversify in response to the cessation of salmon drift net fishing.  From speaking to those in 
the industry, I am aware, however, that the catch allocations are too small, with quotas being 
reached in the early months of the year�  The industry sought an increase in the line-caught al-
location to 3,000 tonnes annually and an increase in the landing limit from 750 kg to 1500 kg, 
but, as already stated, these requests ignored�  There was not even discussion regarding what 
was achievable, just radio silence�

As opportunities for inshore vessels are limited, many turn to mackerel if and when they 
show up locally�  Unfortunately, as I have said, the 400 tonnes did not last long this year and 
the hook and line fishery is now closed.  For the life of me, I cannot understand why inshore 
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fishermen are given no more help to diversify into this sustainable fishery.  Furthermore, the EU 
Common Fisheries Policy has done a profound injustice to some of Ireland’s fishers.  A terrible 
decision was made by the Government of the day to base fish quota allocation on relative stabil-
ity and established fishing practices.  This was left unchanged in the decades that followed and 
has allowed a situation whereby Ireland has 12% of EU waters but our fishers are only allowed 
to catch 4% of the fish.  This costs the State thousands of jobs and hundreds of millions of euro 
worth of seafood every year�

Furthermore, fishers were locked out of nearly all the Covid-19 supports.  Grants, wage 
supports and the Covid restrictions support scheme locked out fishers because they did not 
have rateable premises, were self-employed sole traders or self-employed share fishers and 
the public health restrictions did not restrict footfall to their businesses�  I know the National 
Inshore Fishermen’s Association and the National Inshore Fishermen’s Organisation sent cor-
respondence to the Minister on this, but it does not seem anything was done to support them in 
a meaningful way�  These are just more examples of another indigenous industry that has been 
failed and let down.  Maybe if our fishers painted Apple, Google or Facebook logos on the sides 
of their boats, they might get a little attention from this Government�

There are other issues around planning which need to be addressed�  For instance, on mari-
time planning, the decision taken by the Dáil will have major repercussions for the future, par-
ticularly the future of my constituency of Dublin Fingal and the seashore along the north Coun-
ty Dublin coast�  The marine planning Bill, which will establish a marine planning system for 
our maritime areas similar to that in place for land planning, is coming down the track�  What is 
in that legislation has to be an agreed vision constructed through engagement and conversation 
with planning experts, marine biologists, the fishing community and coastal communities.  To 
date, this has been lacking�

As I stated last week, the marine planning framework was recently passed by this House 
with hardly any debate on it�  I said it then and will say it now, engagement, communication 
and conversation with planning experts, marine biologists, the fishing community and coastal 
communities is necessary because if we do not get an agreement on a broad range of fronts, 
mistakes in maritime and marine planning similar to those in north County Dublin, which is still 
dealing with the legacy of planning failures, will be made�

There is no excuse for Deputies not to do right by our fishers and coastal communities.  The 
majority of counties in this State have some coastal communities and their viability, prosperity 
and success should be paramount to the Dáil and Government�  If we fail to do our jobs properly 
at this stage, these communities will suffer either through intended or unintended consequences.

I urge the Minister to anchor the issue of workers’ rights within the fishing sector because it 
falls between several Departments and needs attention�  There are really awful work practices at 
play around undocumented workers and because these workers fall between Departments they 
can sometimes be overlooked�  I urge the Minister to engage with the International Transport 
Workers Federation, look at his diary, check the last time he met with its members and ensure 
he will meet them again soon�

17/06/2021OO00300Deputy Paul Murphy: I am sharing time with Deputy Barry and, possibly, Deputy Boyd 
Barrett�

In May 2019, the previous Fine Gael Government, propped up by Fianna Fáil, declared a 
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climate and biodiversity emergency�  So far, more than two years on, even with the Green Party 
now in government, those in power have completely failed to follow up that declaration with 
adequate action�  The science is very clear on this�  We must deal with the climate and biodiver-
sity crises together�  This is especially the case when it comes to our oceans�  A diverse array of 
species inhabit our coastal and offshore waters.  There are more than 1,000 different species of 
marine algae, 560 species of fish, 58 species of shark, ray and chimaera - a shark nursery was 
discovered just a few years ago - 24 species of dolphin, two species of seal and 23 marine bird 
species�  There is so much there but it is all at risk� 

Overall, our marine environment is in bad health, severely degraded and in rapid decline�  
It is no wonder, when the threats relating to climate action and warmer ocean temperatures, 
ocean acidification, raw sewage run-off and overfishing by industrial fishing fleets are consid-
ered�  The ocean is also the earth’s biggest carbon sink, holding the most carbon on the planet�  
Researchers recently discovered that bottom trawling, where a weighted net is dragged across 
the sea bed, scraping the sea floor and scooping up everything in its vicinity, releases as much 
carbon globally as the entire aviation industry�

For all those reasons and many more, it is vital that, without any more delay, we begin ex-
panding our marine protected areas�  We need to set up a marine protected area agency, which 
is necessary to co-ordinate what areas are designated, how they are managed and how they are 
actually being protected�  There needs to be real engagement with coastal communities and 
small fishers.  Carving out 30% of our waters and protecting them will mean less fishing, how-
ever, which undoubtedly will impact on fishers and their families.  We have to work to ensure 
that small fishers have full financial supports during this process into the future, have no loss 
of income and, in fact, have a guaranteed quality, decent income�  That is what a just transition, 
which the Government was not really interested in hearing yesterday, is all about�  It is about 
saying that the cost of taking climate action should fall on the big industrial fishers as opposed 
to the small fishers.

As with nearly every environmental target ever set by this State, we have already missed the 
target of protecting at least 10% of our waters by 2020�  Now the Government says we will go 
for 30% by 2030 but I find it hard to believe it will happen, considering we currently have less 
than 2�5% being protected in any sense�  

I underscore that these marine protected areas must actually be protected from industrial 
and harmful human activities, as pointed out by the Irish Wildlife Trust�  We need an alliance 
of small fishers, environmental activists and workers everywhere to demand this sort of action 
happens�  We need marine protected areas that are networked and protected and we need full 
supports for all fishers and coastal communities that will be impacted by this.  If we continue 
with business as usual, the mega-trawlers will hoover up the fish, the industrial fleets will con-
tinue destroying the seabeds and we will all be left paying a significant price.

I will briefly refer to conditions faced by non-EEA migrants in the fishing sector.  There 
is horrific exploitation of workers based in this country.  The kinds of horror stories one hears 
involve effective human trafficking of migrant workers into this country on boats.  They work 
extremely long hours in dangerous conditions, working overnight day after day, with no protec-
tion in terms of health and safety-----

17/06/2021PP00200An Leas-Cheann Comhairle: We are halfway through�  I do not know how the Deputy is 
sharing the time but it is up to him�
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17/06/2021PP00300Deputy Paul Murphy: I will finish shortly.  They have no protection in terms of health and 
safety.  They suffer injury in many cases.  For many of these fishers, it comes to an end when 
they suffer a significant injury and are no longer able to continue.  They are then off the boat and 
the owner of the boat no longer cares about them�  It is an absolute scandal which continues in 
this country�  The International Transport Workers’ Federation has done excellent work in high-
lighting and campaigning on this issue but we need action by the Government�  We know there 
are 211 boats eligible for the atypical working scheme but only 227 live permits�  That begs the 
question of who is crewing these boats and suggests there are large numbers of undocumented 
workers�  We need a census to take place now�  We need protection of workers across the indus-
try, proper transposition of the EU directive on working time within fisheries and observation 
of that to make sure workers’ rights in the sector are being protected�

17/06/2021PP00400Deputy Mick Barry: This debate is happening in the context of a punitive intervention by 
the European Commission, which has declared no confidence in the authorities of this State in 
the prevention of over-quota fishing.  Over the years, the Sea-Fisheries Protection Authority 
has not fulfilled its responsibility in carrying out a credible number of inspections and properly 
pursuing cases of over-quota fishing.  As a result, the EU has imposed a collective punishment 
on all vessel owners who now have to have their catches de-iced and weighed at the quayside 
under close supervision before being refrozen and transported�

Insofar as there are compliant boat owners, particularly of smaller vessels, they have reason 
to feel aggrieved but there needs to be honesty in this discussion�  The International Transport 
Workers’ Federation, in its dealings with documented and undocumented migrant fishers work-
ing on the larger vessels, reports that, where quotas species are being finished, migrant workers 
are routinely coerced into hiding over-quota catch from the authorities�  Forcing vulnerable 
workers to engage in illegal acts is one of the criteria of forced labour, according to the Inter-
national Labour Organization�

Migrants are very much part of the fishing communities we are discussing today.  We know 
from replies to parliamentary questions I received yesterday that, on the basis of the partial level 
of inspections conducted by the Workplace Relations Commission, WRC, over the last year, 
issues of non-compliance affecting migrant workers spanning over 40 vessels were uncovered.  
There are currently only 227 non-EEA migrants enrolled in the atypical scheme spanning the 
entire eligible fleet, which is barely above one per vessel.

We saw in the case of two Egyptians who survived a sinking in April that the Departments 
of Justice and Agriculture, Food and the Marine confirmed in writing that the two fishers were 
never enrolled in the atypical scheme.  Yet the boat owners association felt it was fine to have 
the non-compliant owner of that sunken vessel represent it on the national airwaves one month 
later, on the day of the flotilla protest in Cork. 

The statutory bodies responsible for ensuring the rights and safe working conditions of these 
migrants need to step it up, starting with a comprehensive crew census of eligible boats so we 
can establish, once and for all, who is crewing the boats and what hours they are made to work�  
It will be interesting when we get proper information on that one�  It will also be interesting to 
find out what they are being paid.

17/06/2021PP00500Deputy Johnny Mythen: I must start with the recent European Commission decision that 
fishers must weigh their catch at the pier.  Be under no illusion that this will be, as described by 
local fishers, the final nail in the coffin for the fishing industry.  In County Wexford, fishers land-
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ing at Kilmore Quay bring their catch a mere 200 m from the pier to the factory to be weighed�  
It is entirely counterproductive to force them to invest thousands of euro in infrastructure to 
weigh at the pier�  It is also costly in manpower, time and the quality of the product�  Fish must 
be kept at a certain temperature for freshness and value.  To demand the fish be de-iced, handled 
individually and then re-iced for transport to the factory is anti-fisher and ludicrous, especially 
when fishers and factory owners have no objections to thorough oversight by the SFPA within 
factories�

The Government needs to start backing up the fishers now.  As matters stand, these plans are 
unworkable, unproductive and will force many fishers, particularly smaller boats, out of busi-
ness.  The weight ruling comes on top of the already deep outrage and discontent felt in fishing 
and coastal communities at the bleak outcome of the Brexit EU-UK fishing negotiations.  This 
reduced fish quotas by a further 15%, which will cost €43 million per year.  That outrage has 
continued and deepened as genuine fears around sustainability worsen and the lack of support 
continues�  

Earlier this month, we discussed in this Chamber the rushing through of the Maritime Ju-
risdiction Bill 2021�  One of the  concerns I had was the lack of consultation with small coastal 
communities and the businesses the legislation would affect.  When I talk to fishers and people 
in small coastal businesses, they feel completely forgotten and ignored�  Talk of decommission-
ing boats is antithetical to the interests of Irish fishers.  They carry proud family traditions that 
are not for sale at any price.  Measures must be put in place to favour the Irish fishing industry, 
not to bureaucratically strangle it� 

I am worried about the sustainability and viability of the indigenous scallop fishers in Coun-
ty Wexford�  The industry provides a livelihood for around 120 families�  UK authorities con-
firmed on 1 April that import requirements for direct landings of live bivalve molluscs, LBMs, 
including scallops, are being delayed until 1 October 2021�  The Minister has set up a seafood 
sector task force to deal with the many issues around Brexit, which is welcome�  Will the plight 
of the scallop fishers fall within the scope of the task force?  These fishers are rapidly running 
out of time�  They cannot be left behind as the task force conducts its work�  They are waiting 
to hear the fate of their livelihood and deserve to be kept up to date on any progress and on any 
help the Government is willing to offer.  The interim report from the task force was published 
yesterday.  I welcome that but the clock is ticking for Wexford scallop fishers and they are anx-
iously waiting to hear from the Minister�

Another example of a small coastal business being wiped out is the closure of Kilmore 
Seafood Limited in Wexford.  The company is to cease trading after 30 years as it is suffering 
significant financial losses connected to Brexit.  This comes with the loss of 32 jobs.  That is 32 
families that face significant economic challenges coming out of the pandemic.  This type of 
closure will be replicated around the country if the Government does not intervene with serious 
measures to address the barriers facing fishing communities.

The final issue I wish to raise with the Minister is about the move to offshore wind energy 
generation and the potential impact on fishing and coastal communities in terms of extra jour-
neys, distances of routes and the loss of fishing grounds.  I have raised the issue in this Chamber 
previously�  As I said then, renewable energy is the future, but I also believe in the principle of 
just transition�  I have concerns about the management of the impact of this essential infrastruc-
ture on small businesses which make their living from our waters�  They must be included in 
meaningful negotiations and any anticipated harms mitigated in our move to a greener world�  
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The concern is not just the wind farms themselves, but the imposed safety zones around them 
too, as they add distance by disrupting the regular routes of smaller boats.  The loss of fishing 
grounds cannot be overemphasised�  We want our move to renewable energy to be successful, 
but it must be done in a just and equitable manner for all concerned�

I urge the Minister to take on board the points I have raised with him�  We must protect our 
fishing communities and the way to achieve this is by treating them with respect, integrity and 
meaningful engagement and by renegotiating the CFP�

17/06/2021QQ00200Deputy Cathal Berry: As a Donegal man himself, I am sure the Minister fully appreciates 
the importance of the sea to this island nation, but most importantly to coastal and fishing com-
munities around the country�  I am pretty sure he also appreciates how dangerous it can be on 
the high seas, especially in the north Atlantic, and how many tragedies, unfortunately, have be-
fallen the fishing communities in recent years.  Whether we are crewing a cruise ship, pleasure 
craft, a container ship, car ferry or fishing vessel, it is a very hazardous occupation.  If any Irish 
mariner is putting out to sea, he or she must have confidence that the State has the appropriate 
structures and services in place to help when things go wrong�

It is on that basis that I wish to use my time to address some issues concerning the Naval 
Service with the Minister.  I know, strictly speaking, it is outside his brief, but the effect of the 
issues come within his brief from a fisheries point of view.  I hope he can raise these matters 
with his Cabinet colleagues.  I wish to focus on four issues in particular.  The first is the search 
and rescue capability of this country.  It has been dramatically depleted in the past five years 
in particular�  We should have nine naval ships at sea, but we only have seven�  The reason two 
are at anchor in the port in Cork is that we do not have the sailors to man them�  It is an ex-
traordinary situation to be in that we have the ships, but we do not have the crew�  We have the 
hard part, but we do not have the soft part�  As a result, the search and rescue capability of this 
country is significantly diminished, in particular in the first crucial hour when there is a tragedy 
at sea when everything hangs in the balance, and that prevents the Naval Service from getting 
to trawlers in trouble at the appropriate time�

The second point I wish to raise relates to the search and recovery capability�  I refer to the 
wonderful people in the Naval Service dive team�  When trawlers, unfortunately, go down and 
become submerged in a tragedy, these are the people who swim as far as 40 m below the sur-
face and pull remains out of trawlers, bring them back up to the surface, hand them over to the 
grieving families ashore and give them some solace in the face of unspeakable tragedy�  There 
should be 30 members of the Naval Service dive team but, unfortunately, only six remain�  That 
has massive knock-on effects for the fishing community as well.

The third point I wish to raise concerns law and order�  This is a massive issue�  We are 
investing in the Garda Síochána to police the land mass�  That is appropriate and it is exactly 
how we should be doing business but, unfortunately, we are reducing the investment in how we 
police our territorial waters�  I am sure the Minister is well aware that there was an alleged at-
tempted ramming of an Irish trawler only two weeks ago off the south coast.  It is not just about 
fishing: it is about the importation and smuggling of drugs, fugitives, people, and weapons.  
There is a gap in our defences from the perspective of our territorial waters and it does affect 
the fishing community.

The fourth and final point I wish to raise specifically relates to fisheries protection.  In par-
ticular, in light of Brexit, we now have a massive third country on our doorstep with an exten-
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sive sea border�  We must be in a situation where we can prevent the night-time plundering of 
Irish fish stocks in Irish waters by EU and non-EU vessels that should not be here.  We must 
invest in the Naval Service from an inspection and patrolling perspective�

I would very much appreciate it if the Minister could raise those matters with his Cabinet 
colleagues�  The Naval Service is in crisis�  It is a man-made problem and it is therefore within 
our gift to solve�  Fishing and coastal communities deserve better than the status quo from a 
safety and security point of view�

17/06/2021QQ00300Deputy Verona Murphy: The Sea-Fisheries Protection Authority, SFPA, is one of a num-
ber of quangos responsible for the operation and regulation of our fishing industry.  Based on 
what I have seen and heard in recent weeks, it may possibly be the most inaccurately named 
quango ever formed in this State�  From its name, one would think that its main aim was to pro-
tect the fishing industry, but if one was to describe what is happening as a result of its activities, 
there would be a strong case for renaming it the SFDA, the sea-fisheries destruction authority.  
It seems that it is doing all it can, with the blessing of the Department, to bring about the de-
struction of the sea fishing industry.

I wish to highlight four important points regarding the current challenges facing the fish-
ing industry.  On the previous occasion when I spoke on the floor of the House about fishing, 
judicial proceedings were being taken jointly against the SFPA and the Department�  Those 
proceedings were successful�  First, we must get to grips with the weighing issue and get it 
sorted immediately in a way that does not affect the quality of fish produce or food safety stan-
dards.  What is happening currently is not the case.  Weighing fish on a quayside where we are 
exposed to the elements most certainly does nothing for food standards or the safety we provide 
through them�  If we cannot come up with a solution within the EU guidelines, then we should 
ignore the guidelines and put fishing communities first rather than prioritising the wishes of the 
bureaucrats in Brussels�

The second point I wish to mention is the Common Fisheries Policy�  That needs to be re-
negotiated ASAP.  The Government owes it to the fishing industry to do all it can to create the 
conditions for the industry to thrive not die�  The Minister made many concessions in order to 
get the EU agreement over the line on Brexit and our fishermen have been neglected.

The third point I wish to make on the record is a local one�  It is the pier and harbour in 
Duncannon, which is an utter disgrace from a health and safety point of view�  Either Wexford 
County Council is not applying for funding or it is not being given it�  The problem must be 
addressed before a major accident occurs�  I urge the Minister to make this a priority and to be 
proactive rather than reactive when we have a disaster on our hands�

I note that the Department recently commenced the process of closing down the fishing 
of mackerel due to quotas being reached.  The ban will only affect small, local, indigenous 
fishermen with vessels of up to 15 m.  The large, foreign factory ships are landing hundreds of 
thousands of tonnes of fish and they will be able to continue to do so.  Why is the Department 
of Agriculture, Food and the Marine introducing rules and orders that are harming Irish fishing 
operations while rewarding and not even policing foreign fishing operations?

I speak with fishermen on a regular basis, at least once a week and sometimes more often.  
I try to bring the concerns to the attention of the Minister and the Department when I have the 
opportunity�  I have raised many issues with the Minister both today and on previous occasions�  
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Every week there seems to be another regulation or directive which adds hardship to the fishers 
of coastal communities�  When will it stop?  Every day there is something that diminishes what 
they do.  Will the Minister meet with the fishermen in Wexford to explain what is going on?  
Perhaps it will not sound as complex to their ears if they hear it directly from the Minister’s 
mouth and we may be able to come to some agreement�  I call on the Minister to meet with them 
face to face now that we are out of level 5.  Will he come to Wexford, which has a large fishing 
community just like his own?

17/06/2021RR00100Deputy Ruairí Ó Murchú: It is not very long since the House dealt with farming�  The 
byword when it comes to farming is “sustainable”�  I would say that is the same way we need 
to look at the entirety of the fishing industry.  It is all about ensuring that we have a viable, sus-
tainable fishing industry that can deliver a plentiful supply of fish but also protection for those 
families engaged in fishing, many of whom have done it for many generations, and the Minister 
would know this better in light of the part of the world from which he comes�

It is fair to say that, across Europe, we gained greatly from solidarity in regard to the Brexit 
issue and we hope that Europe would maintain that level of solidarity in the near future�  We 
obviously have difficulties in the context of the threats from Boris Johnson on the Irish protocol, 
but these are all problems that can be dealt with, in my view and in the view of many who would 
know a lot more than I.  However, we have continually seen fishers and the fishing industry tak-
ing the slack or being the fall guy�  Many in this House have referred to the Common Fisheries 
Policy and the fact that at the time we entered the EEC, to a degree, we got a very bad deal as 
regards the fishing industry.  That has not improved.  The Minister will have dealt with numer-
ous fishers in the last while.  We now have a situation where this State has 12% of the waters in 
the EU but only has access to 4% of the catch.  There is a definite unfairness in this regard.  I 
know that when Britain left, there was going to be an element of pain, but it looks like the fish-
ing industry in this State is going to take a huge whack, which is unfair�

Anything that can be done from the point of view of a fairer renegotiation of the Common 
Fisheries Policy needs to be done�  We need to engage in this process as soon as possible�  Brexit 
funding is to be welcomed and this needs to be used from the point of view of doing whatever 
we need to do, whether it is capital infrastructure or whatever is necessary to lessen the blow 
and, beyond that, to ensure we have a viable, sustainable fishing industry.  What cannot happen 
is that a huge amount of this would go into a decommissioning process.  There may be fisher-
men who, for various reasons, that might suit but it cannot be the main focus and we cannot 
allow that to happen�  We need to revisit the entire process�

I would also raise some of the worries the Minister will be aware of regarding inshore fish-
ermen in particular the worries around the marine planning framework and all the legislation 
that is required to produce a complete framework in respect of how we deliver wind energy, 
including offshore wind energy.  We all get that this is a requirement but we need to ensure 
that, in dealing with this legislation, we put the correct framework in place and that we ensure 
all stakeholders are dealt with, particularly those inshore fishermen who are afraid of being 
impacted upon.  We know there are certain operations with plans for offshore wind that have 
engaged in consultative processes with fishers, and some of them have been quite successful, 
although others have not been�  We need to ensure we put best practice in place�

We also have the territorial issues relating to Rockall, Lough Foyle and Carlingford Lough, 
which is in my neck of the woods�  Obviously, deals were done with Britain in the pre-Brexit 
context but we have to take a look at all of these situations again�  The Minister has engaged to 
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a degree with fishermen but we need to look at all fora into the future from the point of view of 
ensuring we have the best consultative processes in regard to Government and European deci-
sions and the fishermen who are affected by this.

17/06/2021RR00200Deputy Michael Collins: I am delighted that we are having this long-awaited discussion 
on fisheries.  I thank our leader, Deputy Mattie McGrath, for pushing the matter at the Business 
Committee on several occasions and eventually getting his way to have this very important 
debate take place at a very difficult time for Irish fisheries.  I have been pushing very hard in 
recent times to get more debates in the House�  In fairness, it was said earlier there are not many 
Deputies here but everybody took up their slots, bar Labour�  In fairness, there is a bit of inter-
est out there in regard to fishing, which is very important, but there needs to be a further and 
stronger focus, and this is not where we have had our focus recently�

I pushed recently on the Order of Business to discuss the near-ramming incident in the wa-
ters off Castletownbere by a Spanish trawler three times the size of an Irish trawler, and I was 
voted down�  It went up on social media that it was raised by a Deputy from west Cork and 
that this was the wrong way to do business.  I do not care how we get to debate fishing in this 
House as long as we debate it - and do so continuously - and iron out the crisis that is there�  I 
make no apology to any Deputy, to the Minister or to the Taoiseach for raising these issues�  The 
Taoiseach is furious with me, so much so that he tried to mislead the Dáil last week and on sev-
eral other occasions, which is an issue that is being dealt with through the Ceann Comhairle’s 
office.  I make no apology for putting the fishermen first at every opportunity.  If the Business 
Committee is run by the Government because it has more numbers on it and will not allow the 
time, I will bring the matter to the House on the Order of Business�  I will push these Fianna 
Fáil and Fine Gael Deputies to either press the “Yes” button or the “No” button and we will see 
how the fishermen react.

I go back over the performance of the past 12 months�  Many of the issues that led to the 
crisis we are in today date from before the Minister’s time�  I want to make sure that it is not me 
versus the Minister in any shape or form�  I am furious that successive Governments - not the 
Minister, Deputy McConalogue - have left Irish fishermen to hang out to dry.  Unfortunately, 
the Minister has been left to deal with a complete mess that is the legacy of other Ministers�  
The whole reason fisheries is at the bottom of the barrel in this country is because we are afraid 
to mention it and our Governments are afraid to fight the corner of ordinary Irish fishermen.

In the negotiations for Government in which I was involved in 2016, I brought up the idea 
of a senior Minister for fisheries.  In 2020, I was involved in discussions with Deputies Micheál 
Martin, Varadkar and Eamon Ryan�  Bantry Hospital was also a very important issue for me but 
this was the other red-liner, and I said they would not get my support unless there was a senior 
Minister for fisheries.  They refused me point-blank and now we have the complete evidence of 
their inaction and the way they let this country down and left fishermen in tatters.

To look at the performance in the past 12 months under the Taoiseach, Deputy Micheál 
Martin, we have had five Ministers with responsibility for dealing with these issues.  When the 
Deputy took over as Taoiseach, what was the first thing he did in those early weeks?  He signed 
into place the completely flawed penalty points system that has proven to be a terrible infliction 
on Irish fishermen, when he should have stood up for them and refused to sign until the issues 
that had to be rectified were rectified.  He did not do so.  Then, we had a Brexit deal that we 
failed to negotiate�  I pleaded in the House with the Tánaiste, Deputy Varadkar, and the Taoise-
ach to go in and fight for our rights.  Irish Ministers should be negotiating in there, not Michel 
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Barnier�  Michel Barnier did a deal but he did not do a deal for the Irish�  Mr Barnier did a deal 
for France and every other country�  Ireland was hung out to dry because we had no negotiator 
at the table at a very crucial time�

We have gone from one crisis to another crisis in the past 12 months�

4 o’clock

Everybody is asking questions about the weighing crisis here�  Nobody has answered any 
about the Sea-Fisheries Protection Authority�  It is an authority of its own�  It misled us in the 
Joint Committee on Agriculture, Food and the Marine�  I was there�  The Minister told me af-
terwards that he and the SFPA knew there was a weighing crisis in December�  Why was the 
fishing industry not informed of that crisis until 5 p.m. on 16 April 2021?  Representatives of the 
SFPA had told the committee the authority worked well with the industry�  It did not work with 
the industry and did not tell the industry about the crisis�  The SFPA could have been working 
towards a solution from December until April but nothing was done and now we have a crisis�  
It is shocking�

  We have found out that the Department of Agriculture, Food and the Marine and the SFPA 
have made an agreement that French and Belgian vessels can land fish straight into the back 
of lorries in Irish ports�  Their catches do not have to be sampled, weighed or checked�  This is 
astonishing�  Why are we giving more rights to foreign vessels than to Irish vessels?  Imagine 
an Irish fisherman being pushed and tugged with every rule coming down on top of him and this 
impossible weighing situation�  He can see a Spanish trawler park up and they are laughing at us 
as they fill their lorries without any weighing being done.  Does the Minister know what quotas 
these foreign vessels are bringing in?  Does he know the amount of Irish fish on these boats?  
Does he have any idea what they are doing?  They are coming straight in and the boats are not 
searched to see what catch they have�  There is no weighing and there are no problems�  They 
are told to drive on because they have rights but the Irishman has no rights in his own waters�

  I do not have much time but I could speak for an hour on these issues�  I raised the near-
ramming incident involving a Spanish trawler that is three times the size of a Castletownbere 
trawler�  There are many questions about this and I want a special meeting of the Joint Com-
mittee on Agriculture, Food and the Marine held to resolve it�  The SFPA leaves much to be 
desired�  The Naval Service was not able to attend to the incident, through no fault of its own, 
because it is probably underresourced�  I cannot understand why no protection was provided to 
Irish fishermen on the day in question.  It took 12 hours to get out to the location.  Imagine what 
would have happened if the vessel had been rammed�  Well done to the Irish South and West 
Fish Producers Organisation for the peaceful protest in Cork recently and to those involved in 
the protests in Ringsend�  I fully support them�

17/06/2021SS00200Deputy Mattie McGrath: I support the fishermen of our coastal counties.  I am from an in-
land county, Tipperary, which is a proud county�  I acknowledge the work that Deputy Michael 
Collins has done and corroborate his statement that his demand that the Taoiseach appoint a full 
Minister for fishing was not delivered on.  That is all he ever asked for.

Irish fishermen understandably resent the EU requirement, facilitated by the Irish Govern-
ment and the Sea-Fisheries Protection Authority, for catches to be weighed at ports�  They have 
to take the fish out of ice.  It is unbelievable.  We lost badly in 1973 when we joined the EU.  
There has been a total sell-out this time�  Like Deputy Collins, I am not blaming the Minister 
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because he is new and there were three or four Ministers before him in a short time�  We took 
our eye off the ball and got a bad deal, under which we can only catch 16% of the fish in our 
own waters�  Spanish and French trawlers can come in to our ports and they do not have to 
weigh their catches�  They can bring them back to where they want to process them, as we 
used to do�  This new weighing rule is tyranny�  The Minister has run away with himself since 
Covid�  He thinks he can do what he likes and he has got away with very little scrutiny here�  I 
am astounded that Fianna Fáil, Fine Gael and some Independent backbenchers, especially from 
coastal counties, will not stand up to represent their people as they are elected to do�

17/06/2021SS00300Deputy Thomas Pringle: Much has happened to fishing communities recently, with very 
little debate about it in this House�  That says a lot about how these communities are thought of 
in this House�  We had the shambles of the Brexit negotiations and the complete lack of atten-
tion the Government paid to fisheries.  There has been the fiasco of the weighing investigation 
court case and the impact it has had on fishing, both pelagic and demersal.  There is the ongoing 
treatment of foreign workers in our fishing fleet, which is a serious employment and human 
rights issue�

The Department, Minister and Government showed a complete lack of interest in what was 
happening with Brexit, to the extent that they have allowed other EU nations, supposedly our 
partners, to reap the best of a bad deal�  We have been left with the worst of that deal�  Sadly, our 
Minister shows no interest in belatedly trying to deal with the issue�  When the deal was being 
made, the Department did not even know which Irish vessels were fishing in English waters, 
despite this being discussed for three years in advance of the deal�

The fiasco of the weighing system, including how it has been dealt with by the Department 
and the SFPA, is telling�  Rather than deal with supposed wrongdoers, why do the SFPA and 
the Department damn the entire industry?  Surely the right approach would be to deal with the 
problems and let everyone else continue to work?  We have the crazy situation where the pe-
lagic fishing industry had to take a judicial review to get a fair hearing about its solution to the 
problem because the SFPA would not or could not make a decision�  We must consider the judi-
cial review in the context of the SPFA’s recent statement to the joint committee that it consults 
the industry on all matters at all times.  I beg to differ.  The record shows that this statement is 
an untruth�  I use that word because apparently Members cannot say in the House that it is a lie�

We continue to be left with this treatment of the white fish fleet and the weighing disaster.  
Let us take how monkfish are treated when landed in order to get an accurate weight.  If the 
ice is not removed fully, its weight will taken with the weight of the fish and the boat will lose 
out.  It seems the fishermen do not really matter.  That is certainly how they feel and I do not 
disagree with them�

If the SFPA has a job to do, why can it not work with the fishermen to achieve its aim?  
There appears to be an attitude that fishermen are all out to cheat the system and the SFPA will, 
therefore, behave that way too.  The problem is that the fishermen have always been outdone by 
the system�  The root of all these problems can be found in our negotiations to join the European 
Economic Community, as it was then�  According to Garret FitzGerald, the EEC never again 
treated us as badly as it did with regard to fishing rights on our accession to the EEC.  It cannot 
be said often enough that it did not have to treat us as badly again�  We became net contributors 
to the EEC on the day we joined�

Sadly, we also have to discuss and acknowledge how fishermen have been treated.  It is a 
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great shame of the fishing industry that foreign fishermen have been maltreated across the sec-
tor.  It should not happen.  Sadly, when we look at how Irish fishermen were treated in the past, 
it is hardly surprising.  All fishermen and workers should be treated with respect and offered 
proper pay and conditions.  That is the least that any worker deserves.  It is when our fishing 
communities can look to the Government to support them and help them to grow that we will 
see rural Ireland grow and survive.  If communities could expect official support and propor-
tionate rules, we would have an industry that supports everyone in rural Ireland�  That is not 
too much for anyone to ask and it is all that fishermen are asking for at this stage.  The Minister 
would do well to listen to them and get the Department and SFPA on board and working with 
rather than against them�  Unfortunately, that is how things are in the industry and it is the root 
of the problem�

The root of the problem lies in our accession to the EU and what happened at that time�  Un-
less the Government goes to Europe and actively deals with that issue through negotiations on 
the Common Fisheries Policy next year, the problem will, unfortunately, continue�

17/06/2021SS00400Deputy Catherine Connolly: Fáiltím roimh an deis páirt a ghlacadh sa díospóireacht seo 
in ainneoin srianta ama�  Ba mhaith liom cúpla pointe a dhéanamh agus b’fhéidir go mbeidh 
toradh ar na pointí sin�  Beidh mé ag díriú isteach ar chúrsaí oileáin, feamainne agus iascairí 
beaga�  Tá easpa polasaithe i gceist in ainneoin gur vótáil formhór na Dála, breis is trí bliana ó 
shin ó thaobh cúrsaí feamainne de agus breis is dá bhliain ó thaobh cúrsaí oileáin de, go raibh 
gá práinneach le polasaí agus níl polasaí ar bith againn fós�

Tá sé suntasach go leor go bhfuilimid ag caint inniu ar chúrsaí iascaireachta agus na ceantair 
tuaithe agus tá sé sin anuas ar an bhfógra nach féidir le hiascairí beaga na tíre níos mó ronnaigh 
a thabhairt as an bhfarraige�

Is é sin an fógra ón Roinn Talmhaíochta, Bia agus Mara�  Díríonn sé sin solas ar cé chomh 
hamaideach, lofa agus mícheart is atá an córas, nach féidir le hiascairí beaga níos mó ronnaigh 
a thabhairt as na farraigí�

Tá gá le hathrú meoin�  Tá gá le polasaí atá bunaithe ar fhormhór na ndaoine, seachas na 
báid mhóra agus lucht an rachmais�  Má tá aon cheacht foghlamtha againn ón bpaindéim agus 
athrú aeráide agus ón ngéarchéim atá ann, is é go bhfuil gá rudaí a dhéanamh ar bhealach eile, 
ar bhealach atá inmharthana�  Níl an dara rogha againn�  Tá an réiteach againne i measc mhuintir 
na tíre�  Ní mór don Rialtas seo cabhrú linne díriú isteach ar na réitigh sin mar go bhfuil gá lena 
dhéanamh�  I welcome the opportunity to talk on this matter, notwithstanding that the time is 
limited.  I wish to make points on islands, seaweed and smaller fishermen.  It is ironic that we 
are talking about fishermen today, on the day the Department of Agriculture, Food and Marine 
announced that no more mackerel can be caught�  How can the Minister say that is just?  We are 
only in June and no more mackerel can be caught.  Of course, this disproportionately affects the 
smaller boats�  One problem is the quota and, as my colleague said, the sell-out�  In addition, 
even the limited quota we have has been utterly mismanaged�  The smallest boats are being 
penalised and now they are not allowed to catch any more mackerel�  

More than three years ago on 8 March 2018, the majority of the Dáil - that was some 
achievement - accepted a motion that I and my colleagues tabled on sustainable seaweed har-
vesting agus cúrsaí feamainne agus an gá práinneach le polasaí ó thaobh cúrsaí feamainne de�  
We are now in 2021 and there is no sign of a policy or a strategy�  This is a wonderful asset - 
no more than our waters and oceans, no more than quotas for fishing, which are public assets 
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which should be used for the maximum public gain�  It is more than three years later and we 
still have no policy on seaweed�  

Our islands are an example to us in sustainable living�  If we were cliste go leor, d’fhéadfaimis 
éisteacht leo agus ceacht foghlamtha a bheith againne maidir leis an mbealach is fearr le dul 
anois chun dul i ngleic le cúrsaí aeráide agus paindéime�  If we had any sense, we would realise 
that the solution lies before our noses through sustainable development in our community areas 
and having the people on board with us�  Instead of that, we are pursuing policies that are seg-
mented and guaranteed to divide and conquer�  I am absolutely committed to action on climate 
change�  I voted for the Bill yesterday�  While I was not happy with it, I realised it was all we 
were going to get at this point�

However, we are pushing ahead with a policy that is not encouraging people to work with 
us on climate change�  We are pushing renewable development, which I fully support, but not 
in a manner that is sustainable�  For instance, in Connemara there is uproar over the manner in 
which windmills are being proposed.  I will find myself in an extremely difficult position.  We 
want public involvement, public return and public ownership�  That is what we need in all our 
communities�

Through the pandemic we learned that globalisation is not good for people�  It is not good 
for business because we have had to bail all the businesses out�  Most importantly it is not good 
for the planet�  Therefore, if we are talking about transformative action, we need to do it in a 
way that is meaningful.  What better way to start than with the small fishermen?  A renegotia-
tion of the Common Fisheries Policy is coming up.  In the first instance, we must acknowledge 
that wrong was done and then try to get a much better deal, with the realisation that a quota is 
a public asset for all of us�

17/06/2021TT00200Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Charlie McConalogue): I 
thank the Deputies for their contributions�  We have had a very constructive and useful debate�  
I am very glad we have had three hours to discuss marine issues�  As Deputies will be aware, it 
has been my hallmark as Minister to engage in every way I can with fishers.  I have held virtual 
town hall meetings with people from coastal communities throughout the country in the ab-
sence of being able to meet people during the pandemic�  I intend to visit our piers and harbours 
over the summer when hopefully it will be possible to do so�

I have had many engagements with Deputies at the Oireachtas Joint Committee on Agri-
culture, Food and Marine�  I am open at any time to attend that committee to discuss the matter 
further�  Likewise, I am open to having a discussion in this Chamber at any time on marine 
matters�  I have had substantial ongoing engagement with producer organisation representatives 
and fisher representatives on all issues and will continue to do that.  If anybody needs any more 
debate at any stage, they should just ask and I will be available�

Deputy Michael Collins spoke about seeking a debate and raising the issue here in the 
House one day�  I am always available to meet and there are ways and means for people to make 
requests�  A hurler does not land in the middle of a football pitch looking to play hurling and 
then give out about the referee putting him off the pitch, which was what happened when the 
Deputy requested the debate that day.  He raised it during an entirely different debate and was 
told by the Ceann Comhairle that it was not appropriate on that point�  I know he disputed it at 
the time but that was why there was a kerfuffle that day.  It related to the forum in which it was 
requested�  At any stage when a debate is required, I am open to it�
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It is clear from today’s debate that it is not always as simple as looking to press a “Yes” or 
“No” button on issues relating to fishermen.  There are many technical difficult issues involved 
which require much engagement and consideration in the Oireachtas, including at the Joint 
Committee on Agriculture, Food and Marine, and directly with fishermen and fisherwomen.  
We have had many challenges to deal with recently, including Brexit which is a once-in-a-
generation challenge to the sector, the weighing issue which is presenting a real challenge at the 
moment and ongoing challenges relating to quota�  Those matters require considerable engage-
ment and I am always open for that�  It is not as straightforward as looking to create a set-piece 
and push a “Yes” or “No” button�

Some Deputies have suggested that we need a dedicated full Cabinet Minister for the ma-
rine�  However, I am a full Cabinet Minister for the marine in the same way as in the full Cabinet 
Minister for agriculture�  I am Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine�  The same ap-
plies to food�  I have never been told that we need a dedicated Minister for agriculture because 
I also cover food and the marine�  The same logic applies to being a full Cabinet Minister, fully 
representing the marine as well�

Even though it is a smaller sector in its proportion of the national economy, accounting for 
about one tenth of the exports that agriculture does, it is a very important sector of the economy, 
nonetheless�  It is very important to our national identity�  It takes up much more of my time 
than that, given the challenges facing our marine and fishing sector.  I am honoured to be able to 
work with everyone and to represent it as best I can, working with my Government colleagues 
as a full Cabinet Minister in the same way as I am a full Cabinet Minister for agriculture�  It is 
really important that a full Cabinet Minister has that responsibility�  That is the best way to en-
sure the sector is represented at Cabinet level and at European level on the Council of Ministers�

I touched on many topics in my opening address�  In my closing remarks, I will touch on a 
few other points, many of which were made during this debate�  It is also important to discuss 
the topic of climate action in the seafood sector, particularly in light of the passing last night 
of the Climate Action and Low Carbon Development (Amendment) Bill�  There is growing 
global acceptance of the reality of the impacts of climate change on our oceans�  This has 
driven a sharp focus on the need for solutions and actions to address these pressing challenges�  
The Minister for the Environment, Climate and Communications has signalled his intention to 
publish the climate action plan 2021 this summer�  My Department is participating in several 
working groups contributing to the drafting of the plan�  As I speak, climate action is actively 
being embedded across policies, programmes and work streams within my Department and the 
agencies under my remit, creating opportunities for innovation and to harness the collective 
input of policymakers, scientists, technical experts and industry representatives to generate 
meaningful climate action�

As islanders surrounded by ocean, it is imperative that we further and deepen our under-
standing of the marine environment and the effects of climate change.  During 2021, the Marine 
Institute will conduct a baseline study of essential ocean variable monitoring in Irish waters, 
current measurement programmes and data quality�  We also have the new marine research ves-
sel, RV Tom Crean, which is due to be completed in summer 2022�  I was pleased last week to 
be at the pier in Greencastle, in my home county, to announce that over 600 tonnes of mainly 
plastic waste has been collected by our seafood sector since 2015 as part of the clean oceans 
initiative.  I congratulate all the fishers who were involved and Bord Iascaigh Mhara for its 
initiative�
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Withe regard to the national marine planning framework, all maritime spatial planning mat-
ters, including for offshore renewable energy projects, come under the remit of my colleague, 
the Minister for Housing, Local Government and Heritage�  I understand the Minister intends to 
publish the maritime area planning Bill in the coming weeks, which will overhaul the planning 
and development system in the maritime area�  The national marine planning framework is due 
to be published next month�  

I will briefly address the issue of fisheries control, which was raised by a number of Depu-
ties�  I am very much aware of the recent decision by the European Commission, which has 
significant implications for our fishers, to remove Ireland’s derogation for weighing of fish after 
transport�  As Deputies will know, I have addressed this issue in the House many times�  The 
Sea-Fisheries Protection Authority has put a revised fisheries control plan out to public con-
sultation�  Following the conclusion of that public consultation, the SFPA will submit a new 
control plan to the EU for approval�

On the situation post Brexit, the interim report of the task force, to which several Deputies 
referred, was presented to me in recent days�  The report accurately describes Brexit as a once 
in a generation geopolitical shift.  That is a fair reflection of the challenge and impact Brexit has 
had.  Overall, we will see a 15% impact on our national fishing quotas, between now and 2026.  
That is causing significant distress to our sector and all the fishers who are impacted by that 
loss�  I will continue to explore all opportunities to address this burden placed that has been on 
us and which exceeds the burden many other member states are carrying�  We will be informed 
by the advice from the fisheries task force, under the chairmanship by Aidan Cotter, on the av-
enues and methods for best doing that�  We will be guided by further reports of the task force�  
I look forward to the task force bringing to a conclusion its work on how we can support and 
invest in our fisheries sector in the years ahead.

I know we have had challenges in recent months but I fully believe the fishing sector has a 
tremendous and sustainable future�  It is a sector I want to ensure we invest in to maximise its 
potential to sustain incomes throughout the country, address the challenges it faces and build it 
to become as important a sector in our future as it has been in our past�

17/06/2021UU00200Deputy Michael Collins: On a point of order, the Minister, in my view, misled the House 
in saying I was trying to create a set piece and that I was a hurler on the field.

17/06/2021UU00300An Leas-Cheann Comhairle: That is not a point of order�

17/06/2021UU00400Deputy Michael Collins: I am entitled under Standing Orders to seek a debate at any time�  
It is an entitlement of every Deputy�  It is misleading to say I was trying to create a set piece�  I 
am entitled to do that.  Fishermen were almost killed off Castletownbere in the last two days and 
I wanted a debate on that issue�  It is an urgent issue�  It is wrong of the Minister to make that 
statement and he should correct the record�  I am entitled to do that, as he is�

17/06/2021UU00500An Leas-Cheann Comhairle: Deputy Collins has misused a point of order�  He indicated 
it was a point of order and it is not�

(Interruptions).

17/06/2021UU00700An Leas-Cheann Comhairle: No, it was not a point of order�
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17/06/2021UU00800Regional Airports and Aviation: Statements

17/06/2021UU00900Minister of State at the Department of Transport (Deputy Hildegarde Naughton): I 
am delighted to have the opportunity to update the House this evening on what the Government 
is doing to support our regional airports and aviation in general�  As an island nation, Ireland 
is particularly dependent on air connectivity, both socially and economically, and we all know 
that international travel and regional connectivity, which is facilitated by our regional airports, 
is vital for the economic well-being of the regions served�  Government policy on regional 
airports seeks to optimise conditions for regional development and connectivity for both social 
and economic benefits.  The Government recognises that, as employers, airports contribute to 
the local economy and employment is also supported through the various ancillary services that 
are provided to the airports�  However, we are all too aware of the impact Covid-19, coupled 
with the emergence and spread of variants of concern, have had on international travel�

Globally, aviation is experiencing the most challenging crisis in its history, with European 
flights reducing from more than 11 million in 2019 to 5 million in 2020.  Restrictions on inter-
national travel to date have further suppressed passenger numbers�  Passenger air travel rev-
enues have fallen to a fraction of 2019 levels.  Scheduled carrier flights were down by approxi-
mately 60% and at year’s end more than 4,000 aircraft, which represents half of the European 
aircraft fleet, were grounded.  A similar number of flights across Europe is forecast for 2021 in 
a base case scenario�  However, Eurocontrol, the European Organisation for the Safety of Air 
Navigation, has indicated that if more states relax their restrictions sooner and fully implement 
procedures, such as the EU’s digital Covid certificate, as soon as possible, its forecast optimistic 
scenario could see the network handling 69% of 2019 traffic levels in August.

In Ireland, the general reduction in passenger numbers has severely impacted the aviation 
industry�  This has led to companies, both in Ireland and in a wider European context, taking 
action to rationalise their cost base, including redundancies and staff reduction measures, as 
well as taking steps to safeguard liquidity through borrowing and new shareholder capital�  I 
deeply regret the most recent announcement of the loss of 480 jobs as a result of the entry into 
voluntary liquidation of Stobart Air over the weekend�  This came further to the announcement 
by Aer Lingus of the closure of its base at Shannon recently�  I acknowledge the devastating 
impact of these announcements on all the staff involved and to all those in the aviation industry 
who continue to be impacted by the most sustained and deepest period of suppression this sec-
tor has ever faced�

Job cuts have unfortunately been a feature of other European airlines, including the loss of 
24,000 jobs at Lufthansa, 10,000 jobs at lAG, 5,000 jobs at KLM, with further job losses sig-
nalled in industry-wide restructuring as a result of the Covid-19 crisis�  These job losses have 
arisen even with the provision of substantial state supports and are indicative of the scale of the 
crisis in the sector�

As Deputies will be aware, Stobart Air’s plans to secure a new buyer failed over the week-
end and this action resulted in Stobart Air commencing a process of voluntary liquidation�  This 
resulted in Stobart Air’s franchise agreement with Aer Lingus being terminated with immediate 
effect.

I assure the House that the restoration of regional connectivity is a critical priority for the 
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Government�  The market has already moved to replace some of the lost routes, with Aer Lingus 
and BA CityFlyer now operating temporary replacement services which will cover most of the 
affected routes operating out of Dublin Airport and Belfast City Airport.  Together with routing 
options, this will allow passengers impacted by the situation to return home�

The termination of the franchise agreement with Aer Lingus also had immediate implica-
tions for both of our Government PSO-supported air services operated by Stobart Air on two 
routes between Dublin Airport and Donegal and Kerry airports�  I am, however, happy to advise 
that work is under way in my Department to launch an emergency procurement process with a 
view to restoring air services on these vital regional routes as quickly as possible in the coming 
weeks�  I fully understand the importance of having these services in place by 19 July, when 
international travel is to return�  My Department plans to issue a request for quotes directly to 
airlines in the coming days in accordance with applicable EU rules on air service PSOs�  It is 
anticipated that this accelerated procurement process will be completed by early July with a 
view to services recommencing under the new operator or operators as soon as possible there-
after�  The new contract will be subject to a maximum term of seven months and will operate 
in accordance with EU law�  To mitigate against any further disruption to these services, my 
Department will also launch a procurement process for the continued provision of the services 
for a maximum of four years�  This will apply after the temporary contract has expired�  The 
Minister, Deputy Eamon Ryan, and I will continue to engage closely with aviation stakeholders, 
including representatives of the airports in Kerry and Donegal, to keep them informed of plans 
in this regard�  I am happy to advise Deputies that a number of airlines have already been in 
contact to indicate their interest in operating these routes�

The Government is fully cognisant of the ongoing and deep impact of the pandemic on 
the aviation sector and has put in place a range of supports for businesses, including those in 
the aviation sector�  These supports are unprecedented and include the wage subsidy scheme, 
the waiving of commercial rates, deferral of tax liabilities and the Covid restrictions support 
scheme, CRSS�  Liquidity funding is also available through the Ireland Strategic Investment 
Fund, ISIF, pandemic stabilisation and recovery fund�  This is also being availed of�  Taking all 
of these supports into account, it is estimated that more than €450 million will have been made 
available to the sector by the end of June�  I acknowledge the importance of providing clarity 
on the extent and duration of the employment supports beyond the end of June�  Airlines have 
been reassured that there will be no cliff edge in the horizontal State supports that have been 
available from the start of the pandemic�

The Government has also allocated funding of €80 million for an aviation-specific support 
package in 2021�  This represents a quadrupling of the funding provided to our regional airports 
and in support of our PSO services for Donegal and Kerry in a normal year�  Some €21 million 
of this funding is being provided to our smaller regional airports at Donegal, Knock and Kerry 
under the new regional airports programme for the period 2021-2025�

Furthermore, in acknowledgement of the severe impacts on our two State regional airports 
and in recognition of the importance of these airports in the south-west and mid-west regions 
which they serve, an unprecedented €32 million is being made available to support the airports 
at Cork and Shannon this year�  This level of funding to our State airports is unprecedented as 
Ireland’s State airports at Dublin, Cork and Shannon operate under a commercial mandate and, 
ordinarily, do not benefit from Exchequer support.

In recognition of the impact of Covid-19 on all our airports, schemes that are compliant 
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with state aid rules have also been developed following extensive engagement with the Euro-
pean Commission by my Department�  Under these schemes, a further allocation of up to €6 
million is available to the airports at Donegal, Kerry and Knock�  These schemes also include 
€20 million in compensation for the State airports at Dublin, Cork and Shannon�  This funding 
will provide State airports with flexibility to roll out route incentives and charge rebates in con-
sultation with airlines with a view to supporting the recovery and growth of connectivity�  My 
Department is currently assessing applications for this funding and hopes to be in a position to 
disburse this compensation in the coming weeks�  Additional funding that might be necessary 
for our regional State airports at Cork and Shannon will be considered in the context of the 
Estimates process this year in respect of budget 2022�  Government fully accepts and is willing 
to keep under review any additional supports in this sector, if required�  Deputies will be aware 
that the economic recovery plan published by Government on 1 June explicitly references this 
and recognises that additional supports may be required to support the aviation sector’s recov-
ery as it opens up�

The regional airports programme published by Government in February provides certainty 
for the airports that deliver connectivity to the regions for the next four years�  Donegal Airport, 
Kerry Airport and Ireland West Airport, Knock, are eligible for funding under this programme�  
In addition to targeting the funding of safety and security projects and activities, the scope of 
the new programme has been expanded to encourage airports to reduce emissions and build 
climate resilience�  The programme honours commitments in the programme for Government, 
which recognises the value of aviation to economic development, international connectivity 
and tourism, to deliver funding that will support services and ensure safety at our regional air-
ports�  All eligible capital projects submitted for funding by our regional airports were approved 
this year�  Some €2 million in grant funding has been made available to deliver runway upgrade 
works and a new fire training centre in Knock.  More than €1.7 million in funding has been 
provided to Kerry Airport to deliver replacement vehicles and CCTV upgrade works�  Almost 
€900,000 in funding has been provided to Donegal Airport to fund a new fire truck and other 
projects including runway lighting�

Projects supported under the €32 million regional State airports programme, to which I re-
ferred earlier, include a runway overlay project at Cork Airport�  This is currently being assessed 
but, given the costs involved, this project is subject to appraisal under the public spending code�  
Pending a satisfactory evaluation, I hope to be in a position to formally approve funding of €10 
million for this project in the coming weeks�  The funding that Government will provide to Cork 
Airport has allowed this project to be brought forward to this year�  This is a vital and strategic 
project for Cork Airport and the management of the airport aims to complete the project within 
ten weeks, taking the opportunity to complete it while passenger numbers are suppressed so the 
airport can be ready to operate in an unconstrained manner once it reopens on completion of the 
works at the end of November�  Projects costing more than €6 million are also being supported 
at Shannon Airport this year.  These include an airfield rehabilitation project and upgrades to se-
curity scanners and security screening�  This funding is being provided in addition to €6 million 
in funding allocated to Shannon Airport for a hold baggage screening project last year�  Both of 
these airports will also benefit from operational funding of €15.6 million this year.

I assure Deputies that the Government is committed to continuing to support this sector�  
The Minister and I have engaged extensively with all aviation stakeholders, including through 
the aviation recovery task force, the National Civil Aviation Development Forum and the avia-
tion subgroup of the Labour Employer Economic Forum, which I chair�  It is clear from this 
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engagement that the single most important factor for Irish aviation is the earliest and widest 
reopening of international travel possible, subject to public health considerations�

The main requirement of all aviation stakeholders has been clarity on a plan to permit the 
resumption of non-essential international air travel�  This has now been addressed with the 
Government announcement on 26 May of a roadmap for the gradual reopening of international 
travel on 19 July�  The current advice to avoid non-essential travel and related penalties will 
remain in place until 18 July�  However, from 19 July, citizens will be advised to travel safely 
and in accordance with public health guidance and restrictions and to avoid non-essential travel 
to countries in which an emergency brake has been applied�  From 19 July, we will also operate 
the EU digital Covid certificate for travel originating within the EU or the EEA.  This certificate 
will show if a passenger is vaccinated against Covid-19, has recovered from Covid-19 or has a 
negative test result�  All passengers will be advised to observe public health restrictions and to 
present for post-arrival testing if they develop symptoms�

Furthermore, from 19 July Ireland will also broadly align itself to the EU approach to non-
essential travel into the EU from third countries outside the EU or the EEA�  To protect its citi-
zens against the importation of variants, an emergency brake mechanism will be co-ordinated 
at EU level to react swiftly to the emergence of a variant of concern or variant of interest�  It is 
important to point out that, with regard to third countries such as the US and UK, strict travel 
restrictions remain in place�  The US, for example, continues to limit entry for non-essential 
travel�  For travellers entering the UK from outside the common travel area from countries on 
the green list, a negative test is required, carried out up to 72 hours in advance of travel, with 
a further requirement for a test up to two days following arrival�  For travellers from countries 
on the UK’s amber or red lists, there is a requirement to quarantine and take two Covid tests�  
Mandatory hotel quarantine applies for those arriving from red-listed countries�  These require-
ments apply to all those entering the UK from outside the common travel area, even those who 
have been vaccinated�

I and the Minister, Deputy Ryan, along with my departmental officials, will continue to en-
gage at every level across Government to ensure that all options relating to testing which strike 
the right balance between protecting public health and protecting our economy are considered�  
That same balance applies to aviation and maritime transport�

I highlight that during the normal regular engagements at interdepartmental level, including 
with the CMO, the Department of Health and the HSE, my Department has consistently high-
lighted the need to reopen international travel as soon as possible in a manner that continues to 
protect public health�  The possible use of antigen testing for the purpose of reopening interna-
tional travel has been suggested by my Department on several occasions�  I most recently raised 
this issue in the context of correspondence to senior Ministers on 11 May to set out a number 
of issues that required urgent clarification in the context of the Government’s consideration of 
the aviation restart plan�  This included consideration of antigen testing to replace PCR tests 
for international travel, perhaps on a pilot basis initially�  However, to date, the public health 
advice, which is based on World Health Organization advice, has been that the use of antigen 
testing is not suitable for the purposes of supporting international travel�  The advice has been 
that while antigen testing may play a role as an added screening measure in some settings, such 
as the workplace, it is not considered appropriate for international travel�  I note the comments 
made by the CMO yesterday and will continue to be guided by the Department of Health and 
NPHET with regard to testing�
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17/06/2021WW00200Deputy Darren O’Rourke: I welcome the fact that the House has made time for statements 
on international travel but it is more than statements that we need�  We have had statements on 
the matter on several occasions, not least in recent weeks�  There are many people interested in 
this sector�  More than 140,000 people across the State are dependent on it, directly or indirectly, 
and to a man and to a woman they are very anxious for the Government to outline and present a 
plan and, in the meantime, for it to provide supports for the sector and the workers in it�

There have been many criticisms made of the Minister, Deputy Ryan, as a result of his 
hands-off approach.  I am disappointed that he is not available today to address this really im-
portant issue�  I note that there is a proposal for another task force in respect of Shannon, for 
example�  There is almost a pattern in terms of the response�  It is important to note that although 
19 July is in our sights, everything will not just fall back into place when travel reopens on that 
date.  In fact, airports, airlines and aviation workers will face a significant uphill challenge in 
the coming months as travel resumes and they will need continuing support�

The transport committee has spent recent days discussing in detail the merits of antigen 
testing�  I raised the issue again with the Minister this morning on Oral Questions�  It is clear 
there was an attempt by some members of Government parties to lay the blame for all this at the 
feet of NPHET but the evidence of the CMO to the transport committee yesterday highlighted 
that the Department of Transport simply has not pursued this avenue aggressively�  The CMO 
clearly stated yesterday to the committee that there is no evidence base for introducing antigen 
testing for international travel�  I and other members of the committee pointed to several reports 
but none of the reports dealt with the area of international travel specifically.  We can argue 
the merits of taking lessons from one report and trying one’s best to implement a scheme but 
what I heard clearly was that no pilot studies were pursued.  I do not think it is sufficient for the 
Department or the Ministers to have raised the prospect of antigen testing only to be told it is 
not advised or it is advised against�  The whole point was to generate in a risk-free way a pilot 
study within the current constraints to assess the effectiveness or usefulness of antigen testing.  
If that were done, then at least we would know whether it would be effective rather than having 
to speculate in that regard and we could generate our own evidence base�  To say that the issue 
was raised in the middle of May but the Department was told the advice was different is not 
satisfactory�  In fact, an aggressive approach could have been taken far earlier�

It is quite likely that antigen testing would not be the be all and end all�  All Members 
recognise that Covid is a real challenge and that we have to follow the public health advice at 
all times, but what is at stake here is that the Government is being asked to try to strike the best 
balance�  It may be the case that no better balance can be found than the one with which we had 
to live, but the argument is that there were opportunities to do more but they were not taken�

On a related point, I discussed previously with the Minister of State, Deputy Ossian Smyth, 
and heard discussed this morning the prohibitive cost of PCR testing, particularly for children 
who may be travelling with parents after 19 July�  There is a question mark regarding how that 
will be dealt with�  This morning the Minister, Deputy Ryan, stated that it will be considered�  
We should also consider the possibility of antigen testing�  There is a real argument to be made 
in terms the most cost-efficient way to do things in the context of the taxpayer, but we must also 
be mindful of the public health advice in this regard�  That said, there is still merit to pursuing 
pilot antigen tests�

As regards the digital Covid certificate, DCC, I hope the Ministers can provide more clar-
ity regarding the introduction of the DCC, how it will work here and what criteria will apply�  
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Many people will want to know that information as quickly as possible�  It is to be hoped that a 
large number of people will be vaccinated in the near future�  What role will PCR testing play?  
What criteria will apply in respect of various countries, particularly for those coming back into 
Ireland?  Will there be a role for antigen testing?  Many people are keenly interested in that 
issue�  There is a host of questions to be asked�  When will people be able to apply for the cer-
tificate?  How long will it take to process?  How will it work for those arriving in Ireland?  Will 
the system work with those of non-EU countries such as the USA and Canada?  There is still a 
lack of detail around this critical tool for safe international travel�  I encourage the Minister and 
the Government to provide as much information as possible as early as possible on this issue�

What is the status of the aviation recovery task force report with which we have lived since 
last July?  It was prepared and published last summer but few of its recommendations have 
been implemented�  Why have the recommendations not been implemented?  Will recommen-
dation No� 5, which relates to the rebate of airport and air navigation charges relating to Dublin 
Airport, be introduced?  On recommendation No. 6, which proposes a common fixed sum per 
passenger for Cork, Shannon, Ireland West, Kerry and Donegal airports, is there a plan for such 
a scheme to be introduced for these airports or has the Government combined these recommen-
dations in the €26 million package approved by the European Commission earlier this year?  If 
that is the case, I fear the Government has greatly underestimated the scale of support needed 
by the sector�  I ask that clarity be provided regarding the exact source and scale of funding for 
the sector�

I refer to a group of workers in an industry directly related to the travel industry, namely, 
travel agents.  Theirs was one of the first industries to close and will likely be one of the last to 
reopen fully�  Travel agents feel they have been overlooked in most recent Covid support an-
nouncements, notwithstanding the ongoing assistance provided under the employment wage 
subsidy scheme, which will begin to be phased out from September.  Taking travel agents off 
the Covid restrictions support scheme now will result in the cliff edge the Government prom-
ised to avoid�  The business resumption support scheme is capped at three weeks but the lack 
of revenue for the industry will continue for at least six months�  I ask the Minister of State to 
address this massive issue facing travel agents�

I will conclude by referring to Stobart Air�  My colleague, Deputy O’Reilly, and I met 
worker representatives from the airline this morning�  Having worked for years for the com-
pany, they were devastated by what has happened�  The way they were informed of the liquida-
tion, in the middle of the night, was completely unfair�  They have been left in an information 
vacuum�  The liquidators contacted them in the past 24 hours and they were given a frequently 
asked questions document�  That is the height of it�  They have really important questions to 
ask about redundancy and social welfare entitlements�  Some people, in pursuit of work with 
the company, moved from being based in Dublin to being based in Belfast, as a result of which 
there is a question mark over their social welfare entitlements�  Will the Minister of State and 
the Minister, Deputy Eamon Ryan, engage with this group of workers and help them in every 
way they can?  They have had a really tough 15 months and the way they have been treated in 
recent days is completely unacceptable�  They need every support that is available�

17/06/2021XX00200Deputy Duncan Smith: I echo the call by my colleague, Deputy O’Rourke, to support the 
workers at Stobart Air�  There has been much bad news relating to the aviation sector during 
the pandemic, including that of cabin crew losing their jobs in Shannon and ground staff losing 
their jobs in various locations�  Those job losses did not happen in huge numbers but in con-
sistent, small numbers that may not have made the national headlines�  By God, they made the 
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headlines in the communities I represent and they have had a huge impact on those affected and 
their families�  The sheer number and scale of the Stobart Air job losses has sent a real shock 
wave through every other aviation company operating in this State�  There is a feeling that the 
gates have opened and everything that has been threatening for the past year and more is now 
coming to pass�

The Minister of State, in fairness, gave a detailed opening statement in which she mentioned 
a large number of capital projects�  It is quite incongruous that in Dublin Airport, for example, 
construction work is continuing on the huge additional runway project and on new buildings 
that are part of the expansion of the airport, while, at the same time, the sword of Damocles 
is hanging over workers of every grade there and in airports throughout the country�  What is 
really going on?  Is there an agenda on the part of aviation companies to use the pandemic to 
change their terms and conditions of employment, get rid of employees on good contracts and 
replace them with workers on yellow-pack contracts?  We have to start asking that question�

There is money going into capital projects in the aviation industry but jobs are not being 
protected, which is the key concern�  Retaining the jobs and experience of the people working in 
the industry must be the priority�  Everything else comes after that�  We have been banging our 
heads against a brick wall talking about job protection being above all else�  Yes, the employ-
ment wage subsidy scheme, EWSS, has helped�  There is no doubt that supports have been put 
in place that have helped�  However, jobs are being lost now�  What has happened to the Stobart 
Air workers and the Aer Lingus cabin crew in Shannon shows that jobs are being lost in huge 
numbers.  Unfortunately, there is no confidence among aviation workers that there is a level 
of engagement between the Government and the aviation companies to protect jobs�  There is 
Ireland Strategic Investment Fund, ISIF, funding but that has to be drawn structurally, it is com-
mercial and all of that�  It is not cutting through to the workers simply to say that, come 19 July 
and the months following it as, we hope, aviation takes off safely, their jobs will still be there.  
People have less confidence in that outcome now than they did a year ago.  That is the concern.

I want to talk about antigen testing, which has been discussed a great deal this week�  No 
one is saying antigen testing is a silver bullet�  We on this side of the House are not saying that 
and nor are people in the industry�  This issue is getting a lot of attention this week because 
the argument has been on whether antigen testing can be part of the solution�  Many eminent 
medical scientists and professionals believe it can be part of a solution that would include PCR 
testing and all the other measures to which we have become accustomed�  The Minister of State 
mentioned in her statement that her Department has engaged on several occasions with senior 
Ministers�  Correspondence dated 11 May set out a number of issues, including a consideration 
of whether antigen testing should replace RT-PCR testing for international travel, initially on 
a pilot basis�  That is concerning because nobody has asked that antigen testing replace PCR 
testing�  The call is that they be used in concert�  PCR testing could be used for passengers on 
the way out but we may need antigen tests for people on the way in�  We are asking that antigen 
testing be put on top of the existing structure, to make it a bit more flexible where it can, but 
without in any way weakening what we already have�

I have real concerns that the right questions are not being asked on this issue, including by 
the Minister of State’s Department to the National Public Health Emergency Team, NPHET�  
We had a clear statement from NPHET yesterday, following questions I raised, stating that it 
had not heard from the Minister, Deputy Eamon Ryan, or the Minister of State, Deputy Naugh-
ton�  This morning during Question Time, the Minister said he has written to NPHET to ask that 
antigen testing be trialled for aviation�  He said that this morning�  The Minister of State has in-
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dicated in her statement this afternoon that she has written to NPHET on this matter�  It is good 
that she has but if she is asking the wrong question, what is the point?  There is huge confusion 
and anger on this issue and that anger and confusion is only growing�

17/06/2021XX00300Deputy Cathal Crowe: I thank the Minister of State, Deputy Naughton, for engaging with 
us in this discussion and for her attendance this morning at the meeting of the select transport 
committee.  It has been an unbelievably difficult year for all 140,000 or so employees in the 
aviation sector and the many spin-off sectors that lean heavily on it.  In the past week, we had 
the devastating announcement for Stobart Air employees and, with it, the realisation that ten 
public service obligation, PSO, routes are very much up in the air�  I welcome the announce-
ment by Aer Lingus in the past hour that it will be able to continue those routes on an interim 
basis�  Emergency procurement is under way by the Department to plug that gap in the medium 
term, which is also welcome�  It is absolutely essential for Ireland’s regions that the routes are 
reinstated�  In addition, there must be engagement with the many workers facing the devastating 
news that their employer is in liquidation.  Where will they find employment in future and how 
do they pick themselves up as we come out of the tail end of the pandemic?

On top of that, there has been the devastating news, which has really hit hard in my constitu-
ency of Clare, that Aer Lingus is permanently closing its cabin crew base in Shannon�  I want to 
quantify what that means because it has been misinterpreted in many instances�  Losing a cabin 
crew base has a devastating impact on the staff employed there but also in terms of connectivity.  
With a base, there are aircraft flying out in the morning and other aircraft landing in the evening 
and parking up overnight�  For passengers, there is the fabulous option of an early morning 
flight out and a late return flight.  That is what we have had for many years in the mid-west, with 
flights going from Shannon Airport into Heathrow Airport.  The base offered excellent onward 
connectivity that was key for economic activity in the region�  That will be gone if we do not 
have a cabin crew base�  In addition, a review of operations by Lufthansa Technik is under way, 
which points to the immense difficulties the maintenance, repair and overhaul, MRO, sector is 
experiencing�

Of course there is also hope�  From 19 July, non-essential international air travel will be 
possible�  We need to look more at how that is shaped, and antigen testing must have a major 
role in it�  The reopening of non-essential travel might never have happened because there have 
been delays in implementing the plans�  I am glad Sinn Féin is now with us on this, considering 
it opposed the votes in the European Parliament to fast-track the system and get it further along 
the line and implemented within a quicker time span�  I am glad there is now commonality in the 
Dáil in terms of getting the system up and running and operational in the quickest possible time�

Regarding antigen testing, it is clearly set out under the digital green certificate system that 
there is an either-or option in terms of PCR and antigen testing�  It costs €120 to €150 per person 
to be PCR tested�

5 o’clock

The comparative cost for an antigen test is between €5 and €10.  They are two very different 
beasts�

  As other speakers have done, I want to knock on the head and refute the assertion that the 
intent of those of us who want to see antigen testing introduced is to knock PCR testing off the 
shelf�  PCR is the gold standard in testing�  We want to see antigen testing introduced to comple-
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ment PCR testing and introduce another tier or filter, as it were, in testing, to ensure that the 
people who board planes and take to our skies are doing so safely�

  An antigen test picks up critical data on a person’s antigen levels an hour or two before 
departure�  A PCR test is taken 72 hours before departure�  How many door handles and toilet 
flushers will one have touched between the time the PCR test is taken and the point of depar-
ture?  Antigen testing is a key layer of testing that we need to have in place.  It is a way of filter-
ing out those who are positive and negative and then referring them on for PCR testing�  It is not 
a barrier to international travel, but an expensive PCR test very well may be�

  We witnessed a bizarre situation yesterday when Dr� Mary Keogan, who was addressing 
the Joint Oireachtas Committee on Transport and Communications, stood in front of her we-
bcam with a bottle of water and an antigen test and proceeded to demonstrate how an antigen 
test result could be falsified.  It was bizarre and ludicrous.  Each one of us here wants to work 
within the realm of scientific and medical evidence.  That is what we have said time and again.  
Dr� Tony Holohan made some points at the committee meeting yesterday�  While I compliment 
all of his work to date, it is important that we challenge some of the points that he made yester-
day.  He stated that the use of antigen testing has to be verified and tested.  However, there are 
17 other CMOs in other European states that deem it safe, possible and viable to use antigen 
testing as a form of testing for passengers entering and leaving their countries�  It must remain 
an option�

  I am glad that An Taoiseach and the Minister for Health voiced an openness to trialling 
antigen testing last night and I note the warm tones of the Minister of State, Deputy Naughton, 
on the matter today�  However, it needs to be trialled as soon as possible�  We are only four 
weeks away from planes taking to the skies and non-essential travel returning�  We need to see 
that testing happening in the field as soon as possible.  I have been saying it for several weeks, 
but the logical thing to do is to pick a route that is currently operational and test a cohort of 
passengers travelling on that route�  The data should be collected in that form to prove, like 17 
other European nations have, that antigen testing is viable, safe and not very costly�  It will al-
low people to get back safely to the skies�

  I wish to pose the following question�  Have workers in the aviation sector been exploited 
in the Covid pandemic?  I contend that they have�  For example, if you are a Shannon Airport 
Aer Lingus employee with 30 or more years’ loyal service to the airline, your job is gone or 
your future is very uncertain, to say the least�  However, for a colleague of yours in Dublin who 
took up employment with the airline weeks before Covid hit this country, their job is safe and 
well-protected�  In any place I have worked over the years, from my weekend jobs as a student 
in the local cinema to working as a teacher in my local school, there has been a long-standing 
principle of last in, first out.  It does not seem to apply in the case of Aer Lingus.  It has treated 
its employees in Shannon most shoddily�  It has sent them Whatsapp messages and videos on 
Zoom to tell them that their jobs are gone or they are being temporarily laid off and their base 
is being closed permanently�  That kind of messaging is all wrong�  In future, when Aer Lingus 
comes to the Government looking for supports, those supports must have strings attached to 
them�  It has to be conditional�  If it is taking Government support, €150 million in Ireland Stra-
tegic Investment Fund funding, and allowing the taxpayer to cover its wage bill for 15 months, 
it had better look after its employees and its base in Shannon�  Aer Lingus has taken the taxpayer 
for a ride�  It waited until the eve of things getting back to normality and the return of interna-
tional travel to pull the plug�
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  There is a way forward�  Yesterday morning, I was joined by three party colleagues who 
represent a wider group that has been working for many weeks on a policy document on deliv-
ering medium to long-term recovery in aviation�  Right now, everything hinges on 19 July, but 
what happens in the shoulder season and the winter season?  We have put together a document 
which sets out potential interventions such as per-passenger payments to reduce landing charg-
es and stimuli to ensure that routes are retained and new routes are brought in�  The document 
relates to areas of responsibility of the Minister of State’s Department�  I urge the Minister of 
State to look at it so that it can see the light of day and some of the policies might be actioned�

  In respect of Shannon Airport, we need to hear a lot more�  A strategic review was under-
taken in August of last year and we still do not fully know how it has progressed�  As I stated 
earlier, Shannon embodies much more than just the airport�  There are the Shannon heritage 
properties, for example�  We need to know where they will end up�  They have had liquidity 
problems in the past 15 months�  The Shannon commercial properties are doing quite well�  
However, they are all intertwined�  If one goes, it will severely damage the others�  Therefore, 
we need to know what the future of Shannon is and who is going to be chairperson of the 
Shannon Group�  It is eight or nine months since Rose Hynes left her post�  An appointment 
was made in the interim period�  It was not the right appointment�  The less said about that, the 
better�  Each one of us in the region asked for the process to be slowed down to ensure that the 
situation could be appraised so that the right man or woman could be picked to lead the airport 
and Shannon Group as a whole�  That appointment has still not been made�  It must be done�

  Separation has not worked for Shannon�  We are a small country�  We should have one, 
overarching aviation authority that governs all of our airports�  We should not have this com-
peting, predatorial relationship, with one airport vying against the other�  When we emerge 
from the Covid pandemic, there will be opportunities for international aviation�  There will 
be opportunities with north America and Europe, but they can only be delivered with the right 
policies�  We submitted our policy document yesterday�  I sincerely ask the Minister of State 
to consider the proposals�  Shannon, Cork, Dublin and Knock and all of our airports, airlines 
and the employees that we have spoken about today can have a viable future if we put the right 
policies in place�

17/06/2021YY00200Deputy Ruairí Ó Murchú: I wish to add my voice to much of what has been said in the 
Chamber so far�  We are talking about the aviation industry and 140,000 people who have been 
under extreme pressure, given what has happened to aviation�  We must ensure that there is 
continuity of supports�  Even when we get up and running, we accept that there will be a long-
term impact for those involved in all areas of the travel industry�  As has been stated by some of 
the previous speakers and as was put on the record by myself and others previously, supports, 
particularly for the big airlines, need to be linked to ensuring that jobs are kept for workers and 
their families with a view to sustaining them throughout this entire period�  Even beyond that, 
we must ensure that there is no diminution of workers’ rights�  Obviously, we are aware of the 
brutal case of Stobart Air�  In looking to the future, the Government has to step up to the mark 
to ensure that those workers who have been absolutely hammered in recent days are given all 
the supports they need�  We must also look at the fact that there may be new takers for those 
routes from outside�  In that case, we must ensure that there is no diminution of the rights of 
workers in respect of pay or subcontracting�  We need to ensure that we keep an eye on that�  
Government must do that�

We have spoken about 19 July and the possible resumption of international travel�  We all 
accept that public health must be taken into account across the board�  Two things are required�  
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There must be complete clarity in relation to the EU digital Covid certificate and how it is go-
ing to work within the State�  Details must be provided on it�  We need to know at what point 
the app will be up and running and how it will work in respect of the relevant testing regime or 
vaccination information to ensure that it can be uploaded or produced onto the paper copy�  We 
really need detail on that�  We cannot have a case where 19 July arrives and we do not have the 
tools that are required to facilitate people to engage in international travel�

We have had many conversations in relation to antigen testing�  There may be some element 
of a disputed narrative in respect of communication between NPHET, the Department and the 
two Ministers�  In fairness, the CMO, Dr� Holohan, told us yesterday in the meeting of the Joint 
Oireachtas Committee on Transport and Communications that there is an insufficient amount 
of evidence from his perspective�  However, he also stated that he would fully support a pilot 
scheme if it was put in place�  That means that the Department, the Minister for Transport and 
the Minister of State, Deputy Naughton, need to get their act together in respect of putting the 
correct questions down and ensuring that the correct parameters are put in place�  They must 
ensure that there is a deal with the aviation industry from the point of view of putting a proper 
plan in place to carry out antigen testing as soon as possible�

We all know it would have been far better had we done this three or six months ago�  We are 
where we are, however, on this.  While there are difficulties and public health has to be taken 
into account, we need to ensure that we have all the tools necessary to get us beyond this point�

17/06/2021ZZ00200Deputy Cian O’Callaghan: I want to add my voice to those of other Deputies�  We need 
to be cognisant of the real and genuine fear in the aviation industry about the potential for 
thousands of job losses over the coming months�  There is a genuine fear that this pandemic is 
being used by some companies in the aviation industry to effectively restructure, get rid of jobs 
with good terms and conditions and then seek to replace them in the future with lower pay and 
conditions�  In terms of its approach, there is no way the Government can stand back from that�  
It needs to address that serious fear�

Every time a Government representative responds to questions about job losses on the air-
waves or elsewhere, the key message is always about job losses in other European countries�  It 
is as if those involved are seeking to somewhat normalise the job losses here�  The Government 
is not responsible for what happens in other countries�  It is responsible for our jobs, our work-
ers and our aviation industry�  When workers are losing their jobs, the Government should not 
seek to normalise it by saying jobs are being lost in other European countries�  It is the business 
of governments in those countries to answer for that�

The report of the aviation recovery task force was published almost a year ago, on 7 July 
2020�  Only two of its 12 recommendations have been implemented�  One of those two recom-
mendations is not specific to the aviation sector.  The other has been implemented intermit-
tently�  The task force reported ahead of schedule, did its job and worked constructively�  We 
need to know from the Government why it has not implemented those recommendations�

An excellent article in The Currency carried interviews with people in the aviation industry�  
There is a real fear that because the Irish aviation industry has done so well in the past and until 
recently, that the Government feels a hands-off approach is okay.  They are worried about that 
attitude�

The digital green certificate will come in on 19 July.  We do not yet have details about it.  
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The general public does not know how it will operate, how they can access it or if it will be ap-
plied to the US and Canada.  It is vital that confidence among the public is rebuilt in travel and 
aviation.  How can we rebuild confidence when people do not know the picture with regard to 
the digital screen certificate on 19 July?  People plan ahead for months when they are booking 
flights.  The sooner we get that information out will be critically important to the recovery.

One recommendation of the aviation task force stated an efficient and effective track-and-
trace system was needed for opening up�  Why has this not been implemented?  What are the 
Government’s plans in that regard?  The track-and-trace system is important for aviation and 
other sectors.  Vaccination will do most of the work in building up public confidence.  However, 
those sorts of measures around track-and-trace are important as well�  There is pent-up demand 
for travel and people who will want to travel abroad straight away�  We are also going to see a 
significant number of people who will be hesitant and fearful.  That is why the measures which 
build confidence and the information around that are so important.  We must make the most out 
of the digital green certificate on 19 July by getting that information out to people as quickly as 
possible.  This will restore confidence and underpin the recovery.  I appeal to the Government 
to be much more proactive in terms of jobs losses, especially in the context of the fight to retain 
terms and conditions in the sector�

17/06/2021ZZ00300Deputy James O’Connor: I thank the Minister of State for being here dealing with her 
portfolio and responsibility for the area of aviation�  There is no question our aviation sector 
and the 140,000 livelihoods supported by it before Covid-19 are under serious pressure�  The 
Government must do absolutely everything it can to help rebuild our connectivity, the economic 
strength of the aviation sector before Covid and to provide the supports that are necessary to 
enable that to happen�

At yesterday’s meeting of the transport committee, I went into quite a lot of detail on the 
major issues we are not addressing, including antigen testing�  One point made by the Chief 
Medical Officer to the committee which quite concerned me related to whether the Department 
of Transport had engaged with NPHET directly on the issue of such testing�  I would encourage 
an increase in the level of contact between NPHET, the Departments of Transport and Health 
on the use of rapid antigen testing in airport settings� That is crucial�

I am a Deputy from Cork and I want to use my time to discuss Cork Airport�  It is an in-
credibly important hub for connectivity and for investment into the Cork region, as well as 
for international tourism�  I am worried about the level of support that our airport is getting�  
As it is under the umbrella of the Dublin Airport Authority, which is obviously good in many 
circumstances but also from the point of view of its own financial situation, it is important the 
airport gets the same level of funding Shannon gets for capital expenditure, capex, and operat-
ing expenditure, opex�

We are going to see a long recovery period in the aviation sector�  To assist our airports in 
opening up the new routes required and rebuilding the routes that have been affected by Covid, 
they will need continued financial assistance from the Department over the next number of 
years�  In the context of capex and opex funding, it is crucial that the Department continues to 
work to secure funding for airports such as that in Cork�  We desperately need that to happen�  
If it does not happen, it will put enormous strain on Cork Airport and aviation in general across 
the southern half of the country�  I am told by aviation executives that we could be looking po-
tentially at a three- to four-year recovery period to get back to levels of traffic similar to those 
that obtained in 2019�  Obviously, this is not fantastic news for people working in aviation�  It 
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is deeply troubling to them in fact�  We have to ensure the State does everything it possibly can�

It has been highlighted to me repeatedly by the people working in airport management that 
they are concerned about the level of advancement in terms of the Government’s integration 
of the digital green certificate technology and about some of the anomalies which need to be 
addressed�  Will the Minister of State have a round-table discussion with our airport CEOs 
and relevant management on that particular issue with the Irish Aviation Authority and other 
relevant stakeholders?  We need to get that right from the start.  We cannot afford to waste any 
more time on that particular issue�

17/06/2021ZZ00400Deputy Kieran O’Donnell: I want to raise national as well as local topics�  The Chief 
Medical Officer, Dr. Tony Holohan, was before the transport committee yesterday.  He is fully 
supportive of a pilot rapid antigen testing programme for the aviation sector�  The Minister of 
State wrote to Ministers on 11 May�  We would have written to the Minister and the Department 
on 6 May with a specific request on a rapid antigen testing pilot programme for the aviation 
sector�  That was over a month ago, as was the Minister of State’s letter�  We could have covered 
a pilot test scheme in that time�  As a matter of urgency, we now need to move at speed as we 
now know that the CMO, Dr� Holohan, and NPHET are now supportive of a rapid antigen test-
ing programme being set up�  This will require logistics�  

We need to move from the abstract to putting this in place�  It will require engagement from 
NPHET�  I ask the Minister of State to pick up the phone and ring the Dr� Tony Holohan and 
start discussing with NPHET how this can be put in place�  The airline industry needs to be 
contacted as it will have to be part of this rapid antigen test pilot programme�  These are the two 
key players�  

The type of test that we will be using then needs to be decided upon, as well as the routes 
that will be used�  The UK is already looking at this and has the information technology, IT, sys-
tems in place�  We need then a rapid antigen pilot testing programme established straightaway 
and not in a complicated fashion but with the correct metrics�  We then need to run it in line with 
the introduction of the digital green certificate here in Ireland on 19 July.  That is just over four 
weeks away�  This is a serious amount of time when one is trying to get work done but it can 
be eroded very quickly if nothing is done�  I ask the Minister of State to address where NPHET 
want to see the evidence and validation and this can be done through a pilot programme� 

Furthermore, the report of Professor Ferguson of the Covid-19 rapid antigen group needs to 
be seriously considered by all Departments and by NPHET itself�  It is a worthwhile document�

I want to move on to Shannon Airport, my local airport�  It is critical that any supports that 
are given to companies such as Aer Lingus, and it will need supports, must have built into them 
the issue of regional connectivity, the Shannon-Heathrow slot and that the transatlantic routes 
will continue out of Shannon�  

Second, we must expedite the appointment of a chair for the board of Shannon Group�  That 
is critical�  We need somebody to head this body�

Third, we need to see the review of Shannon Airport that has been ongoing within the De-
partment for quite some time brought to a conclusion�  Shannon Airport is vital to our region�  
We need to see it up and running.  We see where Stobart Air were flying routes but were not 
flying existing routes out of Shannon.  We need to reconnect those routes through Aer Lingus 
or other providers�  
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 At this stage it is all systems go and we need to see absolute progress in getting down to the 
nuts and bolts of putting on place a pilot testing programme for aviation�  This is about picking 
up the phone and ringing the airlines, Dr� Tony Holohan and NPHET, to forming a working 
group to say what we have to do now and to roll this out with immediate effect.  The antigen 
tests are on the market, are there and are being used by the HSE on outbreaks as matters stand�  
The products are there and it is about putting the metrics in place and doing it in rapid-speed 
time in line with rapid antigen testing in order that we can be up and running around 19 July, 
aiming at that date as our target, or shortly thereafter�

17/06/2021AAA00200Deputy Violet-Anne Wynne: The Minister of State, Deputy Naughton, outlined previous 
funding announcements in her statement that were very much welcome at the time but I am 
here to tell her that it is not enough for Shannon Airport�  I take no pleasure in commenting on 
the sorry state of aviation recovery this afternoon but I know that the people of Clare are abso-
lutely exhausted and frustrated by the lack of direct action and ambition from the Department 
of Transport in the threatened status of our regional airports and, specifically, Shannon Airport.

It is indisputably at a critical point and Covid-19 has obviously had a detrimental effect 
on the aviation industry�  What is even more devastating, however, is the lack of preventative 
measures taken to preserve the increasingly threatened stability of Shannon Airport�  We have 
seen the net result of laissez-faire Government involvement as our airports have essentially 
had to compete against one another�  That is no way to protect an industry and to ensure equal 
opportunities to thrive.  The whole island benefits from balanced regional development and it 
makes sense, as our nation’s aviation sector as a whole would be more resilient, sustainable 
and equitable if balanced, regional development was genuinely high on the priority list for the 
Government�  Dublin Airport Authority will protect Dublin and Cork airports but what about 
the rest of the regional airports of this island?

What about Shannon specifically?  The dwindling numbers of both footfall and staff num-
bers demonstrated that Shannon Airport needed more protectionist measures to be taken to 
safeguard its viability�  The Government response has consistently been a reactionary one rather 
than proactive and it has failed to take affirmative concrete action.  Shannon Airport, as we 
know, boasts the longest runway in the country�  It is also continuously mislabelled as a regional 
airport when it is in fact an international airport�  Recently, a local Sinn Féin councillor, Donna 
McGettigan, set up a petition calling for a semi-State authority encompassing the international 
airports of Shannon, Cork and Dublin and within a week it received over 13,500 signatures�  
This is what the people want�

We know that the aviation sector has taken multiple blows�  The pandemic essentially 
ground their activity to a halt�  However, the broken record of reference after reference to task 
forces being set up, of reports and reviews, is not lost on the people�  These exercises in futility 
have amounted to little more than a talking shop where very little concrete constructive action 
is taken.  Where are the findings of the review, for example, as pledged by the Minister, Deputy 
Eamon Ryan, into the Shannon Group structures?  The findings were never published or made 
known to the public and it seems futile to continue issuing reviews or reports if the conclusions 
of these inquiries are not used instructively�  

The same goes for the task force for aviation recovery, as established by the former Minis-
ter, Shane Ross, last year�  The recommendations were never implemented�  Why has the De-
partment commissioned reviews and simply not paid heed to their recommendations? 
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The aviation sector has been waiting for a roadmap as to how to proceed and emerge from 
these 15 months of stagnation and has not been given accurate guidance on how to plan for the 
reopening�  The Government has held back on commitments to the extended provision of sig-
nificant financial support for airports and airline workers and at the same time, it has refused to 
take measures to ensure that a swift, safe, and sustainable return of international travel is even 
possible� 

Where does that leave the sector?  The health of Shannon Airport is intrinsically linked to the 
integrity of tourism, hospitality and many other micro-economies that are of great importance 
to Clare and the region�  I urge the Minister of State to consider the reintegration of Shannon 
Airport back into a national authority if the mid-west region is to recover from this pandemic��

17/06/2021AAA00300Deputy Mick Barry: I want to say a few words about Cork Airport�  This is an airport that 
is set to be closed for a period of ten weeks from 12 September to 22 November, as repairs are 
being made to the main runway.  Workers are facing a very difficult situation.  These are workers 
in Aer Lingus, Swissport, OCS and in other airport workplaces�  For example, Aer Lingus plans 
to temporarily lay off 200 workers, who will be forced to go on the dole and will not be paid by 
the company for that time or kept on the books�  They have been kept on the books all through 
the pandemic but they are to be taken off the books for this period of ten weeks.  Why is that?  
There is growing concern and fears among the workforce for their jobs and as to whether they 
will have a job to come back to�  There are also concerns about their wages and conditions�  It is 
the case that the company cannot legally change the wages and conditions of the workers while 
they have been temporarily laid off.  Aer Lingus, however, has form.  It is trying to organise a 
race to the bottom and to drive down wages and conditions and will try to exploit any situation 
to try to gain leverage here�  Workers have had proposals put in front of them recently and I can 
inform Aer Lingus that they are not going to be accepted.  They include a five-year pay freeze, 
pay cuts, new starting rates of €12�30 an hour and changes to both the sick pay scheme and duty 
allowances - needless to say, in the wrong direction�  Will Aer Lingus use the ten-week shut-
down to increase the pressure on the workers to accept these changes to conditions?  It would 
be naive for anyone to think it would do otherwise�  Aer Lingus is a company in receipt of state 
aid�  At the moment, for example, it is in receipt of the employment wage subsidy scheme and 
other supports�  The State should not give Aer Lingus or the other companies I mentioned that 
are based at Cork Airport a blank cheque�  Conditions should be attached to the moneys these 
companies receive, and one of those conditions should be that those workers will not be laid 
off, temporarily or otherwise, and that they will be left on the books in the way they have been 
throughout the pandemic�

There is silence from both the Minister of State and senior Ministers on the issue�  The Gov-
ernment says this is a matter for the company and it is not prepared to interfere with the dealings 
of a private company�  That is not good enough�  Working people have kept this country going 
throughout the pandemic.  They deserve to be treated with fairness and respect.  Laying off 
these workers for a period of ten weeks, and increasing the pressure on them in regard to their 
jobs, wages and conditions, is not acceptable�  It should not be acceptable to the Government 
and it is certainly not acceptable to me or to the workers at Cork Airport�

This issue is not going to go away�  As we come closer to that deadline date, pressure will 
increase on the Government and on local Government Deputies, and I want it to be increased 
to the maximum extent possible�  There needs to be fair play and justice for the Cork Airport 
workers and that means they must be kept on the books and not temporarily laid off.  What is 
the Government going to do about it?
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17/06/2021BBB00200Deputy Joe Carey: I welcome the opportunity to speak on this important debate�  The 
Covid pandemic has devastated the aviation industry, which was at a record high prior to the 
outbreak of the pandemic�  In terms of passenger numbers, Shannon Airport was the second 
largest long-haul airport and the third largest airport overall in Ireland�  Prior to Covid, it added 
up to €3�6 billion to Ireland’s GDP and supported 43,700 jobs�  The potential of the airport was 
not being reached prior to the pandemic and there is real concern it will struggle to emerge from 
the impact of Covid�  The Government has provided life support to Shannon Airport and other 
airports by means of various supports such as the temporary wage subsidy scheme, the employ-
ment wage subsidy scheme and the operational and capital supports provided�

As the Minister of State will be aware, Shannon Airport connects the west of Ireland to 
the rest of the world�  The restoration of connectivity is vital to Shannon Airport, the mid-west 
and western regions, the business community, including the large footprint of foreign direct 
investment, FDI, companies the airport serves, and the tourism industry all along the western 
seaboard.  This week marked the long-awaited and welcome return of passenger traffic at Shan-
non Airport, with eight Ryanair routes now operating�  It is my understanding that Ryanair plans 
to add further destinations to its Shannon Airport schedule ahead of the return of non-essential 
international travel on 19 July�

Last month, Shannon Airport was served a significant blow with the news that Aer Lingus is 
to permanently close its cabin crew base�  This decision has had and will have a very negative 
impact on Shannon Airport and the mid-west�  There was also the overnight closure of Stobart 
Air, another blow to aviation�  I reiterate my request that the Government use the leverage of its 
current talks with Aer Lingus in regard to the bailout to reinstate the Aer Lingus cabin crew base 
at Shannon Airport and that these discussions be used to re-establish connectivity to Heathrow, 
New York, Boston and a European hub�

Ours is an island nation that depends on air connectivity�  While the Government has in-
vested in the vicinity of €300 million in the sector to date, this constituted what were effectively 
life-support measures�  We now desperately need to invest directly in airlines to restore vital 
strategic routes and ensure the viability of the airlines that provide that connectivity and the jobs 
they support�  Throughout Europe and the wider world, governments have provided billions of 
euro in state support to safeguard airlines and the jobs and connectivity they provide�  As an 
island nation, why have we as a State not done the same?

We also need to get our heads out of the sand in regard to the use of rapid antigen testing as 
a tool to reopen international travel and follow the lead of the 17 other European countries that 
use such tests�  The Oireachtas Joint Committee on Transport and Communications, of which I 
am a member, has been advocating for the use of rapid antigen testing since last year, and it is 
deeply disappointing that not even one pilot air corridor using it has been opened�  The Minister 
for Transport should be leading this initiative�  I ask the Minister of State to re-engage on the 
issue of antigen testing and ensure it will be rolled out as a vital tool in reopening international 
travel�

Shannon Chamber and the Irish Hotels Federation have been engaging with the Minister of 
State on the number of proposals the Government has developed to help spark a recovery in 
aviation�  They argue that the recovery and growth of Shannon Airport’s previously viable air 
services will require a sustained period of multi-annual funding until at least 2024 and poten-
tially as late as 2029, depending on when air traffic returns to 2019 levels.  I strongly support 
their proposals, which include multi-year capital expenditure funding to enable the smaller 
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State-owned airports, such as Shannon Airport, to navigate their way out of the current crisis; 
a fixed sum per passenger to subsidise airport charges for airlines, which is the type of funding 
needed to grow traffic at regional airports; and the provision of a regional route marketing fund 
allocated to Tourism Ireland, also on a multi-annual basis, as a restoration of Ireland’s air ser-
vices, which is essential to connect our island to global markets that drive our industrial tourism 
and international services sector�

If the Government is serious about balanced regional development and unlocking the po-
tential of economic drivers such as Shannon Airport, national aviation policy will have to be 
amended�  Prior to Covid, Dublin Airport increased its share of the total number of passengers 
travelling through Ireland from 73% in 2005 to 86% in 2018�  The increasing dominance of 
Dublin needs to be addressed in a similar way to the approach taken in other states that have 
implemented policy initiatives to counteract the dominance of the main national airport and 
mitigate negative impacts on other airports�  The Dutch Government, for example, has capped 
the number of aircraft movements through Schiphol Airport to address the imbalance�  The full 
capacity of Shannon Airport is 4�5 million passengers, yet only 1�8 million passengers used the 
airport in 2019.  If the capacity at Shannon Airport can act as a buffer to Dublin Airport and be 
an integral part of Irish aviation policy, the synergies will be beneficial to both Dublin Airport 
and Shannon Airport�

I urge the Minister of State to press ahead with the appointment of a chairperson of the board 
of Shannon Group�  It is of utmost importance that the successful candidate will have a strong 
background in aviation, business and tourism and a deep understanding of the mid-west and 
western regions�  This is a crucial appointment for Shannon Airport and it is important that the 
necessary resources be made available to assist the successful candidate in taking on the role of 
chairperson of Shannon Group to develop a recovery plan for the airport and region in the wake 
of the pandemic�  I ask the Minister of State also to publish the review of the structures of Shan-
non Group, which was initiated many months ago�  The structures were to be looked at and we 
were to receive feedback�  It is very disappointing that review has not been published and we do 
not have any idea when it will be�  There are obvious issues in relation to Shannon Heritage and 
where it sits within Shannon Group, which we have brought to the Minister of State’s attention�  
That issue needs to be brought to a conclusion at the earliest opportunity�  I ask the Minister of 
State to respond to the points raised in the course of my contribution�

17/06/2021CCC00200Deputy Louise O’Reilly: Time and again I have stood in this convention centre and in the 
Chamber across the water and raised the difficulties facing the aviation sector.  Many sectors 
were closed by the Government’s public health restrictions out of necessity, but those sectors 
had a plan for their reopening�  Aviation was closed and a task force established, but the recom-
mendations of that task force have been completely set aside by the Government without any 
explanation�  There was never a plan�  The plan was to close; there was never a plan for reopen-
ing�

I have raised numerous and a diverse range of issues relating to cabin crew, ground staff, 
pilots, maintenance staff in our airports, retail businesses in our terminals, mechanics, engineers 
and businesses such as LDS Ltd, Luggage Delivery Services International, which are locked 
out of supports to the airlines�  The only constant in the issues I raised is the Government’s fail-
ure to deal with them and resolve them in the interests of the workers concerned�  Workers in the 
sector are devastated�  They are on reduced hours and pay�  Some are in receipt of the pandemic 
unemployment payment and others the employment wage subsidy scheme�  While many have 
been accessing jobseeker’s benefit and short-term work supports, others have suffered the loss 
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of their jobs completely�

Many workers across the sector have now received the news they have lost their entitle-
ments to social protection supports because they have exceeded the days they can claim for�  I 
am working with dozens of people through my offices in Swords and Balbriggan, and through-
out Fingal, who are impacted by this�  My colleague, Deputy Claire Kerrane, and I have raised 
this issue and we simply cannot get any movement on it.  The rules around requalification were 
not drawn up with a pandemic in mind�  They do not work for workers in this instance�  The 
supports need to be extended beyond the current six and nine months and the rules around 
requalification have to be suspended.

Furthermore, just a few weeks ago, we heard the devastating announcement by Aer Lingus 
regarding base closures, along with the collapse of Stobart Air�  Stobart ceased trading with a 
loss of 480 jobs and a liquidator has been appointed�  More than 140,000 jobs depend on avia-
tion and ensuring the island remains connected�  At the heart of this devastation is a Minister 
and Government that have a completely hands-off approach to the aviation sector.  Without our 
connectivity we are lost�  The Government needs to hear the core message that it must protect 
our connectivity and aviation jobs�  I am blue in the face saying this�

From the outset of the pandemic, workers and unions in the sector have called for two 
things, namely, supports and a plan�  The supports for workers, airlines and airports are a frac-
tion of what is needed, based on international comparisons�  As I stated in the Chamber some 
weeks back, countries in Europe connected by rail and road invested far more in their aviation 
sector than we have, even though we are an island on the edge of the Atlantic absolutely depen-
dent upon aviation�  We really need to catch up�

I will mention the Stobart workers�  A liquidator has been appointed�  Some of the workers 
are in a trade union and some are in a staff association.  They are absolutely lost.  I ask the Min-
ister of State to appoint a person in her Department to liaise directly with these workers�  I ask 
her, and she might cover this in her closing remarks, whether she believes there will be a trans-
fer of undertakings for some or all of these workers or how many of them might be involved 
in a transfer of undertakings, TUPE, arrangement�  It is really important for them to know that 
now�  I ask the Minister of State to talk to her colleague, the Minister for Social Protection, and 
ask her if a link person can be provided to liaise with these people because they are all at sea 
now�  They do not know what is going to happen�

17/06/2021CCC00300Deputy Matt Shanahan: I am very conscious that in speaking about the aviation sector 
I am speaking about the future lives and livelihoods of more than 140,000 people around the 
country who work in this sector, along with a huge number of ancillary service providers who 
themselves offer significant employment.  The sector, pre-Covid, was worth €4.1 billion to the 
Irish economy�  In 2019, 38�1 million passengers passed through the airports�  The changing 
threats that Covid has presented have reduced passenger air traffic in and out of Ireland to a 
trickle, with a resultant dramatic fall in income for many of those employed in the sector�  I 
have received numerous letters and emails from pilots, cabin crew, ground staff and husbands 
and wives who are in dire financial straits as they try to keep mortgages and other financial pay-
ments up to date on significantly reduced incomes, wondering all the while if they will have 
any job to return to�

The narrative now is to look forward to the opening up of the economy and build back 
better�  Our aviation sector, one of the strongest-performing components of our economy pre-
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Covid, has suffered hugely as a result of the need to try to protect our population at large.  The 
Government now needs to reassess the importance of this sector to our future national economic 
recovery and to provide contingent funding to ensure this sector can survive the rest of this year 
as, hopefully, we build a recovery in the aviation component�  For those for whom re-employ-
ment in the sector may not be possible, Government must prioritise new training and access 
programmes to offer these people an avenue to return to gainful employment.

We have seen persistent mixed messaging on the aviation sector regarding a possible re-
opening date, which appears dependent on our participation in the European digital travel cer-
tificate programme, potentially signalled as 19 July.  This return promises some reinstatement 
of passenger travel in and out of Ireland, but for anyone unvaccinated it will come at the ex-
pense of at least one PCR test and either enforced or agreed quarantine for up to ten days after 
arrival into Ireland�  These continuing restrictions are, judging by the National Public Health 
Emergency Team, NPHET, contribution to the transport committee yesterday, going to remain 
in place until those flying are virtually fully vaccinated.  Any proposals regarding rapid screen 
testing for those flying into Irish airports seem now to be completely off the table, according to 
the Chief Medical Officer.  It appears public health advice will remain consistent in taking no 
proactive measures to encourage travel or initiate any type of antigen testing that might help 
restore inward and outward travel to Ireland to any greater degree�  This is completely at odds 
with what is happening with other European peers�

The strictures around testing and quarantine mean that many of our traditional international 
tourism markets will only function to the degree that international travellers are fully vaccinat-
ed�  This has obvious implications for international tourist visitation, possibly up to the end of 
this year and beyond, depending on what variants may be in circulation elsewhere�  It is worth 
reminding ourselves that tourism visits to Ireland in 2019 were of the order of 17 million visi-
tors so we can see the breadth of the national problem we are facing�

Serious question must now also be raised regarding the future viability of our regional air-
ports and, perhaps, even our international connectivity.  Past decisions to sell the final tranche of 
Government ownership of Aer Lingus now appear to have been unwise�  Given that Aer Lingus 
represents approximately 5% of International Airline Group’s, IAG, commercial activity, the 
degree to which the parent company will continue to offer further support to its Irish subsidiary 
remains unclear.  Beyond offering soft loans, what else is Government proposing to do to ensure 
we retain as many travel connections as possible from our pre-Covid portfolio?

Regarding the precarious state of our regional airports network, which has been clearly 
demonstrated by the failure of Stobart Air, what plans is Government envisaging to ensure our 
regions have viable connectivity to support the activities of multiple foreign direct investment, 
FDI, concerns based all around the country?  I highlight Waterford Airport, in which I have a 
particular interest, where Government has given commitments to the extension of the runway�  
I wish to see these progressed, along with other supports to regional airports�

Nothing in life stays the same and neither does it in the aviation sector�  Irish companies 
became some of the largest and best in the world, in terms of aircraft financing and creating 
successful low-cost travel options�  Although the sectors have been severely dented, it is worth 
noting that Ireland has a significant diaspora who will wish to visit these shores again, along 
with an abundance of international travellers who will want to visit once the Covid situation is 
completely under control�  It is the responsibility of Government to ensure we retain adequate 
aviation capacity in order to kick-start travel opportunity as soon as possible�  The Minister, 
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Deputy Eamon Ryan, and the Minister of State, Deputy Naughton, must be encouraged to return 
to the House in the coming weeks to highlight the ongoing planning to secure these objectives�

I will raise a couple of points with respect to European travel, as a marker of how we are do-
ing�  European aviation tracking is now at 46% of 2019 levels and continues to rise�  Some days 
it has exceeded 50%.  Ryanair has brought around 800 additional flights per day into the Euro-
pean aviation market since 1 June, contributing to a 147% rise in flights over two weeks.  There 
have been high increases for many states, with flights in Spain, Italy, Germany and France up 
32%, 40%, 20% and 15%, respectively.  These are substantial figures which reflect our position 
in terms of loss of competitiveness and reduced flying activity.  We have to address this.

Ireland’s population is more than 1�1% of the European Union, yet its allocation under the 
European resilience fund was only 0.75%.  Can we not fight for more of this fund to support our 
ailing aviation sector?  More can be done in this regard.  We are in a tough spot financially with 
Covid but our aviation sector was one of the bright stars pre-Covid�  We must do all we can and 
give all the support we can to try to ensure the sector gets back on its feet as soon as possible�

17/06/2021DDD00200Deputy Dara Calleary: I welcome the opportunity to speak about regional aviation and 
regional airports�  There were many challenges facing our regional airport sector and aviation 
before the pandemic�  They have been considerably accentuated over the past 15 months�  We 
have seen how fragile our aviation sector is, in spite of the fine tradition we have.  That fine 
tradition and those foundations mean we can rebuild stronger and better�  The foundations, in 
terms of its regional support, ability to drive employment creation and identity, are important 
and it is also important we continue to protect them�

I acknowledge the work the Minister of State has done since her appointment to support 
Ireland West Airport in Knock, in particular, and the regional aviation sector generally�  We can 
do much more and we should use this opportunity to reset how the State treats regional airports, 
particularly the non-State regional airports�  We should reassess their funding model to give 
more certainty to airport management and staff.  I compliment the staff and management at Ire-
land West Airport, who have done an enormous job in incredibly difficult circumstances.  Many 
have been put on short time and they were placed on the PUP and various other payments when 
the airport was closed�  The Government has provided support through the standard business 
supports.  Staff are getting ready to reopen and grow the airport once more.

Before Covid, the regional airports, particularly the non-State regional airports, were the 
Cinderella of the transport sector�  We have to get real about integrating them fully by providing 
State supports similar to the many supports some of the State airports get�  Their funding must 
be provided on a multi-annual basis to enable them to plan operations and capital beyond 12 
months�  We need route supports for new airlines to add to the existing airlines in our regional 
airport network�

There were difficulties facing airlines flying aircraft in and out of regional airports before 
last weekend�  Let us use the example of Stobart, regional air connectivity and the PSO issue as 
a chance to reset the supports we give to airlines to fly in and out of our regional airport network 
and add new routes�

Ireland West Airport has been a dynamic model for Mayo and the west�  Pre-Covid, we 
were planning the development of a strategic development zone, SDZ, around the airport to 
make more of the land asset around the airport and provide economic support, infrastructure 
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and planning for the area.  The Covid recovery plan and national development plan review offer 
the Government a chance to support the airport board and Mayo County Council in developing, 
planning and marketing the SDZ as a place for business� 

I congratulate everybody involved in the EirTrade Aviation initiative�  EirTrade Aviation 
is an end-of-life aviation company working on aeroplanes and beginning the construction of a 
hangar�  This industry was very successful previously and can be again�  It can ensure talent and 
skills can stay in the regions can, not just in construction but also in airline maintenance�

Other measures can be taken in respect of Ireland West Airport Knock, given the facility it is 
and the size of its runway�  Creating an international cargo hubs is one example, and the space, 
runway and will to do so are there�  If Government support is put in place to develop such a hub 
in the Covid recovery plan, the airport and management have consistently shown their ability to 
deliver on Government priorities and will do so on this occasion�

This would also be an opportunity to properly develop the western rail corridor, from Athen-
ry to Claremorris and up to Sligo, by developing a rail connection to Ireland West Airport and 
connecting the western rail corridor to Shannon Airport�  Linking our two airports on the Wild 
Atlantic Way and the Atlantic economic corridor by rail would enhance their attractiveness as 
destinations for inward and outward journeys and enhance the attractiveness of the western 
rail corridor project.  Notwithstanding the flawed EY and JASPERS reviews, the project is still 
economically viable and can be the backbone for the regeneration of the western economy�  
It would also substantially reduce carbon�  Linking the corridor to our airports to encourage 
people to use rail would be a way of doing that�

We can do so much more with the regional airport network, particularly the non-State re-
gional airport network�  We can use the innovation and ingenuity which its management have 
shown in response to tight resources to regrow the network�  The priorities have been laid out 
in the aviation recovery plan�

I know this is difficult.  It is intriguing to hear Deputies who were cheerleading and demand-
ing the introduction of quarantine a few months ago now criticising quarantine for the impact 
it is having on our aviation sector�  It was clear that it would have an impact�  We are still in a 
challenging situation regarding the transmissibility of variants and we have to be realistic about 
that�  If the regional airport sector was given a sense that there is a plan for the future or an 
interest in developing one and that the Government’s ambition for the sector matched its own 
ambition, it would work with the Minister of State to develop and put flesh on that ambition, 
create jobs and enhance sustainability�

We will get through Covid�  International travel will resume�  We need to ensure we have 
the infrastructure in place in our regional airports, such as Ireland West Airport Knock, and staff 
supports continue�  Aviation will take much longer to come out of Covid than other sectors�  We 
need to make sure we have the route promotion and marketing supports the regional airports 
need to compete with the major State airports on this island and across the world to attract in-
coming airlines�

 We have a fine track record in aircraft leasing.  That continues with some of the major in-
ternational players still operating here on the foundations established many years ago through 
Guinness Peat Aviation, GPA.  We have a fine transport aviation sector in our airlines and re-
gional airport network�  We need to get them through this�  I am convinced that if the Minister 
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of State and Government show energy, commitment and investment, our regional airports, such 
as Ireland West Airport, will come through this crisis�  No airport on this island has shown an 
ability to come through a challenge or crisis quite like Ireland West Airport has�  It will come 
through this one�  It needs the Government to come through with it and partner it�  It needs the 
Government to have the same level of ambition for the airport that the community, management 
and staff have for it.

17/06/2021DDD00300Deputy Mattie McGrath: I am disappointed that the Minister, Deputy Eamon Ryan, is not 
here�  I listened to the debate on “Saturday with Katie Hannon” last Saturday�

6 o’clock

I heard the Minister of State, Deputy Fleming, whom I greatly respect, speak on behalf 
of the Government and there were also people from the aviation industry�  I heard Michael 
O’Leary in a phone call to the programme�  Like him or lump him, he talks great sense�  He just 
said that, unfortunately, the Minister has no plan, no roadmap and is disinterested�  He is more 
concerned with pushing and forcing through his utopian green agenda�  We saw that last night�

  I wish no disrespect to the Minister of State, Deputy Hildegarde Naughton�  I want to ask 
her about the wonderful Aer Lingus pilots we met outside week after week�  I salute the pilots 
and staff of Ryanair, Stobart Air and iarSheanadóir Pádraig Ó Céidigh, who started the airline.  
Our country is being ravaged�  We were meant to be ravaged by a plague but now we are be-
ing ravaged by Dr� Holohan and his cabal, and the Government is standing idly by�  Those in 
government are like bystanders – shamefully innocent bystanders�  One would think they were 
asleep�  They are in some kind of a trance�

  One person is too many to be sick in hospital but we had 67 patients in hospital on Mon-
day, supposedly with Covid, 23 of whom were in ICU�  I wish them all a happy recovery�  I 
remember being at the first meetings in Government Buildings and we were all shocked and 
frightened when we were told about the doomsday situation�  I salute everybody who worked 
on it�  I sympathise with anyone who lost their life or got seriously ill, but now we must get real�  
What kind of a grip do these people have?  Some of them are narcissists�  They have terrorised 
the people for long enough and now they want to browbeat them to hell or to Connacht�

  We had a lovely airport in Knock and now that will be destroyed�  Shannon has been ne-
glected for decades and Dublin has been confused�  More money has been bulldozed into it�  Ev-
erything is about Dublin�  Could we blame people for being conspiracy theorists when they see 
what is going on?  Educated people are looking on and they see NPHET running the country�  
Now, the Climate Change Advisory Council is going to make decisions, advise the Minister on 
decisions and bypass this House�  Why are we paying €27,000 a day for this building or main-
taining Dáil Éireann that the people of 1916 and the period 1921-1923 fought for, who devised 
the first Constitution, when it is being trodden on?  What is going on here?

  We are so proud of our green Aer Lingus aeroplanes and the company’s gallant staff.  I 
listened to many of them on air with Deputy McNamara and others here on Zoom calls liter-
ally telling us that they moved from Dublin back to the country�  They have been living there 
for 20 years but they are now being forced back to hell or to go anywhere they like�  We have a 
Minister for Transport who is not interested in their jobs�  He is not interested in the economy 
recovering�  The IMF is saying that it will cost €20 billion per annum to pay for what we put 
through last night, which was forced through without debate�  Where are we going to get the 
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money to help the aviation industry and all the associated industries recover?  God be good to 
Pat The Cope Gallagher, the former Leas-Cheann Comhairle�  He is alive and well and kick-
ing�  He always used, and boasted about, the aeroplanes to Donegal and the connectivity with 
Dublin, Cork, Shannon, Knock and anyplace else�  Those people are entitled to that modicum 
of service but, above all, we are entitled to have the economy recover�  There is no sign of it re-
covering because insurance companies are not paying out to anybody, the banks are not loaning 
any money and we have all the cabals with regulators and everybody else who are just letting 
things drift along�

  Nobody is forced to be accountable�  We need an international investigation into the han-
dling of Covid in Ireland, not another cloak-and-dagger session here now�  We need indepen-
dent people from abroad to come in�  That is what it takes�  We must have it, but I do not know 
how we are going to get it�  We must have it to get honesty, answers and information on how 
people were mistreated and how all the people were literally slaughtered in nursing homes and 
hospitals where they picked up Covid�  It is a shocking indictment�  It is still going on 15 months 
later and there is no sign of the restrictions being lifted or changed�  We need accountability�  I 
do not know how we are going to get it, but we need nothing short of an international investiga-
tion on the handling of it�  Medical people have phoned me demanding that because of what is 
going on and the intimidation of anyone that speaks out or asks a question�  It is said they are 
all conspiracy theorists and they are not wearing the green jersey�  The Minister for Transport is 
not wearing the green jersey�  The Taoiseach, Tánaiste and the Cabinet are not wearing the green 
jersey�  Neither is the Minister of State�  She is not wearing the green jersey�  Let our people live�  
Open up the country and let us do what we are best at doing: entertaining people who come to 
visit us and go to places like Kerry and west Cork�  The runway at Cork Airport will be repaired 
now but they could not do it when Covid was there�

17/06/2021EEE00200Acting Chairman (Deputy Bernard J. Durkan): I thank the Deputy�  Jersey or no jersey, 
he has come to the end�

17/06/2021EEE00300Deputy Mattie McGrath: It is nothing short of a disgrace�

17/06/2021EEE00400Acting Chairman (Deputy Bernard J. Durkan): The next speakers are Deputy McNa-
mara and Deputy Pringle, who are sharing five minutes.

17/06/2021EEE00500Deputy Michael McNamara: I was taken aback by the Minister of State’s introductory 
remarks, particularly when she stated she wanted to introduce an antigen testing pilot study at 
the very least but the advice she obtained was that it was not possible, in accordance with WHO 
guidelines�  I have no doubt of the veracity of what the Minister of State said to the House, but I 
have a lot of questions about the advice she is receiving�  I want to bring a couple of documents 
to her attention.  The first is the regulation that has been introduced with regard to the so-called 
digital green certificate.  I refer to Regulation (EU) 2021/935 of the European Parliament and of 
the Council of 14 June.  The preamble specifically refers to antigen testing.  Recital 37 states:

As the pandemic has progressed, a new generation of faster and cheaper tests has be-
come available on the Union market, the so-called rapid antigen tests, which detect the pres-
ence of viral proteins (antigens) to detect an ongoing SARS-CoV-2 infection� Commission 
Recommendation (EU) 2020/1743 (12) sets out guidance for Member States regarding the 
use of such rapid antigen tests�

Recital 38 states:
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The Council Recommendation of 21 January 2021 (13) sets out a common framework 
for the use and validation of rapid antigen tests and the mutual recognition of COVID-19 
test results in the Union and provides for the development of a common list of COVID-19 
rapid antigen tests�

Recital 40 states:

To ensure the reliability of the test result, only the results of NAAT tests and rapid an-
tigen tests featured in the list established on the basis of the Council Recommendation of 
21 January 2021 should be eligible for a test certificate”, in other words, a green certificate.

It is interesting that there is no differentiation at all between PCR testing and rapid antigen 
testing�  Recital 41 states:

The use of rapid antigen tests would serve to facilitate the issuance of test certificates 
on an affordable basis. Universal, timely and affordable access to COVID-19 vaccines and 
tests for SARS-CoV-2 infection, which form the basis for the issuance of the certificates 
making up the EU Digital COVID Certificate, is crucial in the fight against the COVID-19 
pandemic�

17/06/2021EEE00600Acting Chairman (Deputy Bernard J. Durkan): I thank the Deputy�

17/06/2021EEE00700Deputy Michael McNamara: Either-----

17/06/2021EEE00800Acting Chairman (Deputy Bernard J. Durkan): The Deputies sharing have two and a 
half minutes each�

17/06/2021EEE00900Deputy Michael McNamara: -----those advising the Minister of State are right or the rest 
of the European Union is right�

17/06/2021EEE01000Acting Chairman (Deputy Bernard J. Durkan): There are only two minutes left�

17/06/2021EEE01100Deputy Michael McNamara: I will leave it with the Minister of State�  I will give her the 
documents�

17/06/2021EEE01200Deputy Thomas Pringle: As the Minister of State is aware, Stobart Air ceased trading at 
the weekend.  The 480 staff learned of the closure and liquidation of the company on Saturday 
morning and flights were halted immediately.  On Monday, The Irish Times reported that Nor-
dica, the Estonian state-owned airline, offered to take on the Kerry-Dublin route.  Connectivity 
from Donegal is needed for work, tourism and medical appointments�  The airport there is a 
vital piece of infrastructure and is now sitting fully equipped but unused�  The Department knew 
that regional airports were in trouble with reduced passenger numbers but also that they remain 
vitally important for connectivity, but nothing was done up to the weekend�  Talks with replace-
ment airlines were not accelerated and contingency plans were not put in place to ensure that 
there would be no break in service�  I am pleased to see that the Government, through the De-
partment, has acted�  That is welcome�  The important issue now is not to lose the momentum�

The Minister of State stated in response to a Topical Issue debate on Tuesday night that 
work is under way in the Department on the PSO air services from Dublin to Donegal to launch 
an emergency procurement process to try to restore air services to these vital regional routes as 
soon as possible�  The Department plans to issue a request for quotes directly to airlines in the 
coming days in accordance with applicable EU rules on air service public service obligations�  
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It is anticipated that the emergency procurement process will be completed by early July, with 
a view to services being recommenced by the new operator or operators as soon as possible 
thereafter�  The new contract will be subject to the maximum term of seven months and will 
operate until EU law�  I also welcome the fact that while the emergency contract is going to 
be put in place the long-term service must be put in place as well, and the processes will run 
parallel to each other�  I commend the Minister of State on the fair play in that regard�  We must 
ensure that the service is going to be delivered in a timely manner�  I note the Minister of State 
stated earlier that she was working to have the services in place by 19 July, when international 
travel returns�  Is that the timeframe she views for having this actually completed and services 
re-established in Donegal Airport?  It is going to be vital for the citizens of Donegal to make 
sure that is available�

17/06/2021FFF00200Minister of State at the Department of Transport (Deputy Hildegarde Naughton): I 
thank the Deputies for contributing to this debate�  I fully understand and appreciate the level 
of concern raised by all Deputies regarding connectivity to our regions, the pressure that those 
in the aviation sector are under and the impact on all of those who have lost their jobs�  I can 
assure all of those involved in the sector that the Government is fully committed to helping 
the sector get back on its feet.  There will be no cliff edge in the horizontal supports that have 
been available from the start of the pandemic to this industry�  The Government will continue to 
monitor and review the direct supports to the airports and any further supports that may be con-
sidered necessary, as we have acknowledged in the economic recovery plan�  I recognise also 
the importance of providing clarity on the extent and duration of the supports beyond 2021�  In 
this context, the Government will continue to monitor and consider what further supports may 
be needed to help all regional airports, including Shannon and Cork, as part of the upcoming 
Estimates process�

A recent report from the Central Bank on Covid-19 and the public finances in Ireland out-
lined that the fiscal support package introduced in Ireland was large in a euro area context, with 
the increase in primary Government spending in Ireland the second highest in the euro area in 
the first three quarters of last year.  The report found that the fiscal measures introduced have 
mitigated the impact of the pandemic on households, firms and the broader economy.  This sup-
ports the Government’s policy of providing horizontal financial supports with a view to mitigat-
ing the impact of the pandemic on the broader economy.  The Government is confident that this 
strategy will facilitate a speedy recovery of all sectors, including aviation, as soon as restric-
tions are lifted�  As I mentioned earlier, the programme for Government acknowledges the value 
of aviation in supporting economic development, international connectivity and tourism via our 
airports�  Getting international travel back up and running is vital for the continued economic 
well-being of this country and will continue to be a priority for me and this Government�

I hear what Deputies have said in regard to antigen testing�  As I said in my opening state-
ment, I and the Minister, Deputy Eamon Ryan, will continue to engage at every level across 
government to ensure that all options in regard to testing are considered which strike the right 
balance between protecting public health and protecting our economy�  We will continue to be 
guided by the Department of Health and NPHET in regard to Covid-19 testing and how it might 
be used in settings, including in regard to international travel�

I assure Deputies that the Government is committed to supporting the regions and regional 
connectivity, and that is why we have moved quickly to seek to reinstate these services lost to 
Donegal and Kerry, about which I share the concerns of Deputies, as well as committing to 
renewing the PSO services on these routes under a new contract for up to a further four years�  
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The funding that has been made available to these airports in 2021 is a clear indication of the 
importance the Government attaches to airports being well-positioned to weather the current 
crisis for the recovery and growth into the future�  It is worth noting that the capital funding of 
€900,000 to Donegal Airport, €2�2 million to Knock Airport and €1�7 million to Kerry Airport, 
which I announced on 19 April under the regional airports programme, represented funding of 
100% of all eligible projects submitted by airports this year�  In addition, I have asked airports 
to give further consideration to projects with a sustainability focus, which will help expedite 
airports’ efforts to reduce emissions in line with the goal to move towards carbon neutrality.  
These additional projects submitted are currently being evaluated by my Department�

I am fully aware of the devastating impact of Covid-19 on Shannon Airport, like all airports 
in Ireland and around the world, and the importance to the mid-west of having strategic routes 
from Shannon Airport to London Heathrow, a European hub airport and the US�  Prior to the 
pandemic, Shannon Group was delivering on its commercial mandate, improving profitability 
and recording strong growth in its commercial property company�  While the impact of Co-
vid-19 left Shannon Group in a very vulnerable position, the general Covid-19-related supports 
put in place by the Government and the specific Government supports targeted at Shannon Air-
port, which totalled some €30 million in 2020 and 2021, should serve to secure the position of 
the group and aid its recovery�

In a positive development, I can advise Deputies that Ryanair resumed scheduled air servic-
es at Shannon Airport on 1 June, and flights operating include those to the UK, Poland, Lithu-
ania and Spain�  Shannon Airport has also advised me that Ryanair services from the airport 
will increase from July�  Regarding the restoration of other routes and the introduction of new 
air services, I understand the Shannon to London Heathrow route operated by Aer Lingus is 
expected to be back in September�  I also understand Aer Lingus has indicated its intent to come 
back on transatlantic routes and that Shannon Airport is working hard to get its transatlantic 
routes back�

Regarding the appointment of a new chair to the Shannon Group, a selection process is un-
der way by the Public Appointments Service, which is expected to bring forward a shortlist of 
suitable candidates to the Minister, Deputy Eamon Ryan, for his consideration shortly, and the 
appointment will be made as soon as possible thereafter�

The programme for Government commitment seeks to ensure that local development plans 
are developed to stimulate economic activity for those areas that were expecting economic 
development arising from new fossil fuel infrastructure and, as part of this, consider the poten-
tial of the Shannon Estuary in terms of regional economic development across transport and 
logistics, manufacturing, renewable energy and tourism, and develop a strategy to achieve this 
potential with support from the Exchequer�  The Tánaiste will make an announcement on this 
programme for government commitment to establish a Shannon Estuary task force over the 
coming weeks�

I acknowledge that the anticipated closure of the airport in Cork from 12 September to 22 
November this year will be highly disruptive for many in the Cork region�  However, taking a 
range of factors into consideration, Cork Airport decided that the optimal approach for complet-
ing this project would be to close the airport for ten weeks, rather than risk restricting works to 
night-time hours only, which would push out the project’s delivery timescale to nine months�  
The airport has engaged extensively with airline customers and stakeholders on this issue, and 
the vast majority of those stakeholders were in support of the airport’s approach�  Delivering 
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the runway project over the shorter time period is safer in both construction and aeronautical 
terms, will have the lowest impact on passengers and airlines, and is the most cost-effective 
option when compared with the alternative night-time closure option�  The runway upgrade is a 
complex and large project that also involves a full renewal of all the airside electrical systems�  
Given the costs involved, the project falls within the scope of the public spending code and, 
given the detailed procurement process involved for an infrastructure project of this scale and 
the requirements under the public spending code, it would not be feasible to bring this project 
forward any earlier than is currently planned�

While I know this sector has greatly suffered and is continuing to be impacted by Covid-19, 
I am optimistic that the aviation sector can and will bounce back, and will help to drive Ireland’s 
economic recovery and facilitate a return to growth as restrictions are gradually eased in the 
coming weeks�

17/06/2021FFF00300Impact of Covid-19 on People with Disabilities within the Education and Health Sec-
tors: Statements

17/06/2021FFF00400Acting Chairman (Deputy Bernard J. Durkan): The Ministers of State, Deputy Madigan 
and Deputy Rabbitte, are sharing time�  I call the Minister of State, Deputy Madigan�

17/06/2021FFF00500Minister of State at the Department of Education (Deputy Josepha Madigan): Táim 
buíoch as ucht an deis labhairt inniú ar an ábhar tábhachtach seo�  Covid-19 has impacted all 
parts of society, but we must remember that some groups have been impacted more than others�  
Those in society who require additional supports or have particular needs have found the past 
year to be more difficult than others.

In opening this discussion, as Minister of State with responsibility for special education and 
inclusion, I want to focus particularly on how Covid-19 has impacted the educational experi-
ence of those in society with additional needs�  As Members of this House are aware, the closure 
of schools for extended periods on two separate occasions over the past two years due to Covid 
restrictions has meant this has been a very difficult period for our young people and students.  
These difficulties were often even more pronounced for students who have disabilities or spe-
cial educational needs, who often found it harder to participate fully with remote education�  For 
such students, changes to their normal routines and the fact that they could not access the sup-
ports they would normally receive in a school environment meant that school closures often had 
an even greater impact on them and their parents and guardians�  I have heard countless stories 
from young people and their families about how this impacted on their lives, with the fear of 
educational and behavioural regression being a constant feature of this period�

The loss of connection with education, school staff, and friends was a very real concern.  
Students with additional needs do best in school, as we know, receiving educational support in 
person.  I wanted to make sure that the lessons learned during the first period of school closure 
could lead to a more targeted response during the second period of school closure, so Govern-
ment confirmed that special education should be a priority as part of school reopening earlier 
this year�  I worked to ensure that precedence was given to the reopening of schools for pupils 
who have the most complex special educational needs�  Following intense engagement with 
education partners, public health officials and other relevant stakeholders, including parents and 
school management bodies, we were able to ensure that a phased return to in-school learning 
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for children with special educational needs could commence from early February of this year�

The first cohort of pupils who returned to school were children who attended special schools.  
Special schools were prioritised for the first stage of reopening, initially on a 50% capacity 
shared basis from 11 February�  Children in special classes in mainstream primary and post-
primary schools formed part of the next group who were prioritised for return to school on 22 
February�  Special schools reopened at full capacity on 1 March�  Pupils with special educa-
tional needs who attended mainstream classes returned to schools in accordance with the next 
stages of the phased reopening, between March and April�

Recognising that remote learning can be especially challenging for students with complex 
special educational needs in mainstream education, my Department also put in place a supple-
mentary education programme, which commenced in February, and which was designed to 
support the education and-or care needs of pupils with complex needs during the period of ex-
tended school closures and phased reopening�  Under the supplementary education programme, 
provision was made for pupils to receive five hours per week of in-person teaching or care sup-
port for four weeks.  My Department provided for a flexible approach to the use of these hours 
to maximise the number of students participating�  To this end, hours could be used by families 
at any time before 30 April 2021, including during the Easter holidays�  The Department also 
facilitated arrangements where school buildings were used for this programme once schools 
had fully reopened�

The programme was structured in similar way to my Department’s home-based summer 
programme�  Parents engaged either a teacher or a special needs assessment in a private ar-
rangement�  When the programme is complete, parents return a payment claim form to my 
Department�  The closing date for receipt of completed payment claim forms was 14 May 2021�  
To date, the Department has received approximately 13,800 payment claim forms, which dem-
onstrated significant take-up of the programme.  The schools, their management bodies and 
teacher representative organisations made significant efforts to ensure that children with special 
educational needs could return to school at the earliest possible stage�  In doing so, they were 
also required to address the concerns of school staff about how school premises could reopen 
safely and operate in accordance with public health guidance�  I express my appreciation to ev-
eryone who was involved in working to ensure that the return to in-school learning could take 
place in difficult and challenging circumstances.  I recognise and appreciate the good faith of all 
concerned�  We all shared the same of goal of ensuring that pupils could safely return to schools�

Overall, a package of nearly €650 million has been provided to support the reopening of 
schools�  This includes funding for PPE, additional teaching posts, sanitiser, enhanced cleaning, 
and also funding so that schools could employ replacement teachers, special needs assistants, 
SNAs, and administrative staff.  In addition to prioritising pupils with special educational needs 
to return to school, my Department has also provided for a range of measures to support such 
pupils while out of school�  This included measures to support the provision of teaching support 
during the school closure period, the supplementary education scheme and, as I mentioned, an 
enhanced summer education programme which will take place this year�

Guidance was provided for schools which advised schools and teachers on how to support 
continuity of learning for pupils with special educational needs during the school closures as-
sociated with Covid-19�  This guidance outlined how special education teachers in mainstream 
schools and teachers in special schools and special classes should make every effort to maintain 
regular contact with all of their pupils and, where appropriate, make provision for one-to-one 
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online supports�  Schools were also provided with funding for digital support and in the two 
tranches of funding, totalling €100 million in 2020, have been advised to prioritise supporting 
the purchase of devices for students who may not have access to devices for remote learning�

The National Council for Special Education, NCSE, provided a range of supports for par-
ents and schools with dedicated phone lines to support teachers and parents�  The National 
Educational Psychological Service, NEPS, also provided supports for schools and pupils during 
the school closure period and developed a range of resources for pupils and parents to support 
the well-being of children and young people in line with the Wellbeing Policy Statement and 
Framework for Practice 2018-2023�  NEPS psychologists also developed advice and guidance 
documents for parents and students available to support the return to school, including advice 
on transition, coping and relaxation strategies, and managing stress and anxiety�

To further take account of the fact that children with special educational needs have been 
significantly affected by school closures, I am delighted to have secured an expanded summer 
education programme this year�  The Government recently announced a package of supports to 
allow primary and post-primary schools to offer a summer programme for students with com-
plex educational needs and those at greatest risk of educational disadvantage�  The total fund-
ing available to provide summer programmes this year is up to €40 million, a 100% increase 
on the allocation for summer programmes in 2020�  The programme was developed following 
extensive engagement with education stakeholders, parent and disability advocacy groups�  The 
programme has a few aims�  It aims to support pupils to maintain their connection with educa-
tion, to build their confidence and increase their motivation and promote well-being.  For those 
who are at key transition stages, it aims to help to ensure they continue their education journey 
in September, either in school, in further or higher education or in training�  The programmes 
on offer this summer include a new two to three week summer programme available to all 
schools and an expansion of the existing programmes in special schools and classes and in 
DEIS schools�

17/06/2021GGG00200Acting Chairman (Deputy Bernard J. Durkan): Is the Minister of State sharing time?

17/06/2021GGG00300Deputy Josepha Madigan: I am not�

17/06/2021GGG00400Acting Chairman (Deputy Bernard J. Durkan): The Minister of State’s colleague will 
make the closing statement�

17/06/2021GGG00600Deputy Josepha Madigan: Yes�  Some programmes are being run again this year, includ-
ing numeracy and literacy camps in DEIS primary schools, a school-based summer programme 
in primary special classes and special schools�  There will be home-based provision for stu-
dents with complex needs where no school-based programme is available�  New programmes 
are also being provided this year�  All primary schools will have the opportunity to provide a 
two-week summer programme for mainstream pupils with complex needs and those at great-
est risk of educational disadvantage�  All post-primary schools have the opportunity to provide 
a two-week summer programme for students with complex needs and those at greatest risk of 
educational disadvantage�

Similar to last year, children with complex needs who had been attending pre-schools this 
year, but who are entering primary school this September, are also eligible to participate in sum-
mer programmes.  This range of programmes on offer builds on the success of the expanded 
programmes that ran last year and incorporates feedback from education stakeholders about 
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how to better support the programme for all involved in summer 2021�  A home-based sum-
mer programme will be available for students with complex special educational needs where 
schools are not providing a school-based programme�  Application forms are available from 
schools�

The summer programme is intended to help as many students as possible with additional 
needs to benefit from in-person education over the summer to prevent regression, build key 
skills and confidence, and make up for the time missed earlier in the year.  We are also working 
with school bodies and staff representatives so that uptake of this year’s summer programme is 
as large as possible for the benefit of all.  The closing date for receipt of expressions of interest 
from primary and post-primary schools is 25 June�

I have outlined the significant efforts made to ensure that pupils with special educational 
needs could return to in-person learning as soon as possible�  Additional supports have also 
been provided to mitigate the loss of learning time experienced by pupils�

As the educational environment returns to normality, there will be opportunities to fully 
reflect on the impact of school closures on these children.  Irish and international research on 
the impact of the period of school closures on students has been carried out�  Understandably, 
much of this research, focuses on the impact on students with special educational needs and 
those most at risk of educational disadvantage�  My Department’s inspectorate, for example, 
has gathered the views of parents of primary and post-primary students and students in special 
schools on their children’s experiences of remote learning in 2021�  While parents of children 
attending primary and post-primary schools largely report positively on remote learning, some 
parents of children attending special schools reported negatively on those experiences�

Recent research published in the UK found substantial learning loss for students at key stage 
2 in reading and mathematics, along with projections that the previously existing attainment 
gap between advantaged and disadvantaged learners is likely to widen significantly without 
the provision of compensatory measures for those most at risk of educational disadvantage�  
Acknowledging that this is also likely to be the case in this country, my officials are working on 
how best to support schools and students as they return to school in September for the coming 
school year�  Further information on this will be outlined in the coming weeks�  

Further research will be also be required in Ireland to measure the full extent of the impact 
that educational disruption has had on children�  It will also need to consider which pupils have 
been most affected, whether the effects are temporary or long term and what measures might 
best alleviate or address this impact�  

In the coming school year, more than 13,600 special education teachers will be allocated to 
mainstream schools�  They will support class teachers to address the special educational needs 
and learning needs of pupils who attend mainstream schools�  This year, we are also providing 
for two new special schools and 269 new special classes�

For the 2021-22 school year, we will have 2,118 special classes, which is the largest number 
of special classes we have ever had and compares with 548 classes available in 2011�  Some 
18,000 special needs assistants will be available to support the care needs of pupils with special 
educational needs in our schools�

My Department will continue to prioritise investment in special education, with over €2 bil-
lion due to be spent on special education this year�  The Government’s commitment to special 
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education is clear from the resources being allocated and the progress being made�  As ever, our 
focus is and must always be the young people themselves�  Over recent months, we have heard 
these young people and their families speak about their experiences�  We must now ensure that 
as we, hopefully, emerge from a time of extensive Covid-19 restrictions, the educational needs 
of these pupils continue to be provided for�

17/06/2021HHH00200Deputy Pauline Tully: I am sharing time with Deputy Ward�

AsIAm has published a report, entitled Every Child Counts�  It was only sent to me yester-
day and I do not know if the Minister of State has had chance to see it�  It contains the results 
of a survey, which it is keen to indicate is just a snapshot of autism services and supports�  It 
surveyed the parents of children with autism.  The key findings were that two thirds of parents 
and guardians surveyed have had to wait two years or more to receive an autism diagnosis for 
their child.  Over 50% felt very dissatisfied with the HSE support services for their autistic 
children.  Almost four in five said they were not in receipt of any support from either the early 
intervention or school age teams�  

The survey was carried out over the past 15 months and therefore incorporates the Covid 
pandemic period�  The results are alarming and it is important for the Dáil to consider progress-
ing an autism strategy and establishing an autism committee�  It is extremely important as the 
number of children with autism seems to be increasing all the time and the supports to deal with 
it are not available�  

The report also referred to respite�  Respite provision was poor prior to the pandemic and 
has been non-existent during it�  Respite provision needs to resume and it needs to be provided 
in every county�  It needs to be provided for children and adults, separately but simultaneously�  
Some €5 million was provided in the budget to open nine additional respite houses over the 
course of the year�  I know one was opened in Limerick which is welcome�  I am not sure of the 
status of the others�  Will they be opened this year?  It is essential that they are�

Separate emergency respite provision is required which will not interrupt the pre-booked 
respite provision being made available to families�  Many families tell me that they have their 
child booked into respite care, have booked a couple of nights away and then they get a phone 
call the following day asking them to take their child out of respite and their break is interrupted�  
That cannot be allowed to happen; it is not fair to families�  Respite needs to be person centred 
and it needs to be provided and designed with the interests of the child or individual at heart�

As the Minister of State mentioned, children have missed out on a considerable amount 
of school contact time between last year and this year�  Children with additional needs have 
been impacted more greatly than others, resulting in regression in many cases�  I welcome all 
the programmes that the Minister of State indicated have been offered.  The enhanced summer 
provision programme that has been put in place is very welcome�  However, parents have been 
telling me of difficulty with provision in some schools and that they are very disappointed that 
their local school may not be providing the service because of insufficient staff.  Has this issue 
been dealt with?  If the staff in the school are not willing to provide the service, can staff from 
another school do so or can undergraduate staff be brought in to provide the service?  

The set allocation has not been reviewed for the past two years because of the Covid pan-
demic.  While this does not affect some schools and might, in fact, benefit others, new schools 
or progressing schools are missing out�  They have appealed and I ask the Minister of State to 
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look at those appeals and ensure that extra provision is put in place in those schools prior to 
autumn resumption of school�  

Day services for people with disabilities and people with dementia were severely inter-
rupted last year�  I previously welcomed the fact that day services for people with disabilities 
reopened in September and stayed open during subsequent lockdowns, obviously not at full ca-
pacity�  I hope they will resume at full capacity very soon given that by now most of the service 
users and staff will have been vaccinated.  Dementia sufferers have not been able to access their 
services and it is extremely important that they are reopened if staff are fully vaccinated.  As I 
presume most of the older cohort of the population are vaccinated, it should be safe to do so�  

The Indecon report on the disability capacity review has not yet been published�  It is imper-
ative to get that report to allow us to plan and know where and how to fund disability services 
for the future�  When will that report be published?  Will it be published in time for the budget 
preparation?  The Oireachtas disability group and the IWA have called for that to happen�  We 
have a deficit in disability services that needs to be addressed.

17/06/2021HHH00300Deputy Mark Ward: The pandemic has disrupted education for all, but it has had further 
implications for children with disabilities�  As the Minister of State said, it has disproportion-
ately affected this group of children.  As schools turned to remote learning, countless parents 
have seen their children regress�  Many children with disabilities need the structure that schools 
offer.  Others need interventions that are difficult to provide remotely, such as hands-on instruc-
tion, occupational therapy and special needs assistance�  The loss of school for this group of 
children was much more than a denial of education�  It was the loss of meaning, routine, thera-
py, socialisation, peer interaction and fun�  The Ombudsman for Children has said that it is no 
surprise that stories of regression and challenging behaviour were arriving into his office during 
every lockdown and that parents were crying out for schools to be reopened for this group of 
children�  In my area of Dublin Mid-West, parents have contacted me seeking to obtain addi-
tional supports in school because of their children’s regression�  Parents whose children attend a 
semi-mainstream class in St� Peter Apostle National School in Neilstown are adamant that their 
children now need to be in a special educational class because of how far they have regressed�  
The problem is that the school does not have the capacity to provide this�  Will the Minister of 
State look at how she can support families such as these?

I hope the Minister of State, Deputy Rabbitte, will answer some of the questions I am about 
to ask in her closing statement.  As a result of this year’s cyberattack, it is very difficult to ob-
tain some of the information for which we are looking�  One of the issues I have consistently 
raised with the Minister of State is that of children having timely access to assessments of need�  
Earlier this year, the HSE and the Minister of State’s Department streamlined these assessments 
to ensure they reach as many children as possible�  I am a bit in the dark�  I do not know if this 
is working because we have not been given the information from the HSE�  I was very critical 
at the beginning and I was afraid that this was a box-ticking exercise and that children were to 
be moved from one service to another without actually getting the services they need�  In the 
absence of these data from the HSE, I hope the Minister of State will be able to circulate a report 
in this regard or to refer to the matter in her closing statement and let us know how it is going, 
if it is working and if children are getting the help they need in a timely manner�

Another barrier to children accessing disability services in my area of Dublin Mid-West is 
the lack of primary care centres�  There are 120,000 people living in my area, which includes 
Clondalkin, Lucan, Palmerstown, Rathcoole, Newcastle, Saggart and Brittas�  Does the Minis-
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ter of State know how many primary care centres there are to serve this population?  One does 
not need a calculator�  There is not one�  Construction started on one in Clondalkin very recently�  
The one in Rowlagh has been held up as a result of a dispute between the Departments of Health 
and Education�  This has been ongoing for some time�  There is no sign of the proposed primary 
health care centres in Adamstown or Lucan�  For children to access the services they need, the 
Government needs to put the infrastructure in place for these disability teams�

I will make one last point�  I am one of the more than 800,000 Irish people who are living 
with a neurological condition�  Most people who have neurological conditions will require 
neuro-rehabilitation services at some point�  These services are critical in supporting recovery 
and preventing disability for those with a neurological condition�  I was diagnosed with mul-
tiple sclerosis in 2007 and can speak at first hand of my experiences and difficulties in access-
ing neurological services in a timely manner and the impact these difficulties had on me as an 
individual and on my family, my job and my employment at that time�

Earlier today I met with representatives of the Neurological Alliance of Ireland, who had 
serious concerns about the lack of progress in the implementation of the national neuro-rehabil-
itation strategy�  It is nearly a year since the current programme for Government was published�  
This programme included a commitment to implement this strategy�  The Covid-19 pandemic 
has resulted in serious pent-up demand for rehabilitation services for new and existing neu-
rological needs in addition to creating further demand for rehabilitation to meet the needs of 
patients with long Covid�  The HSE national steering group with responsibility for the imple-
mentation of the neuro-rehabilitation framework has not met at all in 2021�  This is not good 
enough�  The Minister of State’s Government has promised neuro-rehabilitation teams in each 
of the nine community healthcare organisation, CHO, areas across Ireland�  So far, two have 
been delivered�  There are 23,000 people waiting for neurology appointments as we speak�  
With the onset of Covid, this waiting list will only get longer�  We need political will and we 
need to start putting things in place to resolve this issue�

17/06/2021JJJ00200Deputy Aodhán Ó Ríordáin: I welcome the Ministers of State�  I am a little bit taken aback 
by the Minister of State’s address as it appeared she wanted to inform the House that everything 
is basically okay, that everything is fine, that Government is on top of things and that there is 
nothing to see here�  Anybody who understands the education system well, and particularly how 
it interacts with the health system, will know that there were very significant problems before 
the pandemic�  If the Minister of State were to stand up, acknowledge that and say that she 
appreciates that there are issues and that she is going to work with every agency, with the Op-
position and with families and communities to resolve them rather than read out a list of ticked 
boxes to show how great the Government is doing, we might actually believe she is in a position 
to bring about great changes�

I will fill her in on the reality of my constituents, who are waiting years for their children to 
get basic assessments and basic interventions�  They do not have a right to automatic placement 
in a primary school�  They get a list of schools from the special educational needs organiser and 
are basically told to fend for themselves�  We also have an issue which has become quite pro-
found over the course of the pandemic�  As I hope the Minister of State will understand, children 
with special educational needs have been profoundly affected by the lack of in-school learning.  
On that basis, although the pandemic is clearly not the Government’s fault, it is the Govern-
ment’s responsibility to respond with a fund, investment or vision to catch these children up�  
We are not going to heal the scars of the last year and a half with a summer programme�
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I mentioned this to the Tánaiste earlier�  Two weeks ago, the Minister for Education an-
nounced her intention to establish a multimillion euro catch-up fund for children for next year�  
There has been an enormous political row in the UK over the level of the catch-up fund an-
nounced in England�  The person who was responsible for distributing that fund resigned on the 
basis that it was only £1�4 billion�  It appears that this Government feels that, if we can make a 
little bit of an investment over the summer, we need no real radical overhaul of how the system 
presents itself to families and to children and no radical overhaul or investment with regard to 
class sizes, what children are going through or the level of campaigning parents have to un-
dertake, and the exhaustion they have to experience, to get basic services�  All of us, including 
myself, are dealing with parents in our constituencies�  I have been speaking to Senator Bacik 
about parents in Dublin 2, Dublin 4, Dublin 6 and Dublin 6 West who cannot get a unit for their 
children�  The State seems unable to stand up for these families or to interact proactively with 
patron bodies to ensure children can get access to these services in the areas they are from�  I 
suggest to the Minister of State that there are major holes in the system and that they existed 
before the pandemic�  What we need from Government is a multimillion euro investment in 
the education system that will attempt, first of all, to repair the scars of the last year and a half 
and, second, will move us towards a system that is more reflective of the education system of a 
modern European republic�

The issues I am raising are real�  The exhaustion of families is real�  The lack of services is 
real�  The waiting lists are real�  In my part of the world, children are waiting so long for basic 
interventions that they become no longer eligible for those interventions and so have to go on 
another waiting list�  All the while, there is a hint, sense or feeling that the system is begging 
people to get these services privately because they can then be taken off the list and will no 
longer be the system’s problem�  As I am sure the Minister of State will know, only a certain 
number of families have the means to do so�  I again suggest to the Minister of State that, rather 
than standing up and giving a self-congratulatory speech on how everything is going fine, thank 
you very much, she should realise the level of scarring in Irish society and that it will take a 
massive package to allow some children and families to catch up to where they would like to 
be�  We could then have a proper discussion with regard to where we were before the pandemic 
hit, when the system certainly was not serving children with disabilities or their families in any 
way that would be commensurate with what we should expect in a proper republic�

17/06/2021KKK00100Deputy Pádraig O’Sullivan: I am sharing time with Deputy Christopher O’Sullivan�  I 
disagree with the previous speaker�  I listened to the speech of the Minister of State and I do not 
think it was self-congratulatory in any way�  I think it was an acknowledgement of the resources 
that have been put in throughout the pandemic�  Most of those contributing to this debate come 
from an educational background or have worked in the health services and we acknowledge 
that there will never be enough money to deal with some of the issues we are discussing�  It 
needs to be recognised that an effort has been made in the past couple of months to target the 
most vulnerable in society in terms of improving resources but, unfortunately, there will never 
be enough money, such are the difficulties we face.

I would welcome feedback from the Minister of State in her closing remarks on the points 
I wish to raise.  The first issue is that of summer provision.  Having worked in a school for 
the best part of 15 years, I know, as do all Members, the problems faced by parents who have 
to seek that assistance for their children during the summer.  All Members know the difficul-
ties involved in getting SNAs and other staff to sign up for summer provision.  To be fair, this 
year the Government has tried to streamline it and make it more approachable for staff, but, 
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unfortunately, I have heard that the uptake on the ground has been very slow�  I acknowledge 
the extension that has been granted up to 25 June and it is welcome for those applicants but it 
probably masks the fact that the uptake up to now has been very slow�  We need to have a larger 
think about the system and the way in which it is delivered every year because, evidently, it is 
very difficult to get people to sign up.  We need that to change. 

In a related point on summer provision, there should be a portal run by the Department�  It is 
sad to see that some parents and schools have created ad hoc portals to get people and teachers 
to advertise themselves and their availability through the summer�  It may be the case that the 
education and training boards and the Department should be running that kind of portal� 

I ask the Minister of State to clarify the position with regard to the application for summer 
provision�  I understand that applicants have the choice of availing of home support or school 
support but are not able to avail of both�  Could there be consideration of an extension of the 
choice available such that a child could go to school for a portion of summer provision and then 
avail of it at home as well?  That would open it up to greater numbers�

Deputy Tully referred to the Every Child Counts report published this week by AsIAm�  Evi-
dently, two thirds of respondents are dissatisfied with the service they are receiving, while 40% 
stated that children regressed during the pandemic�  Unfortunately, those are the facts we need 
to face�  We need to pump extra resources into children, schools and the sector�

The Rainbow Club in Cork does great work and has recently located a building on the south 
side of the city after much difficulty.  It receives no departmental funding.  It pays for all the 
therapies and employs its own occupational therapists, other therapists and so on�  Unfortu-
nately, the parents and children who avail of those services have to contribute towards the cost, 
with a charge of €20 per head per therapy�  It is a service that is worthwhile and it is worth pub-
licly funding�  The Rainbow Club is also considering a disused HSE building in Mahon�  I have 
written to the head of the HSE South/Southwest Hospital Group today to inquire about that 
property.  I hope the Minister of State, Deputy Rabbitte, can use her good offices to ascertain 
whether the HSE could lease that building to the Rainbow Club�  She has probably seen cover-
age of the club online, especially on Twitter, including its autistic baker, Sean O’Mahoney, and 
its cottage community café�  It is doing great work with children and teaching them life skills�  
That needs to be recognised through State funding� 

I refer to autism spectrum disorder, ASD, provision nationally�   I know all Members con-
tributing to the debate are acknowledging that children have regressed in this period and it has 
been very challenging but I think we need to consider the overall approach to ASD schooling in 
mainstream schools�  The strategy and discretion that schools have need to be challenged and 
changed and a demand-led service needs to be brought in�

17/06/2021KKK00200Deputy Christopher O’Sullivan: In fairness to Deputy Pádraig O’Sullivan, he has quite 
elegantly covered many of the issues that have been raised with me in my constituency, so I will 
not duplicate that or cover the same ground�

An issue I wish to raise that is particularly relevant to the role of the Minister of State, 
Deputy Rabbitte, who has responsibility for disabilities, is the need for accessibility, particu-
larly wheelchair accessibility, at beaches throughout Ireland�  I constantly make the point that 
something wonderful happened during lockdown - people started to flock to beaches and the 
coast�  They found refuge on our beaches and coast and in our coves�  It was amazing to see that 
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happening�  It is still happening and it will happen in the summer months while we are under 
existing restrictions�  Unfortunately, not everybody is able to avail of the amenity that is pro-
vided by our beaches or the incredible facilities we have on our coast and our doorsteps right 
across the island of Ireland�

I would love for the State to fund the provision of accessibility measures, and particularly 
wheelchair accessibility, to beaches�  Ireland is dotted with thousands of beaches, but even if we 
were to focus on the provision of wheelchair accessibility to the many safe Blue Flag beaches, it 
would change people’s lives�  I can testify to the fact that where wheelchair buggies are already 
provided, such as at the Warren beach just west of Clonakilty, they are making a significant dif-
ference�  I have witnessed the absolute joy of a child at being able to go onto the beach in one 
of these adapted wheelchairs and head right into the water�  It is an absolutely incredible thing 
to witness the joy that child got from being able to do so�  I do not think anybody should be 
deprived of the ability to have that experience�  I would love to see such initiatives rolled out 
not just at the Warren, but at beaches right across Cork and elsewhere�

We in the western division of the local authority in the area I represent are lucky to have a 
municipal district officer who is incredibly passionate about this issue, but she needs resources 
and funding to put into it�  I would really love it if the Minister of State, Deputy Rabbitte, could 
provide me with an update regarding where we are in terms of the provision of funding for this�  
Even if it is not possible to provide wheelchair buggies, she could consider the provision of 
decking that splays out into the beach and would, at least, give people the opportunity to have 
that beach experience�  Something simple and small like that could change people’s lives�

17/06/2021KKK00300Deputy Ruairí Ó Murchú: I wish to raise an issue related to the point raised by the previ-
ous speaker and the whole conversation around accessibility�  We have heard the issue discussed 
in the media in recent days but people have also contacted me on it�  In fairness, incredible work 
has been done in terms of facilitating outdoor dining but there has probably been a trick missed 
in the sense that accessibility, particularly wheelchair accessibility, was not built into it�  That 
should be a starting point for all such discussions into the future�

Would it be possible for one of the Ministers of State present to deal with the issue of St� 
John of God day services when they are returning fire, as they say?  I know there is a process 
ongoing in that regard, but at what stage is the process?  There are several families, particularly 
in my constituency, who are somewhat worried about what the future holds�  If possible, they 
should be given some sort of succour that everything is going in the right direction and there 
will be provision of these absolutely necessary services into the future�

Many of my colleagues, including Deputy Tully, referred to special education teaching and 
the allocation and the need for review�

7 o’clock

A number of school managers in my constituency have contacted me lately to say they do 
not have adequate provision�  We need an overall review to deal with that particular issue�

  There is an issue in terms of people with disabilities falling between stools�  I refer to adults 
who do not have the capacity to live life as the rest of us do and who may have been unlucky 
in not having had supportive parenting or other family supports, as a result, in some cases, of 
terrible tragedy�  There may also be crossover issues to do with mental health and otherwise�  It 
may happen that such people’s care falls between disability, social care and mental health ser-
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vices�  We need to look at that entire process and provision across the board�  I hope to have a 
longer conversation with the Minister of State on this matter�  I have had a number of such cases 
land on my desk in the past while�  Sometimes we are giving people whatever support we can 
but it is a case of keeping the engine going with bale and twine�  It is not acceptable that we are 
failing these people�  Early interventions are being missed, which could make it much easier to 
deal with some of these situations�  Instead, people are left waiting until acute care is required 
and we all know such services are not necessarily in place�  That issue must be addressed�

  I have spoken to the Minister of State before about particular issues around housing pro-
vision for people with disabilities�  In particular, there are parents of children with severe dis-
abilities who cannot avail of appropriate housing provision�  Again, this needs to be looked at 
across the board�  There is also the issue of the major backlog in local authorities in dealing 
with applications for housing adaptation grants for people with disabilities�  That needs to be 
reviewed because there are people with real difficulties that are not being dealt with adequately.  
In fairness, it will require a multi-departmental solution�  We will probably have to look at the 
methodology and process around this provision across the board because it is entirely failing�  
It is not just the fault of local authorities and the fact they are underfunded�  There also needs to 
be more interaction with the HSE and other agencies�

17/06/2021LLL00200Deputy Gary Gannon: Earlier this week, AsIAm, an autism charity, published its Every 
Child Counts report, which found that 66% of families surveyed had to wait more than two 
years to access an appropriate assessment for their child�  More than three quarters of those 
surveyed said they were not in receipt of any support from the HSE’s early intervention team, 
school age team or the child and adolescent mental health services, CAMHS.  The last finding 
I want to mention, which is crucial to this debate, is that 40% of respondents’ autistic children 
had regressed during the Covid-19 pandemic, either in terms of their educational or interperson-
al skills�  This would suggest to every right-minded person that the claim made by the Minister 
of State that everything is okay is clearly not true�  Things were not okay before the pandemic 
and they certainly were exacerbated during it�  In a post-pandemic situation, we are a long way 
from where we need to be�

I have noticed a narrative developing that is deeply worrying�  It is that the trauma, isolation 
and regression experienced by many parents and their children with disabilities over the course 
of the pandemic are no longer an issue�  A summer programme does not even come close to 
being enough to address the harm that has taken place�  I have stated repeatedly that a return 
to the pre-pandemic normal is not good enough�  There was a wave of unmet needs before the 
onset of Covid for people with disabilities and those needs have only grown as a result of the 
pandemic�  We need to have more ambition and stop being bystanders when it comes to advanc-
ing the rights of people with disabilities�  We are waiting 17 years for the full implementation 
of the Education for Persons with Special Educational Needs, EPSEN, Act 2004�  That is an 
extraordinary indictment of this State�  What good is it to have a legal requirement that an as-
sessment of needs be provided within three months of receipt of an application if less than 10% 
of assessments are completed on time?  Where are the ambition, the resources and funding to 
address this issue adequately?

In my role as party spokesperson for education, instead of conversations about enhance-
ments and additional resources for students with disabilities, all I am hearing is that things will 
be maintained and frozen going into the next academic year.  I want to highlight a specific issue 
in this regard, namely, the provision of SNAs and the exceptional review process�  Schools are 
facing a cliff edge in September in regard to special needs resources.  For schools in my con-
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stituency, this is a conversation that is ongoing and an issue about which school principals have 
been contacting me�  The Government line is that nothing will be taken away for the 2021-22 
school year�  One can conclude from this that nothing additional will be given�  Is that not cor-
rect?  In a reply to a parliamentary question I submitted, the Minister of State, Deputy Madigan, 
confirmed that existing mainstream class SNA allocations in schools as at 30 April last will be 
maintained and will roll over into the next school year�  What good is that to the many schools 
that are set for an increase in the number of students with special needs who require the support 
or partial support of an SNA?  They include students who are transitioning to secondary school, 
for example, who have had an extraordinarily difficult fifth-class year and a sixth-class year that 
was completely upturned�  However, we are still being told that the basic pre-Covid provision 
of SNAs, which was inadequate before the pandemic, will be retained and will be adequate for 
the coming school year�  It is farcical�

We are in a dangerous space in this regard.  The process of exceptional reviews is not fit for 
purpose�  There is no timeline for the process and secondary schools will not have completed 
their applications until after September, when the special educational needs organiser visits�  
Many primary school students with disabilities whose fifth-class and sixth-class years were 
marked by Covid will not have the resources they need in place for them in September�  If I can 
ask the Minister of State to do one thing, it is to address this issue�  Many schools are facing 
a cliff edge and the trauma for students that was exacerbated throughout the pandemic will be 
made worse�  The gap in educational access and dignity will be widened further in September�  
If only one action comes out of this debate, let it be that this issue is addressed�  What is hap-
pening is morally reprehensible and I strongly encourage the Minister of State to address it�

17/06/2021LLL00300Deputy Cormac Devlin: I am sharing time with Deputy Hourigan�  I welcome this discus-
sion on the impact the Covid pandemic has had on people with disabilities and their families�  I 
thank the Ministers of State, Deputies Madigan and Rabbitte, for giving their time to the debate 
this evening.  In particular, I acknowledge the efforts made by the Minister of State, Deputy 
Rabbitte, and her staff to prioritise people with disabilities during the pandemic.  She has been 
available to Deputies on all sides of the House at all times and this is greatly appreciated�

It is important to acknowledge that the Covid pandemic has had a devastating impact on 
people with disabilities, their families and service providers�  It was encouraging to see services 
resume in special schools from 22 February last, as well as in-class teaching from March�  I pay 
tribute to everyone working in the sector, particularly teachers, SNAs, transport and sanitation 
workers and everybody who made school facilities safe to reopen�  However, I have been made 
aware of difficulties arising for certain healthcare workers and others who are still awaiting 
their second AstraZeneca vaccination�  I ask the Ministers of State to raise that matter with the 
HSE�  I am aware that a statement was issued some days ago in this regard but it is important 
that we see the issue resolved as soon as possible� 

The Minister of State, Deputy Rabbitte, has gone to considerable lengths to meet with par-
ents’ groups in my constituency, such as the parents of children in Carmona Services and she 
organised a meeting with stakeholders earlier this week�  That was greatly appreciated�  Per-
haps she will refer in her closing statement to the implementation of the progressing disability 
services, PDS, programme in special schools, with particular reference to the need to ensure 
services remain based on site�

The cyberattack the HSE has had to grapple with in the shadow of the pandemic also has 
had a devastating impact on its ability to provide services�  For us in this House, it has had a 
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particular impact on our ability to represent our constituents�  It is imperative that the parlia-
mentary question system, as it interacts with the HSE, be restored as soon as possible�  Will the 
Minister of State speak to the Minister, Deputy Stephen Donnelly, about this?  It is important 
that the facility resumes as soon as possible�

In the time remaining, I want to refer to the July provision�  While the recent announcement 
is crucial and very welcome, I agree with my colleague, Deputy Pádraig O’Sullivan, that an 
online portal might be the best way to proceed�  It is cumbersome, particularly for the schools 
that do not offer the service.  Parents have to seek July provision at home.  That presents its 
own challenges�  For many parents with children who have disabilities, it is tough for them to 
continuously go out and seek services�  If services were available easily at the click of a button, 
or indeed if it were easier to apply for them, it would be easier for all of them�

17/06/2021MMM00200Deputy Neasa Hourigan: I am going to speak about a particular group this evening, name-
ly, that comprising children with visual impairment�  I lived the experience over the last 15 
months with my own eight year old�  Other Deputies have mentioned the AsIAm report�  One 
could pick any group and speak to its specific needs, or indeed any child, because every child is 
unique and will have experienced the pandemic in a particular way�

It is worth saying at the outset that my experience - and indeed that of many parents - was 
that the staff at the school really tried their hardest.  Visiting teachers, resource teachers, class 
teachers and the incredible SNAs that are almost part of the family did heroic work during the 
pandemic to bridge the gap that Covid-19 threw up and exposed in our services�  NGOs did a 
huge amount of work for children with visual impairment�  The National Council for the Blind 
of Ireland, NCBI, provided support, advocacy and advice�  Parents groups such as Féach and 
ChildVision in Drumcondra did great work�

The pandemic had an impact in two areas�  It had an impact on and caused disruption to 
children’s academic lives, but for children with disabilities, it also had a huge impact on the 
social, developmental and emotional side of their lives, which they access through the school 
environment�  It is important that we have these debates and bring it all out into the light now 
in case it happens again - and I really hope that we do not see another pandemic or go into a 
third wave lockdown� The pandemic also exposed failings in our own system and in education 
delivery and services�

For a child with visual impairment, much of the academic side that they access in school 
is based on assistive technology�  For a child in primary school in particular, assistive  tech-
nology includes CCTV, and reveal technology�  These are big bulky items that the schools do 
not necessarily send home�  Indeed, I am not sure they should be sending them home�  Even if 
they could, certainly in my constituency, most families do not have the space to set up a large, 
permanent screen-type learning environment�  Therefore, during the pandemic, most children 
in mainstream education with visual impairment were required to do much of their learning 
online and through Zoom�  Many children with visual impairment have other diagnoses�  For 
example, they might have hearing difficulties or  other complications.  Zoom learning is simply 
not workable.  It is very difficult to get a child to concentrate on a Zoom call when they cannot 
see the screen and they are not having the same experience as their peers in their class�  That has 
a huge knock-on effect.  The pandemic really brought to the fore the need for a greater focus in 
educational settings on the expanded core curriculum�  It is an issue that the NCBI highlights 
often�  It encompasses everything on the curriculum except the academics�
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I have an excellent experience of visiting teachers and they are fantastic�  However, their fo-
cus and their task from the Department is academic in nature�  They are excellent at supporting 
the other elements of the curriculum, but it would be even better if there was a renewed focus 
on an expanded core curriculum for children who are visually impaired�  It includes the social 
and occupational therapy aspects, such as making friends and children taking responsibility 
for going to the toilet by themselves�  To do that, one very clear thing that we could do would 
be for the Department of Education and the NCSE to recognise the NCBI as a complementary 
service provider so that it could support children, parents, families, visiting teachers and the 
schools themselves in that more social side of how education is experienced by children with 
visual impairment�

Finally, at the meeting of the Oireachtas Joint Committee on Disability Matters earlier, we 
had a very clear discussion with the chief commissioner of the Irish Human Rights and Equality 
Commission on the need for better data�  There is a huge gap between the data on self-declared 
vision impairment in the census and the number of children in our educational system who are 
receiving support�  That simply does not add up�  We need to get it right�

17/06/2021MMM00300Deputy Chris Andrews: In 2019, the national autism empowerment strategy was passed 
here unanimously.  Families with autism have to fight for absolutely everything.  If we had a 
strategy, it would ensure that we have enough neurodiverse places in our schools�  With the 
strategy, we would have proper supports for children in secondary school�  My colleague, Sena-
tor Boylan, and I recently met with Autism Equality Dublin Bay parents group�  They raised 
with us the fact that one school in Sandymount, the Shelleybanks Educate Together School, will 
not be opening an ASD class in September.  It is really difficult to understand how any school 
in this day and age would not want to have an ASD class�  I understand that the Department has 
made resources available to the school and the capacity is there, yet it will still not open a class�  
This is unacceptable and shameful�  I think the Minister of State would agree with that�  I call 
on the Minister of State to directly intervene and compel the Shelleybanks Educate Together 
School in Sandymount to open an ASD class in September�

Like every community, we have children with additional needs�  Every morning they should 
be able to walk through the school gates with their brothers and sisters�  It is ironic that the 
school’s name contains the phrase “Educate Together”, yet it refuses to educate all children to-
gether�  The Involve Autism advocacy group has harvested the facts to show how much is being 
spent on bussing children out of their communities in Dublin 6 and 6W�  The lack of ASD class 
places in these two communities is shocking�  There are 20 schools in Dublin 6 and 6W and 
there are no ASD classes in Dublin 6�  Despite the section 37A process, there are no ASD class-
es in the area�  The Minister of State needs to intervene and compel schools to open additional 
needs classes in Dublin 6 and 6W�  No amount of resistance from the board of management of 
the Shelleybanks Educate Together School can be tolerated�  A lack of resources cannot be used 
as an excuse�  I do not believe that it is an excuse�  The lack of will to provide the classes by the 
school and the board of management is the biggest obstacle, at board level and political level�

This issue does not only impact on primary schools, it also impacts on secondary schools�  
The national autism impairment strategy would address this deficit.  We need ministerial ac-
tion and intervention with the schools that are pushing back against families and children with 
autism�

17/06/2021MMM00400Deputy Gino Kenny: We have had debate on disability services and the knock-on effect of 
the pandemic on them many times in the past 17 or 18 months�  It has been a grim 18 months 
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for society as a whole but, in other ways, it has been enlightening to see people pulling together 
in a time of need.  I am proud of this country’s spirit.  We are in a different place now to where 
we were in January or the previous March and April�  Images stick in my mind of really stressed 
parents�  The routine that they had with their children disappeared overnight�  That has had a 
detrimental effect not only on the children’s lives but also on family life.

The good news is that educational and care settings have largely been reopened�  That is 
testament to the amazing staff who work in these facilities.  They really are heroes.  They have 
kept things open and going�  They have an amazing relationship with the people who use their 
services and their families�  That has been really good�  The loss of those routines has led to 
regression, however, while the lack of peer-to-peer interaction has had a major effect on the 
family lives of the children in question�

In previous years, there have been issues with the July provision and its roll-out�  Hopefully, 
it will have a better run-in next month�  It is a vital service of which people are appreciative�  
There have been issues with access and so forth�

The long-term effects of the pandemic will probably live on for a considerable time.  It has 
shown the grave inequalities in certain areas in society and the fault lines which exist in the 
provision of some disability services.  From my experience, I know this has a significant effect 
on families in that when they need an intervention it is not there�  Of the several things which 
must come out of the pandemic, we need to address the inequalities in the provision of special 
education, as well as the knock-on effect with what has happened over the past 17 months.  
Those who keep the show on the road have been amazing.  They have kept the flag flying in the 
most adverse circumstances�  They are heroes and I commend them fully�

17/06/2021NNN00200Deputy Joe Flaherty: I pay tribute to both Ministers of State, Deputies Madigan and Rab-
bitte, as well as to their teams for their commitment to the disability sector throughout the pan-
demic.  I also want to place on record my admiration for the staff and management in the dis-
ability sector who put service users front and centre throughout what has been a national crisis�  
This year, just under 25% of the total education budget will be invested in supporting children 
with special needs education�  While it is hugely welcome, I contend it is money well spent and 
certainly a budget that we need to see scaled over the coming years�

Regarding special education support services and the Phoenix Centre in Longford town, I 
am anxious we return to full staffing levels there as soon as possible.  It is an issue which has 
dogged the service in recent years.  Many of the staff continued to provide support services to 
children throughout the pandemic, even though they were transferred over to Covid testing du-
ties.  That reflects their commitment to the service.  It is vital the service is fully staffed and we 
double down on our commitment to the most vulnerable and those who have probably paid the 
heaviest price throughout Covid�

I am pleased work has continued on the new special education primary school at St� Chris-
topher’s in Longford town throughout Covid�  Thankfully, it will open in September�  The new 
school will include two new classrooms and will take the total student population to 36�  There 
is a new autism class and also a class for young children with severe to profound special needs�  
All the children in these two classes will have significant care needs across the sensory, medical 
and physical spectrum�  Of the 12 students, nine will come to the school with a recommendation 
for SNA support�
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As it stands, however, the two classes are classified as per the special needs unit in our lo-
cal schools.  In terms of staffing, therefore, that will be one teacher and two SNAs.  In total for 
the two classes, that will be two teachers and four SNAs�  Needless to say, school management 
and the principal, Sheila Dinnegan, are in constant contact with their special educational needs 
organiser, SENO�  The indications are that they may well get an additional SNA for each of the 
two classrooms�  However, they will be still short a further three SNAs to provide an adequate 
service�

In the case of the class for children with severe to profound needs, four of the children are 
wheelchair users, two are flight risk and all will necessitate full-time SNA support.  The fact that 
the allocation of SNAs for their classes is the same for special units in our local schools fails 
to take account of this school’s unique and challenging profiles.  Many of the pupils who will 
attend are ASD and also have profound intellectual disabilities�  Two of the pupils are PEG-fed 
with no head or body movement control, while two pupils have an epilepsy diagnosis, one with 
severe epilepsy�

It will be a proud day for County Longford when the new school opens in September� The 
people of Longford take a great pride in St� Christopher’s�  They also take a personal and pas-
sionate interest in its future and the well-being of its much loved pupils and service users�  God 
willing, the Ministers will be able to visit the Holy Land for the school’s official opening later 
this year�  This new build is an outstanding investment in special education�  It certainly sets 
the bar in terms of the Government’s commitment to special education�  I have contacted the 
offices of the Minister of State, Deputy Madigan, and the Minister, Deputy Foley, earlier on this 
issue�  Will the Minister of State ensure that a state-of-the-art special needs education centre is 
given the staffing level it requires to ensure the best possible start in life for these 36 wonderful 
young people?

17/06/2021NNN00300Deputy Marc Ó Cathasaigh: I welcome this debate�  The quality of the debate has been 
good�  I listened with interest to the Minister of State, Deputy Madigan’s opening remarks�  I 
would make one exception, however.  It is unwelcome to hear a specific board of management 
named on the floor of the Dáil and for a suggestion to be made that the Government pressurises 
a board of management�  Having served on a board of management myself in a voluntary capac-
ity, I would have found it very unwelcome in my own situation�

It has been an immensely challenging time for our entire society�  For the Ministers in 
question, it has been extremely difficult to sail these waters and to make sure that provision for 
some of our most vulnerable children is kept in place in a meaningful way�  The Minister of 
State, Deputy Madigan, referred to the ongoing research about the impact of school closures, 
particularly the different impact it will have on disadvantaged students.  The recognition of and 
commitment to research is very welcome.  We need to act on those findings to remediate any 
damage to children’s education and to ensure that we do not see a lost generation on foot of this 
pandemic�

There is lost time on top of already long waits for interventions such as autism diagnoses, 
early intervention, occupational therapy and speech and language therapy�  Notwithstanding 
the expansion of the summer programme outlined in the opening statement, I just want to read 
out a communication I had from an extremely committed teacher who is an expert in the area 
of July provision�  It states:

  The home tuition is the same as last year with not one single new incentive to help 
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staff involved that are offering to final year students.  This is of no help to our children with 
complex needs�  Pay is still lower for primary teachers in comparison to secondary, even 
though we are equally qualified and, in some cases, more so.  SNA pay rates remain inad-
equate.  They would get paid more for waiting on tables in a coffee shop.  The pay date is 
a day earlier than last year so teachers are still waiting months for pay�  This is of no use to 
non-permanent or student teachers as they will then be ineligible for social welfare�  The 
28th of October is just too long for work carried out through July and August, particularly 
when many of us will be spending plenty to provide resources, trips lunches and petrol for 
the children who we are working with�

  The final problem is supplementary provision completed in April.  We still have no pay 
date for that�  I have had two teachers withdraw from the July provision due to this already�  
The problems with previous years’ programme were clearly and easily fixed.  Instead of 
fixing what was broken, it has been expanded with no actual changes.  The problem with 
the expansion is that staff may now opt to take children with less needs rather than taking 
children for whom the programme was originally set up�  I know of two SNAs with 15 and 
16 years of experience who have opted out of the July provision owing to pay�

  What I hear from this is an extremely dedicated educator who is suffering from fatigue.  
We know our educators want the very best for the children who are in their charge, none more 
so than the educator I have just quoted�  We need to earn back their goodwill�  We need to ac-
knowledge the difficulty of the year that they and the children in their care have had.

Tangential to this discussion, I want to acknowledge the work of the Chair of the education 
committee, Deputy Kehoe, in guiding an extensive exploration of bullying in schools�  One of 
the themes which has emerged is that Covid has had a significant impact on our wider school-
going population�  We have seen an explosion, in particular as we move to online learning, 
of cyberbullying�  It is very important and correct that we are focused here on children with 
disabilities but as we move out of this pandemic we also need to look to the mental health of 
our young children and people who have experienced such a difficult time during the past 16 
months�  Gabhaim buíochas, a Chathaoirligh Gníomhaigh�

17/06/2021OOO00200Acting Chairman (Deputy Bernard J. Durkan): I thank the Deputy�  We have the Sinn 
Féin slot next of three and half minutes and I see that we have no one in attendance so we move 
now to the Regional Group and I call Deputy Canney to speak�

17/06/2021OOO00300Deputy Seán Canney: I thank the Acting Chairman and I welcome the opportunity to 
speak on this very important subject�  As a member of the Joint Committee on Disability Mat-
ters, and along with the Minister of State and other Deputies who have spoken earlier, I believe 
we are doing good work on this committee�  It is well supported by the Ministers and Ministers 
of State and also by the staff.  We had a meeting this morning on various issues with Depart-
ment officials.

We are discussing the issue of disabilities and Covid-19 and the full impact that it has had�  
I could, no more than the Minister of State who is from the same constituency as me, spend my 
evening going through the calls that we have received over the past 15 months from parents 
and families who went through such a torrid time through no fault of anybody other than that 
of Covid-19�  Some of the issues that came to mind when I was preparing for this debate were 
that in some cases parents or families felt that there was total isolation, a sense of abandonment 
and a sense that families were on their own as a result of the closure of services�  It was, and 
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continues to be, a very difficult experience for service users and their families.  When we think 
about that and look at where we are now, as we now go through a phase which is, hopefully, 
the most positive of the last 15 months and move back to what should be a near-normal living 
experience again for everybody, there is a potential, an opportunity and also a duty on us to 
ensure that we do things right�  

We were all caught off guard when the pandemic came in and during it.  There were things 
that we never contemplated would happen and did happen.  The suffering that people endured 
right throughout society and the sacrifices that people made were never things have were on our 
agenda when we were out campaigning in the last general election not too long ago�  

We have to be sure of certain things now as to the July provision, as it is called�  It was a 
major concern and the struggle to reopen education for special needs children was not handled 
very well.  Many families suffered in silence.  There are still scars within families today about 
what happened and there is more than a fear as to what is going to happen in the future�  A great 
deal of money has been spent and they wonder where the money will come from to look after 
their children and family members�  

The first thing we need to ensure is that the July provision is available to all families who 
want it this year.  There can be no “ifs”, “buts” or “ands”.  The biggest issue is the suffering that 
people have endured because of the regression caused by the pandemic and the absence of the 
prioritisation of a contingency plan for people with disabilities�  

We are coming out of the pandemic at present and the opportunity is now there for the State 
to put people with disabilities at the centre of this journey out of Covid-19 to ensure that not 
one of these people are left on their own or left behind again�  Funding is required to imple-
ment change and that funding needs to be given to the people who need it�  It cannot get lost in 
translation.  Announcements of funding are fine but the people who need it need to see that the 
funding is coming quickly rather than perhaps two years later, when a great amount of schemes 
have to be put in place�  There are too many gaps in the funding which is also unacceptable�

Respite services are crucial in addressing the regression caused by the loss of services�  It is 
crucial that additional respite services are provided and located where they are needed and ac-
cessible to families�  I am sure the Minister of State is aware that we do not have any overnight 
respite services for children in Galway at present�  It has been like that for a long time and it is 
not because of Covid-19�  We need to address that�  We need to ensure that children can remain 
within their own county and do not have to go to Limerick or other places for a night’s respite�

Early intervention is still not fully resourced and is still in transition, leaving parents having 
to battle every step of the way for what is a human right�  Waiting times for assessment of needs 
also needs to be addressed as a matter of urgency.  The mental anguish suffered by parents and 
families waiting for appointments is an indictment of this failure and of the lack of resources�  
This has not happened just today, it has been going on for years and is a failure of the State for 
many decades�  At the moment there are approximately 1,400 assessments overdue�

The ratification and implementation of the optional protocol of the UN Convention on the 
Rights of Persons with Disabilities and of the convention itself needs to be done.  The official 
in the relevant section of the Department told me today that it will be done as soon as humanly 
possible�  When I pressed him for a date he could not give me one�  I accept that but we need 
to get a date sooner rather than later�  There is no need for us to get it locked up in legislation 
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or whatever else�  

We also need to ensure that when we still look across the nation and that when we finish in 
this Dáil we have done something right for people with disabilities�  It will take money but I 
do not believe it is a cost�  It is an investment in our citizens and in our children and we should 
make every effort to do that.  I thank the Acting Chairman.

17/06/2021OOO00400Acting Chairman (Deputy Bernard J. Durkan): I thank the Deputy�  We have a Govern-
ment slot next of eight minutes�  We have no takers so I call Deputy Mattie McGrath of the 
Rural Independent Group which has five minutes.

17/06/2021OOO00500Deputy Mattie McGrath: Gabhaim buíochas leis an gCathaoirleach Gníomhach�  The 
Covid-19 pandemic has greatly disrupted everyone’s lives.  Its effects vary considerably for 
people of different race, ethnicities and income levels.  What has been the impact on people 
with disabilities?  Children and teenagers, for example, with a wide range of developmental, 
physical and behavioural needs have been very severely impacted�  Ongoing harm caused by 
the pandemic or rather caused by the Government’s inaction, or actions as has been said earlier, 
has been especially evident for people with disabilities�  Disruptions in education, employment, 
healthcare and social services have been amplified.  Parents took on full-time care-giving roles 
while also stepping into new roles as special educators, speech therapists, behavioural therapists 
and more�  This has been exhausting, frustrating and often just not possible for many families�

July provision should be just automatic this year�  There should not be any real hassle in 
getting this but our systems are cumbersome�  On the issue of school bus tickets, the mess and 
mayhem is starting again as happens year after year�  We have a dysfunctional Department of 
Education which is not capable of sorting out this kind of thing�

Programmes and social lives have been curtailed�  Many people who have intellectual or 
physical disabilities require highly specialised, and indeed, one-to-one programmes�  They need 
direct support to be safe, to learn, to work or to perform daily living skills� Some may have more 
difficulty using technology or learning and working in a virtual world.  For many, their social 
life is solely through schools, employment or community programming.  The effect, then, of 
limited social networks during the pandemic has been one of extreme isolation and has been 
especially difficult.  

It is hard to believe that we have Ireland now signing up to United Nations treaties and 
conventions where there has been such a daily struggle�  My late brother was a paediatrician�  
He is gone now since 2006 and he championed this�  I still meet families who miss him, the 
late Dr� Eddie McGrath�  The battle for people or for families with a profoundly disabled child 
or with whatever learning difficulties they might have is one where they have to fight for every 
morsel of support�  There are waiting lists of 1,400 people that go on years�  It is callous�  I am 
not blaming the Minister of State but rather successive Governments�  We talk about it and sign 
up to the conventions but do nothing about it�

There are deeply dysfunctional administrative staff at the HSE, Tusla and other agencies.  
There are some great people within those organisations but they get frustrated, and if they try 
to make changes, they are stopped and told to get back into their box and do this, that and the 
other�  I compliment the people who did go into work and got services going, but many public 
servants are not pulling their weight�  They need to get back to work and unclog the system�  
The agricultural system is one of many in which nothing is happening�  They are not even open-
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ing envelopes.  I refer also to the Passport Office and to the issuing of driver licences and theory 
tests�  Some people need licences for essential reasons; for example, if they have to drive their 
children with intellectual or physical disabilities to school or special playgrounds�

I salute from the bottom of my heart the mothers and fathers and families, siblings and com-
munities that are trying to work�  We in Caisleán Nua na Siúire set up a wonderful organisation 
pre-Covid called Positive Steps Together to try to put together a resource centre to give some 
respite to these parents�  We were going great�  There was a very enthusiastic outpouring of 
support and we raised a considerable sum in a short time, but along came Covid and everything 
fell to the ground, with no meetings, no HSE business, no interactions, no planning, no nothing�

As I said earlier, given that 67 patients were in hospital on Monday last and 23 were in ICU, 
we need to let our country live again.  We need to get the cabal of NPHET off our backs, let 
ourselves live and get the Government to take control and look after everyone, but especially 
the people suffering with these ailments.  Let us live again.  Fear has been driven into us.  We 
see that now in the debate on antigen testing�  This will all come out in the international inves-
tigation I am calling for and we will see the gaping failures�  We will be reminded then of the 
cervical cancer smear tests and what happened in that regard�  It is shocking, but above all, the 
issue before the House needs to be dealt with because these people deserve it�  All Deputies 
have received phone calls from parents who could not cope with their anguish and everything 
else during Covid and throughout last year�  It is continuing 15 months later, and if NPHET gets 
its way, it will continue into the winter and over Christmas�

17/06/2021PPP00200Deputy Joan Collins: I do not know whether the Minister of State, Deputy Madigan, meant 
to give the impression that everything is okay - perhaps she did not mean to use that tone - but it 
certainly sounded like it�  It came across as if we should not look to the Government but rather 
look away.  The reality on the ground for so many parents and children is a very different expe-
rience�  I understand that both Ministers of State are working within a pandemic crisis, which 
is not an easy set of circumstances to respond to�  It was already a crisis, however, before the 
pandemic emerged�  That is down to the failure of all the previous Governments, comprising 
Fianna Fáil, Fine Gael and the Labour Party, during the austerity years, when these services 
were not properly funded�  We started, therefore, from 100 miles back, rather than being on an 
even keel to allow us to respond to the pandemic crisis�

I recently tabled a few parliamentary questions, before the HSE cyberattack took place�  I 
asked the Minister for Health to outline the wait times for speech and language therapy, oc-
cupational therapy and psychological services in community healthcare organisation, CHO, 7 
for Dublin 12, an area that takes in Dublin 6W, 12 and 24�  The reply stated that under the cur-
rent service structure, HSE Dublin south-west receives referrals for the area in general, which 
are not divided into postal code areas�  It outlined the current wait times for school-age team 
services provided by the HSE in south-west Dublin�  For children aged under four months, the 
number waiting was 38; for those aged between four and eight months, it was 60; for those aged 
between eight and 12 months, it was 94; for those aged between 12 and 18 months, it was 29; 
for those aged between 18 and 24 months, it was 40; while for those aged more than 24 months, 
it was 299�

I also submitted a question regarding speech and language therapy, occupational therapy 
and psychological services in the CHO 7 area�  The response stated that since March 2020, the 
Dublin south, Kildare and west Wicklow CHO has been responding to a national pandemic 
that presented numerous challenges for staff and services.  It went on to state that the scale of 
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the response included community testing, Covid-19 assessment hubs, residential unit support 
and, more recently, the vaccination programme, and that the Department’s involvement in the 
pandemic response had resulted in increased waiting list times for the community in regard to 
acute services�  It stated that the waiting lists were longer than the Department would like in 
terms of being responsive to the needs of its service users�  The reply outlined that in regard to 
speech and language therapy for children under the age of four months, there were 177 on the 
waiting list; for those aged between four and eight months, 152; for those aged between eight 
and 12 months, 213; and for those aged more than 12 months, 627�

In occupational therapy services, the number of those aged under four months who were 
waiting was 307; for those aged between four and eight months, 53; for those aged between 
eight and 12 months, 29; and for those aged more than 12 months, 719�  Similarly, in the case of 
psychological services, the number of those aged under four months who were waiting was 72; 
for those aged between four and eight months, 18; for those aged between eight and 12 months, 
24; and for those aged more than 12 months, 333.  These figures are horrendous for the families 
living through this�  During the pandemic, many resources for these services, such as therapists 
and so on, were redeployed for contact tracing and so on, so there was very little progress over 
that period�

The survey carried out by AsIAm was mentioned�  It found that two thirds of the parents and 
guardians surveyed had to wait two years or more to receive an autism diagnosis for their child, 
while more than 50% felt very dissatisfied with the HSE support services for their autistic child.  
This is the reality�  I received an email today from a young mother�  She wrote that she was send-
ing the email in response to a conversation we had earlier that day�  She stated that, as I would 
be aware, she has three children of various ages with additional needs�  Her eldest, who is 19 
years old, has been diagnosed with Asperger’s syndrome, attention deficit disorder, dyspraxia 
and anxiety disorder, and was linked in with the Linn Dara CAMHS service at Cherry Orchard 
Hospital�  The woman wrote that her daughter had been discharged last year after being referred 
to St� Martha’s ward at St� James’s Hospital with a view to the ward taking over her care, but 
this has not happened�  The ward refuses to engage with the woman’s daughter and has left her 
limbo with regard to her medication, with her GP stating that it was not within their remit to 
prescribe the medication as they are not a psychiatrist�

The woman’s middle child is 13 years old and has been diagnosed with autism, dyspraxia 
and sensory disorder, and has not had a proper medication review in more than two years�  She 
was supposed to be seen in March 2020 but Covid hit and her appointment was deferred, and 
to date she has not been seen.  It is an autism-specific service.  She did not meet the criteria for 
CAMHS, the Lucena Clinic or primary care�  She has been referred to Beechpark Services in 
Tallaght, yet she has had no contact from that service�  The woman’s youngest child is two and 
a half years old and has been diagnosed with T21�  She attends Crumlin and Tallaght hospitals 
for coronary heart disease and a heart problem called pulmonary vein stenosis�  She was linked 
in with speech and language therapy and physiotherapy with St� John of God Hospital because 
she cannot speak or walk but has been discharged from both services, with no follow-up as yet�  
That is three children in one family, with the parents at their wits’ end, and they have had little 
or no contact with the services over the past year and a half�

This has to stop�  Last December, I listened to the contribution of the Minister of State, 
Deputy Rabbitte, in which she stated that an interdepartmental committee on children with dis-
abilities had been set up�  It has to be made more accountable�  It has to state publicly where the 
services are now, the number of therapists there are and the backlog we are dealing with, and it 
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must report every two months on exactly how the services are being dealt with because these 
families cannot continue in this vein�

17/06/2021PPP00300Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Anne Rabbitte): I welcome 
the opportunity to speak about the impact that Covid-19 has had on people with disabilities�  
It is great to see Government time dedicated to the discussion of disability, which indicates 
the Government’s commitment to resolving the different issues facing people with disabilities 
throughout the country�

If I could take a second of the Acting Chairperson’s time, from a Business Committee point 
of view, perhaps in future we might make disability a little more front and centre during Gov-
ernment time as well�  This is the graveyard shift, as I call it, on a Thursday evening when many 
Deputies have left the premises to return to their constituencies.  It is not the first time I have 
stood on the floor of the Dáil to deliver a speech on a Thursday evening.  I thank my colleagues 
who are in the House at the moment to hear it, and I am sure many Deputies are listening as 
they travel, but perhaps in future, somewhere along the line, we can make disabilities front and 
centre of a conversation, not last for delivery�  That is nothing to do with the Acting Chairper-
son�  It is about the Business Committee and the allocation of time�  It is unforgivable and not 
acceptable to the families we all speak about and represent�

At the outset, I have to mention that one of the key parts of our health supports for people 
with disabilities is carers and the incredible work they do�  Let us not kid ourselves: without 
carers doing the work they do our health service would be under even more pressure than it 
is�  I want to state that clearly�  We are indebted to the goodwill, sweat and stress of our carers�  
The physical, mental and emotional strain that goes with the role is not lost on me�  I want to 
acknowledge that today and put it on the record�

As we all know, Covid-19 upended people from every walk of life�  Nearly every family 
in Ireland has been affected and too many have lost loved ones.  However, while everyone 
has been affected in some way, the effects have not been spread evenly across society.  Over 
the course of the pandemic, carers have shown how vital a national support and service they 
are�  Carers of people with disabilities have been disproportionately impacted as supports have 
ceased during the pandemic�  It would be wildly inappropriate of me to pretend that is not the 
case.  Today, I will present the stark facts and figures of how Covid has affected people with 
disabilities and its impact on specific health-funded disability services.

As Deputies are aware, the HSE has been the victim of a cyberattack, meaning the follow-
ing statistics can only be confirmed up to 12 May.  There have been 324 outbreaks of Covid in 
disability settings, 155 of them in 2021�  Most of these have been declared closed while four re-
main open.  There have been approximately 2,200 confirmed cases in disability settings, 1,250 
of them in 2020.  Service users and staff tested positive in similar numbers.

Since the cyberattack, the Health Protection Surveillance Centre, HPSC, has provided fig-
ures for the week ending 5 June, showing one further outbreak with two cases�  It also reported 
four outbreaks in special schools for that week, with 17 cases in total.  These figures are provi-
sional and subject to review.  At the outset, I offer my sincere condolences to all who have lost 
loved ones to Covid-19�  I know losing a loved one is a terrible experience and grieving in the 
midst of this pandemic has made it even tougher�  Tragically, 47 service users are known to have 
died, including 20 confirmed deaths since the start of this year.  However, this figure is subject 
to change following ongoing verification by the HPSC.
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The HSE reported to us that since the roll-out of the vaccination programme in disability 
services the number of outbreaks has fallen to a trickle, while those who have tested positive 
have experienced mild symptoms�  The evidence shows that people with disabilities who are 
exposed to Covid-19 can be at great risk of severe disease�  For this reason, I sought to ensure 
disability service users and staff were prioritised in the vaccination roll-out programme.  The 
focus has been on ensuring those who face the greatest risk of severe disease and death, the 
oldest and most vulnerable in society, as well as those who care for them, were vaccinated at 
the earliest opportunity�

I am pleased to inform the House that the HSE has ensured people who live in disabil-
ity residential settings and those who attend day services have been vaccinated as part of the 
271,000 people included in cohort 4�  These are people aged 16 to 69 at a very high risk from 
Covid-19 disease�  The administration of the second vaccination dose for this cohort began on 
the week beginning 10 May and is expected to be completed by early July�  Many people in 
receipt of health-funded disability services who have complex comorbidity health conditions 
but might not be attending day services are also in receipt of vaccinations�  They are largely 
included in cohort 7, which comprises people aged 16 to 59 with medical conditions and at high 
risk from Covid�  There are 250,000 people in this cohort, vaccinations for whom began in May 
and are being delivered primarily through GPs.  The first dose for this cohort is expected to be 
completed shortly�

In March 2020, all health-funded disability day services were obliged to close�  Since then, 
the HSE and service provider organisations have collaborated to reimagine and reopen services 
for people with disabilities in line with public health guidelines�  There has been a collective 
response from all service providers and representative organisations to provide the best possible 
level of service to people with disability in line with best practice�

Shortly after my appointment as Minister of State last August, I ensured the provision of 
disability services was deemed essential, which saw the return of many disability services�  The 
HSE provided guidance on Covid-19 for disability services and residential and group home 
facilities, which included the prevention and control of outbreaks in residential facilities�  The 
suite of guidance, training and support from HSE disability services, HSE public health and 
HIQA aligns with the recommendations of the European Centre for Disease Prevention and 
Control and has mitigated the impact of Covid-19 on our service users who live in disability 
residential settings�

I am aware many people may have concerns around the delivery of service following the 
HSE cyberattack�  However, most community health services, including disability services such 
as adult day service and children therapy services, are operating as normal�  Service users are 
advised to attend as normal, and many disruptions or changes to services are listed on a county-
by-county basis on the HSE website�  Service users will be contacted if there any changes�  All 
service providers should now be delivering a minimum of 60% of pre-Covid levels of location-
based support for day services�

Respite services are another key area for me as they play such an important role in support-
ing families�  This year, we will see the opening of nine new respite centres, one in each com-
munity healthcare organisation, CHO, area.  The first of these, a centre providing respite for 
children in Limerick, has already started service provision.  The others are being finalised and 
are due to come on stream in quarter 3 and quarter 4�  I look forward to updating my colleagues 
on these projects as they advance�  Approximately 50% of disability respite services remained 
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throughout the pandemic while others were temporarily repurposed as isolation facilities�  A 
three-phased approach is now in place where services continue to reopen over the coming 
months�  Funding from budget 2021 was made available to support additional respite services�  
People with complex medical and clinical needs have been asked to remain at home and will 
receive home support, where possible, subject to risk assessment and prioritisation�

On children’s services, I assure Deputies that the clearing of the backlog for assessment of 
need continues to be prioritised�  While the number of overdue assessments of needs stood at 
approximately 6,500 in June 2020, through a combination of different measures, approximately 
5,150 needs assessments were completed by the end of April 2021�  This means a little more 
than 1,300 cases are outstanding, nationally, with four CHOs having cleared their backlog�  This 
is an overall reduction of approximately 80%�

The progressing disability services, PDS, for children and young people programme ensures 
vital therapeutic interventions can be delivered in the timeliest manner�  Under PDS, children’s 
services will be reconfigured into 91 children’s disability networks by the end of this month.  
These teams will deliver equitable child and family-centred services for children�  Young peo-
ple with complex needs are the new model of service�

No Deputies during the debate addressed the pausing of the removal of therapists’ posts 
from special schools�

8 o’clock

That meant there was the need to source 85 additional therapist positions, which I was for-
tunate in securing on top of the 100 other therapist posts�  That should help in the delivery of 
therapy intervention as soon as possible�

17/06/2021RRR00200Acting Chairman (Deputy Aengus Ó Snodaigh): I take on board what the Minister of 
State said on the scheduling and will pass it on to our Whip and the Ceann Comhairle to try to 
ensure that debates of this nature are not held at the midnight shift�  Maybe if we were back in 
the big House, there would be more people around�

17/06/2021RRR00300Ábhair Shaincheisteanna Tráthúla - Topical Issue Matters

17/06/2021RRR00400Acting Chairman (Deputy Aengus Ó Snodaigh): I wish to advise the House of the fol-
lowing matters in respect of which notice has been given under Standing Order 37 and the 
name of the Member in each case: (1) Deputy Paul McAuliffe - to discuss the issue of the local 
employment services tender; (2) Deputies Dara Calleary and James Lawless - to raise the pro-
posed removal of rail infrastructure from Dublin Port arising from increased Brexit shipping 
movements; (3) Deputies Aengus Ó Snodaigh and Joan Collins - to discuss the consequences 
for the Dublin 8, 10 and 12 area of the closure of Hesed House in Inchicore; (4) Deputy Lou-
ise O’Reilly - to discuss bogus self-employment in the construction industry; (5) Deputy Joe 
Flaherty - to ask what measures can be taken to fast track delivery to community groups and 
projects under the just transition project in the midlands; (6) Deputy Gary Gannon - to discuss 
the potential sale of Tolka Park stadium, located in north Dublin, and home to a club steeped in 
history; (7) Deputy Brian Stanley - to discuss the expected connection targets by the national 
broadband plan in Laois and Offaly for 2021; (8) Deputy Chris Andrews - to discuss plans for 
the regeneration of social housing and flat complexes in inner-city Dublin, following the ruling 
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by the European Committee of Social Rights; (9) Deputy Ged Nash - to discuss the need for a 
full-time Garda station in Laytown, County Meath; (10) Deputy Thomas Pringle - to discuss the 
need for Government to support Noah Donohoe’s family’s campaign for an investigation as we 
approach the first anniversary of his tragic murder; (11) Deputy Marc Ó Cathasaigh - to discuss 
the Environmental Protection Agency’s 14 June report which outlined excess levels of nitrogen 
in waters and water systems; (12) Deputy Carol Nolan - to discuss concerns about the viability 
of the post office network; and (13) Deputy Kieran O’Donnell - to discuss steps that can be 
taken to roll out a rapid antigen test pilot scheme for aviation and travel�  The matters raised by 
Deputies Paul McAuliffe, Louise O’Reilly, Marc Ó Cathasaigh and Aengus Ó Snodaigh and 
Joan Collins have been selected for discussion�

17/06/2021RRR00500Saincheisteanna Tráthúla - Topical Issue Debate

17/06/2021RRR00550Construction Industry

17/06/2021RRR00600Deputy Louise O’Reilly: The issue I raise relates to the construction sector�  I thank the 
Minister of State for being here�  He will be aware of this because we have spoken of it�  I un-
derstand the Tánaiste has met with the platform workers�  That is a serious issue�

I will discuss the use of State money via our local authorities to support the practice of 
bogus self-employment�  I understand that is not Government policy and do not suggest it is�  
However, it is happening in the construction sector at the moment in local authority projects�  
The State is supporting bogus self-employment because these practices are effectively being 
funded through the finances of the local authorities.  We have contractors contracting business 
from local authorities�  They have to look for value for money, and I do not suggest that is not 
important but it does not have to equate to undermining workers’ rights�  The practice of bogus 
self-employment does a number of things, chief among which is to undercut the sector employ-
ment order, SEO, rate�  We have sectoral employment orders and I understand they are liable to 
challenge but they are the State saying that this is the minimum�  I have payslips, some here and 
more that I can share with the Minister of State, which show people are not getting their pen-
sion, not paying the correct rate of PRSI and, more importantly, where the SEO rate is around 
€19�37 per hour, they get €10�50 or €10�55 per hour�  These are semi-skilled and, in some cases, 
skilled, workers�  There are no checks and balances that I can see in place by the local authori-
ties on the practice of bogus self-employment and undermining the SEO rate�  The contractor 
gets the contract and the money flows from the local authorities.

I want to be constructive, work with the Minister of State and ensure this is stopped�  I 
doubt the Minister of State stands over this practice and I am sure he wants to stamp it out as 
well�  How can we ensure local authorities respect the SEO rate and there are decent terms and 
conditions?  Where the State spends money, it must ensure it uses its spending power to uphold 
workers’ rights and the SEO rate and to deal with instances of bogus self-employment�

Unfortunately, contractors working for local authorities have been advising the chief execu-
tives of some of these local authorities of these practices and are not getting any follow-up�  If 
this was being dealt with at local level, I would not be raising it�  I raise it because I want to see 
the State take a greater hand in clamping down on bogus self-employment within the construc-
tion sector, ensuring SEO rates are upheld, proper rates of the job, pensions, etc� 
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There cannot be a hands-off approach to this.  It cannot be the case that the local authorities 
sign the cheque and there is no follow-up on the terms and conditions�  Essentially, these people 
are performing a function on behalf of the State�  Where the State directly employs a nurse, 
carer, doctor or teacher, there is a rate for the job and that rate is respected�  There is a pension 
and that is paid�  That is not happening in the construction sector and I am conscious that, as the 
economy starts to reopen, these practices will become more and more the norm again�  I have 
evidence and can share it with the Minister of State�  Some mechanism needs to be in place to 
ensure the State is doing all it can to stamp out the practice of bogus self-employment�  That is 
not just legislation but following up on where the State is spending money�

17/06/2021RRR00700Minister of State at the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation (Deputy 
Damien English): I thank the Deputy for raising this issue�  She will have to forgive me be-
cause I only had notice she was going to raise bogus self-employment in the construction sector 
so I have no data or information on local authorities contracts�  That was not mentioned in any 
clarification to us.  I am happy to engage with her on that but I will have to speak more generally 
because that was all that was flagged to us by the Deputy.

I will speak mainly on behalf of the Department of Social Protection, which has most of the 
enforcement in this area along with the Workplace Relations Commission, WRC�  The WRC 
monitors this and construction sites are a key part of its work as well�  I would gladly take 
any evidence or data the Deputy has, discuss it with her and feed it into officials in the vari-
ous Departments�  Of course, we would follow this up and stamp this out because anywhere 
public money is spent we have to make sure the legislation is followed and that employees are 
respected and their conditions of employment through the various agreements are protected and 
honoured�

False or bogus self-employment arises where an employer wilfully or wrongfully treats a 
worker as an independent contractor in order to avoid tax and social insurance contributions and 
denies the worker access to other rights which attach to employment�  Quantitative data from 
the labour force survey and elsewhere indicate that the prevalence of false level employment is 
lower than is perhaps perceived anecdotally�  The self-employed made up about 14�1% of total 
employment in 2020�  This is consistent with the average levels of self-employment within the 
EU and does not, of itself, point to a major problem here�  

However, we know there are issues and they are dealt with whenever we have any informa-
tion to track that and there is ongoing testing as well�  It is fair to say there are some employers 
out there who are exploiting workers, many in lower paid and sometimes precarious jobs, and 
no level of worker exploitation is acceptable in this country�  I could not be any clearer on that 
note on behalf of the Government and myself�

That is why Ireland has robust enforcement bodies and mechanisms in place for the deter-
mination of the employment status of individuals or groups�  Where an issue arises in relation 
to the employment status of an individual, depending on the particular circumstances involved, 
cases are forwarded to the Department of Social Protection, the Revenue Commissioners or the 
WRC�  All three have a role in any local authority contracts and any site belonging to anybody, 
regardless of whether it is public or private money�

The scope and employment status investigation units of the Department of Social Protection 
regularly carry out investigations jointly with the labour inspectorate of the Workplace Rela-
tions Commission�  The Revenue Commissioners also have a role in identifying such cases and 
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they carry out stand-alone investigations and those in conjunction with the Workplace Relations 
Commission�  They also act on evidence or information that is reported� 

The Workplace Relations Commission completed 250 inspections in the construction sector 
in 2019 and 150 in 2020�  Inspections carried out by WRC inspectors operate on a compliance 
model�  This means that an inspector will work with an employer to ensure that the employer 
fulfils all their statutory obligations and that any outstanding wages or entitlements are given 
to workers�

Officials within the scope section of the Department of Social Protection determine employ-
ment status and the correct class of pay-related social insurance, PRSI.  Where misclassification 
of workers as self-employed is detected, the correct status and class is determined, and social 
insurance arrears are collected as required under the law�

Under the Social Welfare Consolidation Act 2005, there are specific offences in relation to 
employment contributions. On conviction, fines or imprisonment can ultimately be imposed.  
Revenue also has a strong inspection focus on the construction sector�  Importantly, the enforce-
ment bodies work closely together carrying out on-site investigations and work to a national 
code agreed with the social partners�  The code of practice for determining employment and 
self-employment status of individuals has just been updated by  an interdepartmental working 
group consisting of the Department of Social Protection, the Revenue Commissioners and the 
WRC.  It is currently with the social partners for final consideration before anticipated publi-
cation in the coming weeks�  This revised code will outline the current legal tests used in the 
determination of employment status and, importantly, incorporates the up-to-date situation�  It 
is important that we do that, both for the protection of employees but also to make sure that 
there is fair pricing when it comes to tenders so that businesses that follow all their obligations 
do not lose out on contracts because somebody else does not�  We are very strong on that point�

17/06/2021SSS00200Deputy Louise O’Reilly: That is exactly the issue�  There are decent employers and they 
tell me they cannot get State contracts because they are being undercut by employers who - I 
am trying to think of a diplomatic word to describe them; the Minister of State probably knows 
the type of word I would use, but I will not use it here - are exploiting their workers via bogus 
self-employment and undermining the rate while they are doing work on behalf of the State�  
When the Minister of State says that some employers are undermining workers’ rights, they are, 
but the State is an actor in this.  Will he consider engaging with the local authorities to find out 
what practices or mechanisms, if any, are in place to ensure this is not happening?  This is not in 
every local authority�  My read of it is that in some cases the cheque is signed and so long as the 
work is done, there is very little oversight from the local authority�  Local authorities should be 
proactively ensuring that the rate is respected, that workers are not in a bogus self-employment 
situation but are in fact contractors where there is an employment relationship that is honoured�  
That is not happening in every case�  I know the Minister of State is not naive enough to think 
that it is�  What I want to establish is whether there are practices in place and instructions com-
ing from the Government to agencies, in this case specifically to local authorities.

I apologise that the reference to local authorities was missing from the original request for 
the Topical Issue debate.  Is there a specific mechanism in place in local authorities to monitor 
the situation?  I do not believe there is�  Does the Minister of State agree with me that there 
should be one?  Could he take steps to ensure that happens, so that at the very least when the 
State is spending money it is making sure that the money is being spent on decent work?
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17/06/2021SSS00300Deputy Damien English: I would love to engage in more detail with the Deputy specifi-
cally on local authorities, but for whatever reason the reference was left out of the text as it 
appeared in the list of Topical Issue matters so I cannot address it�  I will certainly gather any 
information she wants on that space as well�  There are agencies with responsibility for this  
- principally, Revenue, the Department of Social Protection and the WRC, which have spe-
cific units to deal with the issue.  They work with anybody who issues State contracts.  Most 
importantly, they work on information, feedback and evidence or any suggestion of improper 
behaviour on a site�  Any evidence or data the Deputy has, or if someone has come to her, can 
be fed into the system and addressed�  I am familiar with the work of the bodies, which I have 
seen on many occasions�  I have seen them in operation on sites�  The agencies go in together 
as a team to deal with concerns and they follow up on issues�  They cannot track every site or 
every contract, but they monitor a selection of sites�  They most certainly act on information, so 
I urge the Deputy to bring forward any evidence she may have, and I will have it dealt with as 
well�  In most cases, it is clear whether an individual is employed or self-employed�  The Deputy 
is correct: I am not naive�  We know what goes on, but to be fair, the majority of employers are 
sound and good employers and we must keep reaffirming that.  While there will always be some 
that we are not happy with, we must recognise the majority are decent employers, who stepped 
up during Covid as well�

Where there is doubt regarding the employment status of an individual, the relevant Depart-
ment and agencies will have regard to the code of practice for determining his or her status�  A 
great deal of work is under way in this area and the revised code of practice on determining 
employment status will reflect recent case law.  It will help us address other issues outside the 
construction sector, because there are other areas of concern that we want to deal with as well�

The matter was discussed recently at a meeting of the Labour Employer Economic Forum 
subgroup on employment and enterprise, which is chaired by the Tánaiste, with the partici-
pation of the Department of Social Protection, Revenue and the WRC�  At that meeting, the 
Tánaiste requested that officials continue to explore fully all issues relating to the determination 
of employment status to better capture the realities of new and legitimate forms of work�  As the 
Deputy will be aware, that is something in which he has a strong interest and he is determined 
to take any action that is required�  That process has commenced and is ongoing�

At EU level, a second phase consultation of social partners on a possible action addressing 
the challenges relating to working conditions in platform work has been launched�  The Gov-
ernment takes all exploitation of workers very seriously�  There are robust enforcement bodies 
working together on the ground, with an agreed code of practice for dealing with complaints of 
bogus or false self-employment�  Any worker, Deputy or colleague who has information or con-
cerns about a person’s employment and PRSI status should contact the Department of Social 
Protection, Revenue or the WRC and the matter will be investigated�  I assure the Deputy that 
if she has any evidence to give me that I will make sure it is investigated�

17/06/2021SSS00400Environmental Investigations

17/06/2021SSS00500Deputy Marc Ó Cathasaigh: I thank the Minister of State of taking the matter�  I know he 
is not the line Minister for the Department but I want to draw his attention to the Environmental 
Protection Agency, EPA, catchments report issued this week on the assessment of catchments 
and the reductions in nitrogen concentrations to achieve water quality objectives�  The short 
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synopsis of the document is that we have a problem with nitrogen�  We have a problem in 
particular in the south and the east of the country and our indicators are moving in the wrong 
direction�

I will quote the key highlights in the report:

Elevated nitrogen concentrations in waters is one of the factors that leads to poor water 
quality outcomes in all waters� Estuaries and coastal waters, and groundwater drinking wa-
ter supplies are particularly at risk�

There are a number of key catchments of concern with elevated nitrogen concentrations 
along the south, southeast and east coasts including the Maigue/Deel, Bandon, Lee, Black-
water, Suir, Nore, Barrow, Slaney, Tolka/Liffey and the Boyne river catchments.

Nitrogen concentrations in waters have been increasing since 2013 - between 2013 and 
2019, all but one of the catchments of concern showed increasing trends in the amount, or 
load, of nitrogen discharging to the sea via our rivers�

The nitrogen load discharging to sea needs to be reduced in the catchments of concern 
to support healthy aquatic ecosystems�  The scale of reduction needed ranged from zero in 
some years, to just over 8,000 tonnes of nitrogen in the Barrow catchment in 2018�

The data show that in the predominantly rural catchments, more than 85% of the sources 
of nitrogen in the catchment are from agriculture, from chemical and organic fertilisers�

In the case of the Barrow, the Suir and the Nore rivers, the three sisters as they are referred 
to, which drain upwards of 9,000 sq� km in the south east in their combined catchment, the 
figure is above 90%.  In contrast, the majority of the nitrogen “in [the] Liffey/Tolka catchment, 
which incorporates Dublin City, is from urban waste water”�

The problem is particularly pronounced in the south east, my area�  Taking the most up-to-
date figures from the report from 2019 and combining the figures from the Nore, the Suir and 
the Barrow, the report estimates that just over 20,000 tonnes of nitrogen were discharged�  That 
are 20,000 tonnes flowing out between Hook Head and Dunmore East into what is supposedly 
a special area of conservation.  It is flowing past Woodstown where shellfish fisheries are re-
porting significant mortalities in their oyster harvest.  People living in the estuary all their lives 
report a steep decline in mussels and other shellfish.  However, I would caveat that by pointing 
out that a number of factors may be at play in this�

I am always conscious of the dangers of conflating causation and correlation.  The Farming 
Independent supplement of the Irish Independent trumpeted in April 2020 that since the aboli-
tion of milk quotas in 2015, there has been a 38% increase in cow numbers and 92% of that in-
crease accrued in Munster and Leinster.  When combined with the figures in this report, it leads 
to an almost inescapable conclusion that the intensification of agriculture in the past decade, in 
particular in the dairy sector, has placed greater pressure on rivers and watercourses�

I wish to stress a point to the Minister of State in the strongest terms�  I wish to dispel a lazy 
anti-farmer narrative often pushed about the Green Party�  I do not for one second blame the 
individual farmer in this�  I have family members who farm�  I am from a rural parish myself and 
I understand farmers have a business to run and a living to make�  I do not know any farmer who 
would not like to reduce his input costs and who would not like to get more bang for his buck 
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in terms of the fertiliser he uses on his land�  Are we doing enough as a Government to support 
farmers in allowing them to make a living while taking pressure off river catchments, the effect 
of which we are seeing in this report?

17/06/2021SSS00600Deputy Damien English: I thank the Deputy for raising this issue and for providing an 
opportunity for the Department to give an overview of the current work being undertaken to 
address the quality of our water�  I apologise to him on behalf of the Minister of State, Deputy 
Peter Burke, and the senior Minister, Deputy Darragh O’Brien, who could not attend this eve-
ning, but they and their officials will engage with the Deputy again on this issue.

I welcome the report from the Environmental Protection Agency which highlights one of 
the serious challenges facing Ireland’s water environment�  Our water resources are facing com-
plex pressures and increasing demands from population change and expected further growth in 
the economy, as well as from a changing climate� 

On agricultural nutrients, the Department of Housing, Local Government and Heritage is 
working closely with the Department of Agriculture, Food and the Marine on effective mea-
sures to address these issues through the river basin management plan, the nitrates action pro-
gramme and the CAP strategic plan�  Our policy is to ensure we provide the right measure in 
the right place�  As outlined in the river basin management plan for the years 2018 to 2021, and 
now in the EPA’s report, the pressures on water quality can vary across different catchments, 
as outlined so well by the Deputy.  As a result, it is clear that one-size-fits-all measures are 
not always fully effective.  For example, a free advisory service is now available to farmers in 
priority areas where the EPA identifies agriculture as a significant pressure on water quality.  
Where urban wastewater is causing an impact, Irish Water is investing in improved services and 
infrastructure through its capital investment plan�  The Government has also improved targeted 
financial supports to help bring domestic septic tanks up to standard.

The programme for Government commits Ireland to producing a new, stronger river basin 
management plan in 2022�  The draft plan will be based on three principles that emerged from 
the Department’s review of the second cycle�  First, there is an increased level of ambition�  
The third cycle plan will need a high level of ambition in response to water quality trends, 
something the Deputy will welcome and, indeed, he contributed to making sure it was in the 
programme for Government�  Second, on integrated catchment planning, local catchment man-
agement plans will be put in place for each of the 46 catchments�  This will provide opportuni-
ties for greater public participation and engagement of key stakeholders and sectors at a local 
and regional level�   The Deputy is right that many local stakeholders will be happy to engage 
in different ways and will be content to be part of the solutions.  Third, there will be multiple 
benefits and many of the measures needed to protect and improve water quality can also deliver 
benefits for biodiversity and climate change.

Ireland’s nitrates action programme is another key instrument in regard to achieving good 
water quality�  It is designed to prevent pollution of surface waters and groundwater from ag-
ricultural sources, and to protect and improve water quality�  The current regulations run to the 
end of 2021 and a new nitrates action programme will be published at the beginning of 2022�  A 
second consultation phase on the review of the nitrates action programme will be published in 
the coming weeks�  This review is being led by the nitrates expert group, which includes scien-
tific experts from the Department of Housing, Local Government and Heritage, the Department 
of Agriculture, Food and the Marine, Teagasc and the Environmental Protection Agency�  The 
nitrates expert group will assess the most up-to-date scientific evidence and advise the Depart-
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ment of Housing, Local Government and Heritage on the measures that should be included in 
the next action programme�  The expert group is also engaging in bilateral discussions with 
interested stakeholder groups as part of the review�

This review of the programme also gives us an opportunity to ensure it contributes to achiev-
ing biodiversity and climate action objectives, as well as water quality objectives�  Policy coher-
ence is a key component of protecting our environment and these areas cannot be successfully 
tackled in isolation�

The Department of Agriculture, Food and the Marine is preparing Ireland’s CAP strategic 
plan, which will also make an important contribution to protecting and restoring water quality�

Across all these areas - the revision of the river basin management plan, the nitrates action 
programme and CAP – the Department is working closely with the Department of Agriculture, 
Food and the Marine to ensure we see significant improvement in water quality in the years 
ahead�

17/06/2021TTT00200Deputy Marc Ó Cathasaigh: I thank the Minister of State�  I welcome that response�  It is 
comprehensive and, in fact, I am going to print it out from the Dáil record, keep it in my office 
and hold the Minister of State to account on it�

Of the things mentioned by the Minister of State, the river basin management plan is piv-
otal.  He is correct that different areas are undergoing different pressures and some of the map-
ping that is done as part of the report is very useful on that�  The other point the Minister of State 
makes that is very important is the idea of the right measure in the right place�  The report points 
out that the soil type in a particular area very much influences run-off and how we should look 
at the nitrogen use that is going to be useful and effective on the land.  Farmers have to pay big 
money to spread nitrogen on their land but analysts say only something like 25% of that makes 
it into the final product and the rest either ends up in our water courses or, more worrying still 
when we consider climate change, through volatilisation it ends up in our atmosphere, and it is 
a very potent greenhouse gas, as the Minister of State knows�

These interventions can be low-cost and high-effect, and even by changing the mix or chang-
ing the root profile of the grasses that the farmers are growing, we reduce their input costs, and 
just changing that root profile increases the amount of nitrogen that stays on the land.  Setback 
distances from rivers are also a very low-cost but effective intervention.  It even comes down 
to things like moving to protected urea rather than the usual nitrogen product.  There definitely 
are solutions�

As the Minister of State said, the key stakeholders in all of this, the farmers, are absolutely 
ready to work with us on this but it is pivotal that we lead on this as a Government�  We have 
seen declining water quality and it has an effect on our marine environments.  We need to turn 
that around in a way that works for the environment and also for the people who are working 
on our farms�

17/06/2021TTT00300Deputy Damien English: I thank the Deputy for the debate�  I know he is genuinely in-
terested in this area and has a commitment to it�  He brings a knowledge to the subject and a 
willingness to work with all stakeholders�  He is right that everybody wants to play their part in 
this area and that they need leadership and assistance from the Government across all Depart-
ments, which is key�
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I believe we can meet the challenge of protecting and improving our water quality�  We all 
know that we cannot take a business-as-usual approach.  It must be a sincere collective effort to 
reverse recent water quality decline as the causes and answers are not within the grasp of just a 
few individual groups or sectors�  Everyone needs healthy and well protected water catchments 
and the Government is working to ensure collective collaboration to the benefit of all.

The EPA’s most recent report highlights the challenges we face as a country and society, 
yet we also have the policy instruments to find a way forward to address these challenges.  If 
we have a full cross-departmental approach to this through government, we can achieve greater 
results on the next assessments�  I believe the programme for Government sets out a path to 
achieve that, as referenced earlier�

Building on the work during the current plan, the new river basin management plan will 
describe the main pressures and activities affecting water status, set out the environmental ob-
jectives to be achieved over the period 2022-27 and identify the measures needed to achieve 
these objectives, including those highlighted by the EPA�  The nitrates action programme will 
also set out objectives to control nutrient loss to our rivers and lakes�  As the Deputy said, that 
comes at a high cost to farmers, who do not want to see this waste either�  The majority are well 
prepared to engage and to work their way through this�  With both the review of the nitrates ac-
tion programme and a draft river basin management plan due to be published shortly for public 
consultation, I urge all stakeholders to engage in these process to ensure we achieve the best 
outcomes for our water bodies�

I again thank the Deputy for raising the issue�  The Government looks forward to engaging 
with the House on this issue again as we finalise our river basin management plan for the next 
six years in the weeks and months ahead�

17/06/2021TTT00350Employment Support Services

17/06/2021TTT00400Deputy Paul McAuliffe: This year, there will be two important developments for the jobs 
club networks and local employment service networks across the country�  One is that we will 
have an extension of the services to those areas that are not currently covered, which I welcome�  
We have strong local employment services in our area and we greatly value the contribution 
they make�  I can imagine the gap they would leave if communities did not have them, so I 
welcome that development�

We will also see the roll-out of a tender scheme for the rest of the country�  While there has 
not been a tender scheme for the best part of 20 years, and I understand from speaking to the 
Minister that there is no other option but to tender for this service, I have real fears, as do the 
local employment service operators, that the model that is being used, and the lots that may be 
allocated, may mean that services are missing from our local communities�

Let me talk the Minister of State through that concern�  The Dublin North West Area Part-
nership operates the local employment service in Rosehill House�  People tell me that their fear 
under the new contract is that it is effectively an “in and out” payment process and it does not 
take into account the strong and quality work that is done with clients, particularly clients who 
might be experiencing addiction and who are working into recovery, people who have been 
long-term unemployed for many years and people who are changing career�  A simple entry 
meeting, exit meeting progression tick is not the normal path for many of those clients�  If we 
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only pay the local employment services based on that model, then we will not get the service 
that we currently have�

We have the Ballymun Job Club�  It predates the local employment service�  It was a co-
operative established by the community to address some of the social needs in Ballymun many 
years ago.  It has worked with different local partnership companies over the years but it has 
appeared independently�  It is concerned about the lots that will be allocated�  I understand that 
there are currently 11 lots.  If there is a reduction in the number of those lots, it will effectively 
force different local employment services to compete against each other for existing territory.  
That is not what any of us want to see�  We know these organisations are doing a good job and 
there are mechanisms to make sure that they are and that where organisations are falling down, 
that can be addressed�  We are concerned about the model, the technical guidelines of how they 
will be paid and the number of lots�  The fear is based on what happened with the social inclu-
sion and community activation programme, SICAP�  Everybody in this House knows that genu-
ine mistakes were made with SICAP�  Whether one believes that it was an attempt to privatise 
the service which failed because private operators could not deliver the same service that com-
munity operators could or whether one believes that the tender was allocated poorly, we have 
to learn from the mistake�  We have to make sure that the local employment service contracts 
that are rolled out do not decrease the lots, and capture the quality of work needed from many 
of these agencies�

17/06/2021UUU00200Deputy Damien English: I thank Deputy McAuliffe for raising this issue and having this 
debate�  The Minister, Deputy Humphreys, sends her apologies�  She would like to have en-
gaged with the Deputy directly but could not�  She engaged with the committee on the subject 
yesterday.  If Deputy McAuliffe has not received the message yet, the Minister has agreed to 
meet with him and a delegation to tease through the concerns about this issue and hopefully 
allay the Deputy’s fears�  I think she will be able to do that because some of the fears expressed 
by Deputy McAuliffe and others here are well allayed in my view from my time working in 
the Department of Social Protection�  I am mainly in the Department of Enterprise, Trade and 
Employment but I also have a leg in the Department of Social Protection and work with it on 
many issues related to labour activation, with people who are looking for jobs, and directly with 
the Minister, Deputy Humphreys.  I am quite confident, from engaging with it, that it has the 
needs of individuals in mind here�  I will return to the formal statement shortly�  This model is 
mainly based on progression, personal development and engagement�  I assure that Deputy that 
it is not just about going in and out�  I urge anybody concerned to get involved in the tendering 
process when it comes their way and to go to the workshops�  They will then realise that it is 
about progression and engagement, which is what the main part of this will be about�

I am grateful for the opportunity to discuss matters surrounding the provision of employ-
ment services in the State�  The Department of Social Protection published a request for tender 
on 26 May for the procurement of regional employment services in parts of the State where 
there is currently no employment service�  This is a welcome expansion of employment ser-
vices, announced last year in the July stimulus package�  This expansion of services involves 
tendering for four lots across seven counties in the north west and midlands�  Those lots are 
Donegal, Sligo and Leitrim, Longford and Westmeath, and Laois and Offaly.

The existing contracts of the Department of Social Protection’s main contracted employ-
ment services providers, including local employment services, job clubs, and JobPath, all ex-
pire at the end of this year.  Not replacing these contracts would entail a significant reduction 
in public employment service capacity�  Instead, the Department is now increasing its capacity, 
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through the expansion of a new regional employment service model throughout the State�  Par-
ties interested in the current tendering process now have until 7 July to prepare tenders�  While 
the procurement is competitive, in line with legal requirements, there are numerous local and 
community bodies in those counties already supplying similar services on behalf of their com-
munities�  They will be well positioned to tender for these new lots and have been fully engaged 
at various meetings and workshops with the Department over the last couple of years as we 
prepared for these changes�

The key requirement in the request for tenders is quality of service�  That is key, so we can 
ensure, and will be happy to ensure, that those who are long-term unemployed will receive a 
high quality employment service�  This procurement will ensure the State extends the range of 
employment services it provides to seven counties, which is a welcome and timely development 
because those counties did not have the service�  I know there is some concern among current 
service providers as the State moves to an open competitive procurement process and moves 
on from the “cost met” funding approach of current local employment services and job clubs�

The current contracts operate on an annual basis, provide only partial State coverage and 
have largely gone unchanged in two decades or longer in some cases�  In some cases, they are 
cumbersome and administratively burdensome for the service providers and the Department 
and are not procured in a way that is in accordance with national and EU procurement rules�  
The new funding approach, with payments tied to the actual number of clients supported and 
weighted towards the client’s engagement and progression with the service, which is key, will 
be multi-annual, enabling providers to plan how best to meet the needs of their clients across 
different calendar years.

Phase 2 of the procurement process, which will occur later this year, will see the Depart-
ment of Social Protection issue requests for tenders to provide employment services nationally�  
A series of separate requests for tenders will issue to complete the roll-out of the new regional 
employment service State-wide�  It is expected that existing local community providers will be 
well placed to submit quality tenders for these new regional employment services�  The Depart-
ment recognises that quality that can be found locally�  The Department of Social Protection 
will consider any lessons from the phase 1 procurement process and apply them in the design 
of the multiple requests for tenders that will be published later this year under phase 2�  They 
review their ongoing work over the last seven or eight years too, with all the changes through 
the Intreo offices and the expansion of services here.  All of that feeds into the changes that are 
coming through the system this year and next year�

17/06/2021UUU00300Deputy Paul McAuliffe: I have heard the Minister of State’s contribution here and heard 
the Minister’s yesterday�  I welcome that she will meet with a number of Fianna Fáil backbench 
Deputies about this because we are greatly concerned about it�  My local employment service, 
as with many across the country, issued a press release last week stating that the Government 
was implementing a for-profit model that would reduce community services.  I hear the Minis-
ter of State and he is saying that that is not true and that, when the tender comes out, that will 
not be the case�  If the Minister of State knows many of these local employment services, they 
do not normally engage in that type of vocal political criticism of a Government�  If they are 
doing so, it is because they are concerned�  I ask the Minister of State to make sure that local 
focus happens�  He referred to engagement and progression being important�  Engagement is the 
more important of the two�  We need to ensure that those local services remain�

I am concerned about the use of the term “regional employment services” as opposed to 
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“local employment services”�  That comes back to the lot numbers�  How many lots will there 
be in Dublin?  With the previous SICAP model, Ballymun lost its local partnership�  It did not 
lose the service�  A neighbouring partnership took over that contract and delivered the service 
but we lost the local focus�  We want to make sure that does not happen and that something that 
is not intended, which the Government does not want, which is the progression of a for-profit 
model, does not happen by accident because we issued the wrong number of lots and end up 
with different local organisations competing with each other.  I ask the Minister of State to im-
press on the Minister for Social Protection the concerns raised here tonight�  I raised them with 
her directly�  She has been forthcoming and has given us many assurances�  Tender processes 
are rigid and sometimes have unintended consequences and outcomes�

17/06/2021UUU00400Deputy Damien English: I thank Deputy McAuliffe for raising this and assure him that 
the Minister, Deputy Humphreys, is happy to engage with him to reassure him�  I am interested 
in this area myself from chairing the committee and working in the Department of Enterprise, 
Trade and Employment on the matter of job creation previously and now again�  That is about 
creating good quality jobs and making sure that everybody has the opportunity to avail of those 
jobs�  There are also other reasons why I am interested in this matter�  Being based in the Depart-
ment of Social Protection, I am familiar with the two local services that the Deputy mentioned 
and I have engaged with them over the years.  I am confident that the Department and Minister 
understand the importance of engagement and progression�  If we are to provide a success-
ful employment service to anybody, whether recently unemployed or long-term unemployed, 
there has to be engagement which is about a person’s personal progression and a specific plan 
to bring them on that journey�  Sometimes they need additional services or time�  We are deter-
mined to give people the best opportunity.  That is what these contracts will reflect.

I thank the Deputy for his contribution�  I would like to reiterate some key points�  The re-
cent tender published is the outcome of a lengthy process of engagement and consultation with 
all employment services�  The tender will allow the Department to contract out employment 
services on a legally sound basis and in line with national and EU procurement rules�  It will 
also increase our capacity to provide a top-class service as soon as people need it because we 
recognise the pressure that might come on the system in the time ahead�

No existing local employment services will be impacted by this current tender phase, as I 
am sure the Deputy is aware�  There will be time to review that process as we make changes for 
the second round later in the year�  This process – both phases of procurement – is essentially 
focused on expanding employment services, primarily for the long-term unemployed�  The De-
partment is seeking to procure high-quality employment services focused on supporting those 
individuals, jobseekers and other cohorts, who are furthest from the labour market�

This will be a tailored intensive employment service designed to address the needs of the 
people who are supported by the service and bids will be evaluated on the basis of their quality 
and demonstration of how they meet their clients’ specific needs.

17/06/2021VVV00200Health Services

17/06/2021VVV00300Deputy Aengus Ó Snodaigh: Gabhaim buíochas leis an gCathaoirleach Gníomhach as 
seasamh isteach dom chun deis a thabhairt dom an cheist seo a ardú�  Hesed House provided a 
valuable counselling service in Inchicore serving more than 80 clients a week�  Anybody who 
knows the area will know of many of the problems that have been visited on not only the Inch-
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icore area but Dublin 8, 10 and 12 in general on top of having just come through a pandemic�

This counselling service served individuals, couples and the local schools�  It provided a 
vital service in the area�  There was a waiting list for counselling�  There are two full-time thera-
pists, two part-time therapists, a number of volunteers, an administrator and clinical director�  
Hesed House provided a brilliant service, but it is now in liquidation�  I am not here to ask the 
Minister of State to go into the details of what caused that liquidation�  Clearly the HSE or the 
charity regulator has responsibilities in respect of due diligence if there were questions relating 
to governance, public funding, oversight or corporate failings�  I am raising the issue because 
there is now no service in place�  Anybody who has worked with people who have been in 
counselling will recognise that continuity of counselling is vital, particularly given the year we 
have been through�  

Can the Minister of State guarantee that the funding the HSE provided to this service in 
the past will remain for counselling in the area?  Can we get some stopgap measure in the first 
instance to ensure that counselling continues for those who require it?  We also need to build up 
a new counselling service on the same type of model, a free counselling service as needed by 
many of the families in the area�

The drugs task force in the area has assured me that its portion of the funding from the HSE 
will remain in the area�  I am not sure about the Tusla money�  Those were the three streams of 
funding as well as a small amount of funding the volunteers and therapists managed to raise�

There is a clear demand and the support for such a service in the area from the partnership�  
I am on the drugs task force�  Local schools have been crying out for expansion of the services 
that were there�  The Core Youth Service, Common Ground, St� Michael’s family resource cen-
tre and many more have stated they were appalled that it was closing�  We need to bear in mind 
that people are losing jobs, some of them after ten or 15 years in employment�  

The facility closed on 4 June�  Hopefully we will be able to help people to get services in 
other areas, but I ask for the HSE to step in�  This is not additional money�  This is the money 
that is already allocated but it now needs to be diverted to provide a counselling service that up 
to now was provided by a different company in Hesed House.

It is an area that like many other areas of Dublin has felt the effects of poverty, crime and 
many other ailments that affect our society.  I hope the Minister of State will be able to give me 
good news today�  

17/06/2021VVV00400Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Frankie Feighan): I thank Dep-
uty Ó Snodaigh for raising the issue�  I welcome this opportunity to update the House on the 
closure of Hesed House in Inchicore�

I take this opportunity to reaffirm the Government’s commitment to implementing the na-
tional drugs strategy, and its commitment to a health-led approach to drug use and the develop-
ment of harm-reduction interventions in all communities�  I am very aware of the important role 
that organisations such as Hesed House played under the drugs strategy in assisting families to 
cope with addiction issues through family therapy and counselling services�

I understand that Hesed House received €287,000 in public funding in 2020, with €108,000 
from HSE addiction services, €132,000 from Canal Communities Drug and Alcohol Local Task 
Force, and €47,000 from Tusla�  As the Deputy said, organisations entrusted and funded by the 
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State to provide services on its behalf are accountable for that funding�

I understand that the HSE notified Hesed House on 1 December 2020 that it would cease 
funding the organisation at the end of June 2021 due to ongoing concerns over its governance 
and operation�  Unfortunately, attempts by the HSE and the local drug and alcohol task force 
to contact and engage with the service to explore alternative arrangements for funding were 
unsuccessful�

All section 39 agencies part-funded by the Government are accountable to the State�  There-
fore, standards of governance, accountability, compliance and regulatory structures must be 
adhered to�  The section 39 sector provides vital services for thousands of people throughout 
Ireland�  I am very grateful for the work that is carried out by these providers on behalf of the 
HSE�

Sadly, the board of management of the service made a decision in May 2021 to close the 
service on 4 June 2021�  I understand that the HSE became aware of this through Hesed House 
staff on 3 June.

A review of the service in 2018 highlighted the very small proportion of individuals attend-
ing Hesed House who were receiving care for addiction-related issues�  As Minister of State 
with responsibility for the national drugs strategy, I intend to do all that I can to ensure that the 
closure of Hesed House does not have a significant impact on people in Dublin 8, 10 and 12 
accessing appropriate care, as the Deputy articulated very well�

I welcome the assurance by the HSE that a number of projects within the Dublin 8, 10 and 
12 areas provide counselling and that any gaps in service provision will be addressed through 
these services�  I have asked the drug’s policy unit in my Department to liaise with the HSE 
with the aim of ensuring all service users of Hesed House gain access to alternative appropriate 
care in their area�

If any issues are outstanding, I ask the Deputy to email them to me and I will try to raise 
them within the Department.  We are concerned about care and also about staff.  If we can be of 
assistance on any issues at this difficult time, I would be only too happy to help.  

17/06/2021VVV00500Deputy Aengus Ó Snodaigh: I thank the Minister of State for the reassurance regarding 
ongoing issues�  It is still raw because the service has only just closed�  Indeed, the closing date 
was brought forward�  There was a creditors’ meeting at which no answers were given�  I am 
glad the Minister of State has given the assurance that the HSE will ensure that the Dublin 8, 10 
and 12 areas will be provided with counselling and that any gaps in service provision will be ad-
dressed through those services�  Those who have now been left without counselling services in 
the community, the young people and families with whom Hesed House, which has been there 
for 28 years, has worked in the past, are now in a vulnerable position�  They have been assured, 
insofar as is possible, that services will be available�  The service grew out of the community�  
All of the local organisations were able to access it�  Schools in particular, which in other areas 
are often crying out for services, had one here�  Young people in particular could turn up at the 
doorstep and be looked after�  It also stood up to the mark during the pandemic�  Given where 
we are as a society with regard to mental health and what we have experienced over the pan-
demic of the last two years, never mind all of the additional pressures faced by people living in 
those areas, it is vital that a service which can last, rather than a stopgap measure, be put in place 
as soon as possible�  I am happy that the Minister of State has assured us that the drugs policy 
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unit in his Department will liaise with the HSE to ensure that a service is put in place and, if at 
all possible, that all the community stakeholders will work together to ensure that this service 
is put in place as quickly as possible so that there will not be a break in counselling or therapy 
for those most in need�

17/06/2021WWW00200Deputy Frankie Feighan: I thank Deputy Ó Snodaigh for the opportunity to update him 
on the closure of Hesed House in Inchicore�  As he rightly said, 28 years is a long time�  This 
service came out of the needs of the community�  I reiterate my commitment, as Minister of 
State with responsibility for the national drugs strategy, to do all I can to ensure the decision of 
the board of management of Hesed House to close the service will not have a significant impact 
on the ability of the people of Dublin 8, Dublin 10 and Dublin 12 to access appropriate care�

I also acknowledge the identified need for counselling services for families and individuals 
with regard to both mental health and addiction�  The Department of Health and the HSE are 
dedicated to ensuring that service of the highest quality is available to all of those who require 
it�  Once again, I welcome the assurance of the HSE that there are a number of projects within 
the Dublin 8, Dublin 10 and Dublin 12 areas that provide counselling�  Any gaps in service 
provision will be addressed via these services�  I am pleased to learn that a meeting took place 
today between the liquidator appointed to Hesed House and the HSE�  I hope this has brought 
greater clarity to the situation�

As I have said, we are very fortunate to have the HSE addiction services, the Canal Commu-
nities Local Drug and Alcohol Task Force and Tusla�  I will heap tremendous praise on the local 
task force�  Its workers are the people on the ground who work with all the various stakeholders, 
which the Deputy has rightly identified.  These are the people working in addiction services in 
the interests of the community�  We are very fortunate to have such a professional, dedicated 
and strong team in the Canal Communities Local Drug and Alcohol Task Force�  I look forward 
to working with them in the future�

17/06/2021WWW00300Regulation of Lobbying (Post-Term Employment as Lobbyist) Bill 2020: Second 
Stage [Private Members]

17/06/2021WWW00400Deputy Ged Nash: I move: “That the Bill be now read a Second Time�”

I welcome the opportunity to advance the Regulation of Lobbying (Post-Term Employment 
as Lobbyist) Bill 2020�  I sincerely hope that the legislation will be supported by all Deputies 
and all parties�  Ireland’s standing in the global corruption index has fallen�  We now sit well be-
low the states against which we like to compare ourselves�  According the latest Edelman Trust 
barometer, fewer than half of people surveyed trust our Government leaders�  Trust in politics 
and in public administration is intrinsic to democracy�  It should be especially so in a republic�  
For much of our short history as an independent state, the political culture and the dominance 
of one political party saw our politics poisoned by abuse of public office at the highest levels.  
In the 1980s, when this country was on its knees, some of our elite politicians were living high 
on the hog, having enriched themselves through the high offices they held.  

One of the many reasons I became a member of the Labour Party is because of our posi-
tion on corruption and on the need for transparency and integrity in public life, and because we 
linked those very principles to the health and quality of our democracy.  From the first moves 
to bring in ethics legislation to the initial Freedom of Information Act in 1997 to taking money 
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out of politics and other such important measures, real reform in the space of ethics in public 
office tends always to start with us.  We are proud of our record.  The latest initiative came in 
2015�  The last Oireachtas was sadly largely an ethics reform-free zone�  The Regulation of 
Lobbying Act 2015 was an important initiative by my colleague, Deputy Howlin�  This Act 
is six years old�  Given the passage of time and given what we and the regulator have learned 
about how these relatively new laws have worked in practice, it is timely that they be reviewed 
and tightened up�  

I have no difficulty with lobbying.  Some people seem to, but I do not.  I believe it is im-
portant for our democracy�  One person’s lobbyist is another person’s advocate�  Lobbying 
and advocacy are part of an open and democratic society�  It is how we choose to regulate and 
limit such activity, and how transparent we choose to make it, that defines our decision-making 
processes�  While the Regulation of Lobbying Act 2015 has been lauded in many circles as an 
important public policy measure, there are few sanctions in the Act to enforce compliance with 
regard to certain kinds of breaches�  This is despite repeated requests by the Standards in Public 
Office Commission, SIPO, and other experts in recent years to give our political watchdog more 
bite�  

The Act was never meant to stay still.  Calls by SIPO to legislate to give it more firepower 
have fallen on deaf ears�  We have seen too many cases of former Ministers and others leaving 
office on a Friday and walking into a new gig on Monday without even bothering to send a cur-
sory note to SIPO looking for an exemption�  This kind of behaviour, carried out with impunity, 
rightly drives the people we represent mad and does nothing to dislodge the narrative that politi-
cians are all at it, are all the same and are all out for themselves�  

The cases of top politicians with which we are familiar do not, however, highlight the full 
extent of this problem�  The revolving door is also alive and well among special advisors and 
senior civil servants, although this is less well known and receives less coverage�  Allowing 
those with intimate knowledge of the corridors of power to be so easily poached and employed 
to act on behalf of big corporations and lobby groups undermines the credibility of our system 
of governance.  Today we must finally make a start in closing some of these glaring loopholes, 
which allow former officeholders and senior officials to act without consequence.

The Regulation of Lobbying (Post-Term Employment as Lobbyist) Bill 2020 is a short and 
simple Bill.  It is a first step in strengthening and further enhancing the powers of SIPO and 
in properly regulating the conduct of former officeholders and others post employment.  As 
it stands, SIPO has the power to investigate relevant contraventions of the 2015 legislation�  
These include failing to register, failing to make returns to the lobbying register, providing false 
or misleading information and failing to co-operate with investigations�  Under section 18 of 
the Act, SIPO may initiate an investigation of a person who it reasonably believes has failed to 
comply with an investigation or is obstructing an investigation�  However, the crux of the issue 
is that section 22, which is supposed to prohibit former designated officials from undertak-
ing lobbying activity for one year after departure from their posts, is not currently included in 
section 18 as a relevant contravention�  Put simply, SIPO does not have powers to investigate 
contraventions of, or to enforce, this provision of the Act in such cases�  This new Bill proposes 
to address this omission by adding the contravention of section 22 to the list of relevant contra-
ventions SIPO may investigate�

9 o’clock
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In so doing, section 22 of the Act as it will be amended will impose restrictions on post-term 
employment as a lobbyist which apply to persons who have served in certain sensitive posi-
tions.  The legislation provides for a one-year cooling-off period for Ministers and Ministers 
of State, special advisers and senior civil servants, as has been the case since the enactment of 
the 2015 Act�  This means that for one year from ceasing to hold such a position, an individual 
may not, except with the formal consent of SIPO, carry out lobbying activities or be employed 
by a person carrying out lobbying activities that involve the Department or body in which that 
individual served during his or her last year of office or employment.

  As I have noted, we know that in a recent high-profile case no such permission was sought 
from SIPO by a recent officeholder who moved seamlessly into a job in the industry for which, 
until recently, he had held ministerial responsibility�  As it stands, SIPO has no power to inves-
tigate, rebuke or impose sanctions�  This is manifestly absurd�  The case to which I refer, along 
with other cases, have brought into stark relief the fact that the some parts of the 2015 Act do 
not contain sufficient enforcement powers.  I make that point with particular reference to sec-
tion 22 and the fact that contravention of that section is not an offence.  

  The purpose of the Bill is to regularise the situation by enabling section 22 to be properly 
enforced in a way the public has a right to expect.  The Bill clearly defines contraventions, the 
power of SIPO to authorise an investigation and that any person found to have contravened the 
section would be guilty of an offence.  At the lower end of the scale, the proposed amendments 
would use the punishments already set out in the Act and providing for a class C fine of up to 
€2,500 on summary conviction in the District Court�  However, under this proposed legisla-
tion, if a case were to proceed to a jury trial in the Circuit Court, the punishment applicable on 
conviction would include a fine or imprisonment for up to two years, depending on the severity 
of the offence.

  In closing, although I welcome the fact that the Government previously committed to a 
review of SIPO legislation in respect of this and other matters, it is absolutely essential that it 
acts quickly on this particular glaring loophole.  Confidence in politics depends on it.

17/06/2021XXX00200Minister of State at the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform (Deputy Os-
sian Smyth): I move amendment No� 1:

To delete all words after “That” and substitute the following:

“Dáil Éireann:

— recognises that the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform’s review of 
the Regulation of Lobbying Act 2015 has just concluded; and 

— resolves that the Regulation of Lobbying (Post-Term Employment as Lobby-
ist) Bill 2020 be deemed to be read a second time this day six months, to allow for 
a proposal for draft legislation to take account of the recommendations arising from 
that review to be brought forward�”

I thank Deputy Nash for bringing forward the Bill and for the opportunity to discuss this 
important matter�  When the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform, Deputy Michael 
McGrath, and I contributed to the discussion on the regulation of lobbying on Second Stage 
of the Regulation of Lobbying (Amendment) Bill introduced by Deputies Mairéad Farrell and 
Doherty on 24 November 2020, we committed to working with Deputies to address the issues 
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raised�  If I recall correctly, Deputy Mairéad Farrell pointed out at the time that there was cross-
party consensus on the need for change�  All present are in agreement on the importance of 
transparency and accountability to protect the public interest and to underpin public confidence 
in politics and in our democratic institutions�

I propose to outline to the House some background detail relating to the Regulation of Lob-
bying Act 2015�  This is important in providing an overall context to the Bill being discussed 
this evening�  I will set out information on the current operation of section 22 of the Act and pro-
vide an update on the review of the Regulation of Lobbying Act which has recently concluded� 

Communication, dialogue and engagement are central to a well-functioning democracy�  
Interest groups, representative bodies, industry and civil society organisations, NGOs and third-
party professional lobbyists all provide crucial input and feedback to the political and public 
administration systems�  It is important that this activity is transparent and open to public scru-
tiny as part of the proper checks and balances that mitigate any attempt to seek to exert undue 
or improper influence on the conduct of policy formulation, development and decision-making.

The Regulation of Lobbying Act has been in operation since 1 September 2015�  Its purpose 
is to bring that transparency�  Since that date, there has been a requirement for those who lobby 
designated public officials, DPOs, as they are termed in the Act, to register and report on their 
lobbying activities every four months on the register of lobbying.  Designated public officials 
include Ministers, Ministers of State, Members of the Oireachtas, MEPs, local authority mem-
bers, special advisers and senior Civil Service and local authority officials.  The register, which 
is a web-based system, can be viewed at www.lobbying.ie and is overseen by the Standards in 
Public Office Commission.  Currently, almost 2,200 organisations or individuals have regis-
tered their lobbying activity on the register and almost 56,000 returns are available to view�  The 
lobbying.ie website includes a suite of information tools designed by SIPO to help lobbyists, 
DPOs and the public to fully understand the Act and its obligations�

As Deputies are aware, the Regulation of Lobbying Act contains a statutory review provi-
sion requiring that the operation of the Act be reviewed every three years�  To date, two statutory 
reviews have been carried out�  Public consultations were conducted on both occasions and the 
final reports were laid before the Houses of the Oireachtas.  The second statutory review found 
that there is widespread acceptance and support for the legislation, with the Act and the register 
viewed in a positive and constructive light�  It is clear from the submissions to both statutory 
reviews that the Act and the lobbying regulations it introduced have been well received and are 
now accepted as the norm�  The Act is generally perceived to have met the intended objective 
of increasing transparency and accountability around the lobbying of DPOs, underpinned by 
a register that is easily accessible and navigable�  In this regard, I compliment the work of the 
Standards in Public Office Commission, particularly with regard to the significant amount of 
guidance notes, website content on www.lobbying.ie, information notices and the tailored out-
reach that it conducts�

Turning to the specific context of section 22 of the Act, the section deals with restrictions on 
post-term employment as a lobbyist.  It provides that certain designated public officials, such 
as Ministers, Ministers of State, special advisers and prescribed public servants, are restricted 
from engaging in lobbying in certain circumstances for a year after they leave their employment 
or office unless they obtain permission from SIPO.  These circumstances are where the lobby-
ing activity involves a public service body with which the relevant DPO was employed or held 
office in the year prior to his or her leaving or is to a person who was a DPO connected with 
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that body in the year prior to the individual leaving�  It is the responsibility of the relevant DPO 
to seek consent from the Standards in Public Office Commission to waive or reduce his or her 
cooling-off period prior to taking up the offer of employment.  A relevant DPO who is unhappy 
with the decision of SIPO can make an appeal�  Since the Act commenced in 2015, SIPO has 
received 20 such applications� 

The purpose of section 22 is generally to manage the potential for conflicts of interest be-
tween the public and private sectors and to place restrictions on what has been perceived as a 
revolving door between the public and private sectors�  There are no enforcement provisions 
associated with breaches of section 22 of the Act�  The current approach was informed by the 
need to balance the right of a person to work and the proportionality of any limitations and any 
sanctions that may be imposed�  It also did not want to have the unintended impact of deter-
ring participation in politics or in public service roles, particularly those in positions of short to 
medium term duration�

The former Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform, Deputy Howlin, addressed section 
22 on Committee Stage of the Regulation of Lobbying Bill in the Seanad in February 2015�  He 
stated:

The imposition of restriction on post-term employment as a lobbyist on relevant desig-
nated public officials must be proportionate and practical because people have constitutional 
rights.  One of the most difficult things is to narrow or circumscribe people’s right to work, 
which is what this provision does�

  The Bill before the House seeks to amend section 18 of the Regulation of Lobbying Act 
2015 by including a contravention of section 22 within the definition of relevant contravention.  
It proposes that the proposed amendment would have retrospective effect.

As Deputies will be aware, the Taoiseach indicated in the House in late September last year 
that a review of section 22 of the Act was to be undertaken by the Department of Public Ex-
penditure and Reform�  In response to the request of An Taoiseach and in the context of the two 
statutory reviews of the legislation conducted in 2017 and 2019, the Bill before the House and 
that initiated by Deputies Mairéad Farrell and Doherty, a thorough review of the Regulation of 
Lobbying Act 2015 has been conducted and recently concluded�  That is the commitment that 
the Minister, Deputy Michael McGrath, and I made to the House last November�  It must be 
remembered that this is a complex policy area and a detailed review was necessary to properly 
assess the policy, legal and practical implications of the issues raised�  I assure Deputies that the 
review was informed by the concerns raised and points made in the House last November�  It 
is the intention of the Minister, Deputy McGrath, to bring a memorandum to the Government 
before the summer break, outlining the findings of the review and setting out associated recom-
mendations�  Given the substantial overlap between the Bill before us and the wider review of 
the Act that has been completed, the proposed time-limited amendment of six months to the 
motion that the Bill be read a Second Time would allow a sufficient period to bring forward a 
proposal for draft legislation to take account of the recommendations arising from the wider 
review, subject to Government approval�

17/06/2021YYY00200Deputy Mairéad Farrell: Ar an gcéad dul síos, tréaslaím leis an Teachta Nash as an mBille 
seo a chur os comhair na Dála�  I commend him on bringing forward this Bill�  I welcome any 
legislation that seeks to shut the revolving door between Government and vested interests�  We 
need to keep in mind the scandals of the past year that brought this issue to the fore, including 
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the appointment of a former Minister of State at the Department of Finance to a position with 
an investment fund lobbying group�  This showed very clearly the need for increased regulation 
of lobbying.  That particular appointment breached the cooling-off period set down for such ap-
pointments, which sent shock waves through the general public.  People were really baffled by 
how easily it could be done�  What is even more shocking, as already mentioned, is that there 
are no enforcement powers relating to the designated cooling-off period.

Deputy Nash proposes to empower the Standards in Public Office Commission to investi-
gate suspected contraventions of section 22 of the Regulation of Lobbying Act 2015�  That sec-
tion prohibits former designated public officials from engaging in lobbying activity for one year 
after leaving their post.  This is what is referred to as a post-employment cooling-off period.  
SIPO’s power to investigate would apply to contraventions of section 22 that occur after the Bill 
is enacted, even if the former public official left office before that date.  This would undoubtedly 
be an improvement on what is currently in place�

There is scope to go further still, however�  For example, it would be best practice to extend 
the cooling-off period from one to two years.  The first Bill I co-sponsored in the Dáil, together 
with Deputy Doherty, sought to implement 13 of the 22 recommendations that were submitted 
by SIPO to the Government in May 2019 to extend its investigative and sanctioning powers�  I 
will not go through all of them but will highlight a few�  The recommendations included pro-
viding the commission with further powers to investigate and report on breaches of the code of 
conduct�  Greater oversight of lobbying would be provided by extending the scope of section 
22 of the 2015 Act to make a failure to comply with that section an offence.  This would place 
SIPO on a surer footing when investigating complaints�

We have had a review of these issues but what we really need now is action�  This Bill, if 
not the Bill I brought forward, should be enacted as soon as possible�  We need to deal with the 
issues head on and without delay to restore public confidence.  In the interest of accountability 
and transparency, we need legislation urgently�  A revolving door between politics and the lob-
bying industry is corrosive to democracy and undermines public confidence that our political 
system is responsive to the needs of the people of this country rather than those of unelected 
vested interest groups�

17/06/2021YYY00300Deputy Ruairí Ó Murchú: I commend Deputy Nash on bringing forward this legislation 
and affording us another opportunity to deal with the issue of lobbying.  In fairness to the Min-
ister of State, he acknowledged the lack of enforcement in regard to this matter and the need for 
such enforcement.  This is not the first time I have spoken on this issue.  My colleague, Deputy 
Mairéad Farrell, referred to the legislation she and Deputy Doherty brought forward�  We wel-
come some aspects of Deputy Nash’s Bill, particularly the proposal regarding the cooling-off 
period�  Deputy Mairéad Farrell put it really well when she said that we need to shut the revolv-
ing door between politics and big business and lobbyists�  There is a general perception that 
such a revolving door is in action, which is possibly sometimes unfair�  We leave ourselves open 
to that perception when we do not close off these particular loopholes and problems.  As Deputy 
Mairéad Farrell said, our party is in favour of a cooling-off period of two years rather than one.

I am very interested in the Minister of State’s comment to the effect that a review of this 
issue has been carried out and his reference to a memorandum that will be brought to Cabinet 
before the summer recess�  We need action as soon as possible�  Whether that is by way of this 
legislation, Deputy Mairéad Farrell’s Bill or a third legislative proposal does not really matter, 
so long as it reflects the significant information we already have.  We know the recommenda-
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tions SIPO has made on this matter�  They just need to be implemented�  As I said, the public’s 
perception of the connection between politics and lobbying is not good�  That has arisen be-
cause of things that happened in this State in the past that show a crossover between big busi-
ness, the insurance lobby, the banking sector and politics�  It is entirely necessary to separate 
politics from those interests�

When speaking on this issue previously, I made the point that accountability needs to hap-
pen at governmental level and more broadly at political level�  People expect that to be done�  I 
also made the point that I do not always get caught up in the idea of absolute accountability and 
transparency�  I accept that we live in a world of grey and, from time to time, there is a necessity 
to get issues dealt with from the point of view of benefiting the public.  What we have, however, 
and what is seen to be happening, is a connectivity between politics and a power base involving 
big business and elites�  We need to ensure that we sever this connection in reality, as well as the 
perception of it�  I also said in previous discussions that there is an element of people possibly 
not being overly concerned about this issue if we were delivering for them on the issues that 
matter�  We all know what those issues are�  We are at the tail end of the pandemic and we need 
to restore as many businesses as possible and continue whatever supports have been given to 
date to ensure business owners, families and the rest of society are supported�  We know the dif-
ficulties there are for people in the taxi industry, aviation, hospitality, entertainment and many 
other sectors�  The list goes on�  We need to ensure we deliver for those people and we also must 
deliver on housing and healthcare�

What Deputy Nash is proposing in this Bill, and what was proposed previously by Deputies 
Mairéad Farrell and Doherty, is very simple�  It is about ensuring that we clearly separate poli-
tics from big business lobbyists�  We can do that very easily and it is worthwhile and absolutely 
necessary to do so�  I put it to the Minister of State and the Minister for Public Expenditure and 
Reform, Deputy Michael McGrath, that it is just a matter of getting it done as quickly as pos-
sible�  It is a very simple request and we must deliver it�

17/06/2021YYY00400An Ceann Comhairle: As there are no more Deputies offering, I ask the Minister of State 
to respond to the contributions�

17/06/2021YYY00500Minister of State at the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform (Deputy Os-
sian Smyth): I thank Deputies Maireád Farrell and Ó Murchú for their contributions�  I reiterate 
my thanks to Deputy Nash for bringing the Bill forward�

The purpose of the Bill is to amend section 18 of the Regulation of Lobbying Act 2015 by 
including a contravention of section 22 within the definition of “relevant contraventions”.  It is 
also proposed that this amendment would have retrospective effect.  If a contravention of sec-
tion 22 was deemed to be a relevant contravention under the Act, as proposed, then SIPO would 
be empowered to authorise an investigation to be carried out�  Furthermore, a person who com-
mits a relevant contravention of section 22 would be guilty of an offence and liable on summary 
conviction to a class C fine and, on conviction on indictment, to a fine or imprisonment for a 
term not exceeding two years, or both�

As Deputies will be aware, under section 22 of the 2015 Act, specific categories of relevant 
designated public officials are subject to a one-year cooling-off period during which they cannot 
engage in lobbying activities in specific circumstances or be employed by, or provide services 
to, a person carrying on lobbying activities in specific circumstances.  The cooling-off period 
applies for a full one-year term unless the relevant designated public official applies to SIPO 
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for consent to waive or reduce that term�  This approach was considered to represent a propor-
tionate response to the matter on a case-by-case basis, rather than placing a mandatory blanket 
prohibition on relevant DPOs taking up particular roles which could be open to legal challenge 
by a person, for example, when moving from a relevant DPO post in the public sector to a spe-
cific post in the private sector.  It is the responsibility of the relevant DPO to seek consent from 
SIPO to waive or reduce their cooling-off period prior to taking up an offer of employment or 
to provide relevant services in circumstances where such employment or services may be, or be 
perceived to be, encompassed by section 22�  SIPO may decide to give consent unconditionally 
or give consent with conditions attached�  It may also refuse to give consent for all or part of 
the cooling-off period.  A relevant DPO who is unhappy with the decision of SIPO may appeal.

Since the Act commenced on 1 September 2015, SIPO has received 20 such applications�  
The apparent low level of applications received by SIPO has given rise to a concern on its part 
that there should be more applications for consent under section 22 than have been received 
to date�  However, work undertaken by the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform in 
2020 appears to indicate that this may not be the case�  The Department sought to analyse the 
numbers of relevant DPOs who moved to lobbying positions or apparent lobbying positions 
between 2015 and 2020�  Although this analysis has limitations because it relies on data that are 
publicly available, almost 250 individuals were identified as having left relevant DPO positions 
since the introduction of the Act to the present, with less than 20 individuals being subsequently 
identified as having a connection with specific lobbying posts.  The analysis produced by the 
Department matches broadly with the level of section 22 applications that have been received 
by SIPO over the same period, although as SIPO’s data in relation to section 22 applications are 
anonymous, as provided for in section 25 of the 2015 Act, the overlap between such applica-
tions and the Department’s analysis cannot be definitively determined.

As I set out earlier this evening, the Act is generally perceived to have met the intended 
objective of increasing transparency and accountability around the lobbying of DPOs, which 
is underpinned by a register that is easily accessible and navigable�  The submissions received 
during the public consultation that was held as part of the second statutory review highlighted 
some of the aspects of the Act which stakeholders perceived as important, including the ad-
ditional transparency the Act has brought to the lobbying space�  The legislation is seen as 
comprehensive in its regulation of a wide range of lobbying activities�  The increased transpar-
ency provided by the Act in relation to lobbying activities was viewed as facilitating greater 
accountability�  The register was considered to be easily accessible, free and updated regularly�  
The website was described as user-friendly and open to public scrutiny�  The work of SIPO 
was praised and positive reference was made to the support and guidance given by SIPO via 
its regular communications and the availability of staff to provide advice to organisations on 
the register�  The part the register plays in promoting the role of organisations in shaping public 
policy was also mentioned�  The importance of the Act in recognising lobbying as a legitimate 
activity which promotes the development of appropriate and effective policy and legislation 
was highlighted.  It was acknowledged that the Act has not led to a chilling effect on lobbying 
activities�

It is important to recognise that there is a solid foundation in place, but like all foundations, 
it needs maintenance, renewal and enhancement as required�  The recently concluded review 
process allowed for a detailed assessment of a range of issues raised by SIPO and which we 
have discussed in the House.  In addition to consultations with the Office of the Attorney Gen-
eral, the review included assessment of the current operation of key provisions of the Act; con-
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sultation with and consideration of the views of SIPO; and consideration of options to address 
concerns raised and the policy, legal and practical implications of different responses.  The core 
consideration was to look at how the existing solid foundation could be enhanced most effec-
tively and efficiently, strengthening any weakness which had been identified.

In conclusion, I am proposing an amendment which “recognises that the Department of 
Public Expenditure and Reform’s review of the Regulation of Lobbying Act 2015 has just con-
cluded” and “resolves that the Regulation of Lobbying (Post-Term Employment as Lobbyist) 
Bill 2020 be deemed to be read a second time this day six months, to allow for a proposal for 
draft legislation to take account of the recommendations arising from that review to be brought 
forward”�  I will oppose the completion of Second Stage should my amendment not be agreed 
to�

17/06/2021ZZZ00200Deputy Ged Nash: I will not detain the Minister of State or the House for too long�  I ap-
preciate that it is late on a Thursday evening�

I thank the Minister of State for his remarks�  Dare I say it, but I think he understands, ap-
preciates and supports the overarching principles that have informed the development of the 
Bill�  I wish to thank Deputies Mairéad Farrell and Ó Murchú, who spoke broadly in favour of 
the approach that the Bill seeks to take�  I recognise the work that Deputy Farrell has done in the 
context of her own Bill, which was brought to Second Stage last November�

There is a general consensus around what needs to be done; the question is when it ought to 
be done�  In my view, it ought to be done now�  We do not know the minute or the hour when 
we might experience another case whereby, as I described in my earlier remarks, a Minister or 
a senior public official leaves office on a Friday and takes up another gig the following Monday 
that is directly related to the previous role that he or she enjoyed�  I am not, for one minute, 
claiming that any individual who may take up such an opportunity does so for any other reasons 
than having an interest in the new role that he or she has been offered and to make a reasonable 
living for himself or herself�  That is absolutely fair enough�

However, the perception is everything�  The intersection between business, politics and pub-
lic life more generally in this country has to be better managed�  Lobbying has to occur through 
a pane of glass�  The lobbying register itself has been an enormously important innovation in 
Irish public life�  The Minister of State is right to assert that it is working very well�  It attracts 
broad support�  The website is navigable, clear, transparent and easy to use�  Indeed, occasion-
ally I look up the register to see who is lobbying who and for what purpose�  That is most im-
portant�  It is precisely what my party and Deputy Howlin, in his former role, sought to achieve 
back in the early 2010s when we developed the legislation�  

The Minister of State referenced the fact that very few applications were made to SIPO for 
consent or an exemption under the terms of the Act.  There are a number of different ways to 
interpret the information that the Minister of State has provided to the House�  My view is that 
given that very few section 22 applications were made by those who were leaving particular 
roles and moving into new ones, that makes the case for this legislation�  It will not always be 
the case that SIPO will decide to reach back to investigate an issue that may make it uneasy or 
may have caused some disquiet�  SIPO can look at it on the merits of the case itself�  As legisla-
tors, we need to provide SIPO with the opportunity to do that�  It is an opportunity that it does 
not have currently and one which needs to be presented to it, because we all know that transpar-
ency in public life is key to public trust in democracy�  We know that if there is not public trust 
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in democracy, it affects social cohesion, trust in our institutions and our polity more broadly, 
and can lead to the rise of extreme politics and the collapse of society as we know it�  That is 
no exaggeration�  We know the impact that mistrust of democracy can have�  In many ways, 
perception is everything�    The idea that one can leave a job on Friday and move into another 
one on Monday with absolute impunity, when those two particular roles might have been con-
nected, does not sit well with the public or anybody who values democracy or this institution�

We need to be careful in how we proceed and proportionate in how we respond�  I absolutely 
understand why Deputy Howlin, when he was framing the initial legislation, did not provide 
for a mechanism like this at that point in time�  This was a radical departure in Irish politics and 
law�  It was important that we had an opportunity to assess how the legislation actually operated 
in practice�  Now after six years in operation, we can look at it in the round and identify how it 
ought to be improved�

This is not direct attack on or criticism of colleagues in Sinn Féin�  The one-year cooling 
off period gets it about right.  I know because I was involved tangentially in discussions about 
what this legislation might look like.  I know that the Attorney General’s office would have had 
serious concerns about introducing anything longer than a one-year cooling off period because 
the right of somebody to work and to provide for themselves is important�

When the recommendations are made, when the Cabinet discusses them and the memo is 
brought by the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform, is it the Government’s intention, 
given that there have been several initiatives across the House in this area, to share those rec-
ommendations with those interested in this space?  That would be an important step forward�

I would like to see this legislation enacted sooner rather than later because we do not know 
the minute or the hour when the kind of case which arose last September will arise again�  Our 
focus needs to be on instilling, ensuring and guaranteeing trust in our democracy at all times�  
That is why the legislation needs to be enacted as soon as possible�  That is why I, unfortunately, 
oppose the idea that we need to wait for another few months to allow the Government to de-
velop its own legislation�  That said, I hope the draft legislation brought to this House by the 
Minister of State will include many of the propositions contained in my Bill, as well as those in 
the Bill from Deputies Farrell and Doherty�

I thank the Minister of State for his interest in this area�  I look forward to working with him 
over the next few months in an effort to get this right.

Amendment put�

17/06/2021AAAA00400An Ceann Comhairle: In accordance with Standing Order 80(2), the division is postponed 
until the weekly division time next week�

The Dáil adjourned at 9�33 p�m� until 2 p�m� on Tuesday, 22 June 2021�


